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Abstract
Smartphones have become an essential device for many, but they are limited by short
battery life due to high data rates, big displays, and diverse applications. In this study
we examine how to improve the battery life by optimizing the smartphone’s cellular
subsystem, as well as the cellular network, without compromising performance.
At the start of this study in 2010 there were no cellular subsystem power consumption
models available for the newly introduced 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) standard.
Therefore an LTE model, based on power consumption measurements on commercial
smartphones, has been established. The model depends on receive and transmit power
and data rates, and shows that the cellular subsystem being ON and transmit powers
above 10 dBm are the primary power consumers, while high data rates are more than 10
times more energy efficient than low data rates in LTE. The Discontinuous Reception
(DRX) method is included in the model and is shown to provide significant energy
savings due to low-power sleep mode. However, improvements are needed in the time
period between entering and leaving the sleep mode. The model, with amendments
and updates since its first publication in 2012, has proved useful for both academia and
industry.
In this study we use the model to propose an uplink resource allocation scheme,
where a TDMA-like scheduling is preferred, and to develop the micro sleep concept,
which targets the LTE control-data frame structure that leads to unnecessary buffer-
ing for unscheduled users. The model is expanded to Carrier Aggregation, which we
demonstrate to be an energy saving feature for high data rate applications, and this has
been confirmed by our later measurements on commercial smartphones.
The second part of this study deals with the design of a future Fifth Generation
(5G) Radio Access Technology. It targets 10 Gb/s peak data rate, 1 ms latency, and
flexible uplink/downlink by use of advanced Multiple Input Multiple Output receivers
in an Ultra-Dense Small Cell, high bandwidth, Centimeter Waves network. We examine
selected features such as Time Division Duplexing, control-data structure, and Orthog-
onal Frequency Division Multiplexing to determine if and how they improve the energy
efficiency. We also simulate how 5G DRX due to a short, optimized frame improves the
battery life 5-15 times as compared to LTE DRX.
With respect to the feasibility of 5G we study how the increased bandwidth, dy-
namic range, data rate, and number of Radio Frequency components affect the power
consumption, and how the performance of the components evolves over time. This re-
sults in a performance and power consumption forecast for 2020 and 2030, which predicts
that the hardware will be able to handle the 5G requirements. However, we identify
iii
the following to be key challanges; baseband processor power consumption due to the
higher data rate, coexistence issues due to the use of multiple carriers to achieve suffi-
cient bandwidth, and low Power Amplifier efficiency at high carrier frequencies. Finally
we propose an event-based pre-paging method for 5G, which allows mobile terminals to
power down the main receiver, and listen for pre-paging signals from other nodes via
simple, low-power hardware.
Resumé
Smartphones er blevet en uundværlig enhed for mange, men de er begrænset af kort
batteritid pga. høje datahastigheder, store skærme og forskelligartede applikationer. I
dette studie undersøger vi, hvordan batteritiden kan forbedres ved at optimere smart-
phonens mobiltelefoni-delsystem såvel som det mobile netværk uden at kompromitere
ydeevnen.
Da dette studie blev indledt i 2010 var der ingen effektforbrugsmodel for mobiltelefoni-
delsystemet for den nyligt introducerede 3GPP LTE standard. Derfor er der etableret
en LTE model baseret på effektforbrugsmålinger på kommercielle smartphones. Mod-
ellen afhænger af modtage- og sendeeffekt og datahastigheder, og viser at de primære
effektforbrugere er det at delsystemet er tændt og sendeeffekter over 10 dBm, hvo-
rimod høje datahastigheder er mere end 10 gange så energieffektive sammenlignet med
lave hastigheder i LTE. DRX metoden er inkluderet i modellen, og det er vist, at den
medfører signifikante energibesparelser pga. en lav-effekts dvaletilstand. Dog er det
nødvendigt med forbedringer i den tidsperiode, der er imellem indgang og udgang af
dvaletilstanden. Modellen, som har fået tilføjelser og opdateringer siden første publika-
tion i 2012, har vist sig at være brugbar for både den akademiske verden og industrien.
I dette studie bruger vi modellen til at foreslå en resource-allokerings-mekanisme,
hvor en TDMA-lignende metode foretrækkes, og til at udvikle et mikrodvale-koncept,
som er målrettet LTE’s kontrol-data rammestruktur, der leder til unødvendig lagring af
data for brugere, der ikke er skeduleret. Modellen er udvidet til CA, som vi viser er en
energibesparende egenskab for applikationer med høje datahastigheder. Dette er senere
bekræftet vha. vores målinger på kommercielle smartphones.
Den anden del af studiet omhandler design af et fremtidigt 5G mobiltelefonisys-
tem. Systemet sigter efter 10 Gb/s tophastigheder, 1 ms forsinkelse og fleksibel up-
link & downlink vha. avancerede MIMO modtagere i et UDSC, høj båndbredde, CmW
netværk. Vi undersøger udvalgte egenskaber som TDD, kontrol-data struktur og OFDM
for at afgøre om og hvordan de kan forbedre energieffektiviteten. Vi simulerer også,
hvordan 5G DRX pga. en kort og optimeret rammestruktur forbedrer batteritiden 5-15
gange i forhold til LTE DRX.
Mht. gennemførligheden af 5G undersøger vi, hvordan den øgede båndbredde, dy-
namiske rækkevide, datahastighed og antal RF komponenter påvirker effektforbruget, og
hvordan komponenternes ydeevne udvikler sig over tid. Dette resulterer i en forudsigelse
af ydeevnen og effektforbruget i 2020 og 2030 om at hardwaren kan håndtere 5G kravene.
Dog identificerer vi følgende hovedudfordringer: baseband processor effektforbrug pga.
højere datahastigheder, problemer med sameksistens pga. brugen af flere bærere til
v
at opnå tilstrækkelig båndbredde, og lav effektivitet for effektforstærkeren ved høje
frekvenser. Til slut foreslår vi en eventbaseret pre-paging metode til 5G, som tillader
enhederne at slukke deres hovedmodtager og lytte efter pre-paging signaler fra andre
enheder vha. simpel laveffekt hardware.
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When Gartner in 2007 noted [1] that the Information and Communications Technology
(ICT) sector accounted for 2% of the worlds CO2 emissions it led to numerous research
projects in academia and amongst equipment vendors to limit the energy consumption.
Furthermore the International Telecommunication Union’s Study Group number 5 un-
der the Telecommunication Standardization Sector started focusing on the environment
and climate change in the following study period (2009-2012 and onwards) [2].
One example of the research projects is the founding of the Centre for Energy-Efficient
Telecommunications at the University of Melbourne which together with Alcatel-Lucent
have projected that the ICT sector will comprise 5 to 15% of the world’s energy con-
sumption in 2025 depending on the improvement in equipment energy efficiency [3].
The GreenTouch consortium [4], which is constituted by both ICT industry partners
and academia, predicts the ICT CO2 emissions will double from 2010 to 2020 and ac-
count for about 4%. There is great uncertainty in terms of the amount of CO2 generated
by ICT partly due to difficulty to assess
• the possible improvements in equipment energy efficiency
• the number of ICT users
• what type of ICT equipment will be used
• the amount of data to be transfered
• the energy consumption of transfering data and other ICT tasks
Therefore the European Commission has initiated a project with 27 industry partners
to determine a unified methodology for measuring the ICT sector’s CO2 emission [5].
Even without the unified methodology it is however clear that all parts of the ICT sector
must improve. Figure 1.1 shows an estimate of the CO2 emission contribution by certain
subsectors of ICT. The mobile telecommunication was a rather small component (9%)
when the data was published in 2007, [6] but this may change as the number of mobile
phones and the amount of data transferred continues to increase. For example Cisco [7]
has predicted the mobile data traffic will increase 11-fold from 2013 to 2018 while the
number of devices will exceed 10 billions in 2018. In addition Ericsson has published a
report [8], predicting the ICT electricity consumption increases 60% from 2007 to 2020
due to the aforementioned increasing device count and network expansion. The data is
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of ICT CO2 emissions. Based on [6].
shown in figure 1.2. The figure illustrates that the mobile telecommunication, which in
Source:
Ericsson
Figure 1.2: Electricity consumption in TWh. The data covers the electricity consumed while operating
the equipment i.e. the power required to manufacture it is not included. [8, Edited Figure 10].
the figure is split into devices and networks, will have an increasing influence from 2007
to 2020 especially because the number of connected devices increases. Even though the
total share is only about 10% it is important to reduce the CO2 emissions caused
by mobile networks and devices, and that is the starting point for this thesis. Many
researchers have already examined the mobile network power consumption, one example
being the work by Micallef [9]. Because this work is partly funded by the mobile chipset
manufacturer Intel Mobile Communications and the mobile device measurement vendor
Keysight Technologies the scope is limited to mobile devices.
3According to Gartner [10] the smartphone sales share (51.8%) exceeded the share of
feature phones (48.3%) for the first time in the second quarter of year 2013. The total
number of sold smartphones in the second quarter was 225 million, an increase of 46.5%
compared to the same quarter in 2012. In the third quarter of 2013 [11] the number
had increased to 250.2 million (a 54.9% share) and it is not expected to decrease.
Because of the smartphones’ increasing market share the thesis’ focus is limited to
smartphones and not the basic and feature phones. Another reason for this limitation
is that in a survey by Qualcomm [12] in 2013 60% of the consumers stated battery life
was the most requested smartphone feature to be improved, while another smartphone
satisfaction survey by J.D. Power and Associaties [13] showed battery performance
was the attribute with the lowest rating. Furthermore the survey indicated that the
Long Term Evolution (LTE) users were more dissatisfied than 3G users, and that the
satisfaction with smartphone’s battery life before a recharge is needed has not improved
from year 2007 to 2012. The fact that the LTE networks were scarcely deployed, when
the survey was made, has some effect on the battery life due to poorer downlink reception
power and higher uplink transmit power, but the smartphones’ bigger display, faster
processor, higher throughput and more diverse applications leading to increased usage
certainly also affect the battery life negatively [14]. Therefore this thesis will focus on
the energy consumption of smartphones.
The smartphones’ high energy consumption is a problem for
• the owner of the smartphone because of the short battery life
• the manufacturer because the dissatisfied user may not choose the same smart-
phone brand again
• the network operator because the user may generate less traffic to save power
• the environment because charging is equivalent with CO2 emission
The issue can in general terms be improved either by increasing the available battery
capacity or by reducing the power consumption. A third method is to harvest energy,
[15], from the surroundings for example by use of kinetic or solar elements. The latter
method is however not examined in further detail in this work.
The battery capacity evolution for four well-known series of smartphones is illus-
trated in figure 1.3. The data used to generate the plots is presented in appendix A.
The trends for the Google, Nokia, and Samsung smartphones are very similar: with
every new generation of the smartphone series the battery capacity increases 10-20%,
while the Apple smartphones’ battery capacity evolve at a slower pace.
The increased battery capacity could be expected to have a positive effect on the
users satisfaction level, but as stated previously surveys [12, 13] have shown this has
not been the case. During the same period of time the smartphones’ screen size has also
increased, as the printed numbers illustrate in figure 1.3. This may be one reason why
the increased battery capacity has not improved the battery life. The increased screen
size is often related with an increase in screen resolution, which Qualcomm has noted
to increase ∼ 25x from 2006 to 2012 [12], and this entails increased graphic processing
requirements leading to higher power consumption [16, 17]. Furthermore the users now
tend to perform many more activities (75%) such as web browsing, gaming, and video
streaming, where the screen is ON as opposed to old-fashioned telephone calls (25%)
where the screen may be OFF [14, Chapter 14].
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Figure 1.3: Battery capacity and screen size evolution for selected smartphone series. The printed
numbers are the screen sizes in inches.
The increased screen size obviously entails the smartphone’s physical dimensions also
increase, and this may be one of the reasons why the battery capacity has improved in
addition to the energy density of the battery itself. The average annual improvement
of energy storage density has only been in the order of 3% for more than 100 years,
[18], while Li-Ion batteries have improved 4.5-5% [19, 20] the last 20 years and almost
7% according to [21]. To examine this hypothesis figure 1.4 shows the battery capacity
normalized with the screen area. The area is used under the assumption that the
batteries’ width do not vary much, and because the volume metric was not available for
all the examined smartphones. The figure shows that there is very little improvement
in the energy density, and therefore the conclusion is that the battery evolution is not
sufficient to improve the user satisfaction.
The other approach to improve battery life is to lower the power or energy con-
sumption of the smartphone, and this is the main research area for this study. When
optimizing the battery life, by reducing the power consumption, it is important to be
aware of the user experience in terms of performance such as download data rate and
application speed. The performance cannot degrade significantly because it is also one of
the top requirements of users [12]. Thus the study must examine the trade-off between
perceived user experience and battery life.
A modern smartphone is not just a combination of the cellular subsystem, connecting
the device to the network, and an interface towards the user. Today the smartphone
can instead be considered to be a mobile Personal Computer (PC), which has multiple
wireless connections to the internet, an application processor, a graphics processor, an
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Figure 1.4: Energy density metric based on battery capacity evolution normalized to screen area for
selected smartphone series.
audio codec, various types of memory, and an interface towards the human user as
illustrated in figure 1.5.
Human interfacesConnectivity
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Near Field 
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Application 
processor
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Baseband processor
SIM reader
Figure 1.5: Typical smartphone components.
Therefore the optimization for low power consumption can be performed on multi-
ple layers as described in table 1.1. On the Application layer power can be saved if the
smartphone’s performance is adjusted to the current needs of the running applications.
For example the clock speed of the Central Processing Unit (CPU) can be adjusted as
in a normal desktop CPU.
On the Transport layer it may be possible to combine data packets from multiple appli-
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Table 1.1: Power optimization options on different telecommunication layers. The layers are based
on [22].
Layer Optimization
Application Adjust display brightness, CPU speed etc. to what the
application requires
Transport Combine data from multiple applications into one transfer
Network Ensure low overhead
Adjust network-controlled parameters such as scheduling
and transmit power control
Physical + data link Use low power components
Apply power management
cations/protocols on the upper layer into one. In this way the smartphone only needs to
carry out one data transfer even though the data has multiple end points. One example
is [23] where the authors show energy savings of up to 43% by bundling multiple Instant
Messaging transmissions into one packet, where the cost is an increased transfer delay.
The network layer is also known as the internet layer, and it is taking caring of routing
packets. This layer basically consists of the Internet Protocol and there are no obvious
techniques to optimize the smartphone’s energy consumption for this protocol besides
efficient use of header information and acknowledgements, and fast routing in the core
network.
The final layers are the physical and data link layers. Considering the latter it is impor-
tant that the Radio Access Technology (RAT) is setup to ensure low power consump-
tion. This could for example imply the use of an energy aware scheduler and Transmit
Power Control (TPC). On the physical layer the smartphone’s instantaneous power
consumption is directly related to the hardware components comprising the smart-
phone. Savings can for example be achieved by using the lowest possible Complemen-
tary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor (CMOS) technology node, because switched capacity
and short-circuit power decreases while the leakage power increases with decreasing
technology node [24, Chapter 38]. Choice of Transmit Power Amplifier (PA), display
size and technology and so forth will also have a major effect. Finally it is important
to have a Power Management Unit (PMU) which makes sure to power OFF unused
components and scale the performance of the components, which are currently ON. In
this work the focus is therefore on physical and data link layers.
Before the research questions for this PhD study is defined it is necessary to define
the parameter to optimize: lower power consumption, lower energy consumption or a
combination of both.
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1.1 Power versus Energy
A battery is usually stated to have a certain capacity in Ampere-Hours at a specific
supply voltage. Hence it contains energy:
U · I · t = P · t = E [J] (1.1)
where: U is the battery supply voltage [V]
I is the current drawn from the battery [A]
t is the time of use [s]
P is the instantaneous power drawn from the battery [W]
E is the energy drawn from the battery [J]
Given the battery’s specifications the first thing the designer will need to ensure is
that the amount of current drawn by the smartphone does not exceed a certain limit
defined by the battery’s internal resistance. If the current is too high it may entail a
battery voltage drop, which may cause the PMU to power down the smartphone to
prevent unexpected behaviour. The current draw is typically at its peak when many
components are powered ON at once, and therefore the PMU can apply a power-ON-
sequence [16]. Provided that this fundamental requirement is fulfilled the designer can
start optimizing the components to achieve longer battery life.
The instantaneous power consumption is important to keep at a minimum, both to avoid
the battery voltage drop and to improve the battery life. However it may sometimes
be beneficial to accept a high instantaneous power consumption if it entails the ON
time of the User Equipment (UE) is reduced. The increased OFF time may then be
substituted with a low-power sleep mode. This will for example be the case if a single
data transfer is scheduled. Figure 1.6a illustrates the case where the power consumption
scales 1:1 with the data rate and the area of each block corresponds to the total energy
consumption required to transfer the specific amount of data. In this case the total
energy consumption and the number of bits transferred is the same whether the data
rate is low and the transfer time is long or the data rate is high and the transfer time
is short. However a more realistic case is depicted in figure 1.6b, where the double data
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Figure 1.6: Power consumption as a function of data rate scaling. Note the same amount of bits is
transferred in each case.
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rate does not entail a doubling of the power consumption. The reason is that there
will be a certain base power consumption due to the data rate-independent components
being on, for example the Radio Frequency (RF) front end. Furthermore if the data
transfer is related to a user browsing a web page there may be an additional overhead,
which for example includes the display being ON. If the page is loaded faster the user
will also turn OFF the display faster. This is illustrated in figure 1.6c.
To summarize figure 1.6 illustrates it is important not only to optimize for low
power consumption, but also low energy consumption, because the method to achieve
the latter may be to increase the first. Otherwise the smartphone may have with low
power consumption, but also low performance and therefore also short battery life due
to increased ON time. For this chain of arguments to be valid the smartphone will
obviously need to enter a very low power mode when it has finished the data transfer.
One important metric, which relates the instantaneous power consumption to a data
transfer is the Energy Efficiency (EE), which is defined as:
EE =
R
P
=
b
P · t
[
bit
J
]
(1.2)
where: EE is the energy efficiency [J/bit]
R is the data rate [bit/s]
P is the power consumption [W]
t is the time to transfer [s]
b is the number of bits transfered [bit]
Comparing figures 1.6a and 1.6b it is clear that the EE is constant for 1.6a while it
increases for increasing data rate in 1.6b.
1.2 Research Questions
Based on the discussion in the previous sections the thesis’ focus is the smartphone’s
short battery life, and more specifically how the energy consumption can be reduced to
improve the user experience. The scope limitation is illustrated in figure 1.7. This has
Global CO2 emissions
... transportation ICT agriculture ...
... PCs mobile networks servers ...
... core network mobile devices base stations ...
... featurephone smartphone basic phone ...
Figure 1.7: The thesis’ scope (marked with green color).
lead to the following research questions:
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1. What is the power consumption of an LTE smartphone’s components?
To determine how to save energy in the smartphone it is necessary to identify the
most power consuming components (illustrated in figure 1.5)
2. How can the power consumption of an LTE smartphone be reduced while main-
taining the performance?
Improving the battery life should not affect the user experience and therefore it is
important to maintain the performance of the smartphone.
3. How can a future Fifth Generation (5G) RAT be designed to significantly improve
the mobile terminal battery life as compared to current RAT generations?
Ideas & suggestions for a future RAT should be based on what was learned when
answering questions 1 & 2
The latter question is included because research on a future 5G RAT is ramping up
and targeting deployment around 2020. By analysing and answering questions 1 & 2 it
will be possible to provide input on which mobile terminal and RAT features 5G must
re-use, replace and update to ensure the battery life. The term mobile terminal and
Access Point is used for 5G because the nomenclature is not yet defined as opposed to
the use of UE and Evolved Node B in the standardized language of LTE.
In addition the 5G also targets to include Machine Type Communication (MTC)
devices, which also require long battery life, and therefore the smartphone term does
not cover the target of research question 3.
1.3 Applied Methods
There are multiple methods available for analysing the aforementioned research ques-
tions including a theoretical analysis possibly based on a mathematical model, Monte
Carlo simulations where random values are used in repeated computer simulations to
obtain a numerical value, deterministic modelling where simulation parameters are as-
signed specific values and the computer simulation is used to obtain a numerical value,
and empirical measurements. In this subsection a brief overview of the applied methods
are provided.
Research questions 1 & 2, defined in the previous section, rely on knowledge about
LTE smartphones’ instantaneous power consumption. When the thesis work was started
such information was not available with sufficient detail and therefore empirical mea-
surements were made. The measurements followed a methodology which was designed
to be able to separate the power consumption of each component.
Based on the measurements, and the power model which was developed using the
results, it became possible to define a hypothesis stating how a specific parameter could
be adjusted to lower the power consumption and then evaluate and accept/reject it
using system level computer simulations and the power model i.e. the method is a
combination of empirical measurements and simulation, which can be both Monte Carlo
and deterministic.
During the study the empirical measurements have been repeated, when a new gener-
ation of LTE smartphones became available. This has provided a view on the evolution,
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which combined with a review of previous RAT generations formed the basis for sug-
gestions for an energy efficient 5G RAT thus a combination of theoretical models and
empirical measurements.
Finally the obtained knowledge is also used to solve specific issues of the 5G concept,
e.g. an optimized sleep mode and frame structure, by use of theoretical analysis and
computer simulations.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is twofold due to the research questions presented in section 1.2, which are
focused on either LTE or 5G. The first part of the thesis therefore deals with LTE power
consumption modelling and energy saving, i.e. research question 1 and 2.
Chapter 2: System Level Analysis of Power Consumption in LTE User
Equipment
First the development of an LTE UE power model is described. The model covers the
cellular subsystem and is divided into functional blocks based on a breakdown of how
specific parameters such as transmit power and data rate affect the power consumption.
The model has been updated continuously throughout the project to evaluate how the
LTE devices’ mature and therefore the work concludes with a view on the evolution in
LTE power consumption.
The main contribution is the publication and updating of an empirical LTE UE
power model, which has enabled academia and industry to evaluate power consumption
in system level simulations. Relevant publications [25, 26, 27].
Chapter 3: Energy Saving in LTE User Equipment
Next the power model is applied to examine how energy can be saved in LTE while
maintaining the performance based on research question 2. First it is examined how
energy can be saved in cases where the UE is not scheduled but connected to the
Evolved Node B. Since the transmit PA is the most power consuming component in the
cellular subsystem the work also examines how transmission energy can be reduced by
allocating uplink resources. Finally potential energy savings are examined when using
Carrier Aggregation (CA) in the downlink.
The main contribution is the simulation results which show how resource allocation,
utilization of low power sleep mode and high data rates may provide energy savings.
Relevant publications: [28, 29, 30, 31].
In the LTE research area multiple articles have been published and therefore the first
part is structured as a collection of papers where the key messages from each article is
presented and discussed 1.
1It must also be noted that the decision to apply this structure is partly due to the financial situation
at the Department of Electronic Systems, Aalborg University, because it has introduced a strict time
limitation on the thesis work.
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The second part of the thesis deals with the design of the future 5G answering
research question 3:
Chapter 4: Fifth Generation Radio Access Technology
In this chapter a future 5G RAT concept is described, and it is examined whether
technology features of 2G, 3G, and 4G can be reused to improve the energy efficiency.
Among the examined features are the waveform, duplexing scheme, transmit power
control, frame structure, sleep mode design, and interference management.
The main contribution is the analysis of how each technology feature affect the
energy efficiency. Relevant publications: [32, 33].
Chapter 5: Power Consumption Challenges in 5G
In this chapter the performance and power consumption evolution of Low Noise Am-
plifiers (LNAs), Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs), and Base Band (BB) processors
are examined and estimated for 2020, where 5G is targeted to be deployed. Using the
estimates power consumption challenges are then identified due to increased bandwidth,
data rate, number of Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) streams and dynamic
range. It is also studied how the transmit PA is affected by the 5G requirements and
especially the need for higher carrier frequencies to obtain sufficient spectrum.
The main contribution is the literature survey and study of LNA evolution, using
a Figure of Merit (FoM) to predict ADC performance, and finally the estimation of
receiver power consumption in 2020 and 2030. Relevant publications: [34].
Chapter 6: DRX and Aperiodic Sleep Modes in 5G
In this chapter sleep modes for 5G are studied with the specific use cases video streaming
and MTC because they will be dominant traffic types in the future. It is examined and
simulated how Discontinuous Reception (DRX), which is periodic, can be applied in
5G and how it will differ from LTE due to a new short frame. Finally an event based
pre-paging concept is presented to solve issues related to aperiodic MTC traffic, which
may not fit DRX.
The main contribution is the simulation of DRX performance in 5G, and the pro-
posal of the event based pre-paging concept. The concept has been disclosed in multiple
patent applications, but references cannot be provided due to confidentiality require-
ments. Relevant publication: [35].
The work on 5G has mainly been documented in internal concept documents and
patent applications and therefore it is structured as a monograph. Figure 1.8 provides
an overview of how the papers and patent applications are used in the thesis’ two main
parts.
The third and final part of the thesis contains the conclusion together with suggested
future work. The thesis also contains a bibliography and the following appendices:
• Appendix A
An overview of the smartphones used in this chapter
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• Appendix B
A re-print of [36], which is a detailed description of the measurement setup, which
was used in the UE power consumption measurements. The appendix is an appli-
cation note written for Keysight Technologies.
• Appendix C
The details and the bibliography for the Low Noise Amplifier study
• Appendix D
A new limited functionality mode concept is presented in relation with Device–
to-Device (D2D) to allow devices to transfer certain types of data without estab-
lishing a connection with the network core. The concept is described in a patent
application, but not included in the main thesis.
• Appendix E-L
Re-print of the relevant papers [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 32, 34]
During the PhD study the following papers have also been co-authored in addition to
three patent applications that are not discussed in this thesis:
[37] NH. Mahmood, G. Berardinelli, FML. Tavares, M. Lauridsen, P. Mogensen, and
K. Pajukoski. “An Efficient Rank Adaptation Algorithm for Cellular MIMO Systems
with IRC Receivers”. In: VTC Spring, IEEE 79th (May 2014)
[38] AR. Jensen, KI. Pedersen, J. Faaborg, M. Lauridsen, and P. Mogensen. “LTE
HetNet Mobility Performance Through Emulation with Commercial Smartphones”. In:
VTC Spring, IEEE 79th (May 2014)
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Chapter 2
System Level Analysis of
Power Consumption in LTE
User Equipment
One of the main goals of this thesis is to reduce the Long Term Evolution (LTE) smart-
phone energy consumption, because the users are not satisfied with the battery life [12,
13]. In order to determine how the energy consumption can be reduced research ques-
tion 1 is examined. The purpose is to determine how energy can be saved by identifying
the main power consuming components of the smartphone and then study how the com-
ponents’ power consumption depends on relevant parameters e.g. how the Base Band
(BB) processor power consumption depends on downlink data rate. One method to
achieve this is thus to define a power consumption model. To obtain a model a proper
measurement method is required and therefore previous work is examined to identify
suitable methods. Besides inspiration for the measurement method the previous work
also provides insight to what other researchers find to be important power model param-
eters. As illustrated in figure 1.8 the chapter is based on the contributions in [25, 26, 27].
A modern smartphone resembles a Personal Computer (PC) with interfaces towards
the human user and connectivity, see figure 1.5 for an illustration. To achieve this
functionality a large number of components are integrated in the smartphone, and in
[26] we presented a comparison of the power consumption in the key components and it
is repeated in figure 2.1. A user’s average daily power consumption depends a lot on the
user behaviour in terms of applications executed and connectivity methods used, but
based on the measurement in figure 2.1 it is evident that the LTE cellular subsystem is
a major contributor. The cellular subsystem consists of the LTE compliant transmitter,
receiver, and interface towards the rest of the User Equipment (UE), and it is often
referred to as the modem though this is not exactly accurate because it would then only
cover MOdulation and DEModulation, and not the Radio Frequency (RF) components.
The cellular subsystem power consumption can be optimized on multiple fronts;
e.g. chipset design & layout including component choice, power management, which is
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Figure 2.1: Power consumption of selected components in an LTE smartphone, [26, Figure 9].
controlled by the operating system and user interaction, and Radio Access Technology
(RAT) design, scheduling, power control, mobility management and so forth.
Due to the multiple adjustment possibilities and the fact that the PhD study was
performed within the Wireless Communications area and in cooperation with Intel Mo-
bile Communications and Agilent Technologies the power consumption modelling and
investigation was limited to the LTE cellular subsystem.
In the next sections we discuss why a power model is needed, what it must include
and how it can be applied by performing a review of previous work.
2.1 Power Modelling
Before we describe our proposed power model it is important to answer why a new
model is needed?
First of all LTE is not 3G! There are fundamental differences in the technological fea-
tures: for example the use of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
instead of Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) affects baseband processing complex-
ity and Transmit Power Control, while the different frame structure and the positioning
of control and data channels affect UE sleep mode possibilities [32].
A good power model will in general be beneficial to both academia and industry.
It allows academia to evaluate new ideas such as scheduling and transmit power con-
trol algorithms, while it allows Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) to estimate users’
battery life when they adjust network parameters. Finally it can give chipset manufac-
turers insight into how the rival perform, and where they need to spend extra effort to
be competitive. In 2010, when the study was initiated, such a LTE cellular subsystem
model was not available because LTE was just being launched.
Before a useful measurement method can be identified it is necessary to identify the
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model parameters. The power model is supposed to cover the LTE cellular subsystem
and therefore the following parameters are important:
• Transmit and receive power levels: The transmit power level is determined by the
transmit Power Amplifier (PA), which is known to affect the power consumption
significantly. The receive power level will affect the gain levels of the Low Noise
Amplifiers (LNAs) and possibly also mixer performance requirements.
• Downlink and uplink data rate: Decoding and encoding the data affects the base-
band processor power consumption because the complexity increases with data
rate.
• State change: The power consumption of the cellular subsystem changes when
state is changed i.e. from RRC Idle to RRC Connected. Furthermore it is also
important to note how fast the changes occur.
• Discontinuous Reception (DRX): The length of the DRX periods determine the
sleep mode power level.
• Scanning & measuring: Scanning and measuring neighbor cells e.g. in preparation
for handover also impacts power consumption.
• Cell bandwidth: The cell bandwidth will affect Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)
and Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) power consumption.
In a real network the aforementioned parameters will vary and therefore it is important
that the power model reflects this behaviour.
When measuring smartphone power consumption it is of interest to compare the
LTE cellular subsystem power consumption with other components and their related
parameters such as the following: display brightness & activity (may also depend on
wallpaper type), Central Processing Unit (CPU) activity & clock frequency, memory
usage (both internal and flash cards), other RATs, camera,Global Positioning System
(GPS), audio volume, and flight mode (for baseline comparison). It is interesting to
compare the cellular subsystem power consumption with these components because it is
important to focus on the components where the biggest savings can be achieved with-
out harming the user experience. The comparison has already been done by multiple
researchers, but the aforementioned components are not essential for functionality of
the cellular subsystem and therefore it is important to keep their impact as low and
constant as possible while measuring.
Previously a large amount of papers have been published on 2G, 3G, and WiFi power
consumption and tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 provide an overview of selected power models.
The target is to observe the measurement methodology and which model parameters
the authors selected. Therefore the parameters in table 2.1 are of interest and listed in
the following tables’ columns.
Examining the listed papers in tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 in detail it is clear that most
of the measurements were carried out by connecting a commercial smartphone to a com-
mercial cellular network [39, 42, 43, 45, 46, 52, 53, 58]. Using a commercial smartphone
as the Device Under Test (DUT) is a common choice because the smartphone is easy to
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Table 2.1: Key measurement parameters and methods.
Parameter/method Value
Radio Access Technology 2G, 3G, LTE, and WiFi
UE type Prototype, dongle, feature-, and smartphone
Type of network connection Commercial, emulated, and local
Power logging method Application based and supply/battery logging
Parameter logging method Application based and network based
obtain, it provides the real performance experienced by users, and if the Operating Sys-
tem (OS) allows it, to deploy a measurement and/or logging application. Other options
are to measure on a laboratory prototype [51] or USB dongles [45, 57]. Using a proto-
type may give the researcher more control of the device, leading to a more detailed and
thorough analysis, but it also does not reflect the real performance experienced by users.
Measuring on a USB dongle, and basing a power model on it, may also not provide the
real performance because the USB dongles are not as optimized power consumption
wise as a smartphone since they are not battery operated. Using a simple USB dongle
will however entail that less overhead is measured as opposed to the smartphone where
the CPU and memory always will contribute. Based on this discussion the preferred
DUT is a commercial smartphone.
When a DUT has been selected the next task is to determine how to connect it
to the network of interest. There are multiple types of networks, each associated with
different costs of establishing the connection and with different levels of control, and
therefore with different constraints on how the power model can be made. Connecting
the DUT to a commercial network has been the preferred method when the RAT is
of the cellular type (2G, 3G, and LTE). When the RAT has shorter range, e.g. WiFi,
Bluetooth, and ZigBee, a local network is most often used [42, 46, 41, 44, 47, 48, 55].
Two less used options are full connectivity control by a local PC [51] and connecting
the DUT to a base station emulator in the laboratory [57].
The commercial network connection is easy to set up, because the researcher only
needs a valid Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card and coverage before he can start
transferring data etc. to measure the power consumption. The problem is that e.g.
the downlink data rate depends not only on the channel between the DUT and the
base station, but also the overall network load and the backhaul of the base station.
Therefore it can be challenging to stabilize the data rate and even more challenging to
vary it to determine the power consumption as a function of the data rate. Furthermore
the DUT power consumption in e.g. DRX mode is highly dependent on the network
settings, which the researcher often has no possibility of adjusting. Therefore the re-
searchers often only report average values for parameters, which actually are functions
of a variable [42, 45, 46, 52, 40, 49, 50, 56]. This can partly be circumvented by gath-
ering measurements from multiple users as discussed later in this section.
The local network connection is easy to set up for WiFi, BT and so forth, because
either a PC or simple access point hardware can be used. In this type of network the
researcher may control both ends and therefore it is easier to ensure that the variables
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Table 2.2: Selected power models presented in literature, part 1.
Ref. Year RAT UE type Network Power log-
ging
Parameter logging Power model Other
[39] 2010 WiFi,
3G
HTC Dream
and HTC
Magic
smartphones
Commercial
network
Measurement
supply
Wifi and 3G is measured
by uploading packets to a
local server
WiFi is a function of number
of packets and UL rate. 3G
has a constant value for FACH
and DCH states
Other components’ activity is
kept low to minimize impact.
Includes power as a function
of CPU utilization and clock
frequency, display brightness,
audio state, GPS state.
[40] 2010 GSM,
GPRS,
WiFi
Openmoko
Neo Freerun-
ner smart-
phone
Commercial
network
Sensing at
component
level + total
power at bat-
tery terminal
2G and WiFi is measured
by downloading a file
Fixed values for 2G & WiFi
DL + a value for strongly
attenuated signal. Includes
overall comparisons with two
other 3G smartphones
Power as function of display
brightness, CPU & RAM fre-
quency, GPS activity, flash
and SD memory activity
[41] 2010 ZigBee TI CC2480 Local net-
work
Measurement
at battery
terminal
Both network ends are
controlled and logged
Start up, scanning, sleeping,
transmission power and dura-
tion
Includes a data sheet based
comparison with 6 other com-
mercial ZigBee chips
[42] 2011 WiFi,
2G,
3G,
BT
Nokia N95 Commercial
2G & 3G
networks,
local WiFi &
BT networks
Nokia En-
ergy profiler
application
Nokia Energy Profiler ap-
plication captures signal
strengths and CPU activ-
ity
Values are given for fixed 2G
& 3G DL rates (a plot shows
data rate variations). Fixed
values for handover, voice, idle
mode, video call and SMS.
The accuracy of the Nokia
app is controlled by using a
measurement supply. The
authors also include display,
memory and CPU usage.
[43] 2011 LTE,
3G
HTC Thun-
derbolt
Commercial
network
Measurement
at battery
terminal
Traffic characteristics are
logged in the phone
Measurement plots showing
power traces for LTE con-
nected and idle mode, but no
values or model is given
User generated & background
traffic is compared in terms
of packet size and interarrival
times
[44] 2011 WiFi HTC Nexus
One
Local net-
work
Measurement
at battery
terminal
Video stream via WiFi
and the UE’s memory
Fixed values for streaming low
& high quality video, but no
details of channel power levels
etc.
Power as a function of display
brightness, audio volume and
CPU activity
[45] 2012 LTE,
3G,
WiFi
HTC An-
droid smart-
phone &
USB modem
Commercial
network
Measurement
supply
The packet and CPU
trace is logged using a
program on the phone.
The UE is connected via
TCP to a local server
LTE promotion & tail, short
& long DRX (parameters
not varied because they are
network-controlled), uplink &
downlink data rate
The authors also deployed a
logging app among real users
to measure LTE network per-
formance and CPU usage
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Table 2.3: Selected power models presented in literature, part 2.
Ref. Year RAT UE type Network Power log-
ging
Parameter logging Power model Other
[46] 2012 WiFi,
3G
Nokia N95 Local WiFi,
commercial
3G network
Nokia En-
ergy profiler
application
Nokia Energy profiler ap-
plication. Data is trans-
ferred via a local PC
UL and DL data transfer, but
independent of rate. Idle and
in-active mode.
The authors examine power
up and down times in detail
[47] 2012 WiFi
802.11n
Google
Nexus S
smartphone
Local net-
work
Measurement
supply
DL data rate is logged via
iperf, which establishes a
connection between a lo-
cal PC and UE
Functions of DL data rate and
DL channel quality
Run at night to minimize in-
terference
[48] 2012 WiFi Google
Nexus One
Local net-
work
Android appli-
cation
Android application logs
battery level & packet
data rate. The network
was controlled and used
to generate data traffic
A combined power consump-
tion function is given for UL
& DL data rate
Power consumption as a func-
tion of display brightness and
RGB settings, CPU activity
and audio level
[49] 2012 N/A HTC Win-
dows Phone
7.5
Commercial
network
On-board
power sensor
and measure-
ment supply
None, but power is com-
pared for 10 hours
No specific parameters, but
two measurements on average
power for a 10 hour use case
The on-board power sensor
is accurate within 2% of the
power supply measurement
[50] 2012 WiFi
and
GSM
Nokia N97,
N8 and C7
Commercial
network
Nokia En-
ergy profiler
application
Nokia Energy profiler ap-
plication
Each RAT is divided into 4
power states each with a time
duration i.e. no dependency
on data rates and power levels
None
[51] 2013 LTE Lab proto-
type
The UE is
controlled by
a PC
Measurement
supply
The transmitted output
is examined on a spec-
trum analyzer, a PC logs
the UE state
A function of transmit power
and cell BW are shown in
graphs, but model parameters
are not provided
None
[52] 2013 LTE,
WiFi
Samsung
Galaxy S2
HD LTE
Commercial
network
Measurement
supply
Logging of normal and
sleep mode, but no de-
tails on what they cover
Normal and sleep average val-
ues are provided for LTE,
WiFi, flight mode, and power
save mode
Active applications during
the measurements are noted
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Table 2.4: Selected power models presented in literature, part 3.
Ref. Year RAT UE type Network Power log-
ging
Parameter logging Power model Other
[53] 2013 WiFi,
3G
HTC Nexus
One, Mo-
torola Atrix,
Sony Xperia
S
Commercial
network
Measurement
at battery
terminal
The UE downloads data
from a local PC. RSSI is
logged using an UE appli-
cation and varied by mov-
ing the UE
WiFi and 3G as a function
of signal strength for receive,
transmit, and tail states (one
submodels per UE). Measure-
ments are made at night to
minimize interference
Traces from 3785 Android de-
vices are analyzed using an
app which logs battery level,
3G and WiFi signal strength
and transferred data
[54] 2013 N/A Android de-
vices
Commercial
network
Android appli-
cation
Android application logs
battery level, location,
and network parameters
(state, amount of data
transfered, link speed)
The model parameters can be
varied, but no values are pre-
sented
The power required to run
the app cannot be excluded,
and therefore the sampling
time was set to 10 s.
[55] 2013 ZigBee TI CC2530
SoC
Local net-
work
Measurement
at battery
terminal
Both network ends are
controlled and logged
Scanning, sleeping, and data
transfer but only for a specific
scenario, i.e. independent of
the amount of data and the
scanning period
None
[56] 2013 N/A Android de-
vices
Commercial
network
Android appli-
cation
Android application logs
battery level & applica-
tions activities
Average values for a phone
call, playing Angry Birds and
using SinaWeibo
Includes a comparison with
a Tianyu W806 smartphone,
but without measurement de-
tails
[57] 2013 LTE 4 USB
modems
& HTC
Velocity
smartphone
Base station
emulator
connected
with RF
cables
Measurement
at battery
terminal
Uplink rate is fixed,
transmit power is varied
by use of LTE TPC
commands
LTE transmission power and
carrier frequency
None
[58] 2014 LTE,
3G,
WiFi
Android
smartphone
Commercial
network
Android appli-
cation
The app logs applica-
tions’ activities & battery
percentage. No informa-
tion on how the RATs are
exercised
UL & DL data rate, but not
all required values to model
the power consumption are
provided.
The power model is used to
develop an application, which
can estimate the power con-
sumption of UEs
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are exercised properly. One issue is that the frequency bands, which are contention
based, may be used by other users as well and therefore some researchers perform the
measurements at night [53, 47].
In [57] a base station emulator is used to connect the DUT. This setup provides full
control of the network side, allowing the researchers to examine how the DUT power
consumption depends on each network-defined parameter. The problem with this setup
is that the emulator is expensive and in addition the connection between the emula-
tor and the DUT is often established using wires, which bypasses the DUT’s antennas,
and therefore the measured performance may not correspond exactly with what can
be measured over-the-air. A minor issue is how to set up the emulator with realistic
parameters, which match the settings used in commercial networks.
Based on this discussion it is clear that researchers can choose between an easy and
cheap measurement setup, based on commercial networks which provide limited possi-
bilities for parameter exploration, and an expensive but controllable laboratory setup
using either a base station emulator or access points, depending on the RAT type. For
a full examination of DUT power consumption the preferred network connection
is based on a base station emulator.
When a DUT and a network connection has been selected the next step is to select
a power consumption logging method, because it defines the measurement accuracy,
the type of parameters that can be logged, the number of samples and the sampling
frequency that can be used to generate the power model. In previous work either a
measurement supply [39, 43, 45, 51, 52, 53, 57], an application [42, 46, 58], or sensing
on the circuit board [40, 49] has been used. The latter may be the most accurate in de-
termining the power consumption of individual components, but it also requires detailed
knowledge about the circuit board layout and the pin connections of the on-board chips.
The measurement supply is used to either replace the battery or provide power at the
battery terminal. Replacing the battery is not a trivial task, because a modern battery
has multiple pin connections which is used by the phone to determine the charge level,
temperature and other battery health metrics. If the supply is instead connected at
the battery terminal the measurement will include both DUT power consumption and
possibly power used for charging the battery. No matter how the measurement supply
is connected it provides good resolution both in time and power, and easy transfer to
further processing on a PC.
Power logging with an application is mainly performed either by use of the Nokia
Energy Profiler [42, 46, 50] or Android applications [48, 53, 54, 56, 58], made specifi-
cally for the measurement by the researchers. The Nokia application and some of the
Android applications are made to run on a single phone after which the logged data
is transferred to a PC, whereas some Android applications are published on the An-
droid Market Place and used to obtain measurements from multiple users which are
then uploaded to a central server. Both types of applications will affect the measured
power consumption, and furthermore the sampling time plays a major role. In the Nokia
Energy Profiler it is set to 250 ms as a compromise between measurement resolution
and application power consumption, while [54] reported a 10 s sampling time to limit
the application power consumption. Besides the applications’ very slow sampling time,
which for measurement supplies may be up to 5 kHz [39, 45], the applications have less
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accurate power consumption readings, because the OS often only provides a reading
of the current battery level in percent. One convenient feature of the applications is
their ability to log both power consumption and other relevant parameters such as data
rate. Because the applications are slow and inaccurate the preferred power logging
method is the measurement supply, which replaces the battery.
Besides logging the power consumption it is also necessary to log the relevant param-
eters such as transmit power and downlink data rate listed previously in this section,
because they affect the power consumption. The number and type of parameters de-
pend on the selected RAT and the overall target with the model. Some studies examine
multiple RATs but only obtain average values [39, 42, 52, 40, 50], while others only ex-
ercise a few parameters in detail and do not cover the whole cellular subsystem [46, 53,
57]. Another issue is that the selected network type in combination with the parameter
logging tool may entail the researchers are not able to vary the variables or study them
in detail [45, 44, 55, 49]. Finally some researchers actually perform the detailed logging
but do not share all the details necessary to implement a model, [43, 51, 58, 54]. Several
researchers have also included measurements on other smartphone components such as
the display and CPU activity [39, 42, 40, 44, 48].
Similar to the power logging method the parameters are either logged using an ap-
plication on the phone or some type of external equipment, and therefore similar pros
and cons can be listed: the application affects power consumption and has low accuracy
and sampling rate, but is easy to deploy amongst users, while the external equipment
has better accuracy, but only allows measurement at a single DUT. Previously the base
station emulator was selected as the preferred network connection, and because it is also
able to provide parameter logging the preferred parameter logging method is the
base station emulator.
To summarize the power model shall be based on measurements on a commercial
smartphone using a measurement supply, which replaces the battery, while being con-
nected to a base station emulator, which provides both the network connection and
parameter logging.
In the next section a list of the published power consumption model papers is given
highlighting the contribution and novelty of each. After that the proposed LTE cellular
subsystem power consumption model is presented and followed by an overview of how
the measurements are made to parametrize it.
2.2 Paper Contributions
In this section the contributions from relevant papers are highlighted. Re-prints are
available in appendix E, F, and G.
[25] LTE UE Power Consumption Model - for System Level Energy and
Performance Optimization
In this paper the novel LTE power model design was presented and the functional blocks
were defined based on a discussion of how the cellular subsystem components would
contribute to the total power consumption. Based on the block division a measurement
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campaign was designed to exercise the relevant parameters, and carried out using an LTE
USB dongle, a measurement supply replacing the battery, and a base station emulator.
The paper has 15 individual citations, excluding self-citations, as of November 2nd 2014.
[26] Empirical LTE Smartphone Power Model with DRX Operation for Sys-
tem Level Simulations
In this paper the model and measurement campaign from [25] was reused on 3 LTE
smartphones. Furthermore the paper includes measurements on DRX, cell bandwidth
and other smartphone components. The main contribution is the comparison between
the cellular subsystem and other smartphone components, which showed that the LTE
connection may contribute up to half of the total power consumption. The paper also
contains the first comprehensive LTE DRX measurements, which showed that 3GPP’s
widely used model is inaccurate. The paper was made in external collaboration with
Laurent Noël, Vidéotron, Canada.
[27] An Empirical LTE Smartphone Power Model with a view to Energy
Efficiency Evolution
In this paper the measurements from [26] was compared with the latest smartphone
chipset in terms of the model parameters and DRX, providing one of the first studies on
how the power consumption of LTE evolves over time/with each chipset generation. In
addition the article presented a review of how the Energy Efficiency (EE) has evolved
in the cellular generations, WiFi, Bluetooth (BT), and ZigBee. The article concluded
with an overview of some of the energy saving techniques, which had been presented in
[28] and [30]. The paper has more than 1250 downloads on vbn.aau.dk at the end of
October 2014 after publication in January 2014.
2.3 The LTE Smartphone Power Consumption Model
In this section the LTE smartphone power consumption model is presented. The first
version of the model was presented in [25] and later updated in [26, 27, 31].
The power consumption model is defined as follows using the Radio Resource Control
(RRC) states [59] of LTE :
Pcellular = mcon · Pcon +midle · Pidle +mDRX · PDRX [W] (2.1)
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where: Pcellular is the power consumption of the cellular subsystem [W]
mcon is a binary variable describing whether the UE is RRC_connected [-]
Pcon is the power consumption in RRC_connected mode [W]
midle is a binary variable describing whether the UE is RRC_idle [-]
Pidle is the power consumption in RRC_idle mode [W]
mDRX is a binary variable describing whether the UE is in DRX [-]
PDRX is the power consumption in DRX mode [W]
The power consumption in RRC_connected mode Pcon is partitioned into multiple
functional blocks such that the contribution from each parameter can be determined and
studied. The blocks cover Transmit (Tx) and Receive (Rx) BB and RF, which depend
on power levels (S) and data rates (R) as illustrated in figure 2.2. The reason for this
Tx BB Tx RF
Supply Duplex
Rx BB Rx RF
PTxBB PTxRF
PRxBB PRxRF
RTx STx
RRx SRx
Data
to
trans-
mit
Received
data
Figure 2.2: LTE smartphone cellular subsystem power consumption model.
partitioning is given in [25], but the idea is that each functional block has one specific
parameter which is the main reason for power consumption variations within the block.
The partitioning also makes separate power consumption measurements easier as will
be discussed later.
The RRC_connected mode power consumption Pcon is (refer to figure 2.2):
Pcon = Pon +mRx · (PRx + PRxBB(RRx)) + PRxRF(SRx))+
mTx · (PTx + PTxBB(RTx) + PTxRF(STx)) [W] (2.2)
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where: Pon is the base power consumed when the cellular
subsystem is ON [W]
mRx is a binary variable indicating active reception [-]
PRx is the base power consumed by the active receiver [W]
RRx is the DL data rate [Mb/s]
PRxBB is the Rx BB power consumption [W]
SRx is the DL receive power [dBm]
PRxRF is the Rx RF power consumption [W]
mTx is a binary variable indicating active transmission [-]
PTx is the base power consumed by the active transmitter [W]
RTx is the UL data rate [Mb/s]
PTxBB is the Tx BB power consumption [W]
STx is the UL transmit power [dBm]
PTxRF is the Tx RF power consumption [W]
The second part of equation (2.1) covers the RRC_idle mode power consumption in
which the UE periodically performs neighbor cell measurements and check for incom-
ing paging messages from the network. In between the active periods the UE is in a
low power sleep mode, whose length is defined by the network using the paging cycle
parameter tpc. This periodic switching between active and sleep mode is similar to the
third part of equation (2.1) which covers the RRC_connected DRX mode. In LTE the
DRX Long Period (DRX LP) tLP is 10-2560 ms [60] and therefore it can be matched
well with many types of traffic. Furthermore the ON duration tonD of each period is
also adjustable such that the network can accommodate larger data transfers if needed
and the network may even specify that the UE after successful decoding of data remains
ON for an extra period to await further traffic. Figure 2.3 illustrates the timing and
power consumption states of a DRX long period. The wake-up phase, synchronization
Time
Power
tsleep
twup
tsync tonD
ton
tpd
tLP
Cellular
subsystem
active
Figure 2.3: UE states in a DRX long period.
phase, and power down phase all depend on the tLP setting and the cellular subsystem
design and therefore the sleep time is defined as
tsleep(tLP, tonD) = tLP − (twup(tLP) + tsync(tLP) + tpd(tLP) + tonD) [s] (2.3)
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where: tsleep is the sleep time [s]
tLP is the DRX Long Period [s]
tonD is the DRX On Duration [s]
twup is the wake-up time from sleep to active [s]
tsync is the synchronization time after sleep [s]
tpd is the power down time from active to sleep [s]
Excluding the power consumed in the tonD phase the average DRX power consump-
tion is
PDRX(tLP, tonD) =
tsleep(tLP, tonD) · Psleep (tLP) + Ewup+sync+pd(tLP)
tLP − tonD
[W] (2.4)
where: PDRX is the average DRX power consumption [W]
Psleep is the sleep mode power consumption [s]
Ewup+sync+pd(tLP) is the energy consumed during the wake up,
synchronization and power down phases [J]
By summing the result of equation (2.4) and the power consumed in the active mode
during tonD (using equation (2.2)) the total power of a DRX period may be calculated.
If tLP is replaced with tpc the power consumption of RRC_idle may be approximated.
Note that average power is used and therefore the equations covering DRX cannot
be applied in Transmission Time Interval (TTI) simulations, but only system level
simulations made with a slower time perspective. This is however not the case for the
RRC_connected model in equation (2.2) which can be applied in TTI simulations.
2.4 Measurement Method & Setup
In this section the measurement method developed to parametrize the power model is
presented together with an overview of the equipment setup and the examined UEs.
For further details on the setup and the used equipment refer to [36].
Based on the discussion in section 2.1 the measurement setup consists of a base
station emulator connected to a UE, which is powered by a measurement supply that
replaces the battery as illustrated in figure 2.4. In principle the setup can be made
conducted using cables or Over-the-Air (OTA), but because the cable-based setup is
easier to calibrate and less expensive it was the choice for all measurements. The
conducted measurements entail the UE’s antennas are bypassed and thus the circuit
which tunes the antenna and PA to have matching impedances is not challenged and
therefore the power consumption may be a bit lower than in real OTA measurements,
[16].
As mentioned in sections 2.1 and 2.3 the power model must cover the following pa-
rameters: 1. transmit and receive power levels, 2. downlink and uplink data rate, 3.
cell bandwidth, 4. state change, 5. scanning & measuring, and 6. DRX. The first 3 set
of parameters in the list directly affect the power consumption of an individual block
in figure 2.2 while the latter 3 deal with the power consumption of the entire cellular
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Figure 2.4: Measurement setup for power consumption modelling of UEs. [27, Figure 4]
subsystem. All measurements are made with all applications terminated, other wireless
peripherals OFF and the display OFF as well to minimize the impact.
It is assumed that each of the functional blocks in figure 2.2 only depend on one
parameter and thus the power consumption of the block can be examined by keeping
the other parameters constant while varying the target parameter. The reason behind
this independence assumption is detailed in [25], and an example is that the Turbo
decoder complexity scales linearly with downlink data rate but is independent of the
receive power level, and all transmit related parameters. The measurements for para-
meter sets 1 and 2 may be repeated for various cell bandwidths, depending on UE and
emulator support as was done in [26]. To parametrize the functional blocks at least one
test case was therefore designed per block, and the specific test settings are given in
table 2.5. Note how the impact of the other parameters are kept low, when they are not
varied i.e. a low transmit power, a high receive power and low data rates.
The power consumption was measured over a period of at least 30 seconds, while
the examined parameter was kept constant. Then the parameter was increased one step
and another recording of 30 seconds was performed. When the parameter was fully
exercised the data was post-processed in Matlab, and an average value extracted per
30 seconds measurement. Note that the test cases are designed to have an overlapping
point such that the 3 constants in equation (2.2) may be calculated, [25]. Appendix
B and [27] provides a discussion on the number of measurement points per test case
needed to update the model.
Table 2.5: Measurement test cases. Downlink tests are made for 1 & 2 Code Words (CWs).
Test case
DL parameters UL parameters
MCS [-] PRB [-] SRx [dBm] MCS [-] PRB [-] STx [dBm]
Rx BB
1 [0,28] 100 -25 6 100 -40
2 0 [0,100] -25 6 100 -40
Rx RF 3 0 100 [-25,-90] 6 100 -40
Tx BB
4 0 3 -25 6 [0,100] -40
5 0 3 -25 [0,23] 100 -40
Tx RF 6 0 3 -25 6 100 [-40,23]
Measurement on state change power consumption and timing is made by sending
paging requests and release commands from the base station emulator to the UE. Fur-
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thermore it is also of interest to capture the UE’s base power consumption, which is
done by activating “flight mode”. When the UE is sent to RRC_idle mode it will per-
form neighbor cell measurements and check for paging messages (parameter set 5 in the
list) based on the paging cycle, which is set by the Evolved Node B (eNB). Therefore
this measurement can be completed in conjunction with the previous measurements
by recording the power over a time duration, which is a multiple of the paging cycle.
Afterwards the data is post-processed by dividing the data into chunks each one cycle
long, and then calculating the average of each sample point in the cycle, resulting in
one average cycle.
The final parameter set covers DRX. The used base station emulators were unable
to schedule data in the ON periods of the DRX cycle and therefore the UE would only
be scanning the control channels for a scheduling grant, but never receive data. Due to
this issue the DRX parameter set was reduced to exercising the period length (10 ms to
2560 ms) and the duration of the ON time (1 ms and 6 ms). As with parameter set 5
the measurements are performed over a multiple of the period, after which the average
over one period is calculated.
In the following section selected results are presented, which compare the power
consumption of measurements from [26] and [27] and unpublished material. The mea-
surement UEs are Android smartphones, but they differ in terms of component Com-
plementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor (CMOS) technology node and generation as
shown in table 2.6. Decreasing the CMOS node entails the chip occupies a smaller area
and because the supply voltage can also be scaled the dynamic power consumption can
be reduced. Refer to section 5.3 for further details on CMOS scaling.
Note that UE5 power consumption was only measured as a function of uplink trans-
mit power because of limited support for higher order Modulation and Coding Scheme
(MCS) in the provided DUT.
Table 2.6: User Equipment (UE) main physical characteristics.
UE1 UE2 UE3 UE4 UE5 UE6
Android OS 2.3.6 4.0.4 4.1.2 4.4 4.4.2 4.4.2
version
Launch date May ’12 Jun. ’12 Apr. ’13 Oct. ’13 Apr. ’14 Sep. ’14
Modem & CPU Part #A Part #B Part #C Part #D Part #E Part #F
- CMOS node 45 nm 28 nm 28 nm 28 nm 28 nm 28 nm
RF transceiver Part #G Part #H Part #I Part #I Part #J Part #K
- CMOS node 65 nm 65 nm 65 nm 65 nm 65 nm 65 nm
Band 4 PA Part #L Part #L Part #M Part #N Part #O Part #P
LTE bands 4,17 4,17 1,2,4,5,17 1,2,4,5,17, 1,2,3,4,5, 2,4,7,17
19,25,26 7,8,17
UE category 3 3 3 4 4 4
Appendix B and [27, 36] provides a discussion on measurements uncertainties and
model verification.
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2.5 Selected Power Consumption Results
In this section power consumption measurements as a function of uplink transmit power,
downlink data rate and DRX parameters are shown. For a complete set of measurement
results refer to [27]. The cell bandwith is 20 MHz and the carrier frequency is 2145 MHz
because this was supported by all UEs listed in table 2.6.
The power consumption as a function of uplink transmit power is shown in figure 2.5
for the selected UEs. The uplink transmit power was chosen because it dominates the
cellular subsystem’s total power consumption when the PA operates in the high power
region (>10 dBm).
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Figure 2.5: Power consumption as a function of transmit power. Qudrature Phase-Shift Keying
(QPSK) modulation is used.
Examining the low power region (<0 dBm) it is clear that the power consumption
decreases with each UE generation. For example the CMOS node was lowered from
UE1 to UE2 and this entailed 8-10% lower power consumption, but examining the high
power region where the external PA is activated it is clear that UE2’s advantage is lost
even though it uses the same PA as UE1. The reason may be different gain settings
and Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio (ACLR) performance, but this was not examined
in further detail because it requires knowledge about chip design and setup that is only
available to the manufacturer. The CMOS node of UE3 and UE4 is the same as UE2,
but the chipsets have been updated and therefore the step from UE2 to UE3 shows
an impressive 27% power saving in the low power region. The step from UE3 to UE4
only leads to 5% savings because they use the same RF transceiver. UE4 is one of
the first commercial smartphones to utilize Envelope Tracking (ET), which entails the
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supply voltage is scaled to the transmit power level currently needed by tracking the
signal amplitude using a high bandwidth supply. Therefore the PA can operate closer
to its saturation point where the efficiency peaks as opposed to the commonly used
Average Power Tracking (APT) PA which instead adjusts the supply voltage at TTI
level. Unfortunately the APT technique is not efficient at high transmit powers and
for high Peak-to-Average-Power Ratio (PAPR) signals. The savings of the ET PA are
in the order of 20% for this first generation. UE5 also uses an ET PA and combined
with the newer transceiver, which saves 20-24% at low transmit powers, it is currently
the most energy efficient UE maintaining about 10% lower power consumption at high
transmit powers as compared to UE4. UE6 is also of the newest generation in terms
of transceiver and baseband modem, but only a mid-end smartphone as compared to
the other smartphones which are expensive high-end editions. The use of the newest
chipset provides power saving benefits at low transmit powers where 10-14% is saved
as compared to UE4. However UE6 uses a simpler multi-band APT PA and consumes
almost 20% more power than the two year older UE2. For budget smartphones the
manufacturers clearly need to make a trade-off between transmit power consumption
and cellular subsystem power consumption in general. This point is also illustrated in
figure 2.6 which shows the same power consumption measurement but having the power
consumption at the -40 dBm transmit power subtracted. Note that UE1 has a very
favourable high-power setup but that the base power consumption is almost double of
UE5 and UE6.
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Figure 2.6: Power consumption as a function of transmit power using -40 dBm as reference. QPSK
modulation is used.
The main message based on the measurements in figures 2.5 and 2.6 is therefore
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to avoid transmit powers above 10 dBm, but also that improving CMOS node and PA
technology will continue to enhance the energy efficiency.
The power consumption as a function of uplink data rate is almost constant, and
thus not presented here, besides a minor increase in some UEs due to adjustments when
switching from QPSK to 16 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (16QAM). The reason
may be the increased PAPR which forces the PA to adjust the tradeoff between ACLR
and power consumption.
The second selected result, shown in figure 2.7, is the power consumption as a func-
tion of downlink data rate. As in figure 2.5 it is possible to observe decreasing power
consumption of 8%, 25%, 5%, and 10% for each generation respectively. This is also
the case when using 2 CWs to increase the data rate, but because it only adds a constant
offset to the power consumption those results are not shown here.
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Figure 2.7: Power consumption as a function of downlink data rate for 1 CW.
What is more interesting to note is the EE, defined in equation (1.2) as data rate
divided with power consumption, which is 15-25 times higher for the high data rates.
This result is illustrated in figure 2.8, where minimum EE is based on the lowest data
rate and maximum on the highest data rate measured. The spread in EE entails that
MNOs should use a scheduler which allocates many resources to a single user in a
round robin like fashion to boost the data rates instead of allocating a few resources
to many users. The feasibility of such a scheduler depends on the delay and data rate
requirements, but it would certainly improve the EE for the individual user.
The power consumption as a function of downlink receive power is not shown here,
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Figure 2.8: Downlink energy efficiency for the 4 UEs.
because the same overall power savings between UEs can be observed. The power con-
sumption is almost independent of the receive power, but it shows 1-2 distinctive jumps
in power consumption whenever the UE changes gain settings due to increased/decreased
receive power level. The gain change mechanism was observed to employ hysteresis such
that the baseband processing is not affected by switching issues.
To summarize the RRC Connected mode measurements figure 2.9 shows the average
power consumption of each UE relative to their launch date. The figure includes two
fits to the data and they show that the average UE power in 2015 will be less than 700
mW.
2.5.1 Discontinuous Reception Measurement Results
In this subsection the DRX power consumption is examined 1. This feature allows the
cellular subsystem to power down specific components for a certain amount of time,
which depends on the implementation and period length as illustrated in figure 2.3 and
described in [27]. If the period is long the cellular subsystem can reach a deep sleep
mode, where the power consumption is close to the base power (measured in flight
mode), but if the period is shorter the light sleep mode is used. The advantage of the
light sleep mode is that the power up and down time is much shorter. The two modes
are illustrated in figure 2.10a and 2.10b, which are averaged measurements on UE3 and
UE4.
Both the sleep power level and the state-change time improves from UE3 to UE4,
1Measurement data is not available for UE1, UE5, and UE6
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Figure 2.9: Power consumption evolution with two fits. Data is for the common point where DL MCS
0, DL PRB 3 or 4, receive power -25 dBm, UL MCS 5 or 6, UL PRB 100, transmit power -40 dBm.
Found in test case 2, 4, 5, and 6 and averaged.
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Figure 2.10: Discontinuous Reception power consumption measurements.
and this is also illustrated in figure 2.11a, which shows that the power consumption in
both light and deep sleep has been reduced by more than 50% from UE2 to UE4. In [27]
we analyzed the total energy consumption in light and deep sleep mode as a function
of DRX Long Period length and the result showed that the switching point between
the two modes is carefully selected such that the total energy consumption is as low as
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Figure 2.11: Power consumption evolution for Discontinuous Reception sleep mode.
possible.
The published DRX measurements [26, 27], which to the author’s knowledge were
the first detailed LTE DRX examinations, are in contrast with the widely used model
proposed by Nokia in Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) in early 2007 [61].
The model assumes that deep and light sleep is 1/50 and 1/2 of active mode power
consumption, respectively, and this corresponds well with the performance of UE4 as
illustrated in figure 2.11b. The issue is that the model estimates the transition from light
sleep to active mode takes 1 TTI i.e. 1 ms while exiting deep sleep takes another TTI.
The transitions are however not executed that fast in the current devices as can be seen
in figures 2.12 and 2.13, which show the times for long and short periods respectively.
Therefore estimations, which are based on the old model [61] are too optimistic in terms
of how fast the UE can enter and exit the sleep mode, and also in estimating the total
energy consumption because the power consumption in the transition phase is higher
than in the sleep mode and because the time durations is longer.
Figure 2.12 furthermore illustrates that the wake up and power down times have
improved with each UE generation, while the ON time is more static. One reason is the
structure of LTE’s Primary Synchronization Signal (PSS) and Secondary Synchroniza-
tion Signal (SSS), which only are broadcasted every 5 ms. Therefore the UE cannot go
below this system boundary without using a more accurate clock to avoid synchronizing
via PSS and SSS, which would lead to higher power consumption.
Examining the results for the short period 2, shown in figure 2.13, it is evident that a
different approach has been take in the chipset design, because UE3 shows a dramatic
improvement in state change time while the ON time is almost the same as UE2. On the
other hand UE4 provides a significant reduction of the ON time while transition times
are longer than UE3. The latter option however proves to be the most efficient because
the power consumption in the ON phase is higher than in the transition phases. This
can be seen in the total energy consumption Ewup+sync+pd, which is almost reduced to
half.
2Note that none of the UEs enter DRX sleep modes when the period is shorter than 32 ms
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Figure 2.12: Evolution for DRX time paremeters for long periods (80 ms for UE2 and 64 ms for UE3
and UE4).
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Figure 2.13: Evolution for DRX time paremeters for short periods (40 ms for all UEs).
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2.6 Summary
In this chapter the proposed LTE UE power consumption model was presented together
with the applied measurement methodology. The chapter was based on the contributions
in [25, 26, 27].
The methodology, which uses a base station emulator and a measurement power
supply at the battery terminal, was selected based on a review of existing power con-
sumption models and the related methodologies. A set of test cases were then developed
to separately measure the power consumption of specific components of the cellular
subsystem. The model covers power consumption as a function of receive and transmit
power levels and data rate, and also includes DRX light and deep sleep modes.
Selected measurement results were presented to illustrate that turning the cellular
subsystem ON and using high transmit powers (≥10 dBm) are the most power consum-
ing features of current LTE smartphones. The benefits of LTE was noted to be high EE
at high data rates and low power consumption in DRX sleep mode.
The chapter also showed how the UE power consumption has evolved since the first
LTE capable smartphones were launched in Spring 2012. The base power consumption
of the cellular subsystem has almost been reduced by half, but some vendors loose
this advantage due to the choice of a less efficient PA solution. The comparison also
illustrated that the new supply technique Envelope Tracking can provide significant
improvements for the high transmit power region where Average Power Tracking is less
efficient. In addition to the decreased base power consumption the DRX sleep mode
has also evolved such that both the power up and down times are shorter and the sleep
power is lowered by approximately half.
In the next chapter the model is applied to optimize LTE smartphone power con-
sumption while maintaining the performance experienced by the user.
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Chapter 3
Energy Saving in LTE User
Equipment
Due to the user demand for longer smartphone battery life, discussed in chapter 1, this
study also focused on how energy may be saved in Long Term Evolution (LTE) User
Equipment (UE). In this chapter the main results of four published articles, dealing
with energy saving, is presented together with an overview of the contributions. The
details are available in the re-print of the papers located in appendix H, I, J, and K.
The measurement results presented in chapter 2 showed that the most power is con-
sumed when the cellular subsystem is ON and when the transmit power exceeds 10
dBm. On the contrary high data rates in uplink and downlink provides the most en-
ergy efficient means for data transfer, while Discontinuous Reception (DRX) especially
for periods longer than 40 ms is the optimal state for unscheduled UEs. Thus this
knowledge can be applied when designing features for LTE. However some of the work
presented in this chapter was made and published before the LTE UE power model
was developed because commercial UE were not available at that time. Fortunately the
work deals with some of the key problems later identified by the model, and furthermore
the overall trend observations and conclusions are still valid even though the absolute
values have changed given the updated power model.
During the standardization phase and around the launch time of LTE most research
in the area of UE energy saving focused on efficient DRX sleep mode, low power com-
ponents, and energy aware scheduling.
The DRX papers often proposed their own power model e.g. in the work [62] assume
75% energy is saved in the sleep mode as compared to the active mode while not
specifying the time it takes to switch mode. Another [63] only calculated the percentage
of time the UE can sleep without including the switching time. Finally some DRX
analysis [64] was based on Nokia’s power model [61], which uses light and deep sleep
power levels and swicthing times that are quite far from what is currently achievable
because deep sleep is estimated to be 0 mW while light sleep is 11 mW. The transition
time is also set to just 1 ms.
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Clearly much research was devoted to the DRX sleep mode, but actually the UE may
also sleep when in active mode due to the channel allocation structure. This concept
was explored in [28] and is discussed in section 3.2.
Besides the studies on configuration and possible benefits of DRX, work was also
done to examine how to power ON and OFF the cellular subsystem components [65].
Related to that the power consumption of the individual components was studied, for
example the Power Amplifier (PA) [66] and the Turbo decoder [67]. In addition to the
physical UE components the network settings were also studied to ensure long battery
life. For example the Fractional Power Control was introduced [68] to ensure limited
intercell interference at cell edges, but it was not considered how it could be combined
with a scheduler to improve the battery life. Some articles did consider the power con-
sumption when designing the scheduler, but often the transmit power was used instead
of a proper power model, reflecting the PA efficiency, to calculate the consumption [69].
Therefore the work published in [29] and presented in section 3.3 was made to link the
Transmit Power Control (TPC) with a scheduler to examine energy consumption using
a power consumption model.
The initial release of the LTE standard does not fulfil the data rate requirements of 1
Gb/s [70], defined for the International Mobile Telecommunications-Advanced system,
and therefore the use of Carrier Aggregation (CA) was implemented in release 10 to
boost the data rate. It was thus an open issue how the UE energy consumption would
be affected by the increased hardware and processing complexity. This was addressed
by [30] and later verified by [31] as presented in sections 3.4 and 3.5.
In the next section the contributions of the papers are highlighted after which the
main concept and results of each paper are presented.
3.1 Paper Contributions
In this section the contributions from the published papers are highlighted. Re-prints
are available in appendix H ,I , J, and K.
[28] Fast Control Channel Decoding for LTE UE Power Saving
In this paper it is analysed how unscheduled, but RRC_connected UEs may apply
fast control channel decoding to determine whether they are scheduled and then power
down until the next subframe to save 5%-25% energy. The cost is a degraded channel
estimate leading to a minor throughput loss of 1-4%. The paper also discusses the sleep
method’s feasibility, which later was confirmed to be applicable by the 4GMCT project
partner Intel Mobile Communications, and how it can complement DRX.
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[29] Reducing LTE Uplink Transmission Energy by Allocating
Resources
In this paper uplink scheduling is discussed using UE power consumption as a metric.
The target is to evaluate, using a power consumption model, whether it is most energy
efficient to upload a video using a few resource blocks over a long period or many resource
blocks during a short period. The preferred scheme is Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA)-like i.e. allocating many frequency resources to a single user. The paper has
18 individual citations, excluding self-citations on November 2nd 2014.
[30] LTE UE Energy Saving by Applying Carrier Aggregation in
a HetNet Scenario
In this paper the measurements from [25] were used to developed a CA UE power
consumption model. Using a simulated Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) and the model
it was concluded that CA may provide energy savings if the data rate is increased at
least 20% as compared to single carrier UEs. The paper presents the first CA power
model applied in a realistic HetNet and the assumptions were later confirmed by [31].
[31] Current Consumption Measurements with a Carrier Aggre-
gation Smartphone
In this paper the CA model from [30] was compared with the first publicly available CA
power consumption measurements on a commercial smartphone. The measurements
include DRX and various traffic types. The results verified that for a transfer of large
files the use of CA is more energy efficient than single carrier LTE because the UE
may enter a low-power sleep mode faster. The paper was made in collaboration with
Nokia, Irving, USA, which connected the UE to a commercial Evolved Node B (eNB)
Over-the-Air (OTA)
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The DRX sleep mode has been extensively studied [62, 63, 64] in connection with the
launch of LTE, and the measurements presented in section 2.5.1 also confirmed that it
is an important method for UE energy saving. The issue with DRX is however that it
requires the downlink traffic to be periodic or resilient to delays because the UE can only
be scheduled periodically as illustrated in figure 2.3. Because the eNB can only deliver
data in these periodic ON instances it complicates the scheduling and increases the eNB
buffer requirements. Finally overhead is also introduced because the eNB needs to in-
form the UE about the DRX parameters such as the duration of the DRX Long Period
(DRX LP) and the ON time. These disadvantages may entail that the eNB chooses not
to apply DRX sleep mode to a specific UE if the traffic pattern is less suitable. This has
a negative effect on the UE energy consumption because the UE is required to buffer
and decode every subframe to check if it scheduled. In [28] it was thus examined if the
UE can enter a micro sleep mode when it is not scheduled and what the cost would be
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of not receiving the specific frame.
In LTE the 10 ms frame is composed of 10 subframes. Each subframe, which is
structured as illustrated in figure 3.1, is split into two slots and some of those are
allocated special channels, for example the Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH) only
appears in the second slot of the first subframe while the Primary Synchronization
Signal (PSS) and Secondary Synchronization Signal (SSS) are allocated in the first slot
of subframe 1 and 6 [71].
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Figure 3.1: An LTE subframe with normal cyclic prefix (4.69 µs) ahead of each symbol. Note not all
possible channels are shown. [71].
Every downlink subframe is primarily occupied by the Physical Downlink Shared
Channel (PDSCH), which contains the individual user data. Based on channel feed-
back and the scheduling algorithm the eNB will allocate data for each user in time and
frequency in chunks known as a Physical Resource Block (PRB) which in LTE is con-
stituted of 1 subframes in the time domain and 180 kHz wide in the frequency domain.
The eNB will use the Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) to inform the UE
where the data is located and what Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) is used. This
information is conveyed via the Downlink Control Information (DCI), which may also
contain updates on TPC, Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ), uplink grants
etc., [72]. Multiple PDCCHs can exist in the same subframe and each uses 1, 2, 4, or 8
Control Channel Elements (CCEs) to contain the DCI. Furthermore the PDCCH may
span the first 1, 2, or 3 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbols
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depending on the control channel load. By decoding the Physical Control Format Indi-
cator Channel (PCFICH) the UE will know the number of symbols used for PDCCH in
the current subframe. By applying the UE-specific Radio Network Temporary Identifier
(RNTI) in the decoding process the UE can determine whether the DCI was intended
for it by checking for Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) errors. If errors are observed the
UE is not scheduled in the current subframe and it will thus await the beginning of the
next subframe. The problem is that the PDSCH follows directly after the PDCCH, as
illustrated in figure 3.1, and therefore the UE is forced to buffer the PDSCH across the
whole channel bandwidth because it does not know if and where it is scheduled when
the channel data starts to arrive. This reception and buffering is a waste of energy if the
UE after decoding the DCIs learns it is not scheduled. In [28] it was therefore proposed
to decode the PCFICH and PDCCH as fast as possible and then stop buffering the
PDSCH and power down the receiver if the data is not intended for the UE. The first
issue is thus whether the UE can decode the control channels as fast as needed.
Because LTE’s wide bandwidth allows for many CCEs in the PDCCH two search
spaces are introduced; a common containing for example DCI with information about
TPC and a UE specific containing the PDSCH allocation.
The common search space, defined in [72, Table 9.1.1-1] to cover 16 CCEs, may aggregate
either 4 or 8 CCEs to transfer one DCI and therefore it can contain either 4 or 2 of
those. Because the UE is blindly decoding it will attempt to decode the first CCE in
each of the aggregated parts hence a total of 6 decoding attempts as illustrated in figure
3.2. The UE-specific search space also allows for aggregation levels of 1 and 2 and in
Aggregation level 8
Aggregation level 4
Common search space = 16 CCEs
6 decoding attempts
Figure 3.2: Locating PDCCH in common search space. Note that the search space may be spread
across the frame in both time and frequency. [72].
total there are 16 possible locations. For each transmission mode there is always two
DCI formats [72, Table 7.1-5] of individual size and therefore the UE has to decode
2 · 6 + 2 · 16 = 44 CCEs in each subframe.
Each CCE is composed of 9 Resource Element Groups (REGs) and each REG con-
tains 4 Resource Element (RE), which is the smallest component in LTE as illustrated
in figure 3.1. The total number of bits per Qudrature Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK) mod-
ulated CCE is thus 9 · 4 · 2 bits = 72 bits and therefore the UE needs to decode at least
72 bits · 44 = 3168 bits per symbol duration. A category 3 LTE UE can receive up to
100 Mb/s [59] i.e. decode 100 kb per subframe and 7.1 kb per symbol duration and thus
the control channel decoding of about 3 kb can be expected to complete fast.
The proposed concept in [28] was therefore to perform a fast channel estimation fol-
lowed by fast decoding of the control channels to determine if the DCIs carry a scheduling
grant. If this is not the case the UE shall proceed as illustrated in figure 3.3 and enter
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a low power sleep mode for the rest of the subframe. Obviously it is only possible to
n n + 1
100
Active in 
6/14 symbols
Subframe
PCFICH
PDCCH
PCFICH decoding
PDCCH decoding
Channel estimation 
UE activity 
PDSCH
RS
UE Rx
2 4 6 8 12 0Symbol #
Not scheduled 
power down
Figure 3.3: Applying the fast control channel decoding to power down in unscheduled subframes. [28,
Figure 1]
power down components in Radio Frequency (RF) and Base Band (BB) which have a
short wake-up delay such as buffer memory and throttling of processor frequency in the
BB and Low Noise Amplifiers (LNAs) and Programmable Gain Controls (PGCs) in the
RF, which were estimated to wake-up within 2µs in [73]. The measurements in section
2.5.1 especially figure 2.13 have however shown that the wake-up and power-down times
to light sleep DRX currently is in the order of 1 ms while the power consumption is
reduced by a factor of 2 as illustrated in figure 2.11b. The time may be optimized by
avoiding powering up/down components, which settle slow such as the synthesis, and
optimizing the wake-up sequence.
The power saving potential of the fast control channel decoding concept, in short
referred to as micro sleep [74], was evaluated by estimating the power consumption in
subframes where the concept was applied. The power consumption was then compared
with the power consumption in normal subframes with data reception and with sub-
frames where the PDSCH is buffered but not processed, when the UE is unscheduled.
The micro sleep concept was estimated to consume between 40% and 60% of the active
power, while the less efficient concept where PDSCH is buffered but not processed was
set to 70%-90%. Then a two-state Markov chain was used to calculate the activity fac-
tor i.e. the relationship between scheduled and unscheduled subframes and to simulate
various traffic types such as voice and video, see [28, Table 3]. The potential savings
when using the micro sleep concept instead of the full buffering method are illustrated
in figure 3.4. Depending on the activity factor of the application the savings are 5%-
25% for the case where the micro sleep concept saves 50% power and the full buffering
method 70%.
Figure 3.4 also illustrates how DRX in theory can be applied for specific activity
factors. For example DRX LP has a minimum periodicity of 10 subframes [60] and
given that the UE is active in one of those subframes the maximum activity factor is
10%. Clearly the micro sleep concept is applicable for much higher activity factors
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Figure 3.4: Potential energy savings when the micro sleep concept replaces the method where data
is buffered. PFCCD(x) covers the micro sleep power consumption relative with x% to the active mode
while Pbuf covers the buffering method.[28, Figure 7]
and it can thus complement DRX when the traffic pattern is rapidly switching and/or
aperiodic. Furthermore there is no control channel overhead when using the concept
because it is applied individually by each UE, and in contradiction to DRX it does not
affect scheduling.
The cost of using the micro sleep concept is evident, when examining figures 3.1 and
3.3 because if the UE is powered down after the 6th OFDM symbol it cannot receive the
Reference Signal (RS) located in symbol 8 and 12. The RS are used to perform channel
estimation and receiving them would entail the UE had an updated estimate available
when the next subframe arrives. There are 8 RS per antenna port per PRB [71] and
assuming that the UE is using half of the RSs from the previous frame for stabilization,
the channel estimate will in the general single antenna case be based on 12 RS. When
the UE applies the micro sleep concept in a frame the channel estimate for the following
frame can only be based on the 8 RS within that frame thus the estimate is degraded,
which may be interpreted as a lower Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) using [75]
SNRch.Est =
SNR
1 + 1d +
1
d·SNR
(3.1)
where: SNRch.Est is the effective SNR based on channel estimation [dB]
SNR is the SNR provided full channel information [dB]
d is the number of RSs used for channel estimation [-]
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Equation (3.1) is valid when the channel, in which the PRB is transmitted, is flat
in time and frequency. In [28] this was calculated to be the case when the UE speed
is below 27 km/h and because most UEs are indoor, thus having low mobility, the
requirement is fulfilled.
The estimated SNR loss when using micro sleep is illustrated in figure 3.5. The low
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Figure 3.5: Estimated SNR reduction as a function of received RS.[28, Figure 3]
SNR loss was calculated to result in about 1% throughput loss on average and maxi-
mum 4% in [28] and thus the degradation is deemed negligible.
The conclusion is that the micro sleep concept can help reduce the energy con-
sumption when UEs are RRC_connected but not scheduled, by performing fast control
channel decoding and sleeping for parts of a subframe. The estimated savings are in
the order of 5%-25% while a maximum throughput loss of 4% was observed due to a
degraded channel estimate.
Refer to section H which is a re-print of [28] for simulation details and results.
3.3 Energy Saving by Uplink Scheduling
As explained in the beginning of this chapter researchers have studied how TPC and
scheduling can be optimized to increase throughput and coverage, but with little em-
phasis on UE energy consumption. The work presented in [29] therefore examined how
allocation of PRBs in uplink affect the instantaneous transmission power and the UE
energy consumption of a file transfer.
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The starting point is to determine the transmission power in the Physical Uplink
Shared Channel (PUSCH), which is used for most UE data transfers. It is updated on a
subframe basis using TPC [72] and includes both Fractional Power Control (FPC) and
closed loop parameters:
PTx = min (PMAX, P0 + PL · α+ 10 log10(M) + ∆TF + f) [dBm] (3.2)
where: PTx is the transmit power [dBm]
PMAX is the maximum transmission power [dBm]
P0 is a FPC power offset parameter [dBm]
PL is the downlink path loss estimate [dB]
α is a FPC path loss compensation factor [-]
M is the number of allocated PRBs [-]
∆TF and f are closed loop parameters [dB]
The FPC relies on adjusting the factor α ∈ {0, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1} to com-
pensate for the measured path loss [68], while the closed loop parameters depend on the
selected MCS in order to achieve a certain Signal to Interference + Noise Ratio (SINR)
according to interference [76] and load [77].
In [29] only FPC, with α = 0.6, P0 = −54.5 dBm, is used hence the transmit power
depends on the path loss and the number of allocated resources. If the number of
resources M is doubled the transmit power will also increase 3 dB provided that the
maximum transmit power is not exceeded. The number of resources a UE can obtain
depends on the channel bandwidth, which in this work was set to 10 MHz, the number of
active UEs and the scheduling algorithm. The number of active UEs was varied from 6
to 10 while the scheduling algorithm relies on a round-robin equal opportunity principle
where each UE is assigned PRBs turn-by-turn until PMAX or maximum number of PRBs
per user is reached or all PRBs are used. Each UE is assigned one path loss value as
if located in the macro1 propagation scenario [76]. The instantaneous transmit power
is then calculated using eq. (3.2) with the assigned M and PL after which the power
consumption is calculated.
When the study was made a Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA)
based measurement [78] was the only model available. The model maps transmit power
to total UE power consumption and includes the power consumption of not only the PA
but also the BB and the Power Management Unit (PMU). The mapping is illustrated
in figure 3.6 and the measurements presented in section 2.5 have confirmed that it is
a reasonable assumption not to include the uplink data rate as a parameter because
the power consumption is nearly independent of the encoding function. Figure 3.6 also
includes the measurements on LTE UE4, refer to table 2.6 for detailed characteristics,
because it is the most energy efficient UE where a complete model is available. The
older WCDMA UE consumes less power, but the results from [29] are not updated
because the two UEs show the same trend i.e. increasing energy efficiency when the
transmit power increases above 0 dBm. Because most UEs in the macro1 propagation
scenario use transmit powers above 0 dBm, see the transmit power distribution in [29,
Figure 5], the conclusions are expected to be similar for the LTE UE4 even though the
absolute numbers are different. The major difference in the power modelling is related
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Figure 3.6: Transmit power consumption and energy efficiency for WCDMA and LTE UE4. The
WCDMA model is a fit to [78, Figure 20.30]
to the RRC_connected, but not scheduled power and sleep mode power. In [29] the
unscheduled UE was estimated to consume 35% less than when actively transmitting
with sub zero power. This is in contrast to LTE UE4 which, according to the power
model, saves less than 5% when awaiting scheduling grants. The incentive to finish the
transmission fast is therefore greater for the LTE UE. In the simulations only uplink
traffic is used and therefore the UEs can enter a combined Discontinuous Transmission
(DTX) and DRX mode. The sleep mode power was set to 11 mW in [29] while the
measurements in figure 2.10b report about 10 mW, but due to the difference in active
mode power consumption the incentive to enter sleep mode fast is greater for the LTE
UE. The sleep mode duration is calculated such that all users are compared over the
same amount of time:
tDTX,i = max
j∈[1,N ]
(ttx,j)− ttx,i [s] (3.3)
where: tDTX,i is the time the i’th user will be in DTX sleep [s]
N is the total number of simulated users [-]
ttx,j is the transmission time for the j’th user [s]
Note that the transition time from sleep to active and vice versa was not included
in the simulations because it was based on the old Nokia model [61].
In the first simulation a single user was placed in a cell with limitations on the
number of available PRBs. Because control signalling, such as the RSs, consumes up to
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2 PRBs [79] the available resources are varied between 48 and 2 as illustrated in figure
3.7. Allocating many frequency resources in a short time frame resembles the TDMA
scheme while the opposite strategy resembles the Frequency Division Multiple Access
(FDMA).
TDMA
FDMA
Time
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s
2 PRBs
Figure 3.7: Allocation of PRBs in the time and frequency domain.
Allocating many resources to one UE will increase the delay before other UEs can
commence their transfer, but in this study the upload of a video was not considered
delay critical and furthermore the transfer will in theory finish as fast as the case where
the UEs are allocated a few resources each Transmission Time Interval (TTI). The latter
scheme may however increase the active time for each UE causing excessive power con-
sumption. Furthermore the two Multiple Access (MA) schemes each provide diversity
benefits in either time or frequency domain, but this requires feedback which limits the
available resources.
The single user data rate is illustrated in figure 3.8 and the step-wise part of the
curves clearly indicate how transmit power limited users are forced to reduce the number
of PRBs and thereby also have their data rate reduced. The right-most part of each
curve is determined by the UEs’s SINR which determines the spectral efficiency per
PRB. Using the mapping of figure 3.6 and equation (3.3) the total energy consumption
of each UE was calculated and as expected the allocation of many resources to a single
user proved to be most energy efficient. The reason is the related short transmit time
and the fact that the transmit PA is most efficient at high transmit powers.
In the second simulation multiple users exist in the system and arrive with a prob-
ability such that 4 users on average are active in each TTI. The maximum number of
simultaneous users is varied to examine how the UEs’s energy consumption is affected
by the increased scheduling delay due to the round-robin scheduler. The resource shar-
ing limits the users’ data rate, but again the TDMA like scheme is preferable and UEs
who can utilize up to 48 PRBs finish the transfer 24%-38% faster than users limited to
8 PRBs [29, Table 2]. Therefore the total energy consumption is also lower for the UEs
who are allocated many resources as illustrated in figure 3.9.
The conclusion is that the longest battery life is achieved if the scheduler allocates
as many resources as possible to a single UE turn-by-turn instead of allocating a few
resources to many UEs each TTI.
Even though the results were produced using a WCDMA based power model the
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results are also valid for LTE and as discussed earlier the gains of finishing the transfer
faster will be even bigger because the ratio between active, unscheduled but active and
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sleep mode are more advantageous in the WCDMA model.
Refer to section I which is a re-print of [29] for simulation details and results.
3.4 Carrier Aggregation Energy Saving
CA was introduced in LTE release 10 to improve the coverage and average throughput
by allowing UEs to connect to multiple Component Carriers (CCs) in downlink. The
benefits of the increased bandwidth in terms of frequency diversity and scheduling flexi-
bility [80] are clear, but it was unclear how the UE power consumption would be affected
by the increased component count and complexity. In [30] a CA power consumption
model was therefore proposed to study the battery life in a HetNet scenario.
The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) defined three band options [81]
for CA; the intra-band CA with contiguous CCs illustrated in figure 3.10a, the intra-
band CA with non-contiguous CCs illustrated in figure 3.10b, and the the inter-band CA
with non-contiguous CCs illustrated in figure 3.10c. The first CC the UE connects to will
be configured as the Primary Cell (PCell) and the procedure follows the one of release
8. After a successful connection the UE will inform the eNB about its capabilities and
possibly connect to one or more additional CCs configured as Secondary Cell (SCell).
If the eNB decides to activate a SCell the UE has to follow the procedures related to
monitoring a regular cell i.e. perform decoding of control channels and feedback Channel
State Information (CSI), which are both power consuming tasks.
Band x
CC2CC1
(a) Intra-band CA with con-
tiguous CCs.
Band x
CC2CC1
(b) Intra-band CA with
non-contiguous CCs.
Band x Band y
CC2CC1
(c) Inter-band CA with non-
contiguous CCs.
Due to the diverse CA configurations two types of UEs implementations were mod-
elled in [30]; a single RF front end with a single wideband Analog-to-Digital Converter
(ADC) and dual BB, and a dual RF front end with dual narrowbandADCs and dual BB.
The first option is only applicable in the intra-band scenarios, and only if the cell band-
width is equal to or smaller than the UE’s bandwidth. The latter UE implementation
is applicable in all scenarios, but also has a more complex receiver structure.
At the time of publication of [30] there was no commercial release 10 UEs available to
develop an empirical model and therefore the LTE release 8 model, presented in section
2.3 was expanded to cover the envisioned designs. Referring to equation (2.2) as the
release 8 model the wideband release 10 model was defined as [30, Equation 4]:
PRx,R10wb =PRx + PRxRF(SRx) + PADC(BW) + [q2CW, cc1 + q2CW, cc2] · P2CW
+ PRxBB1(RRx1) + PRxBB2(RRx2) [W] (3.4)
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where: PRx,R10wb is the release 10 wideband UE power consumption [W]
BW is the channel bandwidth [MHz]
PADC is the ADC power consumption defined in [30, Figure 2] [W]
q2CW, cc1 is the probability of using 2 Code Words (CWs) in CC1 [-]
PRxBB1 is the power consumption in the BB receiving CC1 [W]
RRx1 is the data rate of CC1 [Mb/s]
while the narrowband release 10 model was defined as [30, Equation 5]
PRx,R10nb = 2 · PRx + PRxRF1(SRx1) + PRxRF2(SRx2) + PRxBB1(RRx1)
+ PRxBB2(RRx2) + PADC1(BW1) + PADC2(BW2)
+ [q2CW, cc1 + q2CW, cc2] · P2CW [W] (3.5)
where: PRx,R10nb is the release 10 narrowband UE power consumption [W]
PRxRF1 is the power consumption in the RF front end receiving CC1 [W]
SRx1 is the received power in CC1 [dBm]
BW1 is the bandwidth of CC1 [MHz]
PADC1 is the ADC power consumption for CC1 [W]
The models were made before the DRX power consumption measurements were
published in [26] and therefore the RRC_idle mode power was used instead. This
roughly corresponds to using the light sleep power instead of the deep sleep in the
current power model and therefore the UEs which can enter the sleep mode fast will be
able to save even more energy if the results were updated. The sleep time is defined as
a function of the slowest receive time as in equation (3.3) in section 3.3. Furthermore
the energy efficiency at high data rates have improved as illustrated in figure 2.8 and
this will further improve the energy saving potential for UEs achieving the high data
rates.
The proposed CA power models were used to analyze the power consumption and
energy saving potential in a HetNet scenario where macro cells were carefully deployed
to provide coverage and ensure limited intercell interference, while Remote Radio Headss
(RRHs) were deployed to minimize coverage holes and improve the capacity in hotspot
areas with many users. In the simulations one CC of 10 MHz was assigned to the macro
cells while the RRHs were assigned another CC of 10 MHz. The release 8 UEs can only
connect to one of the CCs while the release 10 UEs are assumed to always be connected
to both such that fast load balancing can be performed. For further details on the
propagation conditions, range expansion settings and scheduler implementation refer to
[30].
The average throughput is illustrated in figure 3.10 and because the release 10 UE on
average is allocated 95 PRBs as compared to the average 48 PRBs of the release 8 UE
it experiences approximately 56% larger throughput. The higher throughput and the
use of more complex receivers entails the PRx,R10nb on average is estimated to consume
20% more power while actively receiving data, but due to the shorter receive time the
release 10 UE actually consumes 25% less total energy when receiving as illustrated
in the three left-most curves, marked with Active, in figure 3.11. The overall savings
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Figure 3.10: Throughput in the HetNet scenario, µ is the average. [30, Figure 6]
when using CA are however only 3%-4%, as marked with Total on the three right-most
curves, because the total energy consumption is dominated by the sleep mode. This
is evident in figure 3.11 where the two sleep curves are just left of the total curves.
Given that the updated power consumption model provides improvements in terms of
Energy Efficiency (EE) at high data rates and lower sleep mode power consumption the
difference would be bigger if new simulations were made.
In [30] the offered cell load was varied and it was clear that when the throughput
advantage of CA is lost due to higher cell loads the battery life may be penalized with
up to 20%. Furthermore it was noted that the activity factor, which was discussed in
relation to the micro sleep concept presented in section 3.2, is less than 50% for one of
the release 10 CCs in high load scenarios. This is illustrated in figure 3.12 where the CC
related to the macro cell is utilized much less than the RRH CC. Note there is potential
energy savings if the micro sleep concept is applied. In addition to that the 3GPP has
also proposed to deactivate the secondary CC (the SCell) if it is not used by the UE, [82].
The conclusion is that the use of CA can provide energy savings in the UE if the
throughput is increased at least 20% according to the power model and the analyzed
scenario. In the next section the first publicly available measurements on a commercial
CA UE is presented and it is confirmed that a throughput increase can lead to longer
battery life for certain traffic scenarios.
Refer to section J which is a re-print of [30] for simulation details and results.
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3.5 Measurements on Carrier Aggregation Power Con-
sumption
In summer 2013 the first Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) UE supporting CA
was launched commercially [83] and in [31] we published what we believe is the first
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public power consumption measurements on a CA-capable UE. The UE utilizes inter-
band CA with a 10 MHz CC in band 3 (at 1.8 GHz) and another 10 MHz CC in band
5 (at 850 MHz).
The measurements were made OTA in the laboratory using eNB equipment, where
each band’s power was controlled by a variable attenuator. The power consumption was
measured using a measurement supply at the battery terminal. Using the eNB entails
the level of control achieved in the previous measurements [25, 26, 27] was not possible,
but a throughput log with subframe resolution was however obtained.
The first measurement focused on how the power consumption is affected by CA
when it is either configured or activated, but no data transfer is occurring. When
CA is activated the UE has to monitor the control channels and feedback CSI for
both CCs, while in the configured mode the UE will only monitor the PCell. The
measurements showed that activated 10+10 MHz CA increased the average current
consumption with almost 80% for a 320 ms DRX LP as compared to the single carrier
release 8 configuration and this will significantly reduce the benefits of DRX low power
sleep. A second measurement showed that when CA is configured, but not activated,
entailing only the PCell is monitored, the power consumption is still 65% higher and
therefore this first CA implementation seems to switch on both CC receivers even though
only monitoring of the PCell is required.
The next measurement dealt with reception of a 1 GB file via the File Transfer
Protocol (FTP), and based on the release 8 LTE model, section 2.3, and the extended
CA model, section 3.4 the expectation was that the higher data rates would benefit the
CA EE. Figure 3.13 illustrates the current consumption when downloading the file for
cases where the UE is connected to the single 10 MHz carrier, a single 20 MHz carrier
and using 10+10 MHz CA. The red bars shows that the current consumption during
the active data transfer is highest when CA is used, but only 4% higher than the 20
MHz single carrier case, which can be interpreted as if the number of PRBs and not the
number of CC chains dominate the power consumption.
The CA UE achieves the highest average download speed of 97 Mb/s as opposed to 92
Mb/s and 51 Mb/s of the single carrier 20 MHz and 10 MHz respectively. Even though
the current consumption, when using CA is also the highest, the energy efficiency for the
reception is more than 20% better as compared to the single carrier case as illustrated
with the blue line in figure 3.13. The higher download rate furthermore entails the
UE can enter the low power DRX sleep mode faster and therefore the EE improves
13% as compared to the 10 MHz case, when the current consumption is averaged over
the slowest download time as was done in equation (3.3) in section 3.3. The results
in figure 3.13 therefore confirm the assumption presented in [30] that CA becomes the
most energy efficient solution when it is used to improve the user throughput. The exact
power consumption and throughput values do however not match between [30] and [31]
and because the CA measurements did not follow the test case procedure specified in
table 2.5 it is difficult to assess what causes the difference.
Besides testing the high data rate FTP the low data rate applications web browsing,
Skype video call and YouTube video streaming were tested but the eNB rarely scheduled
data on the SCell in good channel conditions. If channel conditions were bad or higher
data rate was required, for example in High Definition YouTube videos the SCell was
activated to utilize the gain of being able to schedule more resources on two different
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Figure 3.13: Average current consumption for a 1 GB FTP download, [31, Figure 4].
carrier frequencies, but with a cost of 12%-21% in increased power consumption [31]. In
addition to the aforementioned low data rate applications the use of keep alive messages
was also examined and if CA is configured it may reduce the battery life 3%-13%
depending on the number of messages per hour.
The conclusion is that CA will have a positive effect on UE battery life for high
data rate applications when the channel conditions and the number of resources are
sufficient i.e. as predicted in the previous work [30] discussed in section 3.4. The results
also showed that the PMU must be optimized to handle DRX sleep more efficient.
Furthermore Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) must carefully consider whether to
configure CA if the UE is unlikely to use high data rate applications because CA may
not be activated at all and will eventually penalize the user when receiving keep alive
messages.
Refer to section K which is a re-print of [31] for simulation details and results.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter research on how to save UE energy in the LTE Radio Access Technology
(RAT) was presented using the published results from the articles [29, 28, 30, 31].
The research focused on 3 key areas: controlling the transmit power by resource
allocation, ensuring as long low-power sleep as possible, and utilization of high data
rates due to CA.
The conclusions are that by allocating many resources to a single UE it can finish a
data transfer fast and enter low-power sleep mode, even though it leads to high instan-
taneous transmit power and therefore high power consumption. The same conclusion
is valid for downlink, because the measurements in section 2.5 have confirmed that the
EE increases with increasing data rate. However the control and data channel structure
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of LTE is not efficient if the UE is not scheduled and therefore the micro sleep concept
was presented. The idea is to decode the control channels fast, and if there are no
incoming data, enter a low power sleep mode for the remainder of the subframe. Finally
it was discussed how the data rates of LTE may be increased by the use of CA and by
extending the theoretical power consumption model it was studied how energy may be
saved if the data rates are boosted significantly. This was confirmed by measurements
on a commercial LTE-A UE, but the results also showed that configuration of CA shall
be avoided when low data rate applications and keep alive messages are used.
The conclusion is thus that LTE can be made energy efficient and help prolong the
UE battery life if proper scheduling is applied by the MNOs and if UE manufacturers
implement efficient DRX and micro sleep modes. In [27] we also noted LTE is currently
the most energy efficient RAT.
In the next chapter a new Fifth Generation (5G) is presented to cope with increasing
traffic demands. The target is to apply the knowledge obtained about LTE power
consumption to ensure the next generation RAT provides long battery life to the users.
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Chapter 4
Fifth Generation Radio Access
Technology
Every decade since 1980 has been accompanied by the launch of a new mobile Radio
Access Technology (RAT) [84, 85], the last one being Long Term Evolution Advanced
(LTE-A) (also known as LTE release 10) standardized around 2010 [86], and thus it can
be expected that a Fifth Generation (5G) RAT will be launched in 2020. The process
of establishing the requirements, exploring design options, and agreeing on solutions via
standardization followed by commercialization is a time consuming process and thus it
is time to start 5G studies [87].
One reason for the launch of the new RAT every decade is user demand in terms of
traffic growth, but the technological improvements also allow for more and more complex
systems. In 2007 a study [18] was published on the general technological improvement
over more than 100 years and the results showed that the annual improvement is 19-37%
for Information and Communications Technology (ICT). It can therefore be expected
that the technology will be between 1.1910years ≈ 6 and 1.3710 years ≈ 23 times more
powerful in 2020 as compared to 2010 when LTE-A was standardized. Thus there is a
push-pull effect between the capability of technology and the requirements of the RAT.
As mentioned above another reason for implementing a new RAT is the increase in
traffic, and a recent traffic forecast [7] by Cisco predicts that the amount of mobile traffic,
of which 2/3 will be video, will increase more than 11 times between 2013 and 2018.
The forecast also predicts there will be more than 10 billion mobile-connected devices in
2018, while Qualcomm has estimated there will 25 billion connected devices in 2020 [85].
Thus it is necessary to introduce a new RAT with improved capacity, in terms of data
rate and number of served users, and this was also noted in [88] as illustrated in figure
4.1. The figure shows how the number of users with a broadband connection is expected
to reach 100% in 2030, but also that the traffic per user is increasing 25%-40% per
year, which actually is in line with the general technology improvement [18]. Combining
these numbers entails the total amount of traffic will be 130-360 times higher in 2020
as compared to 2010 and thus leading to need for more capacity. Assuming the growth
estimates are also valid beyond 2020 the increase in traffic will be 2.300-14.200 times
larger in 2030 as compared to 2010 thus a 5G concept must be able to be expanded after
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
Figure 4.1: Traffic forecast for 2020 using 25% and 40% growth rates for individual user traffic. [88,
Figure 13].
the expected deployment in 2020. The figure also shows that the actual observed mobile
traffic (the bars) in the years 2010-2013 fit well with the curve. The 11 times increase,
estimated by Cisco, between 2013 and 2018 will be approximately in between the two
global mobile broadband traffic curves of figure 4.1 thus there is a common understanding
of the need for capacity in terms of traffic volume.
The conclusion is that the general technology performance and the traffic volume
increases 6-23 and 130-360 times, respectively in 2020 as compared to when the previous
RAT generation was launched around 2010, and therefore the requirements to a new
5G RAT are also made significantly higher [87] than LTE-A:
• 10 Gb/s DL and UL peak data rate
• 100 Mb/s cell edge data rate (for the 5th percentile of the users)
• Round Trip Time (RTT) less than 1 ms
• Inactive to active mode transition within 10 ms
As mentioned earlier the 5G must also be able to support the need for capacity in 2030,
which is estimated to be several thousand times larger than 2010 as illustrated in figure
4.1. Furthermore Machine Type Communication (MTC) devices, with small amounts
of traffic, are expected to experience a battery life of approximately 10 years.
Currently there are no applications which can utilize the peak data rate, but industry
expects this to change with the introduction of the successors to 4K video, holograms,
and the emergence of other advanced user oriented features. The improvement in cell
edge data rates will however directly improve the user experience for less demanding
applications. The RTT may not be perceivable by humans, but it will be beneficial for
MTC and this is also the case for the fast mode transition.
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To fulfil the data rate requirements an increase in bandwidth, spectral efficiency
and number of cells is needed. The spectrum resources are scarce and it is difficult
to improve the spectral efficiency without increasing the number of antennas to a level
where it is difficult to fit them all in a normal sized mobile terminal. Therefore the
number of cells is expected to be the main driver, and thus the 5G RAT is also referred
to as an Ultra-Dense Small Cell (UDSC) network [33]. Currently the research on 5G has
branched into two separate parts focusing on Centimeter Waves (cmW), using frequency
bands in the range 3-30 GHz, and Milimeter Waves (mmW), using frequency bands in
the range 30 - 100 GHz [89]. In this work the focus is on the cmW, because the
carrier frequencies are closer to what is used in the current cellular RATs, and therefore
the learnings from Long Term Evolution (LTE) regarding Energy Efficiency (EE) can
be reused. This is important because users demand better battery life, as discussed
in chapter 1, and therefore mobile terminal EE was identified as a Key Performance
Indicator (KPI) in [90, 91, 92, 93]. Note that in addition to the study on UDSC cmW
work has also been initialized with focus on wide area 5G for frequencies below 6 GHz.
The standardization of 5G is expected to take place in the years 2016-2018, but
certainly not before the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) World Radio-
communication Conference in 2015, where new spectrum is to be allocated [89]. The
focus will however be on spectrum below 6-6.5 GHz, which will not provide enough free
bandwidth to fulfil capacity and data rate requirements [94]. Spectrum above 10 GHz is
however on the agenda for ITU World Radiocommunication Conference 2019 [94], but
this entails the cmW concept is being developed for frequency bands that may not even
be allocated when standardization starts. Furthermore there is an expectation in South
Korea of prototypes being available for the Winter Olympics in 2018, while Japan is
looking to test the new RAT at the Summer Olympics in 2020. No matter the launch
date 5G must be able to cope with the traffic development and user requirements until
at least 2030 where a sixth generation RAT may be introduced in accordance with the
“rule” of a new RAT per decade.
One contribution of this chapter is to introduce a 5G concept, which is developed
at Aalborg University and Nokia Networks among others, but is not yet finalized and
therefore the currently selected features and nomenclature may change in the future.
The proposed 5G concept includes a complete RAT design from the physical layer to
the transport layer. In this chapter the focus is on the physical layer, because the
technology features used here directly affect mobile terminal consumption. Figure 4.2
shows a mapping between the requirements and the features that are currently selected
as facilitators. Some of the requirements have been discussed previously, but it also
worth noting that support for Device-to-Device (D2D), self-backhaul, localization, and
self-optimization of the deployed Access Points (APs) are key requirements. In addition
there is a requirement about simplicity and cost-effectiveness because it is important for
the Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) to see a sound business case in the 5G RAT. As
mentioned earlier the spectrum is scarce and thus 5G is required to be able to operate
in unpaired bands and with support for flexible link directions due to varying loads.
Finally there is a requirement about the mobile terminal being always ON, without
draining the battery, which is also reflected in the inactive to active mode transition of
10 ms.
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10 Gb/s peak data rate
1 ms latency
Simplicity and cost-effectiveness
Support for D2D and self-backhaul
Flexible operation in un-
paired frequency bands
Self-optimized ultra-dense
deployment of Access Points
Always ON without battery drain
Localization
Time Division Duplexing
High rank MIMO
Scalable carrier bandwidth
OFDM modulation
Optimized frame structure
Interference suppresion
Interference coordination
Distributed synchronization
Figure 4.2: Mapping of requirements and selected features for 5G.
As indicated in figure 4.2 each requirement is expected to be affected by multiple
features, and in the following sections selected features are discussed from a mobile ter-
minal power consumption perspective using the publications [32, 34, 33], of which the
first is also available as a re-print in appendix L. The selected features are compared
with the existing Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standards where Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM) release 7 is referred to as 2G, Evolved High-
-Speed Packet Access (HSPA+) release 8 as 3G and LTE release 11 as 4G [95]. The
analogue first generations like Nordic Mobile Telephony (NMT) are not included.
After the concept has been presented specific power consumption challenges that
arise due to the 5G design are discussed in chapter 5. Furthermore the performance
evolution of the components, which are affected by the challenges, is evaluated using
literature surveys and road maps to examine if the challenges can be handled in 2020.
Note that other companies and research institutions are also working on 5G concepts,
for example 5GNOW [96] and Metis [93] which both are sponsored by the European
Union. In fall 2013 the 5G-PPP [97] was signed by private partners and the European
Union as the preliminary culmination on the many 5G concepts. For a more complete
overview of 5G research refer to [84], which summarizes the ongoing developments in
North America, Asia, and Europe.
4.1 Duplexing
Duplexing describes a point to point system where communication flows in both di-
rections. Full duplexing entails the communication can flow simultaneously in both
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directions while half duplexing only allows communication in one direction at a time.
If two separate frequencies are used for the two directions the duplexing is called Fre-
quency Division Duplexing (FDD), see figure 4.3a, and this can e.g. be used to achieve
full duplexing if both frequencies are used simultaneously. If only one frequency is
available Time Division Duplexing (TDD), see figure 4.3b, can be used to emulate full
duplexing by strictly controlling when transmission and reception occurs. The two di-
vision duplexing methods both have advantages and disadvantages, and the duplexing
method affects the energy consumption due to hardware requirements and impact on
data rate and latency.
In previous cellular generations 2G used half duplexing FDD, while 3G used full
Rx
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Guard Band
Time
Frequency
(a) FDD.
Tx Rx
Guard Time
Time
Frequency
(b) TDD.
Figure 4.3: Duplexing methods.
duplexing FDD. The use of half duplexing entails the duplexer in the Radio Frequency
(RF) front end can be avoided, resulting in a lower component cost and less attenua-
tion between the antenna and the RF front end. The cost is the requirement for guard
time in order to avoid transmit leakage into the receive slot. On the contrary the full
duplexing solution requires a duplexer, but the guard time can be avoided. However the
combination of FDD and full duplexing may lead to mixing of the mobile terminal’s own
transmit signal with external signals leading to a blocker in the receive band. Therefore
good Third-Order Intercept Point (IP3) performance is required, and this is a power
consuming feature as discussed later in section 5.1. In 4G both FDD and TDD have
been specified to fulfil requirements from around the world.
The 5G concept is designed to use TDD. The reason is that TDD allows for a flexible
spectrum assignment with no need for paired spectrum as in FDD, flexible duplexing of
UL and DL, which is beneficial for asymmetric data and which does not waste expensive
spectrum, and simple support for backhauling and D2D communication. The cost is
the need for tight time synchronization to mitigate cross link interference that is not
aligned with the agreed frame structure. Without having synchronized APs handover
may also be more difficult.
The inter-AP synchronization is achieved using a distributed scheme [91], where
the APs broadcast synchronization beacons in a contention based channel and update
accordingly to received beacons. The network is expected to be an UDSC deployment,
and because many of the APs will be placed indoor it is not possible to apply Global
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Positioning System (GPS) or a similar system for synchronization. The local area
network furthermore induces that the propagation delay between mobile terminal and
serving AP is so small that it can be embedded in the Cyclic Prefix (CP). This leads to
a faster connection time because the “timing advance” operation of 4G can be avoided.
The cost is a slightly larger CP which equals increased overhead.
From an energy consumption perspective the TDD has several advantages. The
duplexer can be replaced with an antenna switch, which should reduce the attenuation
in the front end with up to 3 dB in both directions [32, 16], and furthermore the IP3
requirements can be relaxed. Other advantages of TDD are that the channel can be
assumed to be reciprocal and thus avoid transmission of channel feedback. This will
however require calibration because the front ends of mobile terminal and AP differ [87].
4.2 Bandwidth & Carrier Frequency
The bandwidth of the cellular RATs has increased with every generation from 200 kHz
in 2G to 5 MHz in 3G and then 20 MHz in 4G [32]. The increased bandwidth entails
more complex Base Band (BB) processing, because the data rate increases as well, and
stricter requirements to the RF front end including the Analog-to-Digital Converter
(ADC). However, in current 4G implementations the processing power consumption
does not scale proportionally with the data rate as proved by the power consumption
measurements illustrated in figure 2.7 and therefore it is more energy efficient to use the
higher data rates.
The 5G concept also relies on increased bandwidth as compared to previous gener-
ations in order to fulfil the capacity requirements. As stated in the introduction of this
chapter the 5G must deliver a peak data rate of 10 Gb/s. To achieve this target both
the bandwidth, the number of spatial streams and the modulation order must increase.
One example configuration is:
R5G = BW ·Nstreams ·M · α [b/s]
= 400MHz · 4 · 8 b · 0.8 ≈ 10.2Gb/s (4.1)
where: R5G is the peak data rate [b/s]
BW is the total channel bandwidth [MHz]
Nstreams is the number of spatial streams [-]
M is the number of bits in the modulated symbol [b]
α is the overhead [-]
Thus using an overhead of α = 0.8, which is comparable with LTE [59], the mobile
terminal must support 400 MHz per stream modulated using 256 Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (256QAM). In order to obtain 400 MHz of bandwidth it will most probably
be necessary to apply Carrier Aggregation (CA) because even though TDD allows for
use of unpaired spectrum it is difficult to find such a large continuous spectrum chunk
in the cellular frequency range. Furthermore the modulation format includes 256QAM
to increase the spectral efficiency.
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To ensure multiple MNOs can provide such large bandwidths it is necessary to
include new spectrum in the concept and therefore both cmW and mmW are envisioned.
Using higher carrier frequencies impose new challenges to the cellular system because
the path loss between transmitter and receiver does not only increase with distance,
but also the carrier frequency as demonstrated in the free space path loss model [98,
Equation 4.6]:
PL = −10 · log 10
(
c2
(4pi)2 d2f2
)
[dB] (4.2)
where: PL is the path loss [dB]
c is the speed of light [m/s]
d is the distance between transmitter and receiver [m]
f is the carrier frequency [Hz]
Furthermore measurements at 38 GHz [99] have shown that the diffraction loss is
very high and even though the reflection loss is lower it is still preferable to deploy
the mmW in Line of Sight (LOS) conditions or favourable Non-Line of Sight (NLOS)
conditions. In addition the penetration loss is determined to be much higher for high
frequencies [99]. As opposed to that the cmW may be deployed in both LOS and NLOS,
because the penetration, diffraction, and reflection loss is smaller.
The small wavelength of the mmW entails the antennas can be made much smaller
and therefore the number of antennas which can be fitted into the same area of both
AP and mobile terminal is much higher. Due to the LOS conditions with few if any
multipaths it may not be possible to utilize the many antennas for high rank transmis-
sions because there are a limited number of independent paths [100, 101]. Instead the
massive Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO), which is the term for the use of many
more antennas than users [34], can be used for beamforming to increase the Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR) at the receiver, [102], and to perform spatial cancellation of interfer-
ence. The data rate can also be improved because the mmW domain entails much more
spectrum is available and therefore the channel bandwidth may be several Gigahertz.
Contrary to that the cmW has less bandwidth available and fewer large antennas, but
due to the NLOS environment it is possible to exploit rich multipath fading to achieve
a high rank transmission leading to increased capacity as well.
The conclusion is therefore that the 5G concept must rely on both mmW and cmW
carrier frequencies to obtain the bandwidth needed to fulfil the capacity requirements.
In chapter 5 the challenges caused by the increased bandwidth are discussed in further
detail.
4.3 Waveform and Multiple Access scheme
A RAT’s waveform (or modulation format) affects the amount of bits that can be
transferred per spectral resource and with each new generation the spectral efficiency
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has increased going from Gaussian filtered Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) in 2G to
64 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (64QAM) in 4G. The advantage of GMSK is
the constant envelope, but the spectral efficiency is low [103], while the 64QAM has a
varying envelope that is sensitive to distortion in the Power Amplifier (PA) and other
RF components, but higher spectral efficiency. As calculated in equation (4.1) the use
of 256QAM is needed in 5G to fulfil the data rate requirement.
The waveform is tightly coupled with the choice of Multiple Access (MA) scheme,
which determines how multiple users can access the system’s resources in time and
frequency and thus the achievable data rate.
In 2G a combination of Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Frequency Di-
vision Multiple Access (FDMA), illustrated in figure 4.4a and 4.4b respectively, is used
and the mobile terminal may occupy one or more of the 8 time slots, which compose a
TDMA frame [104]. Furthermore frequency hopping, where the carrier is changed once
per frame, is applied to combat frequency selective fading and reduce intercell inter-
ference. In 3G the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), illustrated in figure 4.4c,
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Figure 4.4: Selected multiple access methods.
is used and due to the near-far problem, where a mobile terminal close to the AP can
“drown” the signal of a mobile terminal further away, a fast Transmit Power Control
(TPC) is needed [78]. This entails the transmit power is adapted to the current path
loss, but also a large overhead in terms of control signalling. In 4G the Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) waveform is used for MA and the resulting
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) is illustrated in figure 4.4d.
As opposed to the FDMA scheme in 2G the individual subcarriers are orthogonal hence
they can be placed next to each-other without causing interference and thus eliminating
the guard band. The OFDMA scheme also allows for resource allocation in the time
domain, which entails users can be scheduled in both the most favourable channel fading
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conditions and according to their resource needs. The cost of using the OFDM waveform
is a large Peak-to-Average-Power Ratio (PAPR) due to the sum of sinusoids in the time
domain. This is problematic because a high PAPR will force the PA to operate far from
the saturation point, where the efficiency is at its peak as illustrated in figure 4.5. The
reason is that the modulation formats include an amplitude component which will be
distorted if the PA is operating in the non-linear region where the efficiency is best. This
distortion adds to the Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) which will be discussed further
in section 5.5. Therefore Output Back-Off (OBO) is used to lower the transmit power to
the linear region after which the PAPR further reduces the average power as illustrated
in figure 4.5. Besides distortion of the amplitude component the non-linear region may
also entail increased Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio (ACLR), which again will affect
the capacity of the system due to interference in the neighbour channels. In 4G uplink a
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Figure 4.5: Power amplifier operation, based on [103, Figure 2.30].
special type of OFDMA is therefore used known as Single Carrier FDMA (SC FDMA).
In one implementation a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is applied to the modulating
signal, and the resulting signal is known as Discrete Fourier Transform spread OFDM
(DFT-s-OFDM). The purpose is to obtain a transmitted signal with lower PAPR (up
to 4 dB [32]), but with the good properties of OFDMA. The cost is increased noise at
the receiver, which may degrade the link performance [105]. For further information
on how PAPR has evolved with the RAT generations and the increasingly spectrally
efficient waveforms refer to [103, 32].
The currently preferred MA scheme for the proposed 5G concept is OFDMA be-
cause it has proved to be efficient in 4G. The use of multiple narrowband frequency
resources leads to simple one-tap equalization because the individual channels are con-
sidered to have flat fading. In addition it is easy to combine with MIMO [87], which
is one of the drawbacks of the competitor Filter Bank Multi Carrier (FBMC). This
waveform replaces OFDM’s square window at each subcarrier with a filter and allows
for removing the CP and reduces Out-of-Band (OOB) emissions [32], but the compu-
tational complexity may be 10 times higher than OFDM [87]. Another scheme which
was considered was Non-Orthogonal MA [106] which is a combination of Superposition
Coding and OFDM. The drawback is that a complex Successive Interference Cancella-
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tion (SIC) receiver is required to cancel the Superposition Coded signals targeted the
other mobile terminals, and while the SIC receiver may also be used in OFDMA the
Non-Orthogonal MA scheme requires the mobile terminal to decode intra- or inter-cell
streams. Those streams are not intended for the mobile terminal as compared to decod-
ing interfering spatial streams, also containing data intended for the mobile terminal,
which it would decode anyway in OFDMA. This is also the case for Multiuser MIMO,
where a SIC receiver is also forced to decode streams that are not intended for the mobile
terminal. Furthermore the UDSC scenario entails the channel gain difference between
mobile terminals is small and this limits the applicability of Superposition Coding.
The OFDM does also have its drawbacks, such as the aforementioned high PAPR,
but it is expected that the use of new PA supply techniques such as Envelope Tracking
(ET), which entails the PA can operate closer to the saturation region, will mitigate the
problem. Refer to figure 2.5 for a measurement on ET PA power consumption in two
4G User Equipments (UEs) and section 5.5 for a review of ET evolution.
Another issue is system overhead caused by the predefined and hardcoded CP, which
is inserted in front of each symbol to cope with intersymbol-interference caused by prop-
agation delay and the channel’s delay spread. Since the CP is a copy of the last part
of the symbol it leads to a computational advantage because it allows for an interpre-
tation of the channel as being circular convoluted with the symbol. This entails it can
be transformed to a simple multiplication in the frequency domain. The CP problem
becomes increasingly significant as the symbol time is expected to be shorter, and there-
fore the ratio between CP size and symbol time increases, which leads to larger system
overhead. However a modification has been proposed [107] to DFT-s-OFDM where
the CP is replaced with a low power tail by adding a variable number of zeros to the
signal. The method is known as Zero-Tail Discrete Fourier Transform spread OFDM
(ZT DFT-s-OFDM) and entails the length of the CP replacement can be adjusted to
the channel conditions and furthermore the OOB emissions are reduced. For now the
regular OFDM is used in the 5G concept.
4.4 Frame Structure
The frame size, i.e. the Transmission Time Interval (TTI), and structure plays an
important role in terms of latency, power consumption, and overhead. The TTI has
been reduced with the introduction of every new RAT going from 4.615 ms in 2G, to
2 ms in 3G and finally 1 ms in 4G. A short frame entails the latency is reduced and
furthermore it reduces power ON time, which is the time the mobile terminal spends
when transitioning from a low-power sleep state to being active, and other hand-shaking
procedures such as exchange of parameters and handover. In addition the short latency
will reduce the need for buffer memory and therefore size and cost of the mobile terminal.
The proposed 5G frame structure is illustrated in figure 4.6. The frame is composed of
14 OFDM symbols and 3 Guard Periods (GPs). Each symbol is preceded with a 1 µs
CP to ensure the performance of the OFDM waveform is not degraded by intersymbol
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interference. The total frame length is therefore currently set to
tframe = 14 · (tCP + tsymbol) + 3 · tGP
= 14 · (1µs + 16.67µs) + 3 · 0.87µs = 250µs (4.3)
where: tframe is the total frame length [s]
tCP is the CP length [s]
tsymbol is the symbol length [s]
tGP is the GP length [s]
and this ensures about 1 ms latency performance as discussed later in this section. The
low latency is a major improvement as compared to the previous RAT generations.
The first two symbols are reserved for downlink and uplink control information, for
example scheduling requests and grants, synchronization, and Modulation and Coding
Scheme (MCS) information. The short frame and the frequent occurrence of synchro-
nization and scheduling information (in the DL control channel) entails the mobile
terminal can quickly perform the power ON procedure after sleep mode. This includes
synchronization and decoding of the control channel, which was one reason for the longer
latency of LTE as discussed in section 2.3. Therefore 5G mobile terminals can be made
very energy efficient by enabling fast synchronization and data transfer, within a few
frames, after which the device quickly can return to a low-power sleep mode.
The following 12 symbols are allocated for data and organized such that the transfer
can only occur in one direction per frame i.e. either uplink or downlink. This helps
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to stabilize the interference pattern in the frame, but also allows for a flexible and
asymmetric allocation across frames. The variable link switching does however lead
to difficulties in predicting the Signal to Interference + Noise Ratio (SINR) of the
following frame and therefore either coordination between APs or novel rank adaptation
techniques [37] are needed. Due to the high data rates the transfers may also finish and
vary faster and therefore also affect the experienced interference. Finally the highly
dynamic uplink-downlink frame allocation requires a redesign of the scheduler. In [33]
a scheduler is proposed which decides the link direction based on a threshold using the
head-of-line delay of the uplink and downlink buffers.
In between the control symbols and before the data part a GP is inserted to avoid
power ON/OFF transients when link direction is switched. The allocated time is based
on a prediction of how hardware switches evolve over time and that the transmit power
in the UDSC scenario will be significantly lower than in current RATs.
As shown in figure 4.6 the first symbol of the data part may be used for a DeModula-
tion Reference Symbol (DMRS) that can be applied to estimate the channel for example
by use of orthogonal sequences with good auto- and cross-correlation properties.
Note that if the ZT DFT-s-OFDM is used instead of OFDM the CP will be both of
variable size and incorporated into the following symbol. Therefore the frame nomen-
clature would have to be reconsidered as well. The circular properties would however
be preserved thus not affect decoding complexity [107].
In the frequency domain each symbol is
bwsymbol =
1
tsymbol
=
1
16.67µs
= 60 kHz (4.4)
wide and grouped in Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs) of 165 i.e. 165 ·60 kHz = 10MHz
in a fashion similar to 4G. The division of the 400 MHz bandwidth into smaller PRBs
allows for frequency reuse and coordination. In the control channel part of the frame the
APs and mobile terminals use robust codes and separate PRBs to provide the required
information to the receiver without destructive interference.
Examining the previous generations’ frame structures it is evident that the voice-
oriented 2G uses the TDMA frames in an inefficient manner because a certain number
of resources is continuously dedicated for a transfer even though they may be unused.
The latter RAT generations have switched to a frame-by-frame allocation, but still differ
significantly in how the control and data channels are positioned in the frame. In 3G
the High-Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH), which informs the mobile terminal
how to demodulate the data, is located in slots n and n+1 as illustrated in figure 4.7a.
The control in slot n details the MCS while slot n+1 has redundancy and retransmission
information together with Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) number. The data follows
in the High-Speed Downlink Shared Channel (HS-DSCH) in slot n+2 and onwards and
because the mobile terminal receives scheduling information in slot n it has a whole slot
duration to decode the information and decide whether to receive and buffer slot n+2.
In the first release of LTE (release 8) the structure, illustrated in figure 4.7b is less
efficient because the Physical Control Format Indicator Channel (PCFICH) and Phys-
ical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH), which informs the mobile terminal how to
demodulate the data, are followed directly by the Physical Downlink Shared Channel
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Figure 4.7: Positions of control and data channels in previous RAT generations’ frames. [32, Figure
4.a-c]
(PDSCH), which contains the data. Therefore the mobile terminal is forced to buffer the
PDSCH because it cannot decode the control channels instantaneously and determine
if and where it is scheduled. This entails the mobile terminal wastes energy buffering
data that it cannot decode because the data was not intended for the mobile terminal.
This is the reason why the micro sleep concept was proposed [28], and presented in
section 3.2, to decode the control channels as fast as possible and then sleep for the rest
of the frame, when the mobile terminal is not scheduled. The cost is that the Reference
Signals, which are spread across the frame are not all received and decoded, but it is
estimated that the degraded channel estimate and related loss in throughput is minor
[28]. The use of micro sleep is not possible in LTE release 11 because the Enhanced
Physical Downlink Control Channel (EPDCCH) has been standardized. The target of
EPDCCH is to obtain a frequency selective scheduling gain by spreading the channel in
time across the most suitable subcarriers. Unfortunately this forces the mobile terminal
to receive and buffer the whole frame before it can decode the scheduling information.
Based on the learnings from previous generations the 5G concept proposes that
scheduling grants are sent one frame ahead of the data as illustrated for the downlink
case in figure 4.8. This entails the mobile terminals can determine whether it is scheduled
in due time and perform energy efficient pipelined processing. Thus the mobile terminal
always needs to decode the downlink control channel, but it may then power down if
there is no pending uplink transmissions or no scheduled downlink data. Due to the short
frame length the time from a scheduling grant is received and until the Acknowledgement
(ACK) is sent is approximately 0.75 ms.
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Figure 4.8: Procedure for receiving data in downlink.
Transmitting in the uplink is contention based in the sense that a mobile terminal
first has to send a “request to transmit” in the uplink control channel and then await
a positive feedback in the following frame after which it can transmit the data. The
procedure is illustrated in figure 4.9 and the total time from request to ACK is about 1
ms and thus the requirement for RTT is fulfilled.
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Figure 4.9: Procedure for transmitting data in uplink.
4.5 Multiple Antennas and Advanced Receivers
In previous RATs receive diversity has been exploited by requiring two receive antennas
in the mobile terminal. Starting with 3G downlink dual stream spatial multiplexing was
also standardized to boost the data rates and in 4G 4 receive antennas are in principle
possible though not yet commercialized. This is also the case for uplink where 2G and
3G only support one transmitter while 4G has specified up to 4 uplink streams.
The minimum MIMO configuration for the cmW 5G concept is 4 Receive (Rx)
and 4 Transmit (Tx) antennas. The reasons for this choice are the physical size of
the antennas at cmW, the relatively slow improvement of RF power consumption, as
discussed in section 5.1, whose component count scales directly with the number of
antennas, and the larger overhead which is caused by the need of sending individual
DMRS per antennas. Finally the 4x4 MIMO configuration can be combined with 400
MHz bandwidth and 256QAM to achieve the 10 Gbps target as shown in equation (4.1).
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For the mmW case the use of Massive MIMO is considered because each antenna can
be made much smaller, but other challenges such as the component count remains [34].
As discussed in the previous section the control channel symbols will be coded ro-
bustly and separated in the frequency domain, but this is not the case for the data
symbols, which will be subject to intercell interference if frequency reuse is not applied.
Therefore the use of advanced receivers is envisioned. Initially the Interference Rejection
Combining (IRC) receiver has been compared with 4G’s baseline Maximum Ratio Com-
bining (MRC) receiver, and proved to result in significant gains when the interference is
high [108, 33]. The reason is that the IRC receiver can estimate the interference+noise
covariance matrix every frame using the DMRS and suppress the strongest interferers,
because the interference is stable during the data part of the frame. Note that the
source of the interference is irrelevant because all 5G devices are required to transmit
the DMRS and are synchronized. Currently the use of SIC receivers is investigated [33].
This receiver type is more complex because the strongest stream is first decoded and
subtracted from the remaining streams to cancel its interference contribution. Next the
second strongest stream is decoded and so forth [102]. In order for SIC to work the
receiver needs to know the MCS and the rank of the interfering streams and therefore
it also adds to the complexity of the concept. Furthermore a decoding error in one of
the strongest streams will propagate to all remaining streams.
The use of InterCell Interference Coordination (ICIC) between APs has also been
considered because it can manage the frequency reuse scheme in a distributed and au-
tonomous manner. The method needs to be autonomous because it is expected that the
number of small cells will be 100 times the current level [87]. Due to the improved pro-
cessing power in the mobile terminals the advanced receivers and the increased number
of antennas are however the current choice to combat intercell interference. However
there is another key area where intelligent APs are needed: rank coordination. The
MIMO channel’s rank, or degree of freedom, depends on the number of separable mul-
tipaths and the number of Tx and Rx antennas [102]. The degrees of freedom is the
upper limit to the number of spatial streams, but if the number of streams is reduced
the remaining degrees of freedom can be used for interference cancellation [37]. Thus
there is a tradeoff between the number of spatial data streams and the number of can-
cellable streams, which is to be handled by a Rank Adaption algorithm. If one user
selfishly increases the number of spatial streams that user will also increase the number
of interference streams towards other users, often referred to as victims, and thereby
limit their throughput. The target for a Rank Adaption algorithm is therefore to adjust
the number of spatial streams for each user and be victim aware. To perform well the
algorithm would operate based on reported Channel State Information (CSI) that in-
cludes the SINR of the previously received frame. This works fine in 4G, but in 5G the
interference will vary much faster, because the data rate and link direction are varied,
and therefore the CSI, in terms of experienced rank, will be outdated when received
by the AP. Consequently a chicken and egg problem exist where the rank should be
based on the CSI, but the CSI can only be estimated after the transmission using the
selected rank has occurred. In [37] an algorithm is proposed that first makes the receiver
estimate the SINR for all possible ranks. The receiver then calculates the achievable
data rate for all ranks and feedbacks the rank, which maximizes the data rate, to the
transmitter. Due to the processing time and the feedback transfer the SINR may also
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be outdated, but in general the simulation results show good performance.
The use of CA is also envisioned for the 5G concept. The reason is that the spec-
trum needed to achieve the high data rates is not available in a contiguous chunk, but
fragmented due to the many competing wireless technologies. Therefore the combina-
tion of TDD and CA is useful to obtain bandwidths of 400 MHz or more. Using CA
entails that the number of RF front ends and possibly also ADCs increases linearly with
the number of carriers and furthermore also with the number of spatial MIMO streams
and therefore the chip size and power consumption may increase as well as discussed in
chapter 5. Recent measurements on 4G CA, presented in section 3.5 and in [31] have
however proved that the energy efficiency may improve due to the improved data rates.
The effect on the ADC due to the increased bandwidth is analyzed in section 5.2.
4.6 Sleep mode
In the 5G concept an “always ON” behaviour is targeted, but it has to be combined with
a low-power sleep mode to ensure the battery life. However there is a significant trade-
off between the experienced delay and the achievable sleep mode power consumption as
discussed in section 2.5.1.
In Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) and LTE the mobile ter-
minal can be in either a connected or idle mode, when registered in the system [59] as
illustrated in figure 4.10. In 3G there are two high power modes; the Cell_DCH using
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Figure 4.10: mobile terminal modes for 3G, LTE and 5G.
the Dedicated Channel (DCH) and the Cell_FACH using the Forward Access Channel
(FACH). The DCH is a dedicated bi-directional channel where the mobile terminal is
allocated resources continuously in both uplink and downlink. In release 6 the mobile
terminal has to transmit the control channel even though there is no related data, while
released 7 allowed for use of Discontinuous Transmission (DTX) [78]. The DCH is specif-
ically targeted at transferring large amounts of data, and if the channel has not been
used for a specific amount of time the mobile terminal will be moved to Cell_FACH.
In the FACH the mobile terminal still has to monitor the downlink for scheduled data,
but it can power off the transmitter and thus reduce the estimated current consumption
from 200-400 mA for the DCH to 100-200 mA [78]. In addition release 7 introduced
enhanced FACH where Discontinuous Reception (DRX) can be applied. This new mode
resembles the Cell_PCH where the mobile terminal is using DRX while listening for a
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Paging Channel (PCH) resulting in an estimated current consumption smaller than 5
mA, which is similar to the idle mode. The latter is not a preferred mode because it
entails more signalling when the mobile terminal transfers to and from this mode.
In LTE the number of Radio Resource Control (RRC) modes has been reduced to
two. In the RRC_connected mode the mobile terminal continuously has to monitor for
scheduling grants and while this decreases the delay for the data transfer it also increases
the power consumption. In RRC_idle mode the mobile terminal can enter a sleep
mode and only perform periodic monitoring of the paging channel and measurements
on neighbor cells for possible cell re-selection. If the mobile terminal is paged it will
need to transfer to the connected mode before it can receive the incoming data and thus
while the power consumption is lower the delay is higher. Changing modes takes time
and consumes energy, but it also affects the system’s overall capacity because there is a
significant amount of signalling involved.
The time it takes to transfer from idle to connected and vice versa depends on the
RAT design and the MNO’s setup, and for example [45] measured the delay from idle to
connected to be about 260 ms in LTE. This is significantly shorter than the tail delay,
e.g. moving from connected to idle after a data transfer is finished, which is based on
the expiry of an inactivity timer. In one LTE network [109] noted this takes 10.2 s,
while [45] measured 11.6 s. In general [110] estimates the range to be a few seconds to a
few tens of seconds for LTE while the inactivity timer in 3G is typically 2-10 s [78]. The
reason for the long tail is that the MNO would like to avoid the mobile terminal leaves
the connected mode and shortly thereafter reconnects, causing unnecessary signalling.
This may happen more often due to the use of keep-alive-messages that make sure
the connection between e.g. an Instant Messaging application and the server is not
disconnected, and the use of push-email [110, 78]. In 3G the Fast Dormancy mode was
introduced to allow mobile terminals to ask the network to disconnect, when the data
transfer is completed, but before the inactivity timer has expired [78]. The UE will then
move from DCH or FACH to PCH instead of moving to idle, which will cause significant
signalling overhead the next time the UE wants to reconnect.
Table 4.1 summarizes the characteristics of the two general modes: connected and
idle. The trade-off between power consumption and the delay to transfer, e.g. receive
paging/scheduling message or data, is evident and depends on the choice of paging and
DRX cycle length.
Table 4.1: Characteristics of general UE modes.
Parameter mode Idle Connected
Power consumption Low High
Delay to transfer High Low
Time to change mode Short (<0.5 s) Long (> 2 s)
Depends on Paging cycle DRX cycle
The challenge is thus how to proceed in 5G with the “always ON” requirement
stating that the transition from inactive to active must be ≤ 10 ms. One option is to
avoid the use of an inactivity timer and instead enable the mobile terminal to request
a quick release i.e. similar to 3G’s Fast Dormancy [110]. Another option is to avoid the
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idle mode and rely on a connected mode strongly coupled with DRX, which then must
allow for more flexible and much longer periods as compared to LTE where the upper
limit is 2.56 s and the period length is not very adaptive with respect to the traffic type.
The advantage of the first option is that the tail time, i.e. time to go to idle, can be
much shorter, but the amount of signalling for the mode change will still be high. The
signalling will also be high for the DRX based mode if the mobile terminal is moving
fast and performing many hand overs, but the main issue is the delay the network will
experience when contacting the mobile terminal.
In the presented 5G concept the “connected mode only” design is selected. There
are multiple reasons for this choice and one is that it simplifies the control signalling,
because the mobile terminal will no longer change mode but only notify the network
when it has entered the coverage area. Another reason is that the short frame structure
entails the mobile terminal can quickly receive the channels necessary to synchronize
and determine if it is scheduled as illustrated in figure 4.8. This entails the ON time of
DRX can be made short while the sleep part can be long.
The challenge for the mobile terminal designer is that it takes a non-negligible
amount of time to transfer from sleep to being active and vice versa and that the
transfer time depends on the achievable sleep power level [27]. Section 2.5.1 presented
LTE DRX measurements on 3 UEs and in the light sleep mode, i.e. a power level which
in the best case is a little less than half of the active power, the transition time is signif-
icantly lower than for the deep sleep mode, where the power level however is less than
1/50 of the active power. Figure 4.11 show the energy consumption in DRX mode as
a function of the DRX Long Period (DRX LP) for the examined UEs. The minimum
period length is calculated as the sum of tonD (set to 1 ms), twup, tsync , and tpd defined
in equation (2.4).
For short DRX LP the mobile terminal cannot apply the deep sleep mode because it
takes too long to power up and down the components, and this is reflected in the figure
where the deep sleep mode is not applicable before the periods are longer than 40 ms.
This is however not an issue because the light sleep mode is actually more effective for
shorter periods. The reason is that the mobile terminal consumes a significant amount
of energy when transferring to and from the deep sleep state. The improvement in sleep
power levels, from UE2 to UE4, is evidently useful when targeting longer battery life,
but it is even more important that the support for shorter power up/down and syn-
chronization times is also improved with each new mobile terminal, the sum dropping
from 22.6 ms to 9 ms to 6 ms and being dominated by the power up and synchroniza-
tion procedures. In order to achieve significant energy savings while fulfilling the 10
ms requirement the overall time it takes to change state must however be improved
further especially because the aforementioned sums are theoretical limits. In current
LTE implementations the UEs do not apply sleep mode when the period is shorter than
32 ms.
It is thus a key challenge to achieve a fast power ON procedure and fast synchro-
nization, which includes channel estimation. The latter will be reduced due to the 5G
frames which are 4 times shorter than in LTE, but the power ON procedure is in prin-
ciple independent of the RAT design. The procedure includes achieving phase lock in
the synthesizer, stable gain control, configuration of filters, and calibration of RF com-
ponents [27]. In addition the power ON procedure must be performed sequentially to
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Figure 4.11: Energy consumption in LTE DRX mode as a function of DRX LP for UEs 2, 3, and 4
in section 2.5.1.
avoid the battery voltage dropping [16] thus increasing the power ON time.
To conclude the 5G concept targets to be “always ON” i.e. switching from a low-
power mode to active data transfer within 10 ms. In this section it was discussed how
it may be achieved by relying on the use of a single connected mode combined with
adaptive DRX settings, which may have much longer periods than LTE’s 2.56 s. The
challenges to achieve this are the time required to power ON the cellular subsystem after
it has been in sleep mode in order to perform synchronization and channel estimation
before the data transfer occurs. The short frame length will entail the procedures can
be performed faster, but the power ON procedure itself is limited by how fast the
components can be powered ON, stabilize and obtain the required settings, e.g. phase
lock and a specific gain mode. Measurements on LTE DRX across 3 mobile terminal
generations have however showed that the procedures are performed faster and faster
and that the achieved sleep power levels are decreasing.
4.7 LTE-like Features
The 5G concept resembles 4G in the sense that it applies OFDM, but other features
such as Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ), [111], and link adaptation are
also reused. In addition DRX is also applied as discussed in the previous section and
analysed in chapter 6.
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The HARQ is needed because the receiver may not decode the transmitted signal
properly. Decoding errors can be caused by bad channel estimates, aggressive link adap-
tation, erroneous CSI decoding at the transmitter-side and outdated channel estimates.
HARQ is a combination of ARQ and Forward Error-Correcting Code (FEC) used in
both 3G and 4G. The ARQ method implies that error-detecting code is transmitted
together with the data, and if the receiver detects an error it will send a Negative Ac-
knowledgement (NACK) implying that the transmitter must resend the data. The ARQ
method furthermore implies that if the transmitter has not received any feedback from
the receiver within a certain time window it will also retransmit the data. Adding the
FEC to the ARQ entails that the receiver may be able to correct the errors instead
of sending a NACK, but at the cost of larger overhead. Currently the specific HARQ
method has not been selected but due to the frame structure the delay will only be
about 0.75 ms as illustrated in figure 4.12. Given the short and fixed HARQ RTT the
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Figure 4.12: HARQ procedure in downlink.
number of parallel processes is limited to 4 and this entails major savings in terms of
buffer memory as compared to the 15 processes of LTE-TDD [33].
In addition to the HARQ the 5G concept will also apply link adaptation, similar
to 4G, together with the aforementioned Rank Adaption algorithm and an algorithm
to decide the link direction [112]. The goal is to select the link direction and the MCS
which can fulfil the desired Block Error Rate (BLER) target such that the optimal
trade-off between the benefits of HARQ and selecting a too optimistic MCS is achieved.
4.8 Summary
This concludes the overview of the proposed cmW, 5G concept, which is targeting 10
Gb/s peak data rate, 100 Mb/s cell edge data rate, and short RTT of 1 ms in unpaired
frequency bands using self-optimized, synchronized UDSC.
The 5G RAT is not expected to be deployed before 2020 and the battery capacity
will not improve significantly until then because it only increases about 3-7% per year
as discussed in chapter 1. On the contrary the technology improves 19-37% a year and
therefore it is possible to exploit the improved hardware capabilities, discussed further in
chapter 5, to optimize the cellular subsystem’s energy consumption. The introduction of
a new RAT furthermore entails low mobile terminal energy consumption can be included
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as a KPI from the beginning of the concept design phase. In this chapter the following
features were identified as having major influence on the battery life:
• OFDM: The waveform allows for efficient implementation in the mobile terminal
and when used for MA also efficient resource allocation. It may also be combined
with MIMO and advanced receivers to improve the data rate. The high PAPR
drawback may be handled by improved PA techniques such as ET.
• Larger bandwidth: This is an essential feature for improving the data rate, which
may lead to shorter transfer times and therefore longer sleep time. Furthermore
LTE measurements show that the decoding process is most energy efficient at the
highest data rates and thus they shall be applied as much as possible.
• CA and MIMO: Both increase the hardware complexity and also the instanta-
neous power consumption, but they also improve the data rate due to increased
bandwidth, frequency diversity, and spatial multiplexing. As noted in section 2.5
the EE increases with the data rates and therefore the features may improve the
battery life.
• TDD: This method entails the duplexer, causing about 3 dB loss, can be discarded
and consequently the transmit power can be lowered to save transmit energy.
Furthermore the IP3 requirements can be relaxed due to the absence of transmit
signals when data is received. With proper calibration of the transceivers the
channel may also be perceived as reciprocal and as a result the channel feedback
is limited, saving transmit energy.
• Frame structure: The support for asymmetric data may decrease the time to
transfer thus improving the sleeping opportunities. Furthermore the structure
allows for pipelined processing such that unscheduled users do not receive and
buffer data, which is not intended for the user. Finally the short frame entails the
reference signals, needed for synchronization and channel estimation, occur often
and thus allow for fast transfers between idle and active modes.
Besides the useful features the UDSC scenario may also result in lower path loss thus
leading to lower transmit powers, which is a significant improvement because high trans-
mit power is one of the main power consumers in current 4G UEs as shown in section
2.5.
In the next chapter some of the power consumption challenges that arise due to the
increased system parameters are examined. Furthermore the power consumption of the
affected components are estimated by analysing their performance evolution, and finally
the power consumption of mobile terminal in 2020 and 2030 is estimated.
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Chapter 5
Power Consumption
Challenges in 5G
In this chapter the Fifth Generation (5G) system parameters’ effect on mobile terminal
power consumption is examined. First the performance evolution from approximately
1990 and until today of selected hardware components is modelled. Then the models
are extended to 2020 and 2030, where 5G is expected to be deployed, to determine if
they can handle the increased requirements and to estimate the power consumption.
As discussed in chapter 4 the 5G targets a peak data rate of 10 Gb/s in both uplink
and downlink. In equation (4.1) it was calculated that one configuration which achieves
this data rate could be the use of 400 MHz bandwidth per stream in a 4x4 Multiple
Input Multiple Output (MIMO) setup using 256 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
(256QAM).
From a transceiver perspective these increased numbers will also affect the power
consumption. The larger bandwidth directly leads to higher sampling frequency in the
Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) and Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC), and due
to the use of higher carrier frequencies to obtain sufficient spectrum it also affects the
analog Radio Frequency (RF). In the digital domain the larger bandwidth affects the
complexity because the Base Band (BB) processor has to calculate the channel estimate
and perform equalization across the whole bandwidth.
The dynamic range must also increase to support 256QAM and the advanced re-
ceivers. This affects the analog RF requirements in terms of gain and noise factor, the
ADC and DAC’s bit resolution and the number of bits used in the digital domain. The
latter will increase the size and cost of the memory and the interconnecting buses, and
also affect the power consumption of the digital processor because each calculation will
be made with higher resolution.
The number of Component Carriers (CCs) used for Carrier Aggregation (CA) entails
the mobile terminal need to implement a similar number of RF chains, ADCs, and
DACs. This increases both the cost, size and power consumption. Moreover, the need
for 4 spatial streams entails that 4 RF chains are needed per CC. Processing multiple
spatial streams will also increase the BB power consumption both due to the higher
data rates and the need for more channel estimates.
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Clearly the increased system parameters will affect the power consumption of mul-
tiple components in the transceiver, but in this study the analysis is limited to the
receiver. Figure 5.1 illustrates the commonly used, [16], direct conversion receiver ar-
chitecture, where the received signal is converted to BB in one step. This is a popular
design because the power consumption is lower than e.g. the superheterodyne receiver
which relies on an intermediate frequency and thus consists of many more components.
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Figure 5.1: General block diagram of a direct conversion architecture receiver. Components marked
with red are examined in detail in this chapter.
The task of the analog RF is to filter, amplify, and down-convert the low-power,
wideband, and high carrier frequency signal from the antenna, such that the ADC can
digitize the signal. These operations are handled by use of filters, one or more Low Noise
Amplifiers (LNAs) and one or more mixers depending on the number of intermediate
frequencies if any. The filters are passive components while the LNA and the mixer
are active, power consuming devices whose performance can be modified by adjusting
the supply power. In addition to the aforementioned components antenna tuners and
switches are also needed to support the many frequency bands. In this study the LNA
and the ADC, marked with red in figure 5.1 are examined in detail together with the
baseband processor.
In the following sections the performance evolution of the analog RF, the ADC, and
the digital BB is examined to determine if the hardware is able to handle the increased
5G requirements in 2020. After the analysis of the individual components an estimate
of the total expected power consumption in a 5G compliant mobile terminal is provided
in section 5.4. Note that the focus of this evolution study is on the receiver, but a
discussion on transmitter challenges is also provided, because this component comprises
a significant amount of the total power consumption as discussed in section 2.5.
5.1 Analog RF Evolution
The analog RF will be affected by increasing bandwidth, carrier frequency, dynamic
range, and number of chains. The scope of this section is thus to examine how the
performance of the RF, with regards to these parameters, has evolved over time to
predict it in 2020, with special focus on the related change in power consumption.
In general the chipset manufacturers strive to implement the RF transceiver, the
digital BB and additional features such as the Power Management Unit (PMU) in a
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single chip solution to achieve low area and cost, by use of the same low Complementary
Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor (CMOS) technology node. This is complicated due to the
use of many frequency bands and CA to obtain sufficient spectrum [16], and table 2.6
also reports that the Long Term Evolution (LTE) User Equipments (UEs) are often
composed of multiple chips with different CMOS technology nodes. The RF transceiver
is however composed of one single chip and therefore it is assumed that the individual
performance of the LNA and mixer is fairly comparable because they move to a lower
technology node concurrently.
Since the evolution is expected to be quite similar for both the mixer and the LNA the
latter was selected for detailed examination. Unfortunately such performance evolution
estimates or even just a detailed literature survey is not available in open literature. One
of the few examples is the paper [113] by Szczepkowski and Farrell where they examine
about 30 LNAs published from year 2004 to 2013, but with just a single paper from the
years 2004, 2012, and 2013. This entails the trend is only observable over 7 years, which
is a short time frame considering the target of predicting another 6 years ahead to 2020.
Another example is the LNA roadmap from 2001 [114], which predicts performance
for CMOS technology nodes from 130 nm to 22 nm, but without any specific details
except the calculation of a Figure of Merit (FoM). Therefore a new literature study
was performed including 115 papers from year 1991 until 2014. The complete details
and references are given in appendix C. The distribution of the papers is illustrated in
figure 5.2 where it can be noted that from 1995 an onwards at least 4 papers have been
considered per year.
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Figure 5.2: Number of examined LNA publications per year, used for performance survey.
The first observation considers the CMOS technology node and the values are il-
lustrated in figure 5.3 together with a trend line. The node has evolved a bit slower
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than expected by for example [114, 115], but one reason may be that it is rather costly
to fabricate the chips and that most papers are made by academia. Note that not all
LNAs are based on the CMOS technology and that some do not report the node.
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Figure 5.3: LNA CMOS technology node evolution.
The supply voltage is strongly correlated with the CMOS node and one of the main
reasons why the power consumption decreases when moving to a lower node. The
reported supply voltage for the surveyed LNAs is given in figure 5.4 and again an im-
provement is observed, but as with the technology node it lacks behind the few available
predictions [114, 115]. Lowering the supply voltage does however also complicate the
transistor design, and it may increase the leakage current as will be discussed in section
5.3.
In general there are five key parameters describing the performance of an LNA
(or mixer); the Noise Figure (NF), the power gain, the intermodulation points, the
bandwidth, and the maximum carrier frequency. In this survey the best parameters
have been chosen i.e. the minimum NF, the maximum power gain, and the lowest Input
Third-Order Intercept Point (IP3) (or Output IP3 minus the power gain). Since some
LNAs are narrowband they only report the carrier frequency, while wideband LNAs also
report the bandwidth. Therefore not all surveyed papers contribute to the bandwidth
observation presented later.
Amplifiers do not only amplify the input signal, consisting of the signal and the
noise i.e. having a specific Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), but also add some noise for
example thermal noise, due to moving electrons depending on the temperature, and
shot noise generated in transistors. Thus the output will have a degraded SNR even
though the signal is amplified. The degradation is known as the NF and it is defined as
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Figure 5.4: LNA voltage evolution.
the relationship between the input SNR and the output SNR
NF =
Si/Ni
So/No
=
Si/Ni
GLNA · Si/ (GLNA ·Ni +NLNA)
=
GLNA ·Ni +NLNA
GLNA ·Ni
= 1 +
NLNA
GLNA ·Ni
[−] (5.1)
where: NF is the noise figure of the LNA [-]
Si is the input signal [W]
Ni is the input noise [W]
So is the output signal [W]
No is the output noise [W]
GLNA is the power gain of the LNA [-]
NLNA is the noise of the LNA [W]
thus the NF does not depend on the input signal level, but only the input noise level
and the LNA performance in terms of gain and noise level.
When multiple active devices are connected in a cascade i.e. one after another Friis’
formula can be used to calculate the total NF of the system as [116, Eq. 8.29]:
NF = NF1 +
NF2 − 1
G1
+
NF3 − 1
G1 ·G2
+
NF4 − 1
G1 ·G2 ·G3
+ ... [−] (5.2)
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where: NF is the noise figure of the complete chain [-]
NF1 is the noise figure of the first component [-]
G1 is the power gain of the first component [-]
Clearly the chain will experience the lowest NF if the first component has a low NF
and a high power gain, and this is the reason why the LNA is usually the first active
component as illustrated in figure 5.1. When examining the performance of the LNAs
it is thus important to note how these parameters evolve. Figure 5.5 shows that the NF
performance has decreased 1 dB over 20 years. There are multiple reasons for this; it
is power consuming to improve the NF, the NF also depends on the bandwidth, which
has increased as will be shown later in this section, and finally the system requirements
have decreased. The NF requirements were reported, [117], to have decreased from < 2
dB for Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) to < 3 dB for Wideband
Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), and be < 4.5 dB for WiFi. In [118] the
NF requirement for LTE was estimated to be 5 dB and thus this explains why the
NF performance has decreased. In the 5G Radio Access Technology (RAT) a low NF
is important due to the use of advanced receivers and higher order modulation, but
requirements have not been defined yet.
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Figure 5.5: LNA Noise Figure evolution.
Friis formula in eq. (5.2) showed how the LNA, if it is the first device in the receive
chain, will also benefit from high gain. However the LNA gain cannot be too high
because if a blocker, i.e. an interfering signal, is present it will desensitise the following
components. The surveyed papers however show that the LNA power gain has remained
approximately constant as illustrated in figure 5.6, and based on equation (5.1) this is
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another reason why the NF has not improved. In general it is not trivial to improve
both gain and NF unless another performance parameter such as power consumption
is sacrificed [119]. In addition the gain may not have changed much due to linearity
considerations in the components following the LNA in the chain.
In the 5G RAT the gain requirements are not expected to change a lot compared to
existing generations because the received power is expected to be similar or possibly a
bit higher due to the lower path loss of the Ultra-Dense Small Cell (UDSC) scenario.
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Figure 5.6: LNA Power Gain evolution.
The third important parameter for an LNA is the intermodulation performance.
The IP3 is often of particular interest because it affects how powerful an interferer
may become, but increasing the IP3 leads to higher power consumption, [119]. Most
of the observed LNAs have an input IP3 in the range -10 - 0 dBm, with a slightly
decreasing trend as illustrated in figure 5.7. This means lower power consumption, and
this is expected to be the case in the 5G RAT as well because the use of Time Division
Duplexing (TDD) entails transmission and reception will not occur simultaneously i.e.
leading to less strict IP3 requirements.
Bandwidth and carrier frequency are two other important parameters for LNAs, and
the devices can be divided into two distinct subgroups: narrowband and wideband. The
narrowband LNA is designed to support one or a few frequency bands at a specific carrier
frequency, for example for cellular or WiFi applications, while the wideband LNA is a
more general device. Examining the upper frequency of the studied LNAs, illustrated
in figure 5.8 it is clear that specific cellular bands at 900 MHz and 1.8 GHz together
with WiFi bands at 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz have received a lot of attention. In 2002 the
Federal Communications Commission defined the Ultra-Wideband frequency range to
be 3.1-10.6 GHz [120], and this is also reflected in the figure. Thus the improvement
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Figure 5.7: LNA Input IP3 evolution.
in upper maximum frequency depends primarily on application demand. Since the 5G
concept includes all Centimeter Waves (cmW) there will be a need for LNAs supporting
up to 30 GHz and this will definitely pose new challenges to the LNA designer, but as
can be seen in figure 5.8 some designs are already available above 20 GHz.
About 80 of the surveyed LNAs report the bandwidth in which the gain, NF and IP3
are relatively constant, but as illustrated in figure 5.9 the bandwidth spread is 3 decades.
Similar to the maximum frequency the bandwidth improvement primarily depends on
application demand and because the 5G RAT has a bandwidth of up to 400 MHz it will
not push the boundaries, except if the LNA has to support bands at both ends of the
cmW.
The survey has showed that the NF, gain, and IP3 have not improved the last 20-25
years while there are some distinctive steps in bandwidth and carrier frequency support
due to new applications. The hypothesis is therefore that the designers have focused on
reducing the power consumption and this is supported by figure 5.10, which shows the
power consumption of the LNAs. In 20 years the power consumption has been halved,
but since the CMOS technology node and the supply voltage has also decreased, the
latter also by half, a larger reduction was expected [121]. Using the trend line the
average power consumption in 2020 and 2030 is expected to be 7.5 mW and 1.2 mW
respectively.
One reason for the less significant power consumption improvement is that designers
have also strived to reduce the area as illustrated in figure 5.11. Examining the papers
it is clear that it is an important factor, because the area is often mentioned before
the electrical performance parameters (gain, NF, and IP3) in the abstracts and because
some designers choose to only report the area of the LNA core without the connection
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Figure 5.8: LNA maximum frequency evolution.
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Figure 5.9: LNA bandwidth evolution (not reported for all LNAs).
pads to decrease the reported area of their design.
Due to the many performance parameters it is commonly used to calculate a FoM
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Figure 5.10: LNA power consumption evolution.
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Figure 5.11: LNA area evolution. Not reported for all LNAs, and some only report core area without
connection pads.
for the proposed LNA design, but as pointed out in [122] there exists a multitude of
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FoMs depending on the device type (multiband, narrowband, or wideband) and the
parameters in focus. One FoM targeted towards LTE LNAs is defined as [113, Eq. 17]:
FoM = G+ IIP3 + 10 · log10
(
100 ·
BW
fc
)
−NF [dBm] (5.3)
where: IIP3 is the input IP3 [dB]
fc is the carrier frequency [MHz]
The FoM is plotted versus the power consumption in figure 5.12 and as expected the
FoM can be increased by increasing the power consumption. The 1st order fit to the
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Figure 5.12: Figure-of-merit as a function of power consumption.
data shows the FoM can be increased 0.24 dB if the power consumption is increased 1
mW, e.g. a 3 dB power gain improvement will increase the power consumption about
12 mW, which is approximately the double of the average power of a modern LNA. In
[113] the trend line was approximated to be 0.19 dB/mW, but the FoM spread was also
smaller.
The conclusion on the survey is that designers have focused on minimizing the power
consumption and the physical chip area, which in 2020 will approach 7.5 mW and
be halved as compared to the area of 2010, respectively. To achieve this the other
performance parameters such as gain, IP3, and NF are either maintained or slightly
reduced. In 5G the area and power will continue to be Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs), while gain and NF also are important due to the higher order modulation and
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advanced receivers. The IP3 will be less important due to the use of TDD and this has
a positive effect on power consumption because improving IP3 entails increased power
consumption [119]. The survey also showed that the LNAs have evolved to support the
demanded carrier frequency and bandwidth improvements, and based on the current
performance the bandwidth target of 100 MHz per 5G receive chain is feasible, and
even also using a single 400 MHz chain. It is however an open issue to provide support
for the higher carrier frequencies in the cmW concept, but the emergence of business in
this area is expected to push technology development.
5.2 ADC Evolution
After the received signal has been down-converted and amplified to BB the ADC will
perform the conversion to the digital domain. The challenges of the 5G concept are that
the bandwidth and the dynamic range are increased, and in addition the increased num-
ber of RF chains entails the number of ADCs will increase proportionally. In this section
the ADC performance evolution is examined with focus on dynamic range, bandwidth,
and power consumption. Parts of the work were previously presented in the contribution
[34].
In LTE the maximum bandwidth of a channel is 20 MHz, but in an intra-band con-
tiguous CA configuration the bandwidth may be up to 5 · 20MHz = 100MHz. Current
commercial UEs support up to 40 MHz. The dynamic range depends on the Effective
Number of Bits (ENOB), which is estimated to be 12 bits, and this is also estimated
to be sufficient for the 5G RAT. In the UDSC scenario the receiver may even become
Signal to Interference + Noise Ratio (SINR) limited before the dynamic range becomes
an issue, [123].
As opposed to the RF front end components discussed in the previous section there
are multiple comprehensive ADC performance surveys available. They include the pub-
lic Excel sheet by Murmann, which covers about 400 conference papers from 1997 to
2014 [124], and the comprehensive report by Jonsson which includes more than 1700
publications from 1974 to 2012 [125]. The first observation about ADC evolution is how-
ever purely based on RAT evolution because in approximately 20 years the bandwidth
has changed from 200 kHz in GSM to LTE’s 20 MHz i.e.
20MHz
200 kHz
= 100 = x20 years → x = 10
log10(100)
20 years = 26%/year (5.4)
In previous work Manganaro [126] has examined the ADC performance evolution using
Murmann’s data [124] and estimated that the energy efficiency for high speed ADCs
with a bandwidth greater than or equal to 100 MHz improves 1.82 db/year. Furthermore
he estimated that the progress is 0.8 dB/year for high resolution ADCs i.e. having an
Signal to Noise and Distortion Ratio (SNDR) greater than or equal to 75 dB where
SNDR is related to ENOB as follows [126, Eq. 2.1]
ENOB =
SNDR− 1.76 dB
6.02 dB
[bits] (5.5)
Jonsson has published several estimates of the evolution based on his data and in
2010 he conservatively estimated that the sampling rate of ADCs would increase less
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than 5 times until 2020 [127] i.e.
5 = x10 years → x = 10
log10(5)
10 years = 17%/year (5.6)
However in his most recent report [125] from 2013 he estimates the thermal FoM, defined
as [125, Eq. 11.1]
FoMthermal =
P
22·ENOB · fs
[J] (5.7)
where: FoMthermal is the thermal FoM [J]
P is the power consumption [W]
ENOB is the effective number of bits [bits]
fs is the sampling frequency [Hz]
to improve 2 times every 2 years i.e.
2 = x2 years → x = 10
log10(2)
2 years = 41%/year (5.8)
Finally Ho of Mediatek has predicted [128] the Schreier FoM, defined as
FOMS = SNDR + 10 log10 (BW/P) (5.9)
to improve 10 dB from 2014 to 2020 i.e.
10 = x6 years → x = 10
log10(10)
6 years = 47%/year (5.10)
This yields an average estimated annual improvement of 34% and assuming that the
power consumption and the ENOB are kept constant, the bandwidth can be improved
as illustrated in figure 5.13. The 100 MHz bandwidth is feasible in 2020 independent of
the selected estimate, while the average improvement also entails 200 MHz bandwidth
ADCs should be possible. Note that the improvements correspond well with the gen-
eral 19-37% improvement for Information and Communications Technology (ICT) [18]
discussed in the introduction of the previous chapter 4.
The next step is to examine the power consumption and it can be estimated using
the Schreier FoM in eq. (5.9). The FoM is plotted in figure 5.14 using Murmann’s data
collection. The performance edge of the current data is then extrapolated using the
average improvement of 34% which corresponds to 1.34(2020−2014) = 7.6 dB higher FoM
in 2020.
The current FoM is approximately 167 dB for an ADC with 100 MHz bandwidth
and maintaining the assumption of 12 ENOB the power consumption is estimated by
re-arranging eq. (5.5) and (5.9):
P2014 (BW) =
BW
10(FOMS−SNDR)/10
P2014 (100MHz) =
100MHz
10(167 dB−(12·6.02 dB+1.76 dB))/10
≈ 50mW (5.11)
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Figure 5.13: Predicted ADC bandwidth assuming constant power consumption and ENOB. [34, Fig.
11]
Examining figure 5.14 two distinct fronts on the performance edge can be observed.
The horizontal section is called the “architecture front”, [126] because the performance
depends mainly on the energy efficiency of the selected architecture. The sloping sec-
tion is known as the “technology front” because the ADCs depend on exploiting the
improvement in technology to maintain their performance. Using the Schreier FoM
of 2020, estimated to be 174.7 dB in figure 5.14, the power consumption in 2020 will
be P2020 (100MHz) ≈8.5 mW. Based on a constant FOMS a doubling of the BW will
entail the double power, but since Murmann has also assumed the FOMS slope of the
“technology front” to be -10 dB/decade, the power consumption in 2020 as a function
of bandwidth is estimated to be (relative to 100 MHz):
P2020 (BW) =
BW
10(FOMS@100 MHz−SNDR−10 log10(
BW
100 MHz))/10
(5.12)
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Figure 5.14: Murmann state-of-the-art ADC survey [124] combined with predicted Schreier FOM
improvement from figure 5.13. [34, Fig. 12]
Using 100 MHz as the baseline the power consumption as a function of BW is
P2020 (100MHz)
100MHz
10(FOMS@100 MHz−SNDR)/10
=
P2020 (BW)
BW
10(FOMS@100 MHz−SNDR−10 log10(
BW
100 MHz))/10
(5.13)
⇓
P2020 (BW) =
P2020 (100MHz) · BW
10(−10 log10(
BW
100 MHz))/10
100MHz
=
P2020 (100MHz) ·
BW
10(log10(
100 MHz
BW ))
100MHz
= P2020 (100MHz) ·
(
BW
100MHz
)2
[W] (5.14)
thus doubling the bandwidth will quadruple the power consumption due to the FOMS
slope. Note that not all combinations of power, bandwidth and ENOB, resulting in a
realistic FOMS, are feasible due to technical limitations.
Equation (5.14) demonstrates how a narrowband ADC consumes less power than
a wideband ADC with the same dynamic range, but if multiple ADCs are needed to
obtain the required total bandwidth the situation may change. The reason is that besides
consuming more physical space and possibly increasing the component cost, the use of
multiple narrowband channels will require an equal number of RF front ends further
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increasing the power consumption, physical space, and cost. In addition the number
of ADCs and Front Ends will increase linearly with the number of spatial streams. It
may however be possible to achieve some power savings by combining multiple ADCs in
one Integrated Circuit (IC) and share the voltage reference source, digital control, bus
connections etc..
In equation (4.1) the target bandwidth was estimated to be 400 MHz and the number
of spatial streams to be 4. This total bandwidth can be achieved by the use of CA, e.g.
4 CCs each 100 MHz wide. This will lower the ADC performance requirements and
reduce the power consumption per ADC. Table 5.1 contains the estimated ADC power
consumption and an overview of the number of required converters. Since the power
consumption has a quadratic dependence on the bandwidth, see equation (5.14), the
use of 4 CCs each 100 MHz wide results in the lowest total ADC power consumption,
but it will entail a significant increase in chip area.
Table 5.1: ADC power consumption in 2020 as a function of CC BW, number of spatial layers, and
number of CCs. The example is for a total bandwidth of 400 MHz, 4 spatial streams, and 2 ADCs per
stream for I and Q branches
Single ADC BW [MHz] 100 200 400
Single ADC power [mW] 8.51 34.0 135.5
Number of CCs [-] 4 2 1
Number of chains [-] 16 8 4
Number of ADCs [-] 32 16 8
Total ADC power [mW] 272 543 1084
The conclusion is that ADCs in 2020 are expected to be able to fulfil the 5G require-
ments in terms of increased dynamic range and bandwidth, at least for CCs of 100 MHz
and 200 MHz. The current predictions does however show that supporting 400 MHz
bandwidth in a single CC will lead to a significant increase in power consumption, but
it may also be difficult to obtain such a large continuous spectrum anyway. The use of
many narrowband CCs is beneficial from the ADC power consumption perspective, but
the related increase in number of components and area in the RF front end may be a
limiting factor, and in addition the study showed that there is little power consumption
difference in using 100 MHz and 200 MHz where the latter option only requires half the
number of chains.
5.3 Digital Processing Evolution
The processing requirements to a 5G receiver will be significantly higher than the current
requirements to an LTE receiver. The two main reasons are the 100 times increase in
data rate and the use of advanced, complex receivers, [129], for interference cancellation.
In section 2.5 the power consumption as a function of downlink data rate was ex-
amined, and as illustrated in figure 2.7 the power consumption decreases with each new
chipset generation. The chipset manufacturers improve their BB processor designs and
thereby lowers the power consumption, but decreasing the CMOS technology node also
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helps. The evolution in transistor technology was predicted by Moore in 1965 [130]
where he stated that the number of transistors on a chip will double approximately
every two years, one reason being the lower technology node. A related observation by
Moore’s colleague House was that the combination of more and faster transistors would
entail the performance would double every 18 months [131], and this is also reflected
in Gene’s law, [132] stating that the power consumption per Million Instructions Per
Second (MIPS) is halved every 18 months. This is useful in the area of mobile proces-
sors, because the computational complexity increases with the channel bandwidth, the
data rate, and the more advanced receivers. In LTE the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT),
channel estimation, and equalization all depend linearly on the channel bandwidth [59,
Figure 11.31] and the number of antennas, while the Turbo decoding complexity depends
on the data rate [59, Eq. 11.13]
CTurbodecoder = 200 ·Nit · r [MIPS] (5.15)
where: CTurbodecoder is the Turbo decoding complexity [MIPS]
Nit is the number of iterations (8 according to [59]) [-]
r is the data rate [Mb/s]
Due to the 5G RAT using Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) as
in LTE, and the linear relationship between complexity and channel bandwidth the 5G
receiver must be able to handle a complexity which is at least 20 times higher (from
20 MHz to 400 MHz), while the Turbo decoder complexity may increase up to 100
times due to the increased data rate. Furthermore the requirements for larger dynamic
range, both due to the advanced receiver algorithms and the higher order modulation,
entail the baseband processor must utilize more bits i.e. a higher precision leading to
higher power consumption. Another factor which affects baseband processing power is
the mobility of the receiver because a fast moving mobile terminal entails the channel
changes faster and therefore the channel estimate and equalization operations need to
be updated more frequently. The UDSC scenario may however have lower mobility as
compared to previous RATs.
Moore’s law has been predicted to come to an end multiple times, but the Interna-
tional Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, which sets targets (called requirements
in their terminology) for the future, still envision an improvement in transistor tech-
nology and thus improved processing performance according to House [131] and Gene
[132]. Figure 5.15 illustrates the evolution in physical transistor gate length, not to be
confused with the technology node which usually is larger, and the related evolution
of the dynamic power consumption i.e. the power consumed when the transistor is
ON. The figure contains two sets of data based on the targets set in 2003 [121], which
last until 2018, and the newest targets from 2013 [115], which last until 2028. As the
physical gate length, illustrated with blue lines, decreases so does the dynamic power
consumption, which entails the processor can be composed of more transistors while
maintaining or even lowering its power consumption. The rate of improvement in the
physical gate length, for the 2003 prediction, is approximately 0.7 every 2 years and
since the gate length is scaled with 0.7 on both sides the area will be approximately
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Figure 5.15: Physical gate length and dynamic power indicator as a function of year. 2003 data is
based on [121, Table 48c and 48d] using Low Standby Power Technology requirements, and 2013 data
is based on [115, Table 2013PIDS3a-LP] Low Power Technology requirements. Note the physical gate
length is smaller than the technology node, which is not reported by ITRS.
0.7 ·0.7 ≈ 0.50 after 2 years, and this doubling in density corresponds well with Moore’s
law. The 2013 curve shows a slower improvement, about 0.7/4 years, because scaling
and tuning of the transistors becomes more and more difficult as discussed in the section
on challenges in [115]. Furthermore issues with lithography (the process of printing the
transistors on wafers) and use of new materials is complicating the process [115]. The
mismatch between the 2003 and 2013 predictions is attributed to the long prediction
range of 15 years, and in [115] the accuracy is stated to be ±20%,.
Examining the evolution from 2013 to 2020 in further detail it is noted that the
physical gate length will approximately be halved from 2013 (23 nm) to 2020 (12.2 nm)
according to [115]. This results in the dynamic power being reduced 33% from 0.9
fJ/µm in 2013 to 0.6 fJ/µm in 2020. Furthermore the intrinsic delay of each transistor,
which is proportional to the clock frequency, is expected to improve 8% from 2013 to
2020,[115]. This entails each transistor will have slightly improved performance at 33%
less dynamic power consumption, which is significantly less than the prediction by Gene
[132]. As noted earlier in this section the complexity will increase 20 and 100 times, for
channel bandwidth and data rate related components respectively, thus there is a need
for higher clock frequencies to perform the calculations in due time, and given the small
improvement in transistor performance it is necessary to implement more transistors in
the BB processor. A key challenge will therefore be to support the higher complexity
in 5G provided the estimated improvements in transistor speed and power consumption
become reality.
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The dynamic power is proportional to the total gate capacitance per device mul-
tiplied with the supply voltage squared, [115], and this explains why it improves, as
illustrated with red lines in figure 5.15, because the smaller gate length leads to lower
capacitance and lower supply voltage. However there is a gap between the 2003 and
2013 estimates because the capacitance has not decreased as much as predicted in 2003.
The lower supply voltage is accompanied by lower threshold voltage, because the
transistor must maintain a certain difference between the threshold voltage and the
gate-source voltage, which has to be lower than the supply voltage, in order to conduct
current [133]. However when the gate-source voltage is smaller than but close to the
threshold voltage subthreshold leakage current flows. Previously the threshold voltage
was significantly higher than the gate-source voltage, when the transistor was OFF, but
as the threshold voltage is lowered the leakage current increases exponentially, because
the voltage difference becomes smaller, and thus harming the battery life [134, Equation
2.1]
Ioff =
α
LGL
exp
(
VGS − Vt
Vthermal
)
[A] (5.16)
where: Ioff is the subthreshold leakage current [A]
α is a constant [Am]
LGL is the effective gate length [m]
VGS is the gate-source voltage [V]
Vt is the threshold voltage [V]
Vthermal is the thermal voltage [V]
This is also evident in figure 5.16 which shows how the supply voltage is decreasing,
having a positve effect on the dynamic power, while the subthreshold leakage current
increases over time as the gate length is decreasing (illustrated in figure 5.15). The
estimated supply voltage for the 2003 and 2013 predictions follow the same trend, while
the subthreshold leakage current has a significantly better starting point in the 2013
estimates as compared to what was expected in 2013 using the 2003 estimates. The
reason is expected to be that low subthreshold leakage current is the main goal when
scaling the transistors, [121] and it seems the designers have exceeded their expectations.
Finally it is worth noting that it has even been predicted [135] that the leakage current,
which consists of the subthreshold leakage and other minor contributors such as reverse
biased current, will exceed the dynamic power consumption when moving towards lower
CMOS technology nodes, posing a new challenge. Examining figure 5.16 the designers
currently seem to have the leakage current under control.
To conclude this section it would be beneficial to estimate the power consumption
in a 5G BB processor, but as illustrated in the above discussion there are so many
variables that affect the transistor design that it is even difficult for the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors to provide good long term estimates. Given
the current predictions [115] it is expected that the BB processing power consumption
will be a significant challenge in a 5G mobile terminal, but if the laws of Moore and
his colleagues continue to be valid it will be feasible. As mentioned in the introduction
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Figure 5.16: Supply voltage and subthreshold current leakage as a function of year. 2003 data is
based on [121, Table 48c and 48d] Low Standby Power Technology requirements, and 2013 data is
based on [115, Table 2013PIDS3a-LP] Low Power Technology requirements.
Gene [132] estimated the power consumption per MIPS to be halved every 18 months
i.e.
0.5 = x18months → x = 10
log1 0(0.5)
1.5 years = 0.63/year (5.17)
That is the receiver can perform the same number of MIPSs at 0.63 times less power.
Therefore the processing power consumption will be 0.632020−2010 ≈ 0.01 i.e. 1% of
what it was in 2010 for the same number of MIPSs. Because the data rate increases
100 times a crude estimate of the processing power is therefore expected to be about
the same as in 2010.
In addition to the processing power consumption it is important to note the cost and
the power consumption of the memory the processor uses for buffering. The high data
rate entails more data needs to be stored in the buffers as compared to LTE, but on the
other hand the efficient Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) design, discussed
in section 4.7 lowers the need for buffer space.
5.4 Estimation of Receiver Power Consumption
In the previous sections selected receiver components where examined with a perfor-
mance evolution and power consumption perspective. In this section the obtained
knowledge is used to provide a crude estimate of the total receiver power consump-
tion in 2020 and 2030. The estimates are based on equation (4.1) where a 400 MHz
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bandwidth and 4 spatial streams were estimated to fulfil the 10 Gb/s requirement of
5G.
The starting point is an LTE receiver in 2014 using 2x2 MIMO in a single 20 MHz
carrier to achieve a data rate of 100 Mb/s. Assuming the direct conversion architecture
of figure 5.1 is used a receive chain will apply one common LNA, a mixer per I and Q
branch, and a Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) per CC of which there is only one in
single carrier LTE. In figure 5.10 the average LNA power consumption was estimated to
be 11.3 mW in 2014 and 7.5 mW in 2020 and based on [136] it is assumed that each mixer
and VCO will consume about the same power. The filters of figure 5.1 are assumed to
be passive devices and therefore they do not consume power while the Automatic Gain
Controls (AGCs) are assumed to have a negligible consumption.
The power consumption of the ADCs, of which there are 4 in total; 2 MIMO chains
each with an ADC per I and Q sampling branch, can be estimated using the FoM
illustrated in figure 5.14. For example the FoM at 20 MHz bandwidth is determined to
be 172.9 dB in 2014 and using equation (5.11) the power consumption is estimated to
be:
P2014 (20MHz) =
20MHz
10(172.9 dB−(12·6.02 dB+1.76 dB))/10
≈ 2.58mW (5.18)
The final step is to estimate the power consumption of the BB processor, which will per-
form channel estimation, equalization, and decoding among other tasks. Unfortunately
the estimate cannot be based on the measurements presented in chapter 2 because the
contribution of the BB processor cannot be separated from the total power consump-
tion. Instead the estimate is based on the three recent publications presented in table
5.2. The power consumption values are not given for the same data rate, but based
on the observations in section 2.5 about the minor power consumption dependence on
data rate this is not expected to be an issue. Due to [139] being published in 2013 the
Table 5.2: LTE baseband processors from literature.
References [137] [138] [139] Average
Year 2014 2014 2013 2014
Data rate [Mb/s] 60 ≤150 54 100
Power consumption [mW] 480 576 651 489
power consumption is scaled with 0.63 as defined in equation (5.17). The average BB
processor power consumption is thus estimated to be 489 mW.
Combining the observations about RF, ADC, and BB processor power consumption
the total power consumption of an LTE receiver in year 2014 can be estimated. The
result is given in the second column of table 5.3 and the estimate of 578 mW is not too
far from the ≈ 800mW measurements in figure 2.9. One reason for the difference is that
the estimate only includes the cellular subsystem receiver, while it cannot be separated
from the whole smartphone in the empirical values.
Using the LNA power prediction of figure 5.10, the ADC FoM prediction of figure
5.14, and Gene’s law of equation 5.17 for scaling the BB processor the power consump-
tion is also estimated for LTE in year 2020. The power consumption is reduced to 1/7
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due to the aggressive scaling of the ADC and BB processor and thus if the estimate is
accurate within a factor of 3-5 a significant improvement in battery life can be expected.
Table 5.3: Estimated receiver power consumption. The example is for 2x2 MIMO, 20 MHz LTE and
4x4 MIMO, 400 MHz 5G.
RAT LTE 5G
Year 2014 2020 2020 2030
Data rate [Mb/s] 100 10.000 10.000
Baseband power [mW] 489 30.6 3060 30.1
Single CC BW [MHz] 20 20 100 200 400 100 200 400
Number of CCs [-] 1 1 4 2 1 4 2 1
Number of chains [-] 2 2 16 8 4 16 8 4
ADC FoM [dB] 172.9 180.6 174.7 171.7 168.7 187.4 184.4 181.4
Single ADC power [mW] 2.58 0.44 8.51 34.0 135.5 0.46 1.82 7.28
Number of ADCs [-] 4 4 32 16 8 32 16 8
Single LNA power [mW] 11.3 7.50 7.50 1.20
Number of LNAs [-] 2 2 16 8 4 16 8 4
Number of mixers [-] 4 4 32 16 8 32 16 8
Number of VCOs [-] 1 1 4 2 1 4 2 1
Total power [mW] 578 84.8 3720 3790 4240 107 90.5 104
Table 5.3 contains similar estimates for a 5G receiver, which is also expected to be
based on the direct conversion architecture of figure 5.1. Note that the data rate is
increased to 10 Gb/s, as required, and thus the complexity is also expected to increase
100 times. In addition the use of 100, 200, and 400 MHz bandwidth CCs entails there
are multiple versions of the receiver with varying number of ADCs and RF components.
Increasing the bandwidth to at least 100 MHz in 2020 increases the power consump-
tion significantly, but the main power consumer is the BB processor, which due to the
factor 100 increase in complexity is expected to consume about 3 W. This is not a fea-
sible number because it would severely harm the battery life, but also entail thermal
issues in the chip [140]. However Gene’s law entails that moving from 2020 to 2022 the
BB power consumption will be reduced to about 1.2 W and the total receiver power
consumption will be below 2 W, which is on par with the first LTE USB dongles, [25].
The receiver power consumption evolution is illustrated in figure 5.17. The figure shows
that the 5G receiver’s power consumption will not be comparable with the current LTE
version before 2025. If the BB processor designers can keep up with the expectations
of Gene’s law or even propose a leap in technology it will thus be possible to obtain
an acceptable power consumption level in the 5G receiver. Assuming that the scaling
continues to be valid until year 2030 the BB processor will contribute with only one
third of the overall power consumption, which at that time is estimated to be just 100
mW.
The estimates of ADC and LNA power consumption are based on averages of multiple
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Figure 5.17: Receiver power consumption evolution when using 100, 200, and 400 MHz CCs for 5G.
sources, while the BB scaling is only based on Gene’s law. By applying a sensitivity to
the 0.63/year scaling the power consumption is varied as calculated in table 5.4. Using
a ±5% scaling of Gene’s law entails the power consumption in 2020 is either 25% lower
or more than 30% higher than the estimate of table 5.3 and thus it is clear that the
exact estimate of Gene’s law must be considered a rough estimate.
Table 5.4: Estimated BB power consumption when Gene’s law is scaled. The starting point is the
489 mW consumed in 2014, table 5.2.
Scaling [%] -10 -5 0 5 10
Power reduction factor [-] 0.5670 0.5985 0.6300 0.6615 0.6930
Consumption in 2020 [mW] 1620 2250 3060 4090 5410
Consumption in 2030 [mW] 5.58 13.2 30.1 65.7 138
Due to the ADCs’s power consumption’s quadruple dependence on bandwidth the
200 MHz seems to be a good trade-off between number of CCs and power consumption
per chain. One major issue is however to implement the many CCs and spatial stream
chains in the mobile terminal and handle the coexistence issues of the bands creating
in-band blockers. On the other hand the use of multiple narrowband CCs allows the
receiver to discard a single CC if it experiencing significant interference. This is not
possible when a single wideband CC is used. In addition to implementation of multiple
CCs the need for support of various frequency bands will complicate and increase the
area of the design. Finally the varying number of CCs will also affect the number of
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required channel estimates and thus the processing complexity.
5.5 Notes on Transmission
This chapter has focused on the power consumption challenges of the 5G receiver, but
in this section a few remarks on the transmitter are provided.
The main power consumer in the transmitter is the transmit Power Amplifier (PA).
In the most recent LTE UEs efficient supply techniques such as Envelope Tracking (ET)
have been applied to improve the Energy Efficiency (EE) as discussed in section 2.5.
The supported bandwidth of ET has increased from the 5 MHz of WCDMA to 20 MHz
in LTE according to Nujira and Qualcomm [141, 142], but it is a challenge to increase
the support to 200 MHz or more, because the ET supply voltage, the analogue envelope
detector, and theADC tracking the input RF signal need to be changed and measured
according to the bandwidth, [143]. Yet ETA Devices recently claimed they support
100 MHz [144] and therefore it is expected that the support for 200 MHz is feasible in
2020. The power consumption of the circuit controlling the supply voltage may however
become an issue, which can limit the feasibility, but because the ET modulator can
be implemented in CMOS, thus providing the possibility of a fully integrated CMOS
PA, the CMOS evolution may entail that the ET technique becomes the best option
[16]. The alternative is the Average Power Tracking (APT) technique, which adjusts
the supply voltage and/or the bias voltage with a lower frequency, e.g. Transmission
Time Interval (TTI) level, but the issue of this technique is that its efficiency is low
for high Peak-to-Average-Power Ratio (PAPR) schemes where ET excels. The reason
is that APT needs to adjust the supply voltage to support the highest peak over the
current TTI while ET can adjust it in almost real time.
One main challenge for the transmitter, besides the increased bandwidth, is the
increased Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) requirements, due to use of higher order
modulation. The 3GPP defines EVM as [145, Annex F.2]
EVM =
√∑
v∈Tm
|z(v)− i(v)|2
|Tm| · P0
[−] (5.19)
where: Tm is a set of the considered modulation symbols [s]
z are the samples of the modulated signal [V]
i are the samples of the ideal signal [V]
P0 is the average power of i [W]
i.e. EVM represents the impairment of the transmitted signal, and it is limited to 17.5%
for Qudrature Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK) and 12.5% for 16 Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (16QAM) in LTE, [145]. There are multiple reasons for these impairments
such as phase noise in the VCO, amplitude ripple in filters and non-linearities in the
PA [59]. As the modulation order increases it is necessary to limit the EVM such that
the receiver can distinguish and decode the individual symbols. Therefore the EVM
requirements will increase for 5G due to the use of 256QAM. This may entail that
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the PA has to increase the Output Back-Off (OBO), see figure 4.5 to improve linearity.
However the 256QAM is only likely to be used in high SINR situations where the mobile
terminal is close to the Access Point (AP) thus the transmit power will already be low
and have sufficient high linearity.
Another main challenge for PA designers is the increased carrier frequency. One
estimate, [146], says that the PA efficiency drops 3 percentage points when the carrier
frequency is increased from 900 MHz to 1.8 GHz, but another 30 percent at 2.7 GHz. The
issue of decreasing efficiency as a function of increasing carrier frequency is illustrated in
figure 5.18, which is based on data from [147, 148, 149, 150]. The figure shows how the
efficiency drops 40-50 percentage points when the carrier frequency exceeds 5-6 GHz. In
[148, 149, 150] most of the work is based on CMOS implementations while [147] relies
on a different transistor technology because it targets output powers of multiple Watts.
However figure 1 of [148] illustrates that CMOS can achieve similar efficiency levels at
the 0.5-3 GHz range. It is therefore estimated that the drop in efficiency is due to lack of
interest in the 5-30 GHz spectrum because there have been limited business possibilities
to drive the technology improvement. This is opposed to the Milimeter Waves (mmW)
spectrum where a lot of work has already been done as illustrated in figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: Power-Added Efficiency for selected PAs as a function of carrier frequency.
The Power-Added Efficiency, used in figure 5.18, is defined as
ηPAE =
PRFout − PRFin
PDC
[−] (5.20)
where: ηPAE is the Power-Added Efficiency [-]
PRFout is the RF output power [W]
PRFin is the RF input power [W]
PDC is the supply power [W]
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and assuming an input power of 10 dBm and an output power of 20 dBm the power
consumption for efficiencies of 70% and 20% is
ηPAE = 0.7 =
100mW− 10mW
PDC
→ PDC =
90mW
0.7
≈ 130mW (5.21)
ηPAE = 0.2→ PDC =
90mW
0.2
≈ 450mW (5.22)
thus the overall battery life will be significantly harmed if the efficiency is not improved
at the upper part of the cmW band and the mmW band in general. It is however
expected that the 5G standardization will lead to profitable business in the area and
therefore drive the development of new PA technology.
Due to the UDSC scenario the mobile terminal may be able to reduce its transmission
power and still achieve sufficient receive power at the AP. Usually the PA is optimized
to achieve peak efficiency at maximum transmit power, and thus if the PA is not re-
configured the efficiency will be lower at the reduced transmit power. For example
a single 23 dBm PA will consume less power than four 17 dBm PAs, also having a
combined output power of 23 dBm, but by optimizing for 17 dBm transmission power
the power consumption will in principle be the same. The main cost will then be the
increased chip area and the power consumption overhead of the supporting circuits such
as the control logic.
As mentioned in section 4.4 the guard period of the 5G frame is 0.87µs. This entails
the mobile terminal must be able to switch from the transmitter branch to the receiver
branch within this time, but according to [146] this is not an issue. The reason is that
the switching time can easily be supported today for a 24 dBm transmit power signal
with an insertion loss much smaller than 1 dB. Furthermore the switching time has a
linear relation with the transmit power thus the lower transmit power of the UDSC will
help reduce the switching time. A more severe issue related to the use of TDD and
CA is that the many antenna switches and filters entail a high insertion loss. The filter
loss is small when the band of interest and the interfering band are well separated in
frequency, which e.g. is the case for a 900 MHz and a 2.5 GHz signal, but this will not
be the case for e.g. a 28 GHz and 30 GHz signal. Thus it is important to analyse how
coexistence of the many bands can be ensured without introducing severe insertion loss
penalties between the PA and the antenna.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter the performance and power consumption evolution was examined for
key components in the cellular subsystem. The 5G concept leads to significant chal-
lenges because the components must support an increased bandwidth of up to 400 MHz,
increased data rate of up to 10 Gb/s, and increased number of CCs and MIMO streams.
The effect of these challenges on the LNA was examined by performing a literature
survey of the evolution from 1990 to 2014. The survey showed that the LNA improves
in terms of occupying half the physical area and consuming 7.5 mW in 2020, while other
parameters such as gain, IP3, and NF are not improved. However it was concluded that
LNAs can comply with the 5G requirements.
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Next the evolution of ADCs was examined using an estimation of the Schreier FoM.
The conclusion is that an ADC bandwidth of 100 or 200 MHz is possible with a minor
increase in power consumption, but using a single 400 MHz ADC will entail a power
consumption of ≈ 1.1W. However to fulfil the 10 Gb/s data rate requirement it is
estimated that 400 MHz bandwidth is needed and thus CA must be applied. This
entails the number of receive chains increase and therefore also the number of ADCs.
The use of a 200 MHz CCs is a good tradeoff between number of components and single
ADC power consumption.
The evolution of CMOS transistor technology for low-power BB processing was also
studied using the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors. The com-
plexity of the processing will increase about 100 times as compared to LTE because the
data rate increases from 100 Mb/s to 10 Gb/s, but if the laws proposed by Moore and
Gene continue to be valid the complexity can be handled with about the same power
consumption 10 years from now, but not as early as 2020.
Using the estimates described above the power consumption of a 5G receiver was es-
timated for 2020 and 2030. In 2020 the receiver will be dominated by the BB processing
complexity, and to a smaller extent by the ADCs, and is estimated to consume more
than 3.5 W. This poses a significant challenge for the chipset designers which must be
addressed in the coming years. In 2025 the power consumption is however estimated to
be on par with current LTE implementations. The long term estimate for 2030 show
that the receiver at this time may consume as little as 100 mW. In addition to the chal-
lenges with power consumption the use of 4x4 MIMO and CA will entail the chip area
and cost increases significantly, and it may give rise to coexistence issues when using
multiple frequency bands.
To conclude the chapter the evolution of the key power consumer in current LTE
implementations: the transmit PA was examined. In recent LTE UEs the use of efficient
supply techniques such as ET has emerged and they are expected to be applied in 5G as
well. This is especially important for the proposed concept because the use of OFDM
entails larger PAPR and thus high power consumption, but this can be mitigated by
the use of techniques such as ET. Another issue for current PAs is that the carrier
frequency will be increased to above 5 GHz in the cmW concept. This is an area where
little effort has been made to improve the efficiency, which was observed to be 30%
or less as compared to being above 70% for many PAs employed below 3 GHz today.
It is however expected that the emergence of a new market and a profitable business
case will lead to the development of new PA technologies that support the high carrier
frequencies with sufficient efficiency.
The overall conclusion is thus that the 5G concept results in some significant chal-
lenges for the hardware manufacturers including the increased processing complexity,
chip area, ADC power consumption, coexistence when using multiple CCs, and support
for high carrier frequencies.
Changing and new user scenarios with different traffic profiles impose further chal-
lenges to securing the desired long battery life. In the next chapter video streaming and
Machine Type Communication (MTC) scenarios are presented to discuss how 5G may
include methods for both period and aperiodic low-power sleep. The chapter presents
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an evaluation of the battery life in the 5G concept when using Discontinuous Recep-
tion (DRX), which is a key method for fulfilling the always ON requirement, an a new
concept for event based pre-paging which can handle aperiodic traffic.
Chapter 6
DRX and Aperiodic Sleep
Modes in 5G
In 2020 there will be new and changed user scenarios which require a new Radio Ac-
cess Technology (RAT) generation. In this section video streaming and Machine Type
Communication (MTC) user scenarios are analysed with focus on how they are affected
by and will affect the design of Fifth Generation (5G) sleep modes, and how they will
impact mobile terminal battery life.
These two scenarios are selected because they are expected to be dominant in 2020
either in terms of traffic volume or number of connected mobile terminals. Video stream-
ing results in a periodic traffic pattern, which is well suited for combination with Discon-
tinuous Reception (DRX) sleep mode as implemented in the previous RAT generations,
but besides the brief analysis in our contribution [35], it has not been examined how
DRX can be applied in 5G. In this chapter simulations are therefore performed for
DRX, and also Discontinuous Transmission (DTX), and compared with Time Division
Duplexing (TDD) Long Term Evolution (LTE) using a battery model.
The MTC traffic is very diverse, and while some applications may have periodic
traffic patterns that fit DRX others may be aperiodic. Therefore a concept is proposed
to target the short comings of DRX when the traffic is aperiodic. The concept is not
complete and ready for implementation and does not contain exact evaluations of the
potential energy savings, but it is included here to provide input to an area where 5G
needs to be optimized to separate itself from the previous RATs, especially LTE. Note
that another new 5G concept targeting MTC and Device-to-Device (D2D) is described
in appendix D.
6.1 Examples of 5G User Scenarios
In this section the video streaming and MTC user scenarios are examined with focus on
how they evolve towards 2020 and whether they can be supported in 5G.
For further information on expected 5G user scenarios the Metis project [93] has
made an extensive study in Work Package 1 and presented them in [151].
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6.1.1 Video Streaming
The video streaming user scenario cannot be neglected because since 2012 it has ac-
counted for more than half of the total mobile data consumption according to Cisco,
[7], and for example the International Wireless Industry Consortium identified it as the
key driving force for 5G [92].
Given a year-over-year growth rate of 69% between 2013 and 2018 it will constitute
69% of the traffic in 2018 [7]. This is only surpassed by the MTC traffic which will
increase with 113% as discussed later in this chapter. The mobile data traffic distri-
bution is illustrated in figure 6.1a as a function of application type and it shows that
even though the growth rate of MTC is higher than video the total amount of data
is much smaller. On a side-note figure 6.1b shows the same data forecast but divided
by device type instead and it underlines the necessity for improving the smartphone
Energy Efficiency (EE) which constitute two thirds of the data usage.
One reason for video’s large share is the emergence of social video sharing sites
such as YouTube and the popularity of video-on-demand services like Netflix and HBO.
The major reason is however video’s high data rate, which is shifting from Standard
Definition (2 Mbps) accounting for 43% of all IP traffic in 2013 and only 7% in 2018
via High Definition (7.2 Mbps) towards Ultra High Definition (18 Mbps) which will
increase from 0.2% towards 22% in 2018 [152]. Given the low number of expected
mobile terminals per Access Point (AP) and the videos’ relative low data rate, even if it
increases to 8K definition, it is not an issue for the 5G concept’s capacity. Another new
technology, which may add to the video streamed data is the trend of moving processing
capabilities to the cloud such that local devices act as windows towards the processed
data in the cloud [92].
Usually video is streamed from the internet using the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) where various techniques can be applied that have a major influence on the RAT
design and mobile terminal EE. In [153] the authors examined streaming traces from
YouTube and Netflix and identified 3 distinct techniques illustrated in figure 6.2. In
the simplest case the receiver will download the entire video as fast as possible i.e.
utilizing the full bandwidth of the current TCP window as if a normal file transfer was
ongoing. This entails the mobile terminal needs to have large buffer memory and if
the user decides to quit watching the video before it is finished data has been wasted.
Furthermore it may prevent the streaming server from providing parallel streams to the
connected users.
The two other techniques will also utilize the maximum bandwidth in the beginning,
known as the buffering phase, but when sufficient video data has been downloaded and
the playback can commence a periodic behaviour is observed consisting of ON periods,
where data is downloaded at maximum rate, and OFF periods where the data connection
is inactive. The target of this steady state phase is to have an average download rate,
which is a little larger than the video rate. By doing this the need for mobile terminal
buffer memory is smaller and the streaming server can handle more users.
From RAT design perspective the bulk transfer is simple to handle because the mo-
bile terminal will be connected for a certain amount of time after which it can enter
sleep mode or disconnect. One issue is that the streaming mobile terminal will con-
sume a large amount of channel capacity during the video download. However with
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Figure 6.1: Mobile data traffic forecast in Exabytes (=109 GB), based on [7, Table 6]. The values in
percent indicate the year-by-year growth rate.
the 5G concept where there are few mobile terminals per AP in the Ultra-Dense Small
Cell (UDSC) scenario and large available bandwidth this may not be problematic. Fur-
thermore larger TCP packets are expected in the 5G concept and therefore larger data
chunks can be transferred with the same overhead.
The use of the ON-OFF techniques will require less bandwidth on average but occupy
the system for longer, possibly consuming limited control channel space for the many
downlink grants. If the Long ON-OFF method is used the mobile terminal may apply
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Figure 6.2: Video stream phases, based on [153, Figure 1].
DRX to save power and therefore not occupy system bandwidth. But DRX makes the
scheduling decisions more complicated because the AP will need to allocate data for the
mobile terminal, using DRX, in specific time instants and thereby limit the degrees of
freedom in the scheduler. The TCP usually applies timed Acknowledgements (ACKs)
to determine the available bandwidth and if no ACK is received within a certain time
window the packet size may be reduced. If the OFF window is long this could be
expected to happen, causing the next ON period to start with a low data rate, but [153]
observed that the timed ACK was not used on YouTube. That may cause problems
for the 5G concept’s fast varying channel conditions because a smaller packet may be
needed in certain interference limited situations. The clocked ACK was however used
for Netflix streams to Android devices proving that the video streaming services do not
agree how to configure the TCP stream, and thus 5G must be flexible.
From a power consumption perspective the bulk transfer is the most energy efficient
given that a 5G mobile terminal’s performance is similar to 4G. The reason is that
the transfer can be completed fast after which the mobile terminal can enter an energy
saving sleep mode. In section 2.5 it was also shown that the EE increases with data
rate and this further improves the advantage of bulk transfer. In principle the ON-OFF
techniques will have the same active time as the bulk transfer if they can achieve the
maximum data rate instantaneously at the beginning of each ON period, but the many
OFF periods, which are either used in connected mode, but unscheduled, consuming
high power listening for grants or DRX mode where a lot of power-up and -down phases
(see section 2.3 ) will occur, causes excessive power consumption. However the ON-OFF
techniques are the preferred choice, because the waste of channel capacity and energy
is a big issue for the bulk transfer when a user quits watching video prematurely. The
study in [153] was based on both desktop browser streaming and using iOS and Android
devices, and it was noted that the mobile devices never used the bulk transfer method
probably due to the aforementioned issues and the need for more buffer memory.
To summarize the proposed 5G concept can handle the increase in video streaming
traffic both in terms of system capacity and data rate, but it is important to ensure 5G
provides an energy efficient DRX scheme.
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6.1.2 Machine Type Communications
According to Cisco the Machine Type Communication (MTC) segment have the fastest
growing number of connections of all consumer mobile devices from 2013 to 2018 increas-
ing from 211 million to 1.5 billion [154] with a year-by-year growth of 49%. The market
share will be 17.3% only surpassed by non-smartphones at 36.0% and smartphones at
39.1%. The Groupe Speciale Mobile Association has published a similar estimate and
expects the number of cellular MTC devices to be 2.3 billion by 2020 [155]. Therefore
the MTC, also known as Machine-to-Machine, must be included in the 5G concept.
Another reason is that current RATs were initially not designed to handle the diverse
type of mobile terminals and traffic, which constitute MTC where the size of each data
package typically is quite small but the expected number of devices is much larger. This
is also evident in the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) study item [156]
where it is discussed how LTE may be changed to allow for low-cost and low-power MTC
devices for example by reducing the bandwidth and lowering transmit power and data
rate. Besides 3GPP’s effort on MTC standardization the oneM2M partnership project
has been launched [157] and released a set of initial MTC specifications in August 2014.
oneM2M consist of the standardization organizations ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, ETSI, TIA,
TTA, and TTC and industrial partners which in total amounts to 220 members.
An example of where MTC is already being applied is in the European Union. The
European Commission has proposed that “eCall”, which is a service that automatically
calls the emergency line in case of accidents, is to be installed in new cars from end 2017
[158]. The emergency vehicle response time is estimated to be reduced by 40-50% and
several hundred less deaths are expected in the EU per year.
A general definition of MTC is that it is autonomous communication between mobile
terminals which is neither user controlled nor user initiated. The list of possible MTC
devices is already long, but it may be even longer and more diverse when 5G is launched.
The following is a non-exhaustive list of possible MTC devices:
• Electric power meters and other household meters sending data to the smart grid
and service providers
• Satellite navigation devices for in-car usage receiving traffic updates
• Devices for home, office, and industry security and automation i.e. controlling
lights, temperature, contents of the fridge/storage and who has entered/excited
the premises
• Automated machinery in industry, for example robots and conveyor belts
• Remote monitoring of patients not staying at the hospital/health care unit
• Wearables such as smart watches, fitness trackers and personal navigation units
• Device-to-Device (D2D) communication such as Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) for traf-
fic safety e.g. by use of autonomous driving and carpooling
• Monitoring of chipped farm animals and pets
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In total these devices will constitute what is known as the Internet of Everything (or
Things) and also support the new business area, which is known as Big Data. Here the
target is to collect large amounts of data about users and their actions and analyze it
by data mining and machine learning to support marketing and sales of products [159].
Examining the list it is clear that the requirements the devices impose on the RAT
is very diverse. For example the electric power meters require long range transmissions
to send the meter reading to the provider while the wearable devices communicate over
a much shorter range. In addition the wearable device must be low power to support
small physical dimensions and therefore also low complexity, while the power meter may
be connected to the power outlet. Besides the diversity in terms of coverage and power
consumption the robustness and data rate of the transmission is also very different
between automated machinery in the industry and vehicle-to-vehicle communication,
which both require reliable and fast connections, and home appliances and wearables,
which do not impose strong requirements in this area. The challenge is therefore to
support these diverse requirements, but also to avoid congestion, and ensure security
and privacy is protected [159]. In addition the requirement for high reliability and low
latency will require significant investments in network infrastructure, and thus the 5G
concept must provide not only a technical solution, but also be commercially feasible to
be successful.
One common parameter is that the data is expected to come in small and possibly
periodic bursts. Due to the periodic nature, for example caused by request for updates
from central servers towards sensors, the MTC devices are expected to use low-power
DRX sleep modes in between transmissions. If a large number of devices are utilizing
periodic sleep it complicates the scheduling procedure because the freedom to allocate
resources is limited by the predetermined ON time of the sleeping devices. Another
implication of the periodic sleep method is that the delay in contacting such a device
increases with the length of the sleep period because the device will not be listening for
downlink transmissions. The limited scheduling opportunities and the delay issue is il-
lustrated in figure 6.3. Note that this is only an issue for paging in downlink whereas the
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Figure 6.3: Limited scheduling opportunities and delays due to DRX.
mobile terminal can always rely on the uplink Random Access to initiate a data transfer.
To summarize this section the future user scenarios of 5G will rely on an efficient
DRX sleep mode. The target is to reduce the energy consumption by allowing the mobile
terminal to sleep most of the time while periodically listening for paging messages.
Using this principle the mobile terminal is periodically available to the network, but it
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is also able to achieve lower energy consumption as compared to continuously listening
for paging messages each Transmission Time Interval (TTI). In the following section a
simulation based comparison of DRX in 5G and TDD LTE is presented to determine if
the new RAT design provides battery life improvements.
As described above some types of MTC traffic may not be paged periodically, but
only when certain events are triggered by a user or the network. If the periodic DRX
mode is applied to this type of traffic it will lead to either long delays or increased energy
consumption due to too long or short DRX periods respectively. Therefore a new event
based pre-paging concept, which accommodates aperiodic traffic, is presented in section
6.3 to avoid some of the DRX drawbacks.
6.2 DRX in 5G
The efficiency and applicability of DRX, and also DTX, depend on how fast the mobile
terminal can change mode and the level of low-power sleep it can achieve as discussed
in section 4.6. Another important parameter is the time it takes the mobile terminal to
request resources, upload the data, and await the ACK, in case of an uplink transmission,
or to decode the scheduling information and downlink data and then transmit the ACK
in case of downlink. Because of the shorter frame structure and the fewer Hybrid
Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) periods this can be completed significantly faster
in the 5G concept as compared to LTE.
In this section the battery life is calculated and compared for a mobile terminal
using DRX and DTX in the proposed 5G concept and TDD LTE. A key assumption
is that the amount of data is small such that the mobile terminal only requires one
subframe to transfer the data, and that the transfer and the ACK are always successful
received. It is furthermore assumed that the power consumption and the time it takes
to power ON/OFF is the same for both devices, similar to [35]. The power consumption
model parameters are given in table 6.1. The model is based on the predictions in [160]
which cover a MTC device in 2020, and modified as in [35]. The battery capacity is set
accordingly to [35].
Table 6.1: Power consumption parameters for MTC mobile terminal in 2020, based on [35, 160]
Description Parameter Value
Transmit power consumption Ptx 550 mW
Receive power consumption Prx 100 mW
Clock power consumption Pclk 10 mW
Sleep power consumption Psleep 0.015 mW
Time to power ON/OFF ttrx 20 µs
Battery capacity (3 V and 3 Ah) Ebat 32.4 kJ
The clock is assumed to be ON during the entire active period, while the ttrx parame-
ter describes the additional time it takes to power ON the receiver and the transmitter.
This value is much lower than what was measured in LTE, see section 2.5.1, but due to
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the lower power consumption and the optimized MTC hardware design the authors of
[160] estimate it to be feasible.
To simplify the simulations the transition energy consumption is calculated as:
Eclk−Tx = (Ptx − Pclk) · ttrx/2 = 5.4µJ (6.1)
Eclk−Rx = (Prx − Pclk) · ttrx/2 = 0.9µJ (6.2)
where: Eclk−Tx is the energy consumed when powering on the transmitter [J]
Eclk−Rx is the energy consumed when powering on the receiver [J]
The procedures for transmitting and receiving data in 5G were presented in section
4.4, and they are repeated here to determine the total ON time, and the individual
ON time of the transmitter and the receiver. The procedure for transmitting data
is illustrated in figure 6.4, and the starting point is that the mobile terminal powers
ON its receiver to synchronize with the AP and also to estimate the current level of
interference. In the next frame it sends a scheduling request and then awaits the grant.
In the following frame it will receive a grant for the requested amount of resources,
provided they are available. It will then proceed to prepare the data for transmission,
perform the actual data transmission and finally receive the ACK from the AP. The
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Figure 6.4: Procedure for transmitting data in uplink including synchronization.
total ON time is thus:
ttx5G = tsync5G + 4 · tframe5G + tsymb + 2 · ttrx [s]
= 0.25ms+ 4 · 0.25ms + 17.67µs + 2 · 20µs = 1.30767ms (6.3)
where: ttx5G is total ON time for a 5G transmission [s]
tsync5G is the time to synchronize, equal to one frame [s]
tframe5G is the frame duration [s]
tsymb5G is the symbol duration [s]
The energy consumption for a transmission in 5G, where the data is fitted into one
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frame and successfully received and acknowledged is thus:
Etx5G =tsync5G · Prx + tsymb5G · Ptx + 2 · tsymb5G · Prx + tdata5G · Ptx+
4 ·Eclk−Tx + 6 · Eclk−Tx + ttx5G · Pclk [J]
=0.25ms · 100mW+ 17.67µs · 550mW+ 2 · 17.67µs · 100mW+
0.25ms · 550mW+ 4 · 5.4µJ + 6 · 0.9µJ + 1.30767ms · 10mW
=195.0µJ (6.4)
Similar calculations can be made for receiving data in the downlink, which follows
the procedure illustrated in figure 6.5. First the mobile terminal will synchronize and
estimate the channel and interference after which it will receive a grant in the downlink
control channel. According to system design the data will follow in the next frame and
then the mobile terminal has one frame duration to decode and generate the ACK. The
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Figure 6.5: Procedure for receiving data in downlink including synchronization.
total ON time trx5G for a 5G reception is:
trx5G = tsync5G + 3 · tframe5G + 2 · tsymb5G + 2 · ttrx [s]
= 0.25ms + 3 · 0.25ms + 2 · 17.67µs + 2 · 20µs = 1.07534ms (6.5)
and the energy consumption is:
Erx5G =tsync5G · Prx + tsymb5G · Prx + tdata5G · Prx + tsymb5G · Ptx+
2 ·Eclk−Tx + 4 · Eclk−Tx + trx5G · Pclk [J]
=0.25ms · 100mW+ 17.67µs · 100mW+ 0.25ms · 100mW+
17.67µs · 550mW+ 2 · 5.4µJ + 4 · 0.9µJ + 1.07534ms · 10mW
=82.8µJ (6.6)
As mentioned in the introduction to this section 5G is to be compared with TDD
LTE. This version of LTE differs significantly from the Frequency Division Duplexing
(FDD) version because it has multiple different frame structures, which can be adapted
to current traffic needs. The overall structure of a 10 ms subframe, composed of 10
subframes each 1 ms long, is still employed, but the link direction of each subframe can
be varied according to the 7 configurations listed in table 6.2.
The downlink and uplink subframes contain the same channels as in FDD LTE, thus
they can be used for requests and to transfer data. Because the same frequency resources
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Table 6.2: Frame configuration for TDD LTE, [71, Table 4.2-2]. A downlink subframe is denoted by
D, an uplink subframe by U, and the special subframe by S.
Configuration Switching Subframe number
periodicity 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 5 ms D S U U U D S U U U
1 5 ms D S U U D D S U U D
2 5 ms D S U D D D S U D D
3 10 ms D S U U U D D D D D
4 10 ms D S U U D D D D D D
5 10 ms D S U D D D D D D D
6 5 ms D S U U U D S U U D
DL (seen from eNB)
DL (seen from UE)
UL
UL
Special subframe
DwPTS UpPTSGP
Propagation time
Switch
timeeNB ends
transmission
UE receives last part UE starts transmission
eNB receives
first part
Figure 6.6: The special subframe of TDD LTE, [71].
are used for both downlink and uplink data the special subframe is introduced. The
structure of this frame is illustrated in figure 6.6. The first part of the special subframe
is called Downlink Pilot Timeslot (DwPTS), and it is similar to a normal subframe i.e.
it has reference and control signals followed by data. The next part is the Guard Period
(GP), which is implemented to ensure the propagation time of the radio channel can
be handled without selfinterference in the User Equipment (UE). The GP also includes
a pre-defined amount of time the UE can use to switch link direction i.e. power OFF
the receiver and power ON the transmitter. The final part of the special subframe is
the Uplink Pilot Timeslot (UpPTS). This part has no Physical Uplink Control Channel
(PUCCH), but it includes the Sounding Reference Signals, which the Evolved Node B
(eNB) can use to perform channel estimation, and the Random Access Channel, which
is used by the UE to request resources in uplink for data transmission. To cope with
the traffic load and propagation times the length of each of the 3 parts can be var-
ied. Because the DwPTS contains both normal control and data channels the minimum
length is 3 symbols, while the maximum is 12. The GP can be varied between 1 and 10
symbols while the UpPTS can be 1 or 2 symbols [71, 161].
The procedure for performing a transmission or a reception in TDD LTE is similar to
the one in 5G, but due to the 7 frame configurations, listed in table 6.2 and the special
subframe’s ability to carry downlink scheduling and data, but only uplink requests,
there are many possible combinations in which the UE can perform the transfer. This
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also affects the delay of a transfer and thus it has to be included when calculating the
DTX and DRX performance.
Figure 6.7 illustrates frame configuration 0, which has a switching periodicity of 5
ms due to the special subframe located in subframe 1 and 6. There are multiple ways
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Figure 6.7: Procedure for uplink transmission in TDD LTE using frame configuration 0.
the UE can perform an uplink transmission using this frame configuration, and the
starting point is that it has to transmit a scheduling request, denoted SR in figure 6.7,
to obtain resources from the eNB. This is done using either the Random Access Channel
of the UpPTS or the PUCCH of a normal uplink subframe, thus the first possibilities
are subframes 1 and 2. If the UE decides to use subframe 3 or 4 instead the delays will
increase. The maximum allowed processing time for both the eNB and UE is defined to
be 3 ms i.e. 3 subframes, and therefore the UE can expect a scheduling grant, denoted
SG in figure 6.7, in the first downlink or special subframe 3 ms after the transmission
has occurred. This will thus be subframe 5 and 6 depending on whether the UE used
subframe 1 or 2 as illustrated in figure 6.7. Assuming resources were granted the UE
has another 3 ms for processing the data to be transmitted, hence it can commence
transmission in subframe 9 or in subframe 2 of the following frame. The use of subframe
3 in frame 2 is also illustrated to indicate how delays in an individual procedure may
increase the overall delay significantly. As mentioned earlier it is assumed that the data
transfer is completed within one subframe and successfully received and decoded and
thus the UE can receive an ACK in subframe 5 or 6 of frame 2 or even in subframe 0 of
frame 3. The total number of subframes expired from the transmission of the scheduling
request and until the reception of the ACK is 1 + 4 + 4 + 6 = 15 to 1 + 4 + 7 + 7 = 19,
counted using the numbers on the process arrows of figure 6.7. This analysis has also
been performed for the other frame configurations and the results are given in table
6.3. The minimum number of subframes required to perform an uplink transmission
is 13 while the maximum is 19. In addition it is assumed that the UE has to power
ON the receiver 5 subframes in advance to achieve proper synchronization and channel
estimates.
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Table 6.3: Total number of subframes required to perform uplink transmission in TDD LTE.
Configuration Starting subframe number Minimum Maximum
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 - 15 15 18 18 - 15 15 18 18 15 18
1 - 16 15 17 - - 16 15 17 - 15 17
2 - 16 15 - - - 16 15 - - 15 16
3 - 16 15 14 13 - - - - - 13 16
4 - 16 15 14 - - - - - - 14 16
5 - 16 15 - - - - - - - 15 16
6 - 16 15 17 16 - - 15 19 - 15 19
The total ON time for a TDD LTE transmission is:
ttxLTE = tsyncLTE + [13; 19] · tframeLTE + 2 · ttrx [s]
= 5ms + [13; 19] · 1ms + 2 · 20µs = [18.04ms ; 24.04ms] (6.7)
where: ttxLTE is total ON time for a TDD LTE transmission [s]
tsyncLTE is the time to synchronize, equal to 5 frames [s]
tframeLTE is the frame duration [s]
As illustrated in figure 6.7 the UE will power ON its transmitter twice, to transmit
the scheduling request and the data, and its receiver three times, to receive the synchro-
nization and channel estimate signals, the scheduling grant and the ACK. Therefore the
total energy consumption for a TDD LTE transmission is:
EtxLTE =tsyncLTE · Prx + 2 · tframeLTE · Ptx + 2 · tframeLTE · Prx+
4 ·Eclk−Tx + 6 · Eclk−Rx + ttxLTE · Pclk [J]
=5ms · 100mW+ 2 · 1ms · 550mW+ 2 · 1ms · 100mW+
4 · 5.4µJ + 6 · 0.9µJ + [18.04ms ; 24.04ms] · 10mW
=[2007.4µJ ; 2067.4µJ] (6.8)
The estimated energy consumption of TDD LTE is approximately 10 times higher than
the energy consumption estimated in equation (6.4) for 5G. The reasons are the shorter
and optimized frames of 5G.
The procedure for a downlink transmission in frame configuration 0 is illustrated
in figure 6.8. Because the Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) is followed
immediately by data in the Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) the UE will
receive the scheduling information and data in either subframe 0 or 1. After a successful
decoding it can than transmit the ACK in subframe 4 or 7 thus the total number of
subframes is either 5 or 7 for this frame configuration.
Performing the same analysis for the other frame configurations yields the results
given in table 6.4 for performing a downlink reception. The minimum 5 subframes is
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Figure 6.8: Procedure for downlink reception in TDD LTE using frame configuration 0. The number
at each of the process arrows indicate the number of subframes between the two events.
possible with all frame configurations, while the maximum 14 subframes is observed for
configuration 5, which only has one uplink subframe, see table 6.2.
Table 6.4: Total number of subframes required to perform downlink reception in TDD LTE.
Configuration Starting subframe number Minimum Maximum
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 5 7 - - - 5 7 - - - 5 7
1 8 7 - - 5 8 7 - - 5 5 8
2 8 7 - 5 9 8 7 - 5 9 5 9
3 5 12 - - - 8 7 6 5 5 5 12
4 13 12 - - 9 8 7 6 5 5 5 13
5 13 12 - 10 9 8 7 6 5 14 5 14
6 5 7 - - - 8 7 - - 5 5 8
Using the estimated number of subframes of table 6.4 the total ON time for a TDD
LTE reception is:
trxLTE = tsyncLTE + [5; 14] · tframeLTE + 2 · ttrx [s]
= 5ms + [5; 14] · 1ms + 2 · 20µs = [10.04ms ; 19.04ms] (6.9)
where: trxLTE is total ON time for a TDD LTE reception [s]
During a reception the UE will power ON its transmitter once to send the ACK and
its receiver twice to receive the synchronization and channel estimate signals, and the
data. Since the data is expected to be scheduled periodically the UE will know when to
power ON and thus it can receive the synchronization and channel estimate signals just
before the data to reduce the number of receiver power ON sequences to one. Therefore
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the total energy consumption is:
ErxLTE =tsyncLTE · Prx + tframeLTE · Ptx + tframeLTE · Prx+
2 ·Eclk−Tx + 2 · Eclk−Rx + trxLTE · Pclk [J]
=5ms · 100mW+ 1ms · 550mW+ 1ms · 100mW+
2 · 5.4µJ + 2 · 0.9µJ + [10.04ms ; 19.04ms] · 10mW
= [1263.0µJ ; 1353.0µJ] (6.10)
This result shows that the receiving part of TDD LTE consumes approximately 15 times
the energy of 5G, and similar to the transmission the reasons are the shorter and more
optimized frame structure of 5G.
Now that the time and energy consumption has been defined for TDD LTE and
5G the battery life can be calculated for various combinations of receive and transmit
activity factors. For low activity factors the battery life of the 32.4 kJ battery, table 6.1
and [35], may become very long i.e. >> 10 years and thus it is necessary to model the
self discharge of the battery. According to [162] a Lithium Ion battery will self discharge
5% the first 24 hours after it has been fully charged and then about 2% per month. The
remaining energy level of the battery as a function of time is illustrated with a blue line
in figure 6.9. The red dashed line illustrates the consumed energy for a scenario where
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Figure 6.9: Battery model.
the 5G mobile terminal has 1 reception per 1000 s. This entails an energy consumption
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per 1000 s of:
Erx5G (tp) = Erx5G + (tp − trx5G) · Psleep [J]
= 82.8µJ + (1000 s− 1.075ms) · 15µW= 15.08mJ (6.11)
where: Erx5G (tp) is the receive energy consumption as a function of time period [J]
tp is the time period [s]
The battery life can be determined by finding the intersection of the remaining battery
energy, due to self discharge defined as:
EbatLevel (t) = Ebat · α
t [J] (6.12)
where: EbatLevel (t) is the remaining battery energy [J]
t is the time expired [s]
α is the discharge factor [-]
and the consumed energy:
Econs (t) = Erx5G (tp) ·
t
tp
[J] (6.13)
where: Econs (t) is the consumed energy [J]
Thus the battery will be empty when:
EbatLevel (t) = Econs (t) [J]
Ebat · α
t = Erx5G (tp) ·
t
tp
[J] (6.14)
It is not trivial to find the intersection between an exponential and a linear function i.e.
αt = β · t by hand, and therefore the iterative bisection method is applied [163]. The
method requires the function is rewritten and that it is continuous:
f (t) = αt − β · t = 0 [−] (6.15)
First two starting points a, b are selected such that f(a) · f(b) < 0. A midpoint m =
(a+ b) /2 is then calculated and it is evaluated whether f(a) · f(m) ≤ 0. If this is the
case the next iteration will use m = b and otherwise m = a. The iterations continue
until m is below a certain threshold, which was set to half an hour in the battery model.
Using the bisection method the battery life was calculated to be 8.34 years as illustrated
in figure 6.9. This is a very long battery life, which is close to the 5G requirement of 10
years, and the reason is the long period tp that entails the mobile terminal is sleeping
most of the time.
Figure 6.10 shows the battery life as a function of the number of receptions per
second for 5G and LTE. The aforementioned calculation with one reception per 1000 s,
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Figure 6.10: Battery life as a function of number of receptions per second for LTE and 5G.
i.e. 0.001 reception per second, is close to the point were the mobile terminal is always
sleeping resulting in about 8.35 years of battery life, but as the number of receptions
increases the battery life drops as expected. When the number of receptions approach
50 and 100 receptions per second the mobile terminal using LTE transitions to an al-
ways ON state, because the time to receive one data packet is about 20 and 10 ms as
calculated in equation (6.9). The green line, called LTE short consumes the most energy
in this region because it has more frequent transmissions of ACKs. Comparing with the
5G simulation results the benefit of the shorter frame is clear, because the mobile ter-
minal enters the always ON state much later due to the receive time of about 1.08 ms,
as calculated in equation (6.5). For very frequent receptions the overall battery life is
dominated by the energy consumed while receiving (right part of figure 6.10), but as the
number of receptions is reduced the sleep energy consumption becomes dominating and
the simulation results approach the same value (left part of figure 6.10). For example
the battery life of the LTE UE is approximately 250 days, when there is 1 reception
per second, but almost 6 times better (1440 days) for 5G. If the number of receptions is
increased to 10 per second the numbers are about 1 month and almost a full year (340
days) i.e. 12 times better, thus 5G provides huge improvements for frequent receptions.
This will be very beneficial for keep-alive messages, video streaming, and MTC.
The mobile terminal can not rely solely on receptions and therefore figure 6.11 illus-
trates the simulation results for selected combinations of receive and transmit periods.
The left hand side of the figure, where the number of transmissions per second is very
low resembles the values obtained in figure 6.10. When the number of transmissions is
increased the transmit energy consumption starts to dominate indicated by the sloping
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parts on the right hand side of the figure. Due to the transmission energy being approxi-
mately 5 times higher than the receive energy, see table 6.1, the number of transmissions
will start to dominate when they are about one fifth of the number of receptions. In ad-
dition the longer active periods of LTE entails the active energy consumption dominates
the sleep mode energy consumption earlier as compared to 5G.
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Figure 6.11: Battery life as a function of number of receptions and transmissions per second for LTE
and 5G.
Note that the transceiver is set to be always ON when either the number of trans-
missions or receptions exceed the transmit and receive times calculated in equations
(6.3), (6.5), (6.7), and (6.9).
Figure 6.11 clearly indicates the advantage of the shorter and optimized frame struc-
ture in 5G, and the relative improvement compared to LTE long is visualised in figure
6.12. For a low number of receptions and transmissions the battery life is dominated by
the sleep mode power and therefore there is only a minor gain as illustrated with the
blue bars in the left-most columns. If the number of receptions is high, as illustrated
with the red bars, the 5G concept provides approximately 12-15 times better battery
life. As the number of transmissions increase the improvement is closer to 10 times,
because this is the ratio between transmission energy consumption in LTE and 5G, see
calculations in equation (6.4) and (6.8).
The conclusion is that over a broad combination of receptions and transmissions per
second the 5G concept provides 5-15 times better battery life. Furthermore the short
and optimized frame structure entails the mobile terminal can handle very frequent
transmissions and receptions without having the receiver and transmitter always ON.
For very low activity the battery life is however dominated by the sleep mode energy
consumption, which is assumed to be the same for both RATs.
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Figure 6.12: Relative improvement in battery life for 5G as compared to LTE.
This improvement in DRX and DTX energy consumption will significantly improve
the overall user experience because the combination of short transfers and long sleep
mode is one of the key enablers for long battery life.
6.3 Event Based Pre-Paging Concept
There are significant issues related to the use of periodic paging i.e. DRX and therefore
a concept is proposed in this section to mitigate the issues. Specific components of the
concept has been filed in multiple patent applications, but references cannot be provided
due to confidentiality requirements.
Using DRX affects the delay and energy consumption of the individual mobile termi-
nal if the traffic is not periodic. If the DRX Long Period (DRX LP) is too long multiple
events may occur before the next paging instant and thus lead to increase delays or loss
of data as illustrated in figure 6.13. On the other hand if the DRX LP is too short it
will decrease the delay and avoid lost data, but increase the energy consumption of the
mobile terminal because it will wake up multiple times before being paged. In addition
the short DRX LP precludes the use of the deep sleep mode as indicated by the LTE
DRX measurements in section 2.5.1. Furthermore the scheduling complexity will be
increased if a large number of devices apply DRX.
The third option illustrated in figure 6.13 is known as the WuRx. The concept of
WuRx has been proposed for use in contention-based, unlicensed spectrum mainly for
sensor networks, because they generate the low data rate, infrequent traffic that may
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Figure 6.13: Use of DRX with short and long periodicity and a Wake up Receiver (WuRx) in event-
driven traffic, which may not be periodic.
not be suitable for DRX while requiring very low power consumption.
The WuRx concept is based on the use of a secondary receiver, which is designed to
have significantly lower power consumption than the main transceiver. The idea is that
the secondary receiver is able to receive a specific wake up signal from the AP, while the
main transceiver is powered OFF. Upon detection of the wake up signal the secondary
receiver will send an interrupt signal to main transceiver, which then can power ON and
receive the normal paging signal as illustrated in figure 6.14. Therefore the concept is
generally known as WuRx, but a more complete name is event based pre-paging because
the AP will send a pre-paging message to wake up the mobile terminal whenever a data
transfer event occurs.
RF BB
Wake up receiver
Data
Interrupt signal
Main transceiver
Figure 6.14: WuRx principle.
As illustrated in figure 6.13 the WuRx is always ON and listening for the pre-paging
signal. Therefore the power consumption must be lower than the DRX sleep mode power
consumption to result in improved battery life. Provided that the signal is received
reliably and correct the overall system delay will be almost constant even for aperiodic
events as compared to DRX where the delay may vary. This is useful for the 5G concept
because of the requirement that the mobile terminal must be able transfer from being
inactive to active within 10 ms as noted in the introduction to chapter 4. In principle
this limits the applicability of DRX, but if the WuRx concept is not applied the 10
ms requirement must be relaxed to ensure sufficient battery life. Note that for uplink
there is no significant delay, besides the time to connect via Random Access and receive
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the ACK as discussed in section 6.2, because the mobile terminal can connect to and
request resources from the network whenever it needs to.
In previous work the main focus has been on implementing the receiver in an un-
licensed band and to reduce the power consumption, because the sensors are deployed
in unlicensed bands e.g. using WiFi and because they require very long battery life.
Table 6.5 contains a list of some of the WuRx implementations in current literature.
Most of the work is targeting WiFi nodes and sensor networks, while [171] is a medical
Table 6.5: Examples of WuRx implementations, and comparison with the low power standards for
Bluetooth (BT) and ZigBee.
Ref. Power Rate Wake up Signal Sensitivity Frequency
[164] 2.4 µW 10 kb/s 7 ms -71 dBm 868 MHz
[165] 3 µW 1 kb/s 32 ms -60 dBm 868 MHz
[166] 19 µW 50 kb/s - -53 dBm 2.4 GHz
[167] 25.4 µW 2.73 kb/s 12.5 ms -53 dBm 868 MHz
[168] 52 µW 100 kb/s - -72 dBm 2 GHz
[169] 1 mW 100 kb/s 1.4 ms -82 dBm 2.4 GHz
[170] 1.8 mW 25 kb/s - -105 dBm 433 & 868 MHz
[171] 5.4 mW 36.5 kb/s - -75 dBm 2.45 GHz
[172] 7 mW 19.2 kb/s 3.07 ms -95 dBm 915 MHz
[173] 31.5 mW 370 b/s - -122 dBm 916 MHz
BT 4.0 LE [174] 53.7 mW 1 Mb/s - -88 dBm 2.4 GHz
ZigBee [41] 103 mW 250 kb/s - -92 dBm 2.4 GHz
device specifically developed for implantation in humans. The power consumption is
in the range a few µW to a few mW for the examined receivers. Some of the designs
even apply a DRX-like concept to the wake up signal to reduce the power consumption
further, and for example [171] uses a period of 1 s with an ON duration of 200µs thus
leading to an average power consumption of 2 µW. The lowest LTE DRX sleep mode
power consumption was measured to about 10 mW in section 2.5.1 and thus the WuRx
can improve the battery life with the cost of implementing additional hardware.
The power consumption of the WuRx depends on the data rate of the wake up signal
just as normal receivers were noted to in section 2.5. A high data rate allows the receiver
to decode a longer bit sequence within the allotted time. This entails the receiver can
either achieve a larger processing gain or that the transmitter is able to separately
address nodes using separate bit sequences. The processing gain is a key component
for the proposed WuRx techniques to increase the receive sensitivity because most of
them rely on use of few active components in the receive chain, but it is clear that the
receivers with high power consumption also achieve the best sensitivity. Referring to the
Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) survey of section 5.1 the average power consumption of an
LNA was noted to be about 10 mW and thus the use of these active components must
be limited in the WuRx. Therefore the receive sensitivity for several of the proposed
designs is also significantly lower than the sensitivity of LTE which was measured to be
better than -100 dBm in [27]. The low sensitivity is a problem if the WuRx is deployed
in a macro cell, but since the 5G concept is targeting UDSC the sensitivity requirements
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can be reduced.
The time duration of the wake up signal is of key importance, because if it is too
long the responsiveness of the system is harmed and if it too short the processing gain
is limited. Only a few of the examined WuRx techniques report the duration and it
varies between 1.4 ms and 32 ms and therefore some of the designs fulfil the 10 ms 5G
requirement provided the main transceiver can power ON fast.
A transceiver using the Low Energy edition of BT [174] and a ZigBee transceiver
[41] are included for comparison in table 6.5. These transceivers are made for a fully
functional two-way communication RAT and therefore they also consume more power,
but they clearly indicate that a dedicated receiver is needed to achieve the event based
pre-paging functionality.
Finally it must be noted that the proposed WuRx techniques are mainly designed
to operate in the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) radio band where short range
and low power communication is allowed [175].
The contribution of this section is to examine how the event based pre-paging con-
cept can be adopted to and implemented in a scheduled wireless system with licensed
frequency bands where the resources are already used for the standardized RATs. This
entails new challenges because the wake up functionality must have limited impact on
system capacity and also be able to handle the interference caused by the general 5G
nodes.
Assuming that the wake up signal must be implemented in-band it has to fit into the
proposed 5G frame structure in section 4.4. The downlink control channel only occupies
one symbol hence resources are already scarce and therefore it is proposed to allocated
the wake up signal within a downlink data frame. Due to the flexible link direction
technique of 5G this may increase the delay because the transmitter has to wait for a
downlink frame. The signal can for example be implemented using super position of a
wideband wake up signal on the entire data frame as illustrated in figure 6.15a. Another
option is to allocate a narrowband wake up signal as illustrated in figure 6.15b, where
only a few subcarriers are affected by the wake up signal, while the third option is to
implement the wake up signal periodically either narrow- or wideband as illustrated in
figure 6.15c.
DL UL Data
(a) Wideband
DL UL Data
(b) Narrowband.
DL UL Data
(c) Periodic.
Figure 6.15: Allocation of the wake up signal (gray color) in the data part of a frame.
The narrowband option has been favoured in the examined literature, but a fourth
option has also been observed. It relies on adjusting the frame length of a WiFi signal
and let each predefined length correspond to a bit sequence, [176]. Due to WiFi’s
contention based design other devices may however transmit in the silent period of the
wake-up signal, and therefore the authors introduced a state machine which waits for
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the expected frame after detection of the previous frame in a wake up signal. This
method is however not applicable in 5G because the frame length is fixed.
If the wideband solution were to be implemented one option would be to use a
spreading scheme, i.e. Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), similar to 3G [78]. In
this way the transmitter is able to spread a low data rate signal across a large bandwidth,
and since the codes are orthogonal multiple users can be addressed simultaneously if
needed. Assuming the signal is spread across the entire cell channel bandwidth the
WuRx can re-use parts of the analog Radio Frequency (RF) front end, but configured
to low performance to save power. After the signal has been mixed to Base Band (BB)
the mobile terminal can apply its assigned scrambling code and decide whether it is
supposed to wake up. Figure 6.16 shows a simplified block diagram of how the WuRx
is implemented together with the main receiver.
Bandpass filter LNA Mixer Splitter
UE spreading code Correlator Decision unit
BW: cell BW Configured to low performance
Requires RF PLL lock
Rest of
main Rx
is OFF
Figure 6.16: Simplified block diagram for a wideband WuRx, in red, connected with the main receiver.
The main 5G signals are transmitted using Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-
plexing (OFDM) and thus the CDMA would be perceived as noise by the main receivers
of the mobile terminals that are not applying the wake up scheme in the current frame.
This will limit the Signal to Interference + Noise Ratio (SINR), but due to the pro-
cessing gain of CDMA the wake up signal may be transmitted with significantly lower
power to reduce the impact. Another issue of the CDMA scheme is the need for time
synchronization, but this may be handled using multiple correlators each time shifted a
bit as in a RAKE receiver, [78].
If the narrowband option were to be implemented the AP could allocate a few
subcarriers of a single Physical Resource Block (PRB) to the wake up signal, which
may not happen often depending on the number of sleeping users. Each subcarrier is
60 kHz wide in 5G, see equation (4.4) and thus if three are used the loss in frequency
capacity is only 3·60 kHz/100MHz = 0.18%. Another option is to use the Direct Current
subcarrier of the OFDM signal, which is not used in most implementations due to the
risk of imbalance in the RF front end. If the WuRx used this subcarrier it could rely on
mixing with a slightly offset frequency and thus still receive the signal, which would be
less affected by interference. This would however require a better Direct Current filter
in the main receiver and in addition the wake up signal cannot be reallocated in case of
a deep fade.
Due to the limited bandwidth the spreading codes applied in the wideband model
cannot be reused. Instead the WuRx must rely on coding gain in the time domain only.
For good detection performance this entails the selected sequence must have high auto-
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correlation and low cross-correlation. This is not trivial to achieve and especially not if
the receiver is not time synchronized to the transmitter. Furthermore the code selection
depends on the number of codes needed. In the simplest case only one code is available
i.e. all sleeping users wake up and scans for a paging signal. For a low number of users
this is a feasible solution, but due the massive number of expected MTC connections it
is necessary to at least define some user groups or in the extreme case individual wake
up signals.
Provided that useful codes exist the transmitter can rely on On-Off-Keying (OOK),
which turns the carrier wave ON and OFF according to the selected code, which there-
fore must be binary. This is a widely used concept in literature [171, 165, 164, 173]
because it can be combined with an Envelope Detector, which transforms the received
RF signal into a signal that is a slow moving average of the RF envelope. If the envelope
detector is tuned to the applied carrier frequency it will produce a simple binary se-
quence due to the OOK. The next step is then to correlate the sequence with the mobile
terminal’s pre-assigned sequence and decide whether to wake up. In [164] time synchro-
nization is avoided in BB by applying 2N − 1 correlators where N is the number of bits
in the sequence. Figure 6.17 provides a simplified block diagram for the narrowband
WuRx.
Tunable bandpass filter Envelope detector Correlator Decision unit
UE’s own sequence Clock for sampling
Two correlators per symbol
in the sequenceBW: a few subcarriers
Q = 3.5 GHz3·60 kHz = 19.5 k
Figure 6.17: Simplified block diagram for a narrowband WuRx.
As compared to the implementations in literature, all relying on narrowband fre-
quencies in the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) radio band, this proposal is
targeted to fit the wide bandwidth of the 5G concept. This entails the RF bandpass fil-
ter must be tunable, in order to select the assigned subcarrier(s), and this dramatically
affects the complexity of the filter design as indicated by [177, Page 82]
Q =
fc
B
[−] (6.16)
where: Q is the filter quality factor [-]
fc is the center frequency [MHz]
B is the filter bandwidth [MHz]
As illustrated in the drawing the bandpass filter of the direct conversion architec-
ture will have a quality factor of almost 20.000. This is not achievable in current filter
architectures, and thus the block diagram is changed to re-use the first part of the main
receiver’s RF front end similar to the wideband WuRx. The simplified block diagram is
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Bandpass filter LNA Mixer Splitter
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Rest of
main Rx
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NB WuRx
Figure 6.18: Simplified block diagram for a narrowband WuRx, in red, partly reusing the main
receiver’s front end.
illustrated in figure 6.18. The quality factor of the first bandpass filter is now reduced to
35, while the newly introduced second filter will have a quality factor of about 550. This
is still difficult to achieve, but in [168] quality factors between 500 and a few thousand
are described, though not for tunable filters. Besides that the introduction of the LNA
and mixer will increase the energy consumption of the WuRx.
Assuming the narrowband design is feasible in 2020 it is also important to consider
how the AP can transmit the wake up signal. Figure 6.19 illustrates the logical im-
plementation of how the AP may be composed of two individual transmitters; a main
transmitter which allocates the normal data and control channels according to the 5G
concept, but also has the functionality to mute subcarriers, and a wake up transmitter
which generates the narrowband wake up signal and informs the main transmitter about
it as illustrated in figure 6.19b. The main transmitter must also be able to inform the
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Figure 6.19: Logical implementation of a secondary wake up transmitter, denoted Wu Tx, in the AP
and use of muting.
mobile terminal, equipped with a WuRx about the selected subcarriers and the wake up
identification sequence before the WuRx is powered ON and the main transceiver OFF.
Besides the AP’s wake up signals other APs and mobile terminals may use the ded-
icated subcarriers for transmissions in neighbor cells and thus create interference. This
may prevent proper decoding in the WuRx and lead to a false positive detection if the
interference mimics the wake up identification sequence. This will lead to increased mo-
bile terminal power consumption due to unnecessary power ON sequences after which
the mobile terminal will detect it is not scheduled and power OFF again. In the pro-
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posed concept this is handled by letting the mobile terminal monitor the number of
false positives during a certain predefined period. If the number is too high, and not
interrupted by an actual wake up signal, the mobile terminal must request to use other
subcarriers for the wake up channel as illustrated in figure 6.20. When the AP receives
Time
Activity
Register number of false positives during predefined time
Detect Wu signal
Power ON main TRx
No paging received
Power OFF main TRx
Request new Wu channel
Figure 6.20: False positive detection.
such a request from a mobile terminal, for example by use of the normal Channel State
Information (CSI) procedures, it has to consider the input and weigh the information
according to input from other WuRx equipped mobile terminals if they use the same
channel. Before the AP can change the wake up channel it will thus have to wake up
the other mobile terminals to inform them about incoming information updates or use
multiple wake up channels for a period of time until all relevant mobile terminals have
received the information. The latter option will waste channel capacity while the first
option will cause increased mobile terminal energy consumption.
In addition to the false positive the mobile terminal may also experience a false
negative due to a deep fade. This entails the WuRx cannot determine whether it is
not being pre-paged or the signal is faded. In the concept it is thus proposed that the
WuRx after a long silent period must make a receive power level comparison with the
wideband channel signal as illustrated in figure 6.21. The idea is that a measurement
is made in the main receiver, e.g. at the point where the splitter is inserted in figure
6.18, and compare it with the received power in the WuRx. If the difference between
the two measured powers exceeds a certain threshold the mobile terminal must initiate
the previously described procedure to request a new wake up channel.
RF BB
Power comperator
Wake up receiver
Narrowband power
Wideband power
Data
False
negative
decision
Interrupt signal
Main transceiver
Figure 6.21: False negative detection.
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To summarize this section a new method was proposed to circumvent the limita-
tions of DRX, which in case of infrequent traffic will lead to either unnecessary energy
consumption or long delays. The idea is to use a secondary low-power receiver, which
continuously scans for pre-paging messages while the main receiver is OFF. In case
of a pre-paging the secondary receiver, called WuRx, will interrupt the main receiver
which then proceeds to receive the standardized paging message and act as a normal
5G mobile terminal. The WuRx concept has previously only been applied in sensor and
WiFi networks i.e. contention-based bands as opposed to the scheduled 5G scenario.
Allocating a wake up channel in-band in 5G has been analyzed for both a narrow- and
a wideband receiver to limit the effect on system capacity. Challenges were identified
in terms of filter quality factor, the ability to tune filters, selection of wake up signal
codes, and synchronization. In addition it was proposed how the WuRx can handle false
negatives, due to deep fades, and false positives, due to interference.
The existing WuRx literature has showed that it is possible to develop devices that
consume 100-1000 times less power than DRX deep sleep mode and thus it is important
to develop the concept further for 5G.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter the capabilities of the 5G concept were compared with the video stream-
ing and MTC scenarios. The 5G concept is expected to have a positive effect on mobile
terminal battery life, as discussed in section 4.8 due to the application of OFDM, larger
bandwidth, Carrier Aggregation (CA), Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO), TDD
and the optimized frame structure. However, it was not clear how periodic and aperiodic
traffic will fit the sleep modes in 5G.
It is concluded that video streaming, which will be the main traffic type in the
coming years, can be successfully delivered to the user, because the data rates increase
to provide for higher video quality and because DRX for 5G provides 5-15 times better
battery life as compared to LTE due to the short and optimized frame structure.
The fast growing MTC user scenario was identified to be challenging to accommodate
in the 5G concept because the requirements shift from high data rates, mobility, and
low latency perceivable by humans towards high reliability and ultra-low latency, only
perceivable by machines, and in addition year-long battery life is also important. In
addition the coverage requirement may both be close proximity, e.g. wearables and
machines in industry, and wide areas, e.g. reading of power meters and sensors from a
distant location. For mobile terminals, which are paged by the AP aperiodically and
required to be always ON, it was discussed how the periodic nature of DRX is difficult
to adapt and thus leading to either unnecessary energy consumption or long delays.
Therefore the use of a secondary, event based pre-paging receiver with very low power
consumption was proposed to wake up the main receiver, when the AP is requesting
updates. Implementing this concept in-band in a scheduled system however poses new
challenges both with regards to mitigating the impact on system capacity and designing
a reliable wake up signal and a low-power receiver. The concept is not ready to be
implemented but it provides input to the direction the future work and standardization
can take to ensure the long battery life users demand.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
This study has dealt with prolonging smartphone battery life, which is limited due to
the use of large, high resolution displays, the increasing data rates of each new Radio
Access Technology (RAT), and the emergence of diverse traffic types and applications.
In addition, recent surveys have reported that battery life is the feature receiving the
largest amount of improvement requests, and furthermore that the smartphone has the
largest and increasing market share.
The battery life of a smartphone, and mobile terminals in general, can be improved
by optimizing the hardware and software, by using a bigger or more efficient battery, by
adjusting relevant network settings, and by carefully selecting the technology features
of the RAT that the mobile terminal connects to. In this study the focus has been on
the cellular subsystem of a mobile terminal, both in terms of hardware and network
optimization. In the following subsections the outcome of the study is summarized
based on the previous chapters, after which a main conclusion is given.
7.1 System Level Analysis of Power Consumption in
LTE User Equipment
In order to examine potential power consumption improvements, a power model was
needed for system level simulations, but that was not available for the recently launched
Third Generation Partnership Project Long Term Evolution (LTE) when this study was
initiated in 2010.
The first contribution is therefore the development of a cellular subsystem power
model. It is based on a measurement methodology, where the commercial LTE smart-
phone is connected to a base station emulator, and the battery is replaced with a mea-
surement power supply as opposed to many other measurements in literature, which
rely on connecting to a commercial network and logging the power consumption via an
application installed on the smartphone. The latter results in less control and lower
accuracy. The measurement methodology is designed so that a single parameter, e.g.
downlink data rate, is varied while the contribution of other parameters is kept at a con-
stant minimum. This entails that the power consumption as a function of only the data
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rate can be examined. The model covers receive and transmit power and data rates,
which are parameters that can be varied independently, and in addition it has been up-
dated with measurements on Discontinuous Reception (DRX) and Carrier Aggregation
(CA).
The main findings are that the cellular subsystem being ON and transmit powers
above 10 dBm contribute the most to high power consumption, while DRX periods
longer than 40 ms provide a sleep mode that consumes less than 1/50 of the ON power.
In addition, high data rates are 10 times more energy efficient than low data rates,
and this is also reflected in CA where bulk traffic relying on high data rates can be
transferred at a lower energy consumption than by use of a single carrier. The proposed
model has been updated with measurements on 6 smartphones to study the chipset
power consumption evolution, which has been halved in 2.5 years.
7.2 Energy Saving in LTE User Equipment
The model has already been employed for several studies in academia, and using the
knowledge obtained while developing the model, additional contributions for LTE in-
clude the proposal of a new uplink resource allocation scheme and the micro sleep con-
cept. The first exploits the fact that the transmit Power Amplifier efficiency increases
with increasing transmit power, and this was not a metric that had been included in
previous literature on LTE scheduling. Therefore a Time Division Multiple Access like
scheduling scheme was proposed, and by allocating up to 48 resources to a single mobile
terminal at least 24% energy was saved as compared to a terminal with 8 resources.
The micro sleep concept aims at decoding scheduling information faster, because LTE’s
control-data structure can lead to unnecessary receive and buffer operations for un-
scheduled users. If the mobile terminal can decode the scheduling information within
the time frame of a few symbols, it can save 5-25% energy by applying low-power micro
sleep. The cost is that less reference signals for channel estimation are received, and
this leads to a throughput degradation of 1-4%.
7.3 Fifth Generation Radio Access Technology
It is time to initiate the development of a new Fifth Generation (5G) RAT due to
increased traffic volume and technology improvements. The targets of 5G include 10
Gb/s peak data rate, 1 ms latency, and 10 ms idle to active mode transfer. This
study has contributed to a 5G concept by proposing and examining features that can
improve the battery life and thus the user experience. The concept is based on flex-
ible uplink/downlink transfers using Time Division Duplexing (TDD), and advanced
interference cancellation Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) receivers in an Ul-
tra-Dense Small Cell, Centimeter Waves network with large channel bandwidth. For
example the frame structure has been reorganized and shortened, as compared to LTE,
to allow for pipelined processing and fast synchronization, both reducing the energy
consumption and the latency. The use of TDD is another example of how energy ef-
ficient features are used, because it allows for discarding the duplexer, and thus avoid
up to 3 dB loss between the antenna and the Radio Frequency (RF) front end, relaxed
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Third-Order Intercept Point requirements, because the transmitter will not be active
while receiving, and less channel feedback due to reciprocity.
7.4 Power Consumption Challenges in 5G
The 5G RAT is expected to be deployed around 2020, and it will utilize 400 MHz of
bandwidth combined with advanced 4x4 MIMO receivers to achieve the 10 Gb/s data
rate requirement. This entails increased requirements to the analog Radio Frequency
including the Power Amplifier (PA), the converters, and the baseband processor. An-
other contribution is thus the analysis of how the performance and power consumption
of selected cellular subsystem hardware components evolve. The study showed that
due to Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor evolution and improved designs,
the examined Low Noise Amplifier and Analog-to-Digital Converter can handle the
requirements, but channel bandwidths above 200 MHz are not recommended for imple-
mentation in 2020. However, the 100 times increase in complexity, caused by increasing
the data rate from LTE’s 100 Mb/s to 5G’s 10 Gb/s, leads to an estimated baseband
processor power consumption of about 3 W in 2020, which will severely harm the bat-
tery life. The estimates show that by 2025 the power consumption will be on par with
current LTE implementations consuming about 0.6 W. In addition to the high baseband
power consumption, the use of multiple MIMO streams and possibly CA will increase
the cost and chip area, and may cause coexistence issues due to the mixing of multiple
frequency bands, which are used to obtain sufficient spectrum,. Furthermore the PA
efficiency decreases about 50 percentage points for carrier frequencies above 5 GHz, and
thus this component needs specific attention despite the fact that the Ultra-Dense Small
Cell scenario will lead to lower transmit powers.
7.5 DRX and Aperiodic Sleep Modes in 5G
The DRX mechanism was measured to be a key component for long battery life in
LTE and another contribution of this study was to perform a similar evaluation for
5G, because user scenarios such as video streaming and Machine Type Communication
will benefit from DRX. Simulations show that 5G, using the same power consumption
model, leads to 5-15 times longer battery life due to the shorter and optimized frame.
However it was also observed that DRX will result in either increased energy consump-
tion or long delays for aperiodic traffic, and thus an event based pre-paging concept was
proposed. The idea is to apply a secondary low-power receiver which continuously scans
for pre-paging messages, and upon detection can power ON the main transceiver. The
applicability of the concept in a scheduled, in-band network was studied and suggestions
for hardware implementations and error detection protocols were presented.
7.6 Main Conclusion
To conclude and answer the research questions of chapter 1 this PhD study showed, by
use of a proposed system level LTE cellular subsystem power model that transmit powers
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above 10 dBm and the subsystem being ON are the main power consumers. Therefore
the battery life of the mobile terminal can be improved by scheduling mechanisms that
increase the DRX sleep time, by use of micro sleep, and by exploiting the peaking energy
efficiency of high data rates in both link directions.
The obtained cellular subsystem power consumption knowledge has been applied in
the development of a 5G RAT concept. The future 5G can result in improved mobile
terminal battery life by utilizing Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing to support
MIMO, TDD to obtain sufficient spectrum but also lower insertion loss and Third-Order
Intercept Point requirements, and a 0.25 ms frame with an optimized control-data struc-
ture. In addition the event based pre-paging concept was proposed to complement DRX
and improve the battery life by extended low-power sleep.
The main 10 Gb/s target of 5G cannot be achieved in 2020 due to high baseband
processing power consumption in the mobile terminal, but in 2025 the users should be
able to experience reasonable battery life combined with wireless 5G performance.
7.7 Future Work
To achieve long battery life in a commercial 5G smartphone, there are some areas that
need further work.
The 5G concept relies on a short and optimized frame to achieve low latency and
energy consumption, but for this to be as effective as possible, it is important to study
how the power ON/OFF procedure and time can be optimized and reduced, respectively.
This is important both for use in connection with DRX and general mode transfers.
Furthermore, the 5G concept is dependent on several hundred megahertz of band-
width to achieve the peak data rates, and this large spectrum is not available in one
continuous frequency band and thus many bands and Carrier Aggregation must be ap-
plied. However, it is already a major challenge in current LTE mobile terminals to
accommodate many frequency bands and carriers, because they create interference and
blockers in the Radio Frequency components. In addition, the use of MIMO on each
carrier increases the component count and chip layout complexity.
The performance evolution estimate also showed that the increased baseband pro-
cessing complexity of about 100 times will result in a power consumption level, which
will significantly degrade the battery life, and may create thermal issues if not addressed.
A final proposal for future work is the further study and development of the event
based pre-paging concept. It is especially important to identify which type of hardware
implementations can be combined with useful codes and protocols to provide low power
consumption, proper sensitivity, and reliable paging messages, while not harming the
general 5G communication in terms of interference and occupation of resources. Specif-
ically the codes must have low complexity, but also significant coding gain, and provide
possibility to individually address users.
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Appendix A
Smartphone Details
The details of the smartphones discussed in chapter 1 are given in table A.1.
Table A.1: Data collected from manufacturer websites (Nokia and Samsung) and Wikipedia (Apple
and Google).
Model Launch Battery Screen Battery capacity
Screen areayear capacity size
Apple iPhone 1 2007 1400 mAh 3.5 in 248 mAhin2
Apple iPhone 3G 2008 1150 mAh 3.5 in 203 mAhin2
Apple iPhone 3GS 2009 1220 mAh 3.5 in 216 mAhin2
Apple iPhone 4 2010 1420 mAh 3.5 in 251 mAhin2
Apple iPhone 4s 2011 1430 mAh 3.5 in 253 mAhin2
Apple iPhone 5 2012 1440 mAh 4 in 210 mAhin2
Apple iPhone 5s 2013 1560 mAh 4 in 228 mAhin2
Google Nexus One 2010 1400 mAh 3.7 in 232 mAhin2
Google Nexus S 2010 1500 mAh 4 in 213 mAhin2
Google Galaxy Nexus 2011 1750 mAh 4.65 in 189 mAhin2
Google Nexus 4 2012 2100 mAh 4.7 in 215 mAhin2
Google Nexus 5 2013 2300 mAh 4.95 in 220 mAhin2
Nokia Lumia 800 2011 1450 mAh 3.7 in 240 mAhin2
Nokia Lumia 820 2012 1650 mAh 4.3 in 202 mAhin2
Nokia Lumia 925 2013 2000 mAh 4.5 in 224 mAhin2
Nokia Lumia 930 2014 2420 mAh 5 in 227 mAhin2
Samsung Galaxy S 2010 1500 mAh 4 in 213 mAhin2
Samsung Galaxy S2 2011 1650 mAh 4.3 in 202 mAhin2
Samsung Galaxy S3 2012 2100 mAh 4.8 in 213 mAhin2
Samsung Galaxy S4 2013 2600 mAh 5 in 243 mAhin2
Samsung Galaxy S5 2014 2800 mAh 5.1 in 252 mAhin2
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Keysight Technologies
Power-Consumption Measurements  
for LTE User Equipment
Application Note
If you are designing smartphone chipsets or operating a mobile 
network, you need to determine how certain parameters affect a 
VSHFLoFVPDUWSKRQHjVSRZHUFRQVXPSWLRQDQGoJXUHRXWKRZWR
adjust the parameters to improve battery life. In this application 
note we show how to use the Keysight Technologies, Inc. E6621A 
PXT wireless communications test set and the Keysight N6705B 
DC power analyzer to establish a power consumption model for 
LTE user equipment (UE). The model is useful when you need to 
examine the UE battery life in system-level simulations. 
We will explain how the Keysight equipment can be used in man-
ual tests, but we do not discuss how to make automated tests (for 
example, using VEE software). 
In this application note, we analyze smartphones adhering to the 
3GPP LTE standard [1].
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Figure 1. UE power consumption model, based on Figure 1 in [2]
The model is made by measuring how each parameter affects the power consumption, but the 
PRGHOGRHVVRE\FDSWXULQJPDMRUWUHQGVDQGQRWLPSOHPHQWDWLRQVSHFLoFSHFXOLDULWLHV
Introduction
Modern smartphones have limited battery life, and this affects user satisfaction. Chipset manufac-
WXUHUVDQGPRELOHQHWZRUNRSHUDWRUVZLOOZDQWWRHYDOXDWHDVPDUWSKRQHVjSRZHUFRQVXPSWLRQLQD
realistic setup and establish a power consumption model based on the evaluation. The model helps 
\RXGHWHUPLQHKRZFHUWDLQSDUDPHWHUVDIIHFWDVSHFLoFVPDUWSKRQHjVSRZHUFRQVXPSWLRQDQGKRZ
you can adjust the parameters to improve battery life. 
The key parameters are uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) data rates (R), transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) 
power levels (S), cell bandwidth (BW), and discontinuous reception (DRX). The parameters affect 
WKHVPDUWSKRQHjVPRGHPDQGPRUHVSHFLoFDOO\WKH5[DQG7[EDVHEDQG%%DQG5[DQG7[UDGLR
frequency (RF) components. A power consumption model that includes these components has been 
proposed in an article entitled Empirical LTE Smartphone Power Model with DRX Operation for Sys-
tem Level Simulations [2]. It covers the contribution from each parameter on the related component, 
as illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Proposed list of measurements
The goal is to estimate how the Rx and Tx BB and RF components 
contribute to the total modem power consumption. This goal is 
achieved by varying one key parameter, for example DL data rate 
for Rx BB examination, while keeping other parameters constant. 
Table 1 contains the test cases. The varied parameter of each test 
is marked with brackets.
Before you make the measurements, you need to decide on a 
frequency band and a cell bandwidth and set up the PXT accord-
ingly. The frequency band and the cell bandwidth must obviously 
be supported by the UE. The choice of frequency band will affect 
the RF power consumption and in particular the Tx power ampli-
oHU>@ZKLOHWKHFHOOEDQGZLGWKZLOOGHWHUPLQHWKHXSSHUOLPLWRI
the achievable data rate.
Other interesting measurements include power consumption 
as a function of screen brightness and power consumption as a 
function of CPU/GPU load. The PXT has a DRX mode, so you can 
examine the DRX sleep mode power of capable phones. Impor-
tant parameters include DRX long period, DRX inactivity timer 
and DRX on duration [2, 6].
Setup description
The measurements were performed in the laboratory using 
the Keysight E6621A PXT wireless communications test set 
>@DQGWKH1%'&SRZHUDQDO\]HU>@ZLWKWKH1$
2-quadrant source/measure unit [5] module installed.
The UE is connected to 
  the PXT using the internal antenna connectors of the UE
  the N6705B by use of the UE battery terminal connectors 
(the battery is removed)
The setup is sketched in Figure 2, and a photo of the physical 
setup is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 2. Measurement setup
7KHZLUHVHQVHRSWLRQRIWKH1$LVXVHGWRPDLQWDLQD
stable supply voltage at the UE battery terminal.
You can enable the sense option in the Advanced menu of 
the Source Settings menu. Choose either Local or 4 wire. 
The latter allows you to sense the voltage at the battery con-
nectors.
Figure 3. Physi-
cal measure-
ment setup 
using the PXT 
(bottom) and 
N6705B (top)
Table 1. Measurements on key parameters, based on Table 2 in [2]
Test case Downlink parameters Uplink parameters
Modulation and 
coding scheme
Physical  
resource block
Receive  
power level
Modulation and 
coding scheme
Physical  
resource block
Transmit  
power level
Rx BB 1 [0, 28] 100 25 6 100 40
2 0 [0, 100] 25 6 100 40
Rx RF 3 0 100 [25, 90] 6 100 40
Tx BB 4 0 3 25 6 [0, 100] 40
5 0 3 25 [0, 23] 100 40
Tx RF 6 0 3 25 6 100 [40, 23]
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Procedure
In this section, we outline the procedure for performing a UE 
power consumption measurement. You can make the measure-
ment manually using the control/button interface of the PXT and 
N6705B or automatically using Keysight VEE programming and a 
PC connected to the equipment via LAN.
The steps for a manual measurement are:
1. 6HWXSWKH1%PDLQIUDPHDQG1$608PRGXOH
2. Set up the PXT according to the test case in Table 1
3. Initiate the measurement
4. Run the data logging tool in the N6705B and note important 
PXT values (data rate, power level, and so forth)
Step 1: Setting up the N6705B mainframe and 
1$608PRGXOH
First, you must determine the appropriate battery voltage level 
W\SLFDOO\WR9DQGVHWWKHYROWDJHDQGPD[LPXPFXUUHQW
LQWKH1%1H[WFRQoJXUHWKHGDWDORJJHUSURSHUWLHVq'XUD-
tion, Sample Period and File Name  as illustrated in Figure 4. 
Start the log by pressing Run/stop in the Data logger menu.
1RWHWKDWWKH1$RSWLRQRIIHUVPXOWLSOHZD\VWRFRQQHFWWKH
UE, even including the battery [5].
Figure 4. Data logger properties on the N6705B
Step 2: Setting up the PXT
The PXT setup involves adjusting many parameters, so after you 
have set the initial parameters (such as cell bandwidth, carrier 
IUHTXHQF\DQGVRIRUWKLWFDQEHEHQHoFLDOWRVDYHWKHVHWXSWR
DVFHQDULRoOH
$IWHUORDGLQJWKHVFHQDULRoOHDGMXVWWKHSK\VLFDO3+<OD\HU
settings. The PHY Settings menu has submenus for adjust-
ing downlink and uplink settings. In each submenu, you can set 
the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) and the number of 
physical resource blocks (PRBs). As shown in Table 1, these two 
parameters are varied when you examine BB power consumption. 
The parameters have a direct effect on data rate, which affects 
the BB processing and power consumption.
In the same submenu, you will see an option for Resource Allo-
cation Mode. This mode lets you schedule DL and UL data on the 
3'6&+DQG386&+,QAuto mode, the PXT will schedule data if 
another entity within the PXT is generating it. This could be, for 
H[DPSOHWKHGHGLFDWHGWUDIoFFKDQQHO'7&+WKURXJKSXWWHVW
found in the Func menu. The other option is Fixed MAC padding, 
as illustrated in Figure 5. This option will pad transport blocks 
with random data unless real data is available, and therefore 
IXOO\ORDGWKH35%VVSHFLoHG7KHUHFHLYLQJ0$&OD\HULVDEOHWR
determine what is real and what is padded data, and it dis-
cards the padded data (this could be the entire PRB). If no other 
data-generating entities are running, the UE will discard all the 
received data and send only acknowledgements (ACKs) from the 
layers below the Medium Access Control MAC layer. This is a nice 
feature because it reduces power consumption from transmitting 
ACKs on the reverse link. 
Figure 5. UL resource allocation menu
:KHQ\RXKDYHoQLVKHGDGMXVWLQJWKH3+<OD\HUVHWWLQJVWKH
next task is to adjust the Radio Resource Control (RRC) settings. 
The RRC Settings menu include maximum transmit power level 
(p-Max) and default paging cycle, as illustrated in Figure 6. Fur-
thermore the RRC Settings menu has a DRX Settings submenu 
that lets you adjust the aforementioned DRX parameters includ-
ing period length and inactivity and on duration timers.
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Keep the maximum transmit power as low as possible in all test 
FDVHVH[FHSWQXPEHUEHFDXVHWKHSRZHUDPSOLoHUKDVDPDMRU
impact on power consumption. Because the UE transmits a 
low-power signal, be sure to set the RF1 attenuation accordingly 
using the Atten button.
7KHoQDOVHWWLQJV\RXQHHGWRDGMXVWDUHWKH5)DQG5)DP-
plitude settings. In this menu, you can set the UE receive power 
LQG%PZKLFKLVVSHFLoHGWRDIDLUO\KLJKOHYHOLQDOOWHVWFDVHV
except for number 3. To minimize the power consumption impact, 
the UE RF should use gain settings as low as possible .
Step 3: Initiating the measurement
After the phone is powered on, close programs, make sure other 
radios such as WiFi and Bluetooth®UDGLRVDUHRIIDQGoQDOO\
WXUQWKHVFUHHQRIIRUXVHDVSHFLoHGEULJKWQHVVOHYHO7KHQ
set the PXT Emulator Mode to Run. You will notice that some 
parts of the PHY and RRC Settings menus become grayed out, 
so these parameters cannot be changed during run time. The 
status window of the PXT should change to con (connected), 
DVLOOXVWUDWHGLQ)LJXUH1RZ\RXFDQVWDUWWKHWHVW,QDOOWKH
test cases in Table 1, the tests are initiated by applying the MAC 
padding, to ensure the UE is active, and then running the N6705B 
data logger as explained in the next section. 
Step 4: Run the N6705B data logger and note 
important PXT values
:KHQWKH8(HJKDVVWDUWHGUHFHLYLQJGDWDDVVSHFLoHGLQWHVW
case 1, begin logging the power consumption using the N6705B 
by pressing the Run/stopEXWWRQ:KHQ\RXDUHoQLVKHGORJJLQJ
data, the N6705B screen should look similar to Figure 7.
Figure 7. Screen shot of data log window. Notice the 30 s duration in 
WKHXSSHUULJKWFRUQHUDQGWKHoOHQDPHLQWKHORZHUPLGGOH
Figure 6. RRC settings menu
Next, export the logged data from the N6705B to a USB stick. To 
export data, select File > Export. To store a comma-separated 
oOHRQWKH86%VWLFNVHOHFWExport logged data (.csv).
At this time it is also important to note the relevant PXT param-
eters according to the given test case. If data rate is of interest, 
\RXFDQUXQWKH'7&+WKURXJKSXWWHVWEHFDXVHLWUHSRUWVWKH
DFKLHYHGGDWDUDWHDVLOOXVWUDWHGLQ)LJXUH
)LJXUH'7&+WKURXJKSXWWHVW
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If the transmit power level is important, you can check the power 
level received by the PXT. This value is available in several PXT 
submenus, including the LTE UL demodulation menu, as illus-
trated in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Demodulation of uplink signal. Notice the symbol transmit 
power is reported in the lower right corner.
Results/measurement data
When you have collected the relevant parameters from the PXT 
and N6705B, you can post-process them to generate the model 
illustrated in Figure 1. Each test case provides input for one UE 
component, and an example of such a combination is given in 
Figure 10, where the downlink data rate, which was controlled 
and measured using the PXT, has been combined with the supply 
power consumption measured by the N6705B.
Figure 10. Supply power consumption as a function of downlink data 
rate. Figure 3 in [7]
1H[WFDOFXODWHDSRO\QRPLDOoWWRWKHGDWDDVVKRZQLQWKH
P
rxBB
(R
x
) line in Figure 10. Then insert the polynomial function in 
the appropriate part of the power consumption model. 
Two articles discuss using the PXT and N6705B setup. In LTE 
UE Power Consumption Model - For System Level Energy and 
Performance Optimization [7], the authors discuss the basis 
for the model in Figure 1 and report power consumption for 
commercial LTE dongles. The article mentioned earlier [2] is an 
updated version of this paper [7], and it includes measurements 
RQoUVWJHQHUDWLRQ/7(VPDUWSKRQHVDQGH[DPLQHVVFUHHQDQG
DRX power consumption. Refer to the papers for further details 
on measurement setup and results.
Number of test points per test case
The number of test points required to reproduce the results was 
discussed in the article [2]. The discussion is repeated here be-
cause the number of test points has a huge effect on overall test 
WLPHDQGWKDWLQpXHQFHVWKHSRVVLELOLW\RINHHSLQJWKHPRGHOXS
to date by making measurements on new UEs.
Test case 1 includes 29 points, but when you examine Figure 10 
it is clear that the power consumption is almost a linear func-
tion of downlink data rate. Therefore, three test points should be 
VXIoFLHQW7KHVDPHJRHVIRUWHVWFDVHZKLFKFRXOGEHRPLWWHG
completely.
Test case 3 is designed to study Rx RF power consumption as 
a function of receive power level. The results reported  in the 
articles [2, 7] show two to three power steps, which are caused 
E\DGMXVWPHQWVLQWKHORZQRLVHDPSOLoHUV7KHUHIRUHoYHWRVL[
points are required.
Power consumption as a function of transmit data rate is studied 
using test case 4. You can see that the power is almost indepen-
dent of the encoding rate and changes only when the modulation 
scheme is changed from QPSK to 16QAM. Because the standard 
VSHFLoHVZKHQWKHPRGXODWLRQFKDQJHVWKHWHVWFDVHFRXOG
be performed using four points, where two of them are located 
around the modulation change. 
7KHoQDOWHVWFDVHLVXVHGWRH[DPLQHWKH7[5)ZKLFKLVWKH
PRVWSRZHUFRQVXPLQJFRPSRQHQW7KHEHKDYLRULV8(VSHFLoF
especially for transmit powers above 0 dBm, and therefore a 
very complete set of test points (for example, with 1 dB steps) is 
QHHGHG,WLVLPSRUWDQWWRQRWHWKDWGLIIHUHQWSRZHUDPSOLoHUVDUH
used for different frequency bands, as pointed out in the article 
LTE Power Model>@
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Uncertainties
The measurement setup includes uncertainties, some of which 
are listed below:
  Because supply power is measured, it is not possible to 
separate the contributions from each of the components in 
the model. If you carefully design the test cases, however, 
you can minimize the undesired contributions. Furthermore, 
other UE peripherals such as the screen and the CPU also 
contribute.
  The measurements are not conducted over the air, as would 
be the case in real life. Because real antennas are lossy, the 
power consumption in real life will probably be a bit higher. 
It may, however, only have a very minor effect on the relative 
DFFXUDF\EHWZHHQWKHPRGHOjVFRPSRQHQWV
  The temperature of the UE has an impact on power con-
sumption. The optimal method would be to ensure the same 
UE test temperature at each measurement, but this would 
require either time-consuming cool-down periods or some 
type of warm-up procedure.
  Some UEs have sophisticated power management chips that 
FRQWLQXRXVO\DGMXVWVSHFLoFFRPSRQHQWV7KHVHFRQWLQXRXV
changes and the temperature issue make repeatability dif-
oFXOWWRDFKLHYH
  A careful calibration of the PXT-UE cables is required. 
Conclusion
In this application note we showed you how to measure smart-
phone power consumption as a function of relevant network 
parameters with the Keysight PXT and the Keysight N6705B with 
WKH1$608PRGXOHLQVWDOOHG
The measurements are useful to both chipset manufacturers and 
mobile network operators, because they can help estimate the 
VPDUWSKRQHjVEDWWHU\OLIHZKLFKLVDNH\SHUIRUPDQFHLQGLFDWRU
for the user.
We offered a list of relevant test cases for developing a smart-
phone power model and discussed how many measurements 
point are needed to repeat and update the model. We also ex-
plored some measurement uncertainties.
Thank you to Mads Lauridsen, Aalborg University for writing this 
application note.
Thanks to Janus Faaborg, Keysight Technologies Denmark for 
supporting this work.
This project was partly funded by the 4GMCT project.
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Appendix C
LNA Survey Details
This appendix contains the details on the surveyed Low Noise Amplifiers (LNAs). The
data is provided in tables C.1, C.2, C.3, C.4, and C.5 while the references are available
at the end of the appendix. As mentioned in section 5.1 the best parameters have been
chosen from each reference. That is the minimum Noise Figure (NF), the maximum
power gain, and the lowest Input Third-Order Intercept Point (IP3). Some LNAs are
narrowband and therefore only report the carrier frequency, while wideband LNAs also
report the bandwidth.
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Table C.1: Details of surveyed LNAs, part 1.
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[nm] [dB] [dB] [dBm] [mW] [V] [mm2] [ GHz ]
[1] 1991 GaAs 300 11.5 2.5 9 13.8 3 3 1.5 1.7 1.6 0.2
[2] 1992 MESFET 1000 19.6 2.2 6 10 5 8.093 0.9 1 0.95 0.1
[3] 1992 GaAs HBT 24 3 7 62.5 5 0.081 0.3 4.8 2.55 4.5
[4] 1993 GaAs 500 18.1 2.8 -11.1 12 3 1.375 1.9
JFET
[5] 1994 CMOS 800 16 2.2 -10 40 5 1.69 0.9
[6] 1995 GaAs HBT 11.1 1.9 11 4 2 0.861 2
[6] 1995 GaAs HBT 16.2 2.9 20.5 72 3.5 5.7
[7] 1995 GaAs 300 12.2 2 5.1 2 2 1.9
[8] 1995 CMOS 800 9.5 2.1 -3 3.8 1.9 0.358 1.9
[9] 1996 CMOS 500 15.6 1.9 -3.2 20 2.7 0.28 0.9
[10] 1996 CMOS 800 10 2.7 -12.5 4 2 2 1.9
[11] 1996 14 1.4 -9 6.6 3.3 0.9
[11] 1996 17.3 1.7 3 37 3.7 0.9
[12] 1997 CMOS 600 22 3.5 -9.3 30 1.5 0.12 1.45 1.6 1.525 0.15
[13] 1997 SiGe HBT 18.3 3.5 -21 9.4 2.5 0.49 6.25
[14] 1997 SiGe HBT 13 2.1 -10.5 9 1 0.56 5.8
[15] 1997 7 4.2 -4 7.7 3.5 2 5.8
[16] 1997 GaAs HBT 1000 24.6 1.3 8 31.2 4 0.09 0 3 1.5 3
[16] 1997 GaAs HBT 1000 11.9 3.1 -3.1 9.425 2.9 0 3 1.5 3
[16] 1997 GaAs HBT 1000 26.1 1.47 9.8 68.06 4.15 0 6 3 6
[16] 1997 GaAs HBT 1000 10.3 2.6 -5 16.24 2.8 0 6 3 6
[17] 1998 GaAs 600 16.5 1.8 -6 6 1 1.615 4.3 6 5.15 1.7
MESFET
[18] 1998 CMOS 800 15 2.8 2 54 3.6 0.865 1.9
[19] 1998 CMOS 350 14.8 1.8 -2.5 9 3 0.9
[20] 1998 CMOS 250 13.8 2 -2 46.5 2.5 0.9
[20] 1998 CMOS 250 16.2 1.85 -7.25 27 2.5 0.9
[21] 1999 GaAs 600 11 1.9 5 13.2 3 0.645 5
MESFET
[22] 1999 FET 400 14.5 1.7 -10 9 3 0.81 5.2
[23] 1999 CMOS 800 14.5 1.2 -1 30 3 0.518 0.9
[23] 1999 CMOS 800 9.4 2 -3.8 6.3 2.7 0.9
[24] 1999 16.8 1.9 5 33.99 3.3 1.9
[24] 1999 16.9 1.8 5 33 3.3 0.9
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Table C.2: Details of surveyed LNAs, part 2.
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[nm] [dB] [dB] [dBm] [mW] [V] [mm2] [ GHz ]
[25] 2000 MESFET 600 12.3 2.4 -13.1 1.2 1 0.6 5.2
[26] 2000 CMOS 17 1.3 -2 12.15 2.7 1.8
[27] 2000 CMOS 350 10.2 1.65 1 29.7 2.7 0.9
[27] 2000 CMOS 350 10 1.75 3 27 2.7 0.9
[28] 2000 CMOS 500 12.2 2.7 -21 17 2 0.66 1.16 0.91 0.5
[28] 2000 CMOS 500 10.7 2.6 -3.8 16 2 0.66 1.16 0.91 0.5
[29] 2001 CMOS 350 17.5 2.05 -6 2.16 2.7 0.9
[30] 2001 CMOS 350 10 1.2 -3 4.95 1.8 0.66 0.9
[30] 2001 CMOS 350 13 1 -1.5 8.55 1.8 0.9
[30] 2001 CMOS 350 15 0.85 1 17.6 1.8 0.9
[31] 2001 CMOS 20 0.79 -10.8 9 1.5 1.23
[32] 2001 CMOS 250 15.1 2.88 2.2 24.3 3 1.1 2.45
[32] 2001 SiGe 15.9 2.86 -2.6 21 3 1.1 2.45
[33] 2001 CMOS 350 7.87 5.6 2.8 12.4 1 5.2
[34] 2002 CMOS 150 12.1 2.77 2.4 4.65 1.5 0.64 2.4
[34] 2002 CMOS 150 14 2.36 -2.2 4.65 1.5 2.46
[35] 2002 SiGe 180 16 1.2 8.415 24 3 2.11 2.17 2.14 0.06
HBT
[36] 2002 CMOS 350 7.2 3.2 6.7 20 1.3 0.651 5.8
[37] 2002 InGaP 23.1 2.17 1.3 28.3 3 0.99 5.25
HBT
[37] 2002 InGaP 3.4 3.41 1.3 14.6 3 5.25
HBT
[38] 2002 CMOS 350 14 2.3 0 10 2.5 0.64 2.45
[38] 2002 CMOS 350 15.5 4.5 5.6 10 2.5 5.25
[39] 2003 CMOS 180 13.1 3.7 -4.7 75 2.45 5.5 3.975 3.05
[40] 2003 CMOS 350 17.5 2.91 -1 12.5 2.5 0.84 0.435
[41] 2003 CMOS 180 11.5 3.4 10 52 1.3 1.6 2 10 6 8
[42] 2003 CMOS 350 18.82 3.9 -3.5 26.4 2 1.865 4.9 6 5.45 1.1
[43] 2003 CMOS 250 15.2 2.7 13.9 23.5 2.5 0.81 2 2.4 2.2 0.4
[44] 2004 CMOS 180 9.3 4 -6.7 9 1.8 1.1 2.3 9.2 5.75 6.9
[45] 2004 CMOS 250 13.7 2 0 35 2.5 0.075 0.02 1.6 0.801 1.598
[46] 2004 CMOS 180 16.7 1.4 -2.6 4.5 1.8 0.192 5.8
[47] 2004 CMOS 90 15.4 2.7 -6.6 20.6 1.2 0.543 5.5
[47] 2004 CMOS 90 9.2 3.6 -7.25 1 0.6 5.5
[48] 2004 CMOS 180 21 2.5 -1 30 3 1.8 3 10 6.5 7
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Table C.3: Details of surveyed LNAs, part 3.
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[nm] [dB] [dB] [dBm] [mW] [V] [mm2] [ GHz ]
[49] 2005 CMOS 180 9.2 4.5 -15 0.9 0.6 0.946 5
[50] 2005 CMOS 180 8.6 4.2 1.8 9 1.3 1.16 0.03 6.2 3.115 6.17
[51] 2005 CMOS 130 19 3 1 11.7 1.8 0.1 6.5 3.3 6.4
[52] 2005 CMOS 180 9.8 2.3 -7 12.6 1.8 0.9 2 4.6 3.3 2.6
[53] 2005 CMOS 130 11 2.2 -8.2 4.8 1.2 0.9 3 10.7 6.85 7.7
[54] 2005 CMOS 180 15.4 0.9 -2.5 11 1.5 1 2.6 1.8 1.6
[54] 2005 CMOS 180 17.9 1.6 -4.5 13.2 1.5 2.7 5.4 4.05 2.7
[55] 2005 CMOS 130 13 4 -10.2 0.72 1.2 2.6 0.1 0.93 0.515 0.83
[56] 2005 CMOS 250 8 3.3 0.4 3.6 2 0.398 5.2
[56] 2005 CMOS 250 11 2.17 0.3 10 2 5.2
[57] 2005 CMOS 180 10.2 3.68 -1 7.2 1 1.2 2 10.1 6.05 8.1
[58] 2005 CMOS 180 8 2.9 -3.4 21.6 1.8 0.760 3.1 10.6 6.85 7.5
[59] 2005 CMOS 180 9.7 4.5 -6.2 20 1.8 0.585 1.2 11.9 6.55 10.7
[60] 2005 CMOS 180 8 2.9 -3.4 19.8 1.8 0.760 3.1 10.6 6.85 7.5
[61] 2006 CMOS 130 4.5 6.3 -10.5 0.16 0.6 2 3
[61] 2006 CMOS 130 9.1 4.7 -11 0.4 0.6 3
[62] 2006 CMOS 180 14 2.2 -2.87 15 1.8 3 10.6 6.8 7.6
[63] 2006 CMOS 180 8.6 4.2 3 9 1.3 1.16 0.040 7 3.52 6.96
[64] 2006 CMOS 130 13 4 -10.2 0.72 1.2 2.6 0.1 0.930 0.515 0.830
[65] 2006 CMOS 180 15 2.2 -9 7.68 1.2 0.629 3 5 4 2
[66] 2006 CMOS 180 12.02 4.7 -12 10.57 1.5 0.665 3.1 10.6 6.85 7.5
[67] 2006 CMOS 130 9.5 3.5 -0.8 16.5 1.5 1.08 2 4.6 3.3 2.6
[68] 2006 CMOS 90 10.6 4 -8 8 1.2 0.77 2.5 4 3.25 1.5
[69] 2006 CMOS 90 25 1.9 -14 42 2.7 0.025 0.5 8.2 4.35 7.7
[70] 2007 CMOS 130 11.2 2.7 -2.7 1.9 1.2 0.2 3.8 2 3.6
[70] 2007 CMOS 130 10.5 2.735 -2.7 1.9 1.2 0.2 6.2 3.2 6
[71] 2007 CMOS 180 18 4.6 -12.8 32.4 1.8 1.338 0.935 0.96 0.9475 0.025
[71] 2007 CMOS 180 24 4.43 -15.3 32.4 1.8 1.805 2.483 2.144 0.678
[71] 2007 CMOS 180 23 4.42 -14.7 32.4 1.8 5.15 5.825 0.5488 0.675
[72] 2007 CMOS 180 14.8 3.1 3 13.4 1.2 0.331 2 11.5 6.75 9.5
[73] 2007 CMOS 65 15.6 3.5 0 21 1.2 0.009 0.2 5.2 2.7 5
[74] 2007 CMOS 130 15.1 2.5 -8.5 9 1.2 0.87 3.1 10.6 6.85 7.5
[75] 2008 CMOS 90 16.5 2.5 -10 9.2 1.2 0.007 0 6.5 3.25 6.5
[76] 2008 CMOS 180 11.3 3.9 5 30 1.2 0.684 2.2 9 5.6 6.8
[77] 2008 CMOS 130 8.15 2.5 -4 10.68 1.2 0.435 3.1 10.6 6.85 7.5
[78] 2008 CMOS 90 8 3.4 -9 16 1.4 0.137 0.1 8 4.05 7.9
[79] 2008 CMOS 180 20.5 3.3 2.7 32.4 1.8 0.12 0.02 1.175 0.5975 1.155
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[80] 2009 CMOS 180 10.23 4.1 -15 0.8 0.6 0.792 5
[81] 2009 CMOS 90 12.7 4.4 -2.5 12.6 1.2 0.35 0.1 20 10.05 19.9
[82] 2009 CMOS 90 10.7 4.3 -2.67 8.4 1.2 0.131 0 22.1 11.05 22.1
[83] 2009 CMOS 180 11.8 3.14 1 22.7 1.9 0.447 2 12 7 10
[84] 2009 CMOS 65 16.5 3.9 -5 36 1.2 0.137 0.1 10.5 5.3 10.4
[85] 2009 CMOS 180 14 3 3 34.76 2.2 0.16 0.048 1.2 0.624 1.152
[86] 2009 CMOS 130 7 3.7 -6.7 17 1.2 0.52 1.9 2.4 2.15 0.5
[87] 2009 CMOS 180 10.5 2 -3.2 3.6 1.8 0.33 0.3 0.92 0.61 0.62
[88] 2010 CMOS 90 13.80 1.7 -7.51 19.31 1 5.725 5.825 5.775 0.1
[88] 2010 CMOS 90 12.89 1.79 -6.22 48.28 1 5.725 5.825 5.775 0.1
[88] 2010 CMOS 90 19.97 2.63 -5.03 56.8 1 5.725 5.825 5.775 0.1
[89] 2010 CMOS 180 16.4 2.1 0 14.4 1.8 0.277 0.04 1.2 0.62 1.16
[90] 2010 CMOS 90 10.68 2.92 4 21.6 1.2 0.139 3.1 10.6 0.685 7.5
[91] 2010 CMOS 130 9.5 2.8 -4.2 5.7 1 0.291 0.2 3.8 2 3.6
[92] 2010 CMOS 180 8.45 2.57 -0.7 12.6 1.8 0.073 1.05 3.05 2.05 2
[93] 2010 CMOS 130 9 4 -8 20 1.2 0.1 5 2.55 4.9
[94] 2011 CMOS 130 13.1 5.3 -12.2 0.6 0.4 0.63 2.45 2.55 2.5 0.1
[94] 2011 CMOS 130 15.2 4.9 -12.6 0.9 0.5 2.45 2.55 2.5 0.1
[95] 2011 CMOS 180 18.2 2.97 -13.6 0.954 1.8 1.5 2.2
[95] 2011 CMOS 180 13.9 5.14 -9.3 0.21 1.5 2.2
[96] 2011 CMOS 90 10 1.43 -1.5 18 1.8 0.06 0.02 1.1 0.551 1.098
[96] 2011 CMOS 90 10.5 1.4 -1.5 18 1.8 0.02 2.3 1.151 2.298
[97] 2011 CMOS 90 11.5 1.85 -2.85 2.8 2 1 0.1 1.77 0.935 1.67
[98] 2012 CMOS 180 14.7 2.9 -11.1 0.79 0.4 1.5
[99] 2012 CMOS 180 11 0.95 5 12 1.5 0.293 5
[100] 2012 CMOS 65 10.5 2.7 -3.5 13.7 1 0.02 0 10 5 10
[101] 2012 CMOS 130 9.4 2.8 -4.3 2.79 1.2 0.61 2.45
[101] 2012 CMOS 130 18.9 3.8 -5.6 2.79 1.2 0.36 6
[102] 2012 CMOS 180 11.75 2.2 0 15.3 1.8 0.105 0.32 1 0.66 0.68
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Table C.5: Details of surveyed LNAs, part 5.
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[103] 2013 CMOS 130 15.4 1.74 4.09 5.16 0.6 0.691 0.9
[104] 2013 CMOS 180 11.21 3.22 -9 0.798 0.6 0.461 5.8
[105] 2013 CMOS 65 12 2.8 4 18 1.4 0.4 0 9.5 4.75 9.5
[106] 2013 CMOS 180 16.5 1.33 19 10.8 1.8 0.43 0.047 0.862 0.666 0.392
[107] 2013 CMOS 180 10 4.8 -22 0.336 0.6 0.61 4.55 5 4.775 0.45
[108] 2013 CMOS 180 12.25 3.5 -1 1.28 0.6 5
[109] 2013 CMOS 130 23.8 1.6 -9.7 5.3 1.2 0.1 2 1.05 1.9
[110] 2013 CMOS 130 21.9 3 -8.6 6.2 1.2 0.1 5.9 3 5.8
[110] 2013 CMOS 130 23.9 3.2 -26 2.25 0.6 0.1 1.3 0.7 1.2
[111] 2014 CMOS 90 12.02 3.24 -1.8 9.96 1.2 0.718 1.9 22.5 12.2 20.6
[112] 2014 CMOS 180 24.1 1.7 8.75 6.53 1 2.4
[113] 2014 CMOS 130 14.3 3 -2.4 36 1.2 0.4 11.5 5.95 11.1
[114] 2014 CMOS 180 12.9 3.4 15 6.8 1.8 0.341 2
[115] 2014 CMOS 180 10.8 5.5 -6.4 6.4 1.1 0.97 3.1 10.6 6.85 7.5
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Appendix D
Limited Functionality Mode
Concept
In this appendix the Limited Functionality Mode concept is described. It is applicable
to both Device-to-Device (D2D) and Machine Type Communication (MTC), and since
the latter was described in section 6.1.2 this section provides a brief overview of D2D
before the concept is presented.
D2D is becoming a hot topic in wireless communications and actually Third Gen-
eration Partnership Project (3GPP) has already initiated a study item for Long Term
Evolution (LTE) release 12 [178]. Due to backwards compatibility issues it is thus
expected that the full potential will not be released before Fifth Generation (5G) is
launched [179].
The main principle of D2D is that devices i.e. mobile terminals communicate directly
in the sense that the data path is not routed via the serving Access Point (AP). This
is very useful for proximity based services such as gaming, local advertising and social
services and therefore it is also closely related to MTC. One common area for these
techniques is Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication, which can be used to improved
traffic safety by letting the vehicles distribute warnings about queues, accidents etc.
The D2D concept is also useful if the normal cellular infrastructure is damaged, e.g. by
an earthquake, and this is what 3GPP has focused on [178]. In this scenario mobile
terminals can distribute safety advice to users who are out of coverage of the functioning
APs. It may also be beneficial for reducing signalling overhead if for example a group of
mobile terminals in a bus or train all are to perform a handover to the same AP, [180].
In this scenario one mobile terminal may receive the required AP parameters and relay
them to the mobile terminals within its proximity. The D2D concept may also apply
Network Coding, [181] if for example multiple mobile terminals are to receive the same
data. This could be the case if they are attending a sports event and all wish to receive
up-to-date statistics and watch replays. The combination of D2D and Network Coding
entail the mobile terminals can form a cooperation and each receive a part of the data
after which they can share and combine to receive the full transmission, and this has
also been shown to reduce the average power consumption [182].
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The D2D communication can be either inband or outband, [180]. The inband com-
munication can be underlayed, using the same spectrum resources as regular data trans-
fers, or overlayed using dedicated resources, and all devices should therefore be able to
apply it. The underlayed inband can obviously improve the spectral efficiency because
it may reuse the spectrum resources, but it also poses challenging interference problems
if the AP is not in control of transmit power control and scheduling.
According to [179] there are four main types of D2D; the first is relaying data from
one mobile terminal via another to the AP if coverage is bad for the first mobile terminal.
The D2D link can either be established via the AP or the mobile terminals as illustrated
in figures D.1a and D.1b respectively. The third and forth types are direct D2D where
the mobile terminals exchange data while the link is either established via the AP or
directly between the mobile terminals as illustrated in figures D.1c and D.1d respectively.
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Figure D.1: D2D methods for relayed and direct data transfer, based on [179].
Given the 5G concept’s frame structure with variable link direction it is easy to
accommodate the AP established links, but since the uplink is contention based mobile
terminals (see figure 4.9) will also have to rely on requesting permissions to transmit
via the AP. Allowing the mobile terminals to control it would cause collisions i.e. un-
controlled interference in uplink. Another issue is the security because the AP and the
core network may not be involved in the transfer, but this can also be seen as an advan-
tage since the data will no longer be routed via the Internet. Other issues are handling
mobility of the mobile terminals and pricing the D2D when the AP is only facilitating
the transfer but not performing it as illustrated in figures D.1a and D.1c, [179]. The
main advantage of D2D is the capacity gain which can be achieved if the regular cellular
users and the D2D users can share the licensed spectrum.
Since D2D is expected to be proximity driven it entails the mobile terminals may
use a lower transmit power, to save energy, and achieve higher data rates, because the
path loss is smaller. Finally the latency may also be lower because the two ends are
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closer to each other avoiding long Internet routing lines. This is especially important
for low-latency applications such as V2V and gaming, but the short 5G frame should
be able to handle such a requirement.
Note that currently WiFi and Bluetooth (BT) can be used for D2D but in unlicensed
bands where there is limited management of interference and no guarantee of Quality
of Service (QoS), [179].
One key issue that has not been addressed is the time it takes to set up secure
connections between devices in LTE. Security is important, but in some cases the data
may have less strict requirements or the environment may provide security due to close
proximity and therefore it may be possible to reduce the security to reduce latency and
save energy. In the next section a concept is proposed to allow for these trade-offs.
D.0.1 The Concept
In this section a new mobile terminal mode, which is positioned between LTE’s Radio
Resource Control (RRC) connected and idle mode, is proposed. The target is to reduce
the ON time of the mobile terminal by reducing the time spent on authentication with
the core network. In principle it can be applied in both LTE and 5G, but it is especially
important for the latter because it has been defined to be always ON and thus efficient
methods to mimic this behaviour are needed. The concept has been filed for patenting,
but a reference cannot be provided due to confidentiality requirements.
Due to the expected increase in MTC traffic the data transfers will often consist
of short and in-frequent messages. This does not fit LTE’s Discontinuous Reception
(DRX) functionality well, when the time between messages is longer than 2.56 s which
is the maximum DRX Long Period (DRX LP) in LTE. Note the maximum length for
5G DRX is still undefined. The User Equipment (UE), with infrequent traffic, may
therefore be pushed to RRC idle mode, but this will cause the Evolved Node B (eNB)
and the UE to discard the keys used for secure communication, [183]. The next time
the UE has a message to transfer it needs to establish a new secure connection with the
eNB, and possibly also with the core network using the Mobility Management Entity
(MME), which manages the control plane connection and the radio bearers between the
user and the core network. The user plane data bypasses the MME and is managed by
the System Architecture Evolution Gateway, but this can only occur after the security
has been set up with the MME. The gateway is connected to the external networks e.g.
the Internet via the Packet Data Network Gateway [59].
The procedure for establishing a secure connection the first time the UE connects
to an LTE eNB is illustrated in figure D.2 and the following description is based on
[60, 184, 185, 186]. Step 1 for the UE is to select a Random Access Preamble and
send it on the Random Access Channel to the eNB. The preamble is connected with a
Random Access Radio Network Temporary Identifier (RNTI), which is used by the UE
to identify the response sent by the eNB on the Physical Downlink Control Channel
(PDCCH). Provided the UE detects the message in the PDCCH it will know where
to receive the Random Access Response, step 2, in the time-frequency slots of the
Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH). The response includes timing alignment
for subsequent uplink transmissions, uplink resource grants for the next messages, and
the Cell RNTI, which is a unique identifier for the UE in the specific cell.
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Step UE eNB MME Comments
1 UE selects and sends Random Access Preambleand is identified with RA-RNTI.
2
eNB responds with a C-RNTI, timing advance
info, and possibly an uplink resource grant
3 UE requests to become RRC Connected
4
eNB responds with a configured SRB and up-
link configurations
5
UE confirms the RRC Connection is setup and
piggebacks the following message
6 UE sends information about its security capa-bilities
7
MME sends a random number and an authenti-
cation parameter.
8
UE computes the response based on the re-
ceived values and a secret key stored in the
SIM
9
MME initiates NAS security setup and eNB
transfers algorithm information and security
keys
10
UE checks the keys and configures integrity and
encryption of the subsequent NAS communica-
tion
11
eNB initiates AS security setup and transfers
algorithm information and security keys
12
UE checks the keys and configures integrity and
encryption of the subsequent AS communica-
tion
13 Data Radio Bearers can now be used to trans-fer data secure
Random Access Preamble
Random Access Response
RRC Connection Request
RRC Connection Setup
RRC Connection Complete
NAS message
Authentication Request
Authentication Response
NAS Security Mode Command
NAS Security Mode Complete
AS Security Mode Command
AS Security Mode Complete
Configure Bearers & Transfer Data
Figure D.2: Flow for establishment of connection and security in LTE. Based on [184, 60, 185].
In step 3 the UE will request to become RRC connected using the allocated uplink
resource. The UE will also detail why it wants to connect e.g. to perform a voice call.
In step 4 the eNB confirms the RRC connection setup by creating the Signalling Radio
Bearer, which is used to transfer subsequent RRC messages. The response also contains
uplink configuration information such as details on the applied Transmit Power Control.
The RRC connection setup is complete when the UE confirms it in step 5. This message
will also contain a Non-Access Stratum (NAS) message in which the UE informs the
MME about its security capabilities, marked as step 6 in figure D.2. The NAS is a
collection of functions and protocols used for communication between the UE and the
core network, which are not targeted a specific Radio Access Technology (RAT), as
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opposed to the Access Stratum (AS) which are for a specific RAT. The MME will then
contact the Home Environment, which stores a secret key that is also programmed in
the UE’s Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card. Using the secret key K several other
keys, refer to [183, Chapter 14] for the full list, are derived and forwarded to the MME.
In addition to the keys an authentication token, a random number, and an expected
response is also generated. In step 7 the eNB receives the authentication token and the
random number and forwards them to the UE, which by using the same secret key K
of the SIM card can compute a result which is used in the response in step 8.
Provided that the UE’s computed response matches the expected response the MME
considers the UE to be authenticated. Therefore the MME will proceed with the NAS
security setup in step 9 by transferring the identifier for the Access Security Management
Entity key, derived from key K, to the UE and information about the encryption and
integrity algorithms. By using the identifier the UE can lookup the correct key and
derive the required keys for the encryption and integrity algorithms and finally respond
with an encrypted and integrity protected message in step 10. The encryption entails
only the receiver is able to decode the message using a secret key, while the integrity
entails the receiver can verify that the received message is the same as the transmitted
message.
Because NAS security is now installed the MME provides the eNB with keys used to
secure the RRC and user plane signalling between eNB and the UE i.e. the AS. Therefore
the eNB forwards the key identifier and information about the encryption and integrity
algorithms to the UE in step 11. The UE will then apply a similar procedure as in step
10 and respond with an encrypted and integrity protected message in step 12. Now
that the UE is able to communicate securely with the MME using NAS and the eNB
using AS it is possible to configure radio bearers for data transmission as indicated in
step 13.
When the UE at some point releases the RRC connection and enters idle mode the
UE and the eNB must delete all the keys that are related to the user plane and RRC
signalling while the NAS related keys may be kept in the MME and the UE, [183]. This
entails that the UE, which performs infrequent transmissions has to perform many of
the steps of figure D.2 whenever it has to transfer data after returning from idle mode.
Furthermore re-authentication with the MME is estimated to occur approximately every
30 minutes thus the UE is forced to perform all steps again. This is similar to 3G where
the UE must also be authenticated and have the Cell RNTI before it can transfer
data. Thus for the existing RATs a single data transfer, after being idle, will entail the
activities illustrated in figure D.3.
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Figure D.3: Activity for a data transfer in LTE when the UE has been RRC idle.
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Because the amount of traffic may be small the overhead of the authentication and
security setup can become significant and thus lead to higher power consumption. There-
fore a new RRC mode, called Limited Functionality, is proposed for 5G where the target
is to outsource the authentication and security setup such that the mobile terminal can
quickly transfer the data to the AP and return to the low-power sleep mode. Figure
D.4 illustrates one possible implementation where the mobile terminal and AP follows
the normal procedure for random access in steps 1 & 2 and in addition requests Lim-
ited Functionality mode. The following step 3 is then to perform a pre-authentication
procedure where the mobile terminal requests the AP to authenticate it towards the
MME and the core network later. Assuming that the mobile terminal previously has
been connected with the MME it can rely on the keys associated to that connection, but
otherwise it may derive a new key using the secret key of the SIM card. Assuming the
AP accepts to authenticate the mobile terminal in step 4, and informs about allocated
uplink resources, the mobile terminal may transfer the data in step 5 after which it can
return to a low-power sleep mode. When the AP has received the data it can initiate a
secure session with the MME on behalf of the mobile terminal in step 6. In steps 7 & 8
the AP and MME may then perform the security setup, which was performed in LTE
in step 7-12 of figure D.2. After the authentication and security is in place the AP may
finally forward the data onwards to the destination, unless it was intended for the AP
itself, in step 9.
The proposed Limited Functionality mode may not be as secure as in LTE, depending
on how the keys are derived, but in some cases the mobile terminal may not need to
forward the data further than the AP and thus less secure transfers may be acceptable.
This is also the reason why the mode is called Limited Functionality, because it does not
allow for high security transfers to be completed nor does it allow the mobile terminal to
wait for responses to the transferred data. Table D.1 contains an overview of the three
proposed mobile terminal modes for 5G; the full functionality mode, which corresponds
to the RRC connected mode of LTE, the limited functionality mode as described in this
section, and the minimum functionality, which corresponds to RRC idle. The mobile
terminal energy consumption increases with increasing functionality because the ON
time increases. The latency, defined as the time it takes for a data transfer to complete,
is long for the idle mobile terminal because the time to set up security is long. The full
functionality mode has the lowest latency, because it is always ON, while the limited
functionality mode has medium latency due to the less secure transfers. Thus the cost to
achieve the trade-off between latency and energy consumption is the lower security, but
this may be acceptable in a spatially limited Ultra-Dense Small Cell (UDSC) scenario,
such as a hospital or a private home. Furthermore some data transfers may also accept
lower security.
One example of data transfers with lower security requirements is the updates the
mobile terminal sends to the AP about its current capabilities, which may have changed
due to a low battery level or the connection with a power plug. Other examples are
the measurement reports the mobile terminal sends with information about the receive
power strength from other APs and mobile terminals, and when the mobile terminal
requests a different sleep/paging pattern. It may also be possible for the mobile terminal
to send a less secure Tracking Area Update, when it has moved into a new coverage
area. For simplicity the mobile terminal may just inform the new AP about which AP
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Step MT AP MME Comments
- MT has previously registered with the AP and
MME
1
MT selects and sends Random Access Preamble
and requests Limited Functionality mode
2
AP responds with a C-RNTI, timing advance
information, and uplink resource grants for pre-
authentication
3
MT requests pre-authentication by responding
with a key, possibly calculated based on previ-
ous MME communication otherwise on SIM
4
AP accepts to perform authentication on the
MT’s behalf, and allocates uplink resources
5 MT transfers data to AP
6
AP sends information about the MT’s security
capabilities if needed
7
MME sends authentication, NAS, and AS secu-
rity requests
8 AP responds and authenticates on behalf of theMT
9 AP transfers the buffered data onwards ifneeded
Random Access Preamble
Random Access Response
Previous communication
Pre-Auth Request
Pre-Auth Response
Data
Security message
Security Mode Command
Security Mode Complete
Data
Figure D.4: Proposed flow for establishment of connection and security in 5G. Mobile terminal is
denoted MT.
it was previously connected to, after which the new AP can obtain relevant information
about the mobile terminal from the previous AP.
Assuming the Limited Functionality mode is implemented in 5G the activity for a
data transfer, after exiting idle mode, will be as illustrated in figure D.5. The activity
drawing assumes the mobile terminal has already registered with the MME and thus it
just performs pre-authentication and transfers data to the AP after which it returns to
a low-power sleep mode. Next the AP will authenticate on behalf of the mobile terminal
and forward the data to the right entity, and because these operations take place using
a backhaul they may be performed faster e.g. if the connection is fiber based. If the
mobile terminal is not registered with the MME it has to follow a procedure similar to
figure D.2.
As mentioned earlier the MME of LTE requires re-authentication approximately
every 30 minutes, but this limit has not yet been defined for 5G. It is assumed that
after the mobile terminal has completed the pre-authentication the subsequent data
transfers can occur immediately after the mobile terminal exits idle mode as illustrated
in figure D.6 and thus reduce latency and power consumption further. This behaviour
resembles the use of DRX in RRC connected mode, but allows for much longer sleep
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Table D.1: Proposed mobile terminal modes in 5G.
Mode Connection Functionality Latency Energy Con-
sumption
Full (RRC
connected in
LTE)
Terminal is con-
nected to MME
and core network
via the AP
Data transfer and ex-
change of network
and terminal settings
Low, due to al-
ways ON
High, due to
long ON time
and limited
DRX
Limited Terminal is con-
nected to AP
Less secure data
transfer and ex-
change of network
and terminal settings
Medium, due
to fast data
dump
Medium, due to
the short ON
period
Minimum
(RRC idle in
LTE)
Terminal periodi-
cally wakes up and
scans the network
Reception of paging
messages and mea-
surements on other
network entities
High, due to
the set up of se-
curity
Low, due to ex-
tended use of
sleep
Time
MT Activity
Sleep
W
ak
e
up
Pre-Auth
Transfer
data P
ow
er
dow
n Sleep
Time
AP Activity
Idle
Receive
pre-Auth
Receive
data
Initiate session &
authenticate
Transfer
data
Idle
Fast oper-
ations on
backhaul
interface
Figure D.5: Activity for a data transfer in 5G assuming the mobile terminal has been in idle (minimum
functionality) mode, and that the initial registration with the MME has occurred previously.
periods than what is currently standardized for DRX.
The Limited Functionality mode is expected to provide some improvement in energy
consumption because less handshaking procedures are required as compared to the cur-
rent modes of LTE. As illustrated in figure D.2 13 steps are needed in LTE to make the
initial registration with both MME and eNB, while this number is reduced to 8 steps if
the mobile terminal has previously communicated with the MME. Figure D.4 illustrates
that this number, after MME registration, is reduced to 5 and 3 steps depending on
whether pre-authentication is needed. Thus the ON time is approximately reduced by
half for short data transmissions. Referring to the discussion on battery life as a function
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Time
Sleep
Pre-Auth Transfer data
Sleep
Transfer data
Sleep
Transfer data
Sleep
MT is authenticated
before first transfer
MT is already authenticated and starts
transfer immeadiately
Figure D.6: Data transfer procedure in 5G after initial pre-authentication.
of number of receptions and transmissions in section 6.2 it was shown in figure 6.11 that
the number of transmissions dominates the battery life even when there is less than one
transmission per 10th second when the number of receptions is comparable. Therefore
the halved ON time related to transmissions using Limited Functionality mode will have
a positive effect on battery life.
Besides the direct communication between mobile terminal and AP the proposed
concept also provides power consumption benefits for D2D, where a trusted man-in-
the-middle can be used as an authentication assistant to forward data from mobile
terminals to the AP. One example is illustrated in figure D.7 where a patient’s health
is being monitored using multiple sensors. Assuming that the sensors are in limited
functionality mode they may let a data collector device, carried e.g. by a nurse on ward
round, perform authentication and forwarding of the collected data in one package to
the main AP. This scenario is expected to be a secure environment where the low power
consumption of the sensors, which e.g. can be based on patches, is of importance. In
Patient
Respiration
Heart rate
Pulse
User group A
Device carried by nurse
Authentication agent
Data collector
User group B
Collected data and control signals
System node
The AP
Figure D.7: Use of an authentication assistant and data collector in a D2D scenario with limited
functionality mode.
general the concept allows nodes in one user group; A in figure D.7, which is in close
proximity to another group of nodes; B in the figure, to forward the data to these nodes
and let them authenticate the first group’s nodes towards the AP.
To conclude this section a new mobile terminal mode has been presented, which is
positioned between LTE’s RRC connected and idle mode. The idea is to allow certain
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less secure data transfers to occur without the mobile terminal performing the full
security and authentication procedure after it exits RRC idle. This can help reduce
both the latency and the power consumption of the transfer because the ON time will
be reduced to half. The concept is especially useful when the data is only concerning
the AP and the mobile terminal, and when applied in secure, close proximity D2D
environments.
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Abstract
In this work a novel LTE user equipment (UE) power consumption model is presented. It
was developed for LTE system level optimization, because it is important to understand
how network settings like scheduling of resources and transmit power control affect the
UE’s battery life.
The proposed model is based on a review of the major power consuming parts in an
LTE UE radio modem. The model includes functions of UL and DL power and data
rate. Measurements on a commercial LTE USB dongle were used to assign realistic
power consumption values to each model parameter. Verification measurements on the
dongle show that the model results in an average error of 2.6%.
The measurements show that UL transmit power and DL data rate determines the
overall power consumption, while UL data rate and DL receive power have smaller
impact.
E.1 Introduction
The gap between available and required energy in battery supplied wireless user equip-
ment (UE) is increasing year by year [187]. The 3GPP LTE standard therefore includes
energy saving methods like discontinuous reception. Unfortunately the available meth-
ods cannot fill the gap, and therefore new methods are investigated to further reduce
the energy consumption. They focus on both optimizing network settings [29] and im-
proving the UE [28], but one critical problem is that valid and comprehensive UE power
consumption models are not publicly available. A model is much needed to evaluate the
potential of new energy saving methods on system level.
For 3GPP, Nokia has presented a power model [61], but it only depends on the Radio
Resource Configuration (RRC) mode, and not data rate and power levels. Another
model was presented in [78], and it describes the Power Amplifier (PA) in details,
but uses a static power for the receiver and is based on WCDMA UEs. Carroll et al.
analysed the consumption of a smartphone in [40], but the level of detail is not sufficient
for optimization on system level. In [188] Li et al. presented a detailed model, but it
only covers the Radio Frequency (RF) parts, and e.g. the PA-model is out-dated. The
chip manufacturers have detailed models based on development platforms [189], but
they are confidential. The recent launch of LTE networks has made first generation
LTE UEs publicly available, hence an empirical model can be established.
In this work a litterature survey was performed to develop a UE power consumption
model. It was fitted to measurements made on a commercial LTE USB dongle using
linear regression. The target was a sparse model, which is robust and transferable as
suggested in [189]. The model can be applied in system level optimization, e.g. to
examine how network settings affect the UEs as in [29], but the model is not intended
for optimization on UE component level. The reason is that the model reflects the
power consumption trends and not implementation specific behaviour. The model is
novel because it describes an LTE UE radio modem and is dynamic in the sense that it
depends on power levels and data rates.
First we present a survey of power consumption in the LTE physical layer and define
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Transmit BB Transmit RF
Supply Duplex
Receive BB Receive RF
PTxBB PTxRF
PRxBB PRxRF
RTx STx
RRx SRx
Figure E.1: LTE UE physical layer
a model in section E.2. Then we present measurement results in section E.3, fit the
suggested model to the measurements in section E.4, and finally we verify and discuss
the model in sections E.5 and E.6.
E.2 UE Model Design
In this section the UE’s power consuming physical layer components are examined one
by one. The purpose is to determine how the components affect the total power con-
sumption. Figure E.1 shows the LTE physical layer components and the UE model
parameters. The envisioned UE model shall depend on receive (Rx) and transmit (Tx)
power levels, uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) data rate, and RRC mode. In the follow-
ing sections the parts in figure E.1 are examined to determine if and how they depend
on the aforementioned parameters.
E.2.1 Transmit Baseband
In the LTE Tx baseband (BB) the main task is to turbo encode user data with Forward
Error Correction codes. Turbo encoding relies on convolutional encoding and generates
a bitstream with code rate 1/3. The Turbo encoding complexity scales linearly with the
amount of data to encode which is set by the Transport Block Size (TBS) i.e. the UL
data rate, but is independent of the UL Tx power [190].
E.2.2 Transmit RF
In general the RF will not depend on the UL data rate, but when the modulation format
is changed the Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) is affected. This entails the PA will
adjust its performance to comply with the Tx emission requirements in [145], such as the
Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio (ACLR), and this may affect the power consumption.
The Tx RF will obviously depend on the UL Tx power. A single PA only has one output
power level where it achieves its maximum energy efficiency, and therefore researchers
develop methods to increase the efficiency at other output power levels. These include
the use of multiple PAs [191], supply voltage and bias switching [78], and the envelope
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tracking concept [192]. The Power Added Efficiency is expected to be stepwise increasing
with output power as each of the methods are utilized.
E.2.3 Receive RF
The Rx RF power consumption is expected to be independent of the DL data rate, but
it will depend on the DL Rx power level. The reason is that the RF contains Gain
Controls and Low Noise Amplifiers, which are used to obtain a certain signal level at
the ADC. If the DL Rx power level is high the gain in the aforementioned circuits can
be reduced, and they may be powered off, to reduce the power consumption [193].
E.2.4 Receive Baseband
The majority of the BB processing tasks’ complexity, e.g. channel estimation and equal-
ization, is independent of the DL data rate. To decode the received user data the UE
applies turbo decoding, which is an iterative algorithm and the most computational
complex task in the digital BB. To support the high data rates of LTE a highly paral-
lelized turbo decoder architecture is required, [194]. The complexity and thus the power
consumption scale linearly with DL data rate [195].
E.2.5 UE Power Consumption Model
Based on the review of the four physical layer parts, the model is defined as follows:
Ptot =midle · Pidle +midle · {Pcon +mTx ·mRx · PRx+tx+
mRx · [PRx + PRxRF(SRx) + PRxBB(RRx) +m2CW · P2CW]
mTx · [PTx + PTxRF(STx) + PTxBB(RTx)]} [W] (E.1)
where P is the power consumption. The subscript tot defines the total consumption,
idle and con the consumption in RRC idle and connected mode, rxRF and txRF the
consumption of the RF part in the Rx and Tx chains respectively, rxBB and txBB the
consumption of the BB parts, and 2CW is related to increased consumption when using
two code words (CW) in DL. The parameters PRx, PTx, and PRx+Tx are included to
model the base power the Rx and Tx chains consume when active. The logical variable
m is the mode, which can be RRC idle, transmitting, receiving, and indicate the use of
2 CW. The Rx and Tx power levels are designated by S, and R is the Rx and Tx data
rate.
E.3 LTE UE Measurements
In order to assign meaningful values to the proposed power consumption model the
authors performed measurements on a commercial LTE USB dongle. The reason for
measuring on a dongle is that it do not include peripherals such as display, general
purpose processor, and other radios (wifi, fm, bluetooth). This is a benefit since the
focus is on the LTE UE radio itself. The downside is that the measurements include
the power the USB driver consumes.
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Figure E.2: Measurement setup.
Table E.1: Measurement parameters. The channel bandwidth was 20 MHz, and the link was loaded
using Fixed MAC test. P is in dBm.
Measu- DL DL PRx UL UL PTx
rement MCS PRB MCS PRB
Rx BB [0, 28] 100 -60 3 75 -20
Rx RF 0 100 [-80, -20] 3 75 -20
Tx BB 5 100 -57 [0, 28] 50 5
Tx RF 5 100 -57 3 100 [-30, 23]
The UE was supplied using the Agilent 6705B DCMeasurement Power Supply, which
was set up to comply with the USB standard (5 V, 1 A). The supply sampled the cur-
rent consumption every 1 ms for 30 s. The measurements were performed as conducted
interference free tests using the Agilent PXT E6621A Wireless Communication Tester,
which emulated a band 7 LTE base station. Measurements were made for SISO and DL
2x2 MIMO as shown in figure E.2.
Based on the setup, current consumption measurements were performed and related
to the proposed model in equation (E.1) by varying one variable at a time. This is illus-
trated in table E.1 where italic fonts indicate the varied parameter in each measurement.
The current consumption as a function of DL data rate was examined by keeping the
DL Rx power level constant and adjusting the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS)
index, and the results are shown in figure E.3. The MCS index was mapped to TBS
using [72]. The mapping also depends on the number of allocated PRBs and the link
direction. Next the MCS was fixed and the DL Rx power varied to examine current as
a function of the DL Rx power, see figure E.4. Similar measurements were made in UL
and the results are given in figure E.5 and E.6. The measurement parameters are given
in table E.1. Note that the measurements in DL were repeated for a 2x2 MIMO setup
using 2 CW. The connected mode current, Pcon, was measured in RRC_connected mode
without scheduled traffic and the idle mode current, Pidle, was measured in RRC_idle
mode with paging messages monitored every 320 ms. Finally a DL Rx sensitivity test
was made, and it showed the UE always utilizes both receive antennas.
The PXT’s Fixed MAC padding test was used to generate data on either PUSCH
or PDSCH. The test exploits that the MAC layer has to multiplex the logical channels
to a MAC Protocol Data Unit (one unit per transport block) [184]. In order to fill the
transport block the MAC layer pads the multiplexed data with random data, and when
a padded transport block is received the padding will be discarded and the remaining
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Figure E.4: Receive RF.
data if any, forwarded to the logical channels. When the Fixed MAC padding test is
initiated by the PXT it will pad the DL stream, fully loading the assigned PRBs. If
there is no other applications running the only payload on the DL channel is padded
data, hence the UE will only send ACK/NACKs from layers below the MAC.
As mentioned in section E.2 the varying PAPR were expected to affect the current
consumption. To examine this a measurement was made where the UE was transmit-
ting QPSK signals (MCS10) and 16QAM (MCS11), and the current consumption as a
function of UL Tx power was measured. Figure E.7 show that the modulation format
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Figure E.6: Transmit RF.
do not affect the current consumption except for UL Tx powers 0 and 10 dBm, where
the 16QAM signal forces the UE to adjust a little earlier than the QPSK signal. This
adjustment is implementation specific and therefore not modelled.
E.4 Model Fitting
The model for each power function in equation (E.1), is derived either as a constant or
a polynomial fit. It is desired that each function reflects the general power consumption
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Figure E.7: UL Tx power measurement for UL QPSK & 16QAM. The lower plot shows the current
difference between the two lines in the upper plot.
Table E.2: Constant Model Parameters in Watt.
Part Pidle Pcon PRx PTx PRx+Tx P2CW
Mode midle midle mRx mTx mTx ·mRx m2CW
Value 0.50 1.53 0.42 0.55 0.16 0.07
trend and not unique implementation specific solutions.
The idle, Pidle, and connected mode, Pcon, are the average powers in each RRC mode
and given in table E.2. The connected mode power is measured without user data in
UL and DL.
The complexity, hence the power consumption, of BB processing in UL and DL are
highly linear dependent on data rate, and therefore they are modeled as first order poly-
nomials.
The receiver and transmitter RF architecture can be based on several diffent tech-
niques as described in section E.2. This makes it difficult to predict a suitable model and
therefore the model selection for transmitter RF and receiver RF rely on curve-fitting.
The polynomial values of the models are found by minimizing the least square error
given as
e =
1
N
N∑
n=0
(p0 + p1xn − Yn)
2 [W2] (E.2)
where e is the residual error, Yn is the measured power, N is the number of measure-
ments, p are polynomial values and x is the input variable. The polynomials and the
corresponding residuals are given in table E.3. Note that Tx RF is composed of two
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Table E.3: Polynomial Model Parameters in Milliwatt.
Part Variable p0 p0-mod p1 Residual e
Rx BB RRx [Mbit/s] 1923 -26.6 2.89 0.08
Tx BB RTx [Mbit/s] 2110 34.5 0.87 0.01
Rx RF SRx [dBm] 1889 -60.7 -1.11 0.06
Tx RF1 STx [dBm] 2004 -71.3 5.50 0.60
Tx RF2 STx [dBm] 1132 -943 117 6.87
RTx
STx
P (RTx, STx)
UL MCS= 3
Pmax = 5
Common
parameters
x
x
x
x
PTx + Pcon
Figure E.8: Example of common parameters for the transmitter.
lines, where Tx RF1 is valid for −30 dBm ≤ STx ≤ 10 dBm and Tx RF2 accounts for
10 dBm < STx ≤ 23 dBm. Because each model has been based on a measurement
with one varying parameter there is an overlap in predicted power, when e.g. PTxBB
and PTxRF are combined, because they both include the power the UE consumes when
actively transmitting. The measurements were made such that the BB and RF functions
share one common set of parameters (same MCS index and power level) as illustrated
in figure E.8. The blue line illustrates the power consumption as a function of the UL
data rate for a fixed UL Tx power (figure E.5), and the red curve illustrates the power
consumption as a function of the UL Tx power for a fixed UL data rate (figure E.6).
The power PTx was then defined as:
PTx = [PTxRF(5 dBm) + PTxBB(MCS3)] /2− Pcon [W] (E.3)
The polynomials are scaled to result in ≈ 0 Watt in the common point. By using
modified p0’s as p0-mod = p0 − PTx − Pcon this is obtained. In this way the polynomial
models comply with equation (E.1) when they are added together with PTx and Pcon.
A similar approach was used on the receiver models, and the results are given in table
E.2 and E.3. The offset PRx+Tx was based on measurement where both Rx and Tx were
active.
E.5 Verification
To verify the model two methods are applied. First the fits in figures E.3-E.6 are evalu-
ated individually by examining the residuals. Next the model is examined empirically,
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Table E.4: Verification, downlink.
PRx DL MCS Pmodel Pmeas Error
-40 dBm
5 1.93 W 1.94 W -0.5%
12 1.96 W 1.98 W 0.8%
20 2.02 W 2.04 W -1.0%
-80 dBm
5 1.98 W 1.98 W -0.3%
12 2.01 W 2.02 W -0.7%
20 2.06 W 2.09 W -1.3%
Table E.5: Verification, uplink.
UL PRB PTx UL MCS Pmodel Pmeas Error
50
-10 dBm
0 1.98 W 1.92 W 3.5%
12 1.99 W 1.91 W 4.1%
15 dBm
0 2.93 W 3.00 W -2.3%
12 2.94 W 3.00 W -2.0%
100
-10 dBm
0 1.99 W 1.92 W 3.1%
12 2.00 W 1.92 W 3.9%
15 dBm
0 2.93 W 3.03 W -3.4%
12 2.95 W 3.03 W -3.0%
i.e. the power consumption of the transmitter and receiver is compared with verifica-
tion measurements. These measurements are made for power and data rate pairs, which
were not used when fitting the models. This approach is shown in figure E.8 where the
green crosses indicate the settings of the verification measurements on the transmitter.
An identical approach is used for verification of the receiver model.
The polynomial fits’ residuals are given in table E.3. The residuals for Tx RF1 and
especially Tx RF2 are larger since the two functions span a larger power consumption
range than the other BB and RF functions. The range for Tx RF2 is e.g. 2.1 W to 3.8
W as shown in figure E.6. Based on the residuals it is concluded that good and valid
fits have been obtained.
The results of the comparison between the model and the verification measurements
are given for DL in table E.4, UL in table E.5, and for the combination of UL and
DL in E.6. The average error for the DL verification is 0.8% hence a good fit has been
achieved. The verification of the UL model resulted in an average error of 3.2%. The UL
model is a bit more inaccurate because the Tx RF model is the most power consuming
part, hence an error in it’s fit will affect the overall result more. The average error for
the combined verification is 2.6% and the maximum error is 6.0%.
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Table E.6: Verification, uplink and downlink.
PRx DL PTx UL Pmodel Pmeas Error
MCS MCS
0
15 dBm
3 2.99 W 3.10 W -3.4%
12 3.01 W 3.09 W -2.9%
-20 dBm
3 2.00 W 1.98 W 0.6%
-40 12 2.01 W 1.99 W 1.0%
dBm
12
15 dBm
3 3.04 W 3.19 W -4.9%
12 3.06 W 3.19 W -4.5%
-20 dBm
3 2.04 W 2.05 W 0.1%
12 2.06 W 2.04 W 0.6%
0
15 dBm
3 3.01 W 3.17 W -5.4%
12 3.03 W 3.17 W -4.9%
-20 dBm
3 2.01 W 2.02 W -0.3%
-57 12 2.03 W 2.02 W 0.2%
dBm
12
15 dBm
3 3.06 W 3.25 W -6.0%
12 3.07 W 3.25 W -5.8%
-20 dBm
3 2.06 W 2.08 W -0.7%
12 2.08 W 2.08 W -0.2%
E.6 Discussion
The goal with the described work was to develop a UE power consumption model for
system level optimization. Because the model is based on measurements on one dongle
and focused on major power consumption trends it cannot be used to optimize power
consumption in individual UE components. The presented model only covers the LTE
radio modem, but if a user wishes to get a complete overview of UE power consumption
it is important to include statistics for the display, general purpose processor, and other
radios.
A critical limitation is that the power consumption in each of the blocks in figure
E.1 cannot be separated because of the integrated circuit design. This entails that when
a DL parameter is examined, contributions from UL, e.g. transmission of ACK/NACK,
will also be included and vice versa.
During the measurements we experienced that the absolute power level depends on
which USB port the UE is connected to. This does not affect the relative trend, but
entails that the absolute values vary about ±10%. Furthermore the implementation
architecture, choice of components, and component tolerance will be different for every
UE model. The most important is however the trend and not the absolute value.
It is important to note the measured UE is of the first LTE generation. This means
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the UE may not be as optimized and adaptive as future UEs from a power consumption
point of view. One important feature the UE is missing is the Discontinuous Reception
mode [184], consequently this is not included in the model.
E.7 Conclusion
A LTE user equipment power consumption model was presented. The model is designed
to assist in system level simulations, e.g. optimization of network parameters, by pro-
viding knowledge of how the settings affect the user equipment (UE). This is important
because the network set up is critical for the UE power consumption.
The model is based on a review of how radio frequency and baseband power con-
sumption depends on signal power levels and data rates. The model was fitted to
measurements performed on a commercial LTE USB dongle. The measurements show
uplink transmit power and downlink data rate greatly affect the power consumption,
while uplink data rate and downlink receive power has little affect.
Verification measurements on the LTE USB dongle show that the proposed model
results in an average error of 2.6% and a maximum error of 6%.
In future work we expect to modify the proposed model to include multiple power
amplifiers in order to examine LTE Advanced proposals such as carrier aggregation,
and multiple transceiver chains to examine MIMO. Furthermore the model shall be
updated to model the next generation of LTE UEs, which are expected to be more
energy optimized.
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Abstract
An LTE smartphone power model is presented to enable academia and industry to
evaluate users’ battery life on system level. The model is based on empirical measure-
ments on a smartphone using a second generation LTE chipset, and the model includes
functions of receive and transmit data rates and power levels. The first comprehen-
sive Discontinuous Reception (DRX) power consumption measurements are reported
together with cell bandwidth, screen and CPU power consumption.
The transmit power level and to some extent the receive data rate constitute the
overall power consumption, while DRX proves to be a very efficient method to prolong
the battery life.
F.1 Introduction
Today smartphone users experience limited battery lifetime, and the trend is not ex-
pected to improve in the future. This is due to an increasing gap between smartphone
battery capacity and the energy required to power a smartphone, [187, 196], using com-
plex telecommunication standards, such as the UTRAN Long Term Evolution (LTE)
standard [197]. This is a major issue because User Equipment (UE) battery life is key to
achieve high user satisfaction [13]. The UE energy consumption depends on the mobile
network setup and therefore a comprehensive smartphone power consumption model is
needed, when system level designers adjust key network parameters.
In previous work smartphone power consumption was examined by running an ap-
plication on the phone, which logs battery discharge [48] or, by measuring the power
drain using external monitoring equipment [196, 109]. All measurements were made
in a live network entailing the authors could not control and record network settings.
However, network trace analysis was applied to estimate some parameters in [45].
In this work we apply network emulators to perform conducted tests and measure
the power consumption using a battery dummy. This entails full control and easy
logging of network parameters missing in the previous work. Furthermore, there is no
power footprint when using external monitoring equipment as opposed to the logging
application.
The general approach to smartphone modelling is to apply submodels covering the
screen, network modem, CPU and other components. In [196, 48] the screen power
consumption as a function of general and pixel brightness, and the CPU power con-
sumption as a function of utilization, and in [48] also as a function of clock frequency,
is examined. Each study briefly examines WiFi but completely disregard the cellular
modem. In this work we show a smartphone’s LTE modem is a major power consumer,
hence it is important to model and optimize.
In [109, 45] measurements on LTE modems are presented, but the power consump-
tion is only reported as a function of receive and transmit data rates. This is problematic
because the power amplifier (PA), as shown in this article, is the LTE modem part which
consumes the most power, when transmitting at maximum output power. The PA also
exhibits the largest power variation and therefore constitutes big potential energy sav-
ings. In addition, [109] claims that switching to a low power idle state will not reduce
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the power consumption significantly. In this study we present what we believe is the
first comprehensive Discontinuous Reception (DRX) power consumption measurements.
The results clearly show that DRX is an important method to prolong UE battery life.
In [45] DRX power consumption is measured, but they report the DRX power consump-
tion to be 1.1 W, where we measure 0.03 W. Furthermore, they do not evaluate how
the DRX power consumption depends on the main DRX parameters On Duration and
Long Period [184]. The only existing detailed DRX model was proposed by Nokia [61],
but based on arbitrarily selected values, which we show do not match well with current
LTE modems. We therefore believe our model can be used on system level to get a
more accurate and realistic view of DRX’s applicability. The work in [25] covers the
basic LTE parameters, but also has its limitations: the UE is a USB dongle, which is
a non-power optimized device, and also uses a first generation LTE chipset, for which
neither the impact of DRX nor that of cell bandwidth (BW) were captured.
First we present the power model design, then we discuss our measurement setup
and results, which mainly focus on the LTE modem. Next, we fit the model to the mea-
surements and validate it. Finally, we discuss the limitations and present a conclusion
and outlook for future work.
F.2 Design of the Smartphone Power Model
In this section, the smartphone power model is designed. It is based on [25] but updated
to include cell BW and DRX in addition to the functions of Transmit (Tx) and Receive
(Rx) power levels (S) and data rates (R) as shown in fig. F.1.
Tx BB DAC Tx RF
Supply Duplex
Rx BB ADC Rx RF
PTxBB PTxRF
PRxBB PRxRF
PDAC
PADC
RTx BW STx
RRx BW SRx
Data
to
trans-
mit
Received
data
Figure F.1: LTE smartphone modem power model. Red dashed lines indicate power consumption
and blue solid lines are input parameters.
The modem power consumption Pmodem is defined as
Pmodem = midle · Pidle +mDRX · PDRX +mact · Pact [W] (F.1)
where m are Boolean variables used to activate certain UE modes. The power consump-
tion variables P are functions of relevant input parameters as defined in the following
section.
The active power consumption model includes transmit and receive Base Band (BB),
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Radio Frequency (RF), and BW power consumption as shown in fig. F.1. Each compo-
nent has an input parameter defining the power consumption:
Pact = Pcon +mRx · [PRx + PRxBB(RRx) + PRxRF(SRx)]+ (F.2)
mTx · [PTx + PTxBB(RTx) + PTxRF(STx)] + PBW (BW ) [W]
The RRC_idle mode power consumption depends on the length of the paging cycle
tpc, because the modem will power on once each period to check if it is paged by the
network.
Pidle (tpc) = (tiA · PiA + (tpc − tiA) · PiS) /tpc [W] (F.3)
where iS and iA indicate the sleep and active parts of the paging cycle. By measuring
the two power parameters PiS, PiA and the active time tiA the average idle power is
estimated.
The DRX power model is a function of DRX Long Period tLP and On Duration tonD,
[184]. The parameters are defined in the sketch of a DRX period fig. F.2. The DRX
Time
Power
tsleep
trise
tsync tonD
ton
tfall
tLP
Modem
active
Figure F.2: DRX timing parameters.
sleep power PDRX is defined to be the average of the power consumed during the sleep
tsleep, rise trise and fall tfall stages and the part of the active period ton, where frequency
synchronization tsync is acquired:
ton(tLP) = tsync(tLP) + tonD [s] (F.4)
As explained in sec. F.3 the PDRX, trise, tfall, and tsync depend on whether tLP ≤ 40
ms. The sleep time is
tsleep = tLP − trise(tLP)− tfall(tLP)− ton(tLP) [s] (F.5)
hence the average DRX sleep power is
PDRX (tLP, tOnD) =
tsleep · Psleep + ER/F+sync (tLP)
tLP − tonD
[W] (F.6)
where ER/F+sync is the energy consumed during trise, tfall, and tsync stages. The PDRX
does not include the power consumed in tonD, this value should be calculated using Pact
in eq. (F.2).
Average power consumption values are used because the model is made for system
level simulations were average parameters are often used instead of Transmission Time
Interval (TTI) level values. If TTI time traces are used Pact is still applicable, but the
average values of Pidle and PDRX are not.
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Table F.1: Device Under Test (DUT) main physical characteristics.
UE1 UE2 UE3
Android OS version 2.3.6 4.0.4 4.0.4
Launch date May ’12 June ’12 Nov ’12
Modem & CPU CMOS node 45 nm 28 nm 28 nm
RF transceiver CMOS node 65 nm 65 nm 65 nm
RF transceiver Part #A Part #B Part #B
Band 4 PA Part #C Part #C Part #D
LTE bands 4,17 4,17 2,4,5,17
Table F.2: Measurement test plan. Cell bandwith 20 MHz, carrier frequency 2145 MHz. Downlink
tests made for 1 & 2 CW.
Test case
DL parameters UL parameters
MCS PRB SRx MCS PRB STx
Rx BB
1 [0,28] 100 -25 6 100 -40
2 0 [0,100] -25 6 100 -40
Rx RF 3 0 100 [-25,-90] 6 100 -40
Tx BB
4 0 3 -25 6 [0,100] -40
5 0 3 -25 [0,23] 100 -40
Tx RF 6 0 3 -25 6 100 [-40,23]
F.3 Conducted Smartphone Measurements
To obtain realistic values for the smartphone power model measurements were carried
out on 3 LTE smartphones. UE2 was selected as the basis for the model. All mea-
surements are performed in a conducted test environment, each UE being placed in a
Faraday cage to ensure adequate shielding from the surrounding laboratory basesta-
tions. UEs are connected to an Anritsu 8820C eNodeB emulator, according to GSMA
TS09 battery life test guidelines, using a dummy battery. UEs are supplied with a
linear, low noise DC power supply, and the UE instantaneous power consumption is
recorded over at least 30 seconds per test point. The UE average power consumption
is then post processed. The power measurement accuracy of the test setup, including
repeatability of the collected data is estimated at ±10mW. UEs are modern, Android
based touchscreen smartphones whose relevant hardware characteristics can be found in
tab. F.1. RF cable insertion losses are calibrated for each UE for both uplink (UL) and
downlink (DL) carrier frequencies. Measurements are performed in band 4 (AWS band)
on DL carrier frequency 2145 MHz. The strategy to derive the UE power consumption
model is based upon [25], i.e. estimate Rx BB, Rx RF, Tx BB, and Tx Rf contributions
by varying one variable, shown in brackets, at a time in respective test cases (TC) in
tab. F.2. For the sake of simplicity, only the results collected in 20MHz cell BW are
presented. Measurements collected for 15 and 10 MHz cell BW are used to validate the
derived UE power consumption model accuracy.
Out of the numerous baseband receiver tasks, for a given cell BW, Turbo decoding
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Figure F.3: Receive BB, test case 1.
activity scales in a linear fashion with the DL data rate [198, Ch.14]. Fig. F.3 clearly
illustrates the linear power consumption increase vs. DL data rate: TC1 stresses the
turbo decoder by varying the PDSCH MCS, while TC2 operates at constant MCS and
increases DL data rate by varying the allocated DL PRB. The TC2 result is omitted
since it has a trend similar to TC1. In both TCs, the Tx contribution is minimised by
using a low RTx and transmitting at minimum power STx. Using 2 code words (CW)
adds a constant offset.
Fig. F.4 shows that the Rx RF chain power consumption increases as the DL carrier
power is decreased, with either one or two sudden power consumption steps. The gain
steps are believed to be caused by Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) gain control. Modern RF
CMOS transceivers [199] implement discrete gain steps in the LNA to deliver the best
compromise between linearity and power consumption. The LNA may be implemented
with two (UE1 & UE2) or three gain (UE3) modes. The gain step may entail a sudden
phase jump, which, if toggled frequently by the Automatic Gain Control loop, may de-
grade the BB demodulation performance. One mitigation technique often used consists
in applying hysteresis on the LNA gain step control. This was observed by decreasing
and increasing the received power during the measurements, but is not shown here for
the sake of simplicity, and since hysteresis won’t dramatically impact the UE power
consumption model. Fig. F.5 shows the Tx BB power consumption vs. the UL data
rate. The Tx BB power consumption is nearly independent of the PUSCH data rate,
hence a constant value can be added to the model. Power consumption steps can be
seen in UE1 (12mW) and UE2 (10mW) when UL modulation toggles from QPSK to
16QAM. It is believed that these are due to PA bias settings to deliver the best com-
promise between Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio (ACLR) and power consumption
performance under the higher Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) of the 16QAM
modulation scheme. The Rx chain power consumption is minimised by selecting a low
DL data rate and maximum DL RF input power. In [109, 45] the power per Mbps is
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Figure F.4: Receive RF, test case 3.
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Figure F.5: Transmit BB, test case 4 & 5.
reported to be higher for transmission than reception, but fig. F.3 & F.5 clearly show
this is not the case.
Fig. F.6 shows modem power consumption is dominated by the PA when STx > 10
dBm. The ACLR power consumption trade-off is handled differently between UEs: the
PA of UE1 & UE2 uses 2 gain modes, while UE3 PA uses 3 gain modes. The ACLR
performance is out of the scope of this study.
While UE2 and UE3 only differ by their PA and front-end architecture, UE1 & UE2
use the same PA and differ by the BB CMOS process and front-end architecture, tab.
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Figure F.6: Transmit RF, QPSK modulation, test case 6.
F.1. Inspection of the PCB layout indicates a lower component count and PCB area
for UE1 than UE2, but it is believed that the PA to antenna port insertion losses are
within a fraction of a dB from one another. It is therefore assumed that UE1 & UE2
power consumption difference is dominated by CMOS process shrink. At transistor
level, CMOS 28 nm can save between 35 to 40 % power vs. CMOS 45nm [200]. From a
system performance perspective, our measurements show a moderate 7 to 11 % savings
at low and high data rates respectively.
F.3.1 Connected Mode DRX
Connected mode DRX measurements were made for long period tLP of 32-2048 ms,
and one result is shown in fig. F.7. The UE was not scheduled during tonD to prevent
triggering of the Inactivity Timer. When tLP ≤ 40 ms the UE powers down fast to a
0.57 W light sleep mode. When tLP ≥ 80 the UE enters a deep sleep mode consuming
only 29 mW, which is close to the modem being powered off. The reason is that the
UE can disable BB & RF including the Local Oscillator, and instead utilize a low
precision oscillator to maintain time synchronization. When the modem awakes it takes
longer to reboot, and in addition it needs an LTE frame (10 ms) to achieve proper
frequency synchronization. This is done by receiving Synchronization and Reference
Signals. Hence when tLP ≥80 ms both trise and tfall are increased, but also ton due to
the re-synchronization.
The measurements were performed for tonD of 1-200 ms, and obviously a long tonD
prevents the UE from reaching the deep sleep mode. If the tonD is selected properly the
time and power values are however independent of the tonD, and the results are given
in tab. F.3.
When tLP = 64 the UE will almost reach the deep sleep mode if tonD = 1 ms, while
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Table F.3: Measured DRX Parameters. Based on tonD of 1 and 6 ms.
tLP Psleep trise tfall tsync ER/F+sync
≤40 ms 570 mW 6 ms 9 ms 8 ms 19.2 mJ
≥80 ms 29 mW 26 ms 21 ms 21 ms 41.4 mJ
Table F.4: Average power difference compared to 20 MHz cell BW.
Cell BW Rx BB Rx RF Tx BB Tx RF Global
10 MHz 146 mW 151 mW 137 mW 148 mW 145 mW
15 MHz 40 mW 45 mW 44 mW 42 mW 43 mW
for longer tonD it only utilizes the light sleep mode. Measurements on other LTE UEs
have shown similar power consumption trends, but the rise, fall and on times are varying
among the UEs and depending on tLP and tonD. When tLP ≤20 ms the UE does not
sleep at all and therefore measurements with DRX Short Period were not performed.
F.3.2 Cell Bandwidth Dependency
To determine the power consumption dependency on cell BW, TC 1, 3, 5, and 6 in tab.
F.2 were repeated for cell BWs of 10 and 15 MHz. Next each measurement point of the
TCs, made using 10 and 15 MHz, was compared with the measurement point of the
corresponding 20 MHz TC, and the average power difference per TC was determined.
The results are given in tab. F.4. The global average is used as a basis for the cell BW
dependency in the power model.
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Figure F.9: UE2 smartphone power consumption. Components are fully loaded.
F.3.3 Other Smartphone Components
The screen power consumption was measured, when the UE was in flight mode and
using both a static and an example of a live tiles background. The result is shown in
fig. F.8, and the power consumption as a function of screen brightness is almost linear.
Turning the screen on costs ∼0.5 W and if the screen is set to full brightness another
0.35 W is consumed.
To examine the relative contribution from the major power consuming components
in a smartphone, measurements were also made to evaluate the CPU and GPU. They
were loaded 100% by using the Android app StabilityTest v.2.7, and the combined
result is shown in fig. F.9. When all components are fully loaded, which is highly
unrealistic, the LTE modem consumes about half of the total power. A scenario where
the modem and CPU+GPU is less loaded is more realistic and in that case the screen,
which in the full load scenario only accounts for 20%, will become more dominant. The
figure however indicates that it is important to continue working on the LTE modem,
especially the transmit PA.
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Table F.5: Idle and basic model parameters.
Pcon tiA PiA PiS PTx PRx
1169 mW 35 ms 290 mW 102 mW 28 mW 38 mW
Table F.6: Polynomial fits. Powers are in mW.
Part Function Comments
PRxBB 1.00 · RRx − 3.51 P2CW = 37.8
PRxRF −0.08 · SRx + 34.5 SRx ≤ −45.5 dBm
PRxRF −0.02 · SRx − 1.23 SRx > −45.5 dBm
PTxBB 5.93
PTxRF 1.18 · SRx + 43.5 STx ≤ 1.1 dBm
PTxRF 1.77 · S2Rx − 8.96 · SRx + 109 1.1 < STx ≤ 15.6 dBm
PTxRF 103 · SRx − 962 STx > 15.6 dBm
PB 0 mW=20 MHz, -43 mW=15 MHz, -145 mW=10 MHz
WiFi was out of scope in this study, but in [47] measurements on a smartphone with
a widely used WiFi chipset are presented. The receive power consumption is reported
to never exceed 750 mW even for as high data rate as 49 Mbps, hence WiFi power
consumption is not a major contributor.
F.4 The Smartphone Power Consumption Model
In this section the model in sec. F.2 is fitted to the data from sec. F.3. The target
is to capture the trend of the smartphone modem and not implementation specific
techniques.
The RRC_idle mode power consumption was measured using tpc =320 ms, and the
derived parameters are given in tab. F.5.
Based on the measurement results polynomial fits are made for each of the 4 functions
in eq. (F.2) by minimizing the least square error. The Rx BB is modelled as a 1st order
linear fit with an offset P2CW if 2 CWs are used. The Rx RF function is divided into
two 1st order fits due to the observed gain adjustments. The Tx BB is modelled as a
constant due to the minor dependency on data rate. The Tx RF is divided into three fits
to model the PA behaviour. The parameters are given in tab. F.6. The measurements
in tab. F.2 were made with only one varying parameter e.g. SRx, but the other Rx
parameter RRx still contribute to the total power consumption when the model is used.
Therefore a common receive point (MCS0, 100 PRB, -25 dBm) was identified and the
average value subtracted from the y-intercept point of the Rx fits. A similar approach
was used on the transmitter. Finally PTx=28 mW and PRx=38 mW were estimated by
comparing the first and second test points of TC 2 and 4 i.e. the UE being allocated
either 0 PRBs or transferring with the lowest data rate.
An empirical verification of the modem power model was made by comparing the
measured power consumption of TCs 1, 3, 5, and 6 of tab. F.2 for cell BWs of 10, 15,
and 20 MHz with the power predicted by the model, which applies the average values
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Figure F.10: Model validation using test case 1,3,5,6 in 10,15,20 MHz BW.
and polynomial fits of tab. F.6. The relative error between the measurements and
the predicted power for each of the 3 cell BWs and 4 TCs is presented in fig. F.10.
They show an average error of 1.0% and a maximum error of 5.5%, which we believe
is sufficient for reasonable assessment of UE power consumption. The DRX and idle
parameters have not been verified by additional measurements.
F.5 Discussion
The presented model is based on UE2, but as the included results on UE1 and UE3
show the power consumption trends are similar for the 3 smartphones. It is however
important to remember that the model is meant for system level simulations and not
examination of individual UE components.
An important limitation is that the measurements are conducted hence circumventing
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the UE’s antennas. Due to lossy antennas the power consumption may differ in real life,
but Over-The-Air measurements are complicated and expensive.
Comparing our DRX measurements with Nokia’s estimated numbers [61], which have
been used extensively in 3GPP and academia, it is interesting to note that Nokia es-
timated the sleep power to be 1/50 of the “active with no data reception”-state. Our
measurements show the ratio is 1/1.8 to 1/35 depending on whether the light or deep
sleep mode is used respectively. Furthermore, [61] estimate the UE can transition from
sleep mode to being active within 1 ms. Our measurements show this transition takes
considerably longer (up to 21 ms for tLP ≥ 80 ms). This entails the benefits of DRX
have been overestimated in previous work, but on the other hand our measurements
also confirm that DRX sleep is key to achieve long battery life.
The comparison with screen and CPU+GPU clearly showed the LTE modem is a major
contributor to the total power consumption, which makes the presented model rele-
vant for future work. Especially because the modem can actively be affected by mobile
network operators by adjusting data rates and power levels via scheduling and power
control.
An interesting topic for future work is an assessment of the minimum number of mea-
surement points per TC needed to achieve the level of accuracy, which we have obtained
with our model. If only a few measurement points are needed the test time can be kept
short, hence the model can easily be updated using new generations of phones. Based
on the measurements in this study and [25] it is obvious that the power consumption is
almost linearly dependent on downlink data rate, and therefore the receive BB power
consumption trend can be captured with as little as 3 measurement points. The re-
ceive RF exhibits UE specific power consumption steps and therefore 5-6 points will be
needed. The transmit BB power consumption is linear besides minor steps, when the
modulation scheme is changed. Since it is known when the modulation scheme changes
4-5 measurement points will be sufficient. The transmit RF is the most power consum-
ing component, and also the one which requires the most detailed analysis, because it
is very non-linear for transmit powers above 0 dBm. Finally the DRX measurements
require quite a few points to determine the behaviour and number of sleep modes used.
F.6 Conclusion
In this work an LTE smartphone power model was presented. The model can be applied
by academia and industry in system level simulations to determine UE energy consump-
tion. This can be an important aid, when selecting one set of network parameters or
another. The model is based on empirical measurements on an LTE smartphone, and
includes comprehensive LTE Connected Discontinuous Reception (DRX) measurements
and also a detailed examination of second generation LTE chipsets. The measurements
show that DRX can help achieve longer battery life because the deep sleep mode power
consumption is less than 1/35 of the active mode power consumption.
Furthermore, a discussion of the chipset evolution is presented. As expected the power
consumption has decreased due to the more efficient transistor technology in 2nd gen-
eration chipsets.
Future work can include measurements on LTE Carrier Aggregation and other vendors’
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chipsets.
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Contributors
Smartphone users struggle with short battery life, and this aects their 
device satisfaction level and usage of the network. To evaluate how chipset 
manufacturers and mobile network operators can improve the battery 
life, we propose a Long Term Evolution (LTE) smartphone power model. 
e idea is to provide a model that makes it possible to evaluate the eect 
of dierent terminal and network settings to the overall user equipment 
energy consumption. It is primarily intended as an instrument for the 
network engineers in deciding on optimal network settings, but could also 
be benecial for chipset manufacturers to identify main power consumers 
when taking actual operating characteristics into account. e smartphone 
power consumption model includes the main power consumers in the cellular 
subsystem as a function of receive and transmit power and data rate, and is 
tted to empirical power consumption measurements made on state-of-the-art  
LTE smartphones. Discontinuous Reception (DRX) sleep mode is also 
modeled, because it is one of the most eective methods to improve 
smartphone battery life. 
Energy eciency has generally improved with each Radio Access Technology 
(RAT) generation, and to see this evolution, we compare the energy eciency 
of the latest LTE devices with devices based on Enhanced Data rates for 
GSM Evolution (EDGE), High Speed Packet Access (HSPA), and Wi-Fi*. 
With further generations of RAT systems we expect further improvements. 
To this end, we discuss the new LTE features, Carrier Aggregation (CA) and 
Enhanced Physical Downlink Control Channel (EPDCCH), from an energy 
consumption perspective. 
Not surprisingly, the conclusion is that having the cellular subsystem ON, 
and in addition, transmit powers above 10 dBm, have the largest eect on UE 
power consumption, and that the combination of high data rates and long 
sleep periods is the optimal combination from a user equipment energy-saving 
perspective. 
Introduction
e battery life of smartphones has become shorter as smartphones have 
become more advanced, both due to slow battery capacity evolution, but also 
due to bigger displays, faster and more processor cores, and more complex 
Radio Access Technologies (RATs).
e power consumed due to use of various RATs depends on the hardware 
and software within the device, and in addition on the RAT network setup. 
To analyze and minimize the power consumption caused by suboptimal 
“The smartphone power consumption 
model includes the main power 
consumers in the cellular subsystem as a 
function of receive and transmit power 
and data rate…”
“…the combination of high data rates 
and long sleep periods is the optimal 
combination from a user equipment 
energy-saving perspective. ”
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network setup, the responsible network engineers require a model that 
describes the smartphone power consumption as a function of relevant 
parameters.
In recent literature the smartphone power consumption has been studied 
either by running a meter application on the phone[1][2] or by using a dummy 
battery[3][4][5], which logs the current drain. e latter option seems to be 
the best because it does not introduce any additional signal processing and 
hardware routines in the smartphone. In some articles, the authors[4][2] have 
connected the smartphone to a live, commercial network, while others have 
performed conducted tests using a base station emulator in a laboratory.[3][5] 
e emulator setup is preferable because it provides the full control and 
logging of all relevant network parameters such as resource allocation and 
power levels, while also being a realistic “live” connection.
Few public measurements of LTE smartphones are available, and most of 
the literature unfortunately only reports power consumption for a limited 
number of parameters. One article[4] provides the power consumption as a 
function of data rates, but with no information about the transmit (Tx)  
and receive (Rx) power levels, while another[5] only reports power 
consumption as a function of Tx power. erefore we decided to provide a 
new model, which includes the most relevant network parameters, that is 
Tx and Rx power levels and data rates. Our rst LTE power model[6] was 
based on commercial Universal Serial Bus (USB) dongles, which were not 
optimized for low power consumption, but the model did not include DRX 
and cell bandwidth. erefore we presented an updated model[3] where 
the power consumption of three dierent LTE smartphones, commercially 
available in fall 2012, was examined. Comparing our dongle and 
smartphone measurements, it is clear that the cellular subsystems develop 
fast and that the power consumption improves with each generation. 
erefore it is of interest to examine how it has evolved with the launch of 
the latest LTE chipsets. 
In this article we present our recent measurements on LTE smartphones and 
compare with the previous generations.[3][6] We also discuss the observed energy 
eciency (EE) improvement and compare it with other wireless RATs. Finally 
we discuss how the LTE power consumption can be lowered in the future by 
use of micro sleep and Carrier Aggregation.
e article is organized as follows: in the next section we introduce our 
smartphone power consumption model, and in the following section, 
“Experimental Assessment,” we present the measurement campaign we have 
carried out to assign meaningful values to the model. en we dene energy 
eciency (EE) and provide a comparison of EE in wireless RATs in the section 
“Energy Eciency Evolution,” and in connection with this we discuss micro 
sleep and carrier aggregation as future power optimization possibilities in the 
section “Energy Eciency Improvements.” In the last section we present our 
conclusions.
“The emulator setup is preferable 
because it provides the full control 
and logging of all relevant network 
parameters…”
“…it is clear that the cellular subsystems 
develop fast and that the power 
consumption improves with each 
generation”
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Smartphone Power Consumption Model
In this section the smartphone power consumption model, originally 
developed for the dongle measurements[6] but also applicable here, is presented. 
e model covers the LTE cellular subsystem and the overall power 
consumption is dened as:
P
cellular
 = m
con
 × P
con
 + m
idle
 × P
idle
 + m
DRX
 × P
DRX
 [W] (1)
where m is a binary variable describing whether the UE is in RRC_connected 
(con), RRC_idle (idle), or DRX mode. e associated P value describes 
the power consumption in the given mode as a function of mode specic 
parameters.
e power consumption model of RRC_connected mode is divided into 
Tx and Rx Base Band (BB) and Radio Frequency (RF) functional blocks, 
which each dene the power consumption as a function of either Tx or Rx 
power levels (S) and data rates (R). e model, sketched in Figure 1, was 
divided into those blocks[6] because they each have a distinct parameter, 
for example, transmit power S
Tx
 in the Tx RF, which primarily aects the 
power consumption of that block. erefore the power consumption can be 
measured independently of the other blocks’ contributions by varying the 
block-specic parameter. Our empirical measurements[3][6] have consolidated 
this division.
“The power consumption model of  
RRC_connected mode is divided into 
Transmit and Receive Base Band  and 
Radio Frequency  functional blocks…”
“…the power consumption can be 
measured independently of the other 
blocks’ contributions by varying the 
block-specific parameter.”
Figure 1: /7(VPDUWSKRQHFHOOXODUVXEV\VWHPSRZHUPRGHO
6RXUFH0DGV/DXULGVHQ$DOERUJ8QLYHUVLW\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e RRC_connected mode power consumption is:
P
con
 = P
on
 + m
Rx
 × (P
Rx
 + P
RxBB
(R
Rx
) + P
RxRF
(S
Rx
)) + m
Tx
 × 
(P
Tx
 + P
TxBB
(R
Tx
) + P
TxRF
(S
Tx
)) [W] (2)
e constants P
on
, P
Rx
, and P
Tx
 describe the power consumed when the cellular 
subsystem is ON, the receiver is actively receiving, and the transmitter is 
actively transmitting, respectively.
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In RRC_idle mode the UE is mainly in a low-power sleep mode. It wakes 
up periodically to see whether there is an incoming paging message from the 
network. e period is dened by the network-controlled paging cycle t_pc. is 
behavior resembles the DRX power consumption, and therefore the DRX model, 
which is presented in the next section, is used to calculate RRC_idle mode power 
consumption P_idle of Equation 1. is is however an approximation because the 
number of tasks required in RRC_idle is far less compared to RRC_connected.
DRX Power Consumption Model
Sleep modes are one of modern RATs’ most important methods to achieve high 
EE. e Connected Mode DRX sleep mode is standardized in LTE, and has 
also been included in recent versions of 3G. e idea is that the UE is scheduled 
periodically by the network, hence it knows when to be active and when it 
can sleep. e LTE DRX allows for periods of 10–2560 ms, so the period can 
be well adjusted to the data type. Furthermore the network can specify how 
long the UE must remain ON during each period, known as the On Duration 
t_onD, and whether it must remain active for a certain period after successfully 
decoding data. e UE power consumption as a function of time, when using 
DRX, could therefore be expected to look as sketched in Figure 2. 
ere are however multiple tasks that prevent the phone from performing as in 
Figure 2. ey include but are not limited to[7]:
 t e use of dierent clocks. In deep sleep mode the UE typically uses a low-
power low-precision 32 kHz crystal to keep track of the System Frame Number 
(SFN), whereas it needs to power on a high-precision clock to achieve a proper 
phase reference for all clocks used when the cellular subsystem is ON. 
 t e wakeup phase. To enable demodulation, the UE obviously needs a 
phase lock of the BB Phase Locked Loop (PLL) synthesizer, but also a stable 
RF subsystem. e latter entails phase-locked RF PLL, stable Automatic 
Gain Control (AGC), programming of channel lters, and possibly a 
calibration of certain components.
 t e synchronization phase. is requires demodulation of LTE’s primary 
and secondary synchronization signals, which are sent every 5 ms, and 
possibly also decoding the Physical Broadcast Channel to get the SFN and 
other basic information. While this is being performed, channel estimation 
is also carried out.
 t Power-down phase. In this phase the UE does not need to perform 
decoding, calibration, or any other time-consuming tasks, but powering 
down the components also takes time, and therefore the phase is included. 
Due to the aforementioned tasks, the LTE DRX UE power consumption is as 
illustrated in Figure 3.
Comparing Figure 3 with Figure 2, you can see that the standardized t
onD
 
remains the same while the sleep time t
sleep
 is shortened due to the introduction 
of the wakeup (t
wup
), synchronization phase (t
sync
), and power-down phase (t
pd
), 
all of which are functions of the DRX period t
LP
,
 
because it is the deciding 
“Sleep modes are one of modern RATs’ 
most important methods to achieve high 
energy efficiency.”
“…the UE is scheduled periodically 
by the network, hence it knows when 
to be active and when it can sleep. 
The LTE DRX allows for periods of 
10–2560 ms…”
Figure 2:,GHDO/7('5;EHKDYLRU
6RXUFH0DGV/DXULGVHQ$DOERUJ 
8QLYHUVLW\
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Figure 3: 5HDOLVWLF/7('5;EHKDYLRU
6RXUFH0DGV/DXULGVHQ$DOERUJ 
8QLYHUVLW\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factor for which sleep power level is used. e shorter sleep time means that 
the average power consumption is increased.
e sleep time is calculated as 
t
sleep
(t
LP
,t
onD
) = t
LP
 2 (t
wup
(t
LP
) + t
sync
(t
LP
) + t
pd
(t
LP
) + t
onD
)[s]  (3)
Combining it with the energy consumed during the wakeup, synchronization, 
and power-down phases E
wup/pd+sync
(t
LP
), the average DRX power consumption, 
excluding the power consumed in the On Duration, is
P
DRX
(t
LP
, t
onD
) = (t
sleep
(t
LP
,t
onD
) × P
sleep 
+ E
wup/pd+sync
(t
LP
))/(t
LP
2t
onD
)[W] (4)
Combining this value with the power consumption and length of the On 
Duration, the total power and energy consumption of a DRX period can be 
calculated and applied in system level simulations.
e DRX model uses average power, and therefore the results cannot be used 
for Transmission Time Interval (TTI) simulations, but only system-level 
simulations with a longer time perspective. Note however that P
con
 is applicable 
on the TTI level.
Experimental Assessment
Each of the proposed model’s functional blocks depend on one specic 
parameter, and in this section it is described how the functions are derived 
using experimental measurements. 
e assumption is that a given block’s function can be assessed experimentally 
by varying the function-specic parameter, such as the R
Tx
 of the Tx BB, while 
keeping the other parameters S
Tx
, R
Rx
, and S
Rx
 constant and at a level where 
they will in"uence the measurement the least. 
e parameters are varied by adjusting the Modulation and Coding Scheme 
(MCS), number of Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs), and Rx and Tx powers  
S. For example the receive data rate R
Rx
 can be varied by adjusting the 
Downlink (DL) MCS and the number of DL PRBs.
A least one test case (TC) is then designed for each of the model’s four functions 
(see Table 1), and to enable a comparison with our previous work[3] the same 
TCs are used. e varied parameter is shown in brackets. We have previously[3] 
applied the TCs in 10, 15, and 20 MHz cell bandwidth. e measurements 
showed a very linear relationship with bandwidth and therefore the TCs are 
only performed in 20 MHz cell bandwidth in this study.
e TCs in Table 1 are furthermore designed such that a common point 
exists. e point uses DL MCS 0, DL PRB 3/4, Uplink (UL) MCS 5/6, UL 
PRB 100, and constant powers. In addition TC 2 and 4 have an initial test 
point using 0 PRBs in either DL or UL. By comparing these three points the 
cellular subsystem ON power P
on
, and the power consumption of having active 
reception P
Rx
 and transmission P
Tx
 can be determined.
“The DRX model uses average power, 
and therefore the results cannot be 
used for Transmission Time Interval 
simulations, but only system-level
simulations with a longer time 
perspective”
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Test Case
Downlink parameters Uplink parameters
MCS PRB S
Rx
MCS PRB S
Tx
Rx BB 1 [0,28] 100 − 25 6 100 − 40
2 0 [0,100] − 25 6 100 − 40
Rx RF 3 0 100 [− 25,− 90] 6 100 − 40
Tx BB 4 0 3 − 25 6 [0,100] − 40
5 0 3 − 25 [0,23] 100 − 40
Tx RF 6 0 3 − 25 6 100 [− 40,23]
Table 1:0HDVXUHPHQWSDUDPHWHUV7HVWVDUHPDGHIRUFHOOEDQGZLGWKRI0+],Q'/ERWKDQGFRGHZRUGV
&:VDUHWHVWHG
6RXUFH/DXULGVHQ0DGVHWDO>@
Measurement Setup
In this study, measurements on two LTE Release 8 category 3 smartphones were 
performed to obtain updated and realistic values for the smartphone power model. 
!e main characteristics of the Device Under Test (DUT) are listed in Table 2. 
!ey are both touchscreen phones running the Android* OS, and are connected 
to LTE band 4 with carrier frequency 2145 MHz (DL UARFCN 2300).
“In this study, measurements on two LTE 
Release 8 category 3 smartphones were 
performed to obtain updated and realistic 
values for the smartphone power model.”
UE1 UE2
OS Android 4.0.4 Android 4.1.2
Launch date June 2012 April 2013
Modem & CPU Part #A Part #B
Modem & CPU CMOS node 28 nm 28 nm
RF transceiver Part #C Part #D
RF transceiver CMOS node 65 nm 65 nm
Band 4 PA Part #E Part #F
LTE bands 4, 17 1, 2, 4, 5, 17
Table 2: '87PDLQFKDUDFWHULVWLFV
6RXUFH/DXUHQW1RsO9LGpRWURQ
UE2 is one generation newer than UE1, which we previously have examined[3], 
and therefore the UEs do not share modem and RF transceiver components as 
indicated in the table.
Power consumption measurements are performed under conducted test 
conditions, that is, the DUT is connected to an Anritsu 8820c eNodeB emulator 
via a pair of RF coaxial cables. A Faraday cage is used to ensure adequate DUT 
RF isolation from surrounding commercial LTE and HSPA+ networks. An 
Agilent N6705B power supply is connected to the DUT via the OEM’s respective 
dummy batteries. Both supply voltage and current consumption are logged with 
microsecond time accuracy over at least 30 seconds per measurement point. Each 
power consumption log is then post-processed on a computer to determine the 
average power consumption. !e accuracy of the measurement is estimated  
at +/− 10 mW in cell-connected mode. !e setup is illustrated in Figure 4. 
“UE2 is one generation newer than 
UE1 and therefore the UEs do not 
share modem and RF transceiver 
components…”
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Note that the use of a dummy battery, and especially the length and diameter 
of the connecting wires, have a non-negligible eect on the accuracy of the 
DRX time measurements, which is dicult to prevent.
Uplink Characterization
!e main contributor to cellular subsystem power consumption is the 
transmitter, and in this section the power consumption as a function of the two 
UL parameters in Equation 2 is reported.
A transmitter is usually composed of a single chip RF transceiver and one 
external power ampli"er (PA). !e PA’s high gain mode is activated when the 
required transmit power exceeds a certain limit, and it entails a major increase 
in power consumption. We have however previously shown[8] that transmitting 
with high power and high data rates may be the most energy-ecient solution, 
depending on the type of data and propagation scenario.
Previous measurements[3][6] on older generations of LTE UEs, including UE1 
of this study, have revealed a major power consumption increase when the 
transmit power exceeds 10 dBm. As illustrated in Figure 5, based on TC 6, 
this is also the case for the new UE2. Comparing the power consumption of 
UE1 and UE2, it is clear that the baseline power consumption has improved 
considerably in UE2. For transmit powers below 0 dBm the improvement is 
in the order of 35 percent. On the other hand, the PA used in UE2 is not as 
ecient as the one used in UE1, since the power consumption gap decreases 
for transmit powers above 10 dBm. !is means the energy savings are reduced 
for high transmit power, but this may not be the case for other UEs because 
the PA is a component, which is available in many versions and designs, and 
because many tradeos are possible when specifying PA performance. For 
further information refer to the discussion in Holma et al. [7] on PAs.
!e blue dotted line in Figure 5 represents the model "t for the functional Tx RF 
block. !e design of the "t and the function’s values are presented in the subsection 
“Model Parameterization.” Observe the blue dotted line is present in the following 
measurement results as well, and that it covers the related functional block "t.
!e 35 percent power reduction between UE1 and UE2 is also observed 
when examining the power consumption as a function of UL data rate as in 
TC 4 and 5, where the transmit power and DL parameters are kept constant. 
!e result of TC 5 is shown in Figure 6, and it illustrates that the UE2 power 
consumption is completely independent of the UL data rate. In some UEs, 
“The PA’s high gain mode is activated 
when the required transmit power 
exceeds a certain limit, and it entails a 
major increase in power consumption.”
“…the UE2 power consumption is 
completely independent of the UL  
data rate.”
Figure 4:0HDVXUHPHQWVHWXSXVLQJWKHH1RGH%HPXODWRU
6RXUFH0DGV/DXULGVHQ$DOERUJ8QLYHUVLW\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including the UE1, a step is observed when the modulation scheme is changed 
from QPSK to 16QAM. e reason is believed to be that certain PAs require 
a dierent bias/linearity setting to deliver the best compromise between power 
consumption and PA spectral emissions. 
“…certain PAs require a different 
bias/linearity setting to deliver the best 
compromise between power consumption 
and PA spectral emissions.”
Figure 5: 6XSSO\SRZHUFRQVXPSWLRQDVDIXQFWLRQRIWUDQVPLWSRZHU
6RXUFH0DGV/DXULGVHQ$DOERUJ8QLYHUVLW\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Comparing the common point (UL MCS 6, UL PRB 100, Tx P -40 dBm) of 
Figure 5 and Figure 6, a maximum dierence of 3.3 mW is observed, so there 
is good consistency between the measurements.
e UL parameter results illustrate how the new UE2 have improved the 
power consumption approximately 35 percent, but also that the choice of PA 
greatly aects the overall power consumption and that it can eliminate the 
advantage obtained by switching to a newer transceiver. 
e results furthermore show that network designers can aim for the highest 
UL data rate without aecting UE power consumption, but that transmit 
powers above 10 dBm must be avoided when possible.
Downlink Characterization
As opposed to the UL, the DL of LTE Release 8 allows for use of Multiple 
Input Multiple Output (MIMO) antenna conguration, more specically 
2x2. Actually all UEs are required to have two Rx antennas, and therefore 
Rx diversity can be expected to be applied for all single-stream receptions. 
Furthermore spatial multiplexing, using two streams, is applicable in favorable 
channel conditions. is can greatly improve the DL data rate, but since the 
examined UEs are category 3, the DL data rate is limited to 100 Mbit/s.[9]
Figure 7 shows the power consumption as a function of received power, based 
on TC 3, and as expected the improvement from UE1 to UE2 is at least  
30 percent. Furthermore observe that UE2 applies a dierent gain adjustment 
scheme. e insert of Figure 7 highlights how the scheme adjusts the gain 
of the Low Noise Amplier in multiple steps in order to ensure a good 
compromise between the amplier’s linearity and power consumption. 
e result of TC 1, used to examine the DL data rate’s eect on power 
consumption, is shown in Figure 8. e Turbo decoding complexity is known to 
scale linearly with DL data rate[10], and this is clearly observable in the gure. e 
decoder power consumption does however not scale with the same proportion 
because increasing the data rate by a factor 10, for example from 5 to 50 Mbit/s, 
only increases the power consumption about 5 percent. is implies it is much 
more energy-e"cient to run at high data rates. is is good for high data rate 
applications such as !le transfers and high quality video streaming.
Finally it is interesting to observe that the use of two CWs only add a constant 
oset to the power consumption.
Comparing the common point (DL MCS 0, DL PRB 100, Rx P–25 dBm) 
of Figure 7 and Figure 8, good consistency is again observed because the 
maximum dierence is 1.4 mW.
e measurements on DL parameters showed the same 30–35 percent power 
consumption improvement as in UL, and that high data rates, similar to UL, 
results in the best EE.
“…network designers can aim for the 
highest UL data rate without affecting 
UE power consumption, but that 
transmit powers above 10 dBm must be 
avoided when possible.”
“…increasing the data rate by a factor 
10, for example from 5 to 50 Mbit/s, 
only increases the power consumption 
about 5 percent.”
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Figure 7: 6XSSO\SRZHUFRQVXPSWLRQDVDIXQFWLRQRIUHFHLYHSRZHU
6RXUFH0DGV/DXULGVHQ$DOERUJ8QLYHUVLW\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DRX Characterization
To examine DRX power consumption, the UEs were connected to the base 
station emulator and Connected Mode DRX was initiated. e DRX Long 
Period (LP) was varied from 32 ms to 256 ms, while the On Duration was 
set to 1 ms. When LP is less than 32 ms the UE does not enter a sleep mode 
at all and therefore DRX Short Period was not examined. Figure 9 shows two 
measurements on UE2 using DRX LP of 40 and 64 ms. 
“When LP is less than 32 ms the UE 
does not enter a sleep mode at all and 
therefore DRX Short Period was not 
examined.”
Figure 9: 8(SRZHUFRQVXPSWLRQIRU'5;/3VDQGPV
6RXUFH0DGV/DXULGVHQ$DOERUJ8QLYHUVLW\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UE1 ≤ 40 ms 570 mW 6 ms 9 ms 8 ms 19.2 mJ
UE2 ≤ 40 ms 346 mW 0.7 ms 0.6 ms 6.7 ms 6.45 mJ
Improvements 39% 88% 93% 16% 66%
UE1 ≥ 80 ms 29 mW 26 ms 21 ms 21 ms 41.4 mJ
UE2 ≥ 64 ms 20 mW 16 ms 10 ms 16 ms 19.3 mJ
Improvements 31% 38% 52% 24% 53%
Table 3:0HDVXUHG'5;SDUDPHWHUV2Q'XUDWLRQLVPV
6RXUFH0DGV/DXULGVHQ$DOERUJ8QLYHUVLW\
Based on the DRX measurements, values for power consumption and duration 
of each phase have been derived. e results are given in Table 3
e light and deep sleep power has improved 31–39 percent. is is as 
expected since similar improvements were noted in the previous sections. e 
ratio between power consumed in the active and sleep modes has however also 
improved from 1.8 to 2.2 and 35.6 to 39.9 for light and deep sleep respectively. 
is means the use of the sleep modes is even more eective.
“The ratio between power consumed in 
the active and sleep mode has improved 
to 39.9 for deep sleep…”
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In addition the wakeup and power-down times have also become shorter 
in the new UE2. In particular, the mode change times for light sleep have 
improved about 90 percent, which means it is much more applicable for short 
sleep periods. Previously it was discussed[3] how Nokia’s widely used LTE DRX 
power model[11] does not correspond well with reality because the active-to-sleep 
ratio was assumed to be 50 and the transition time 1 ms, but the current 
results at least indicate the UEs are approaching Nokia’s estimates. e sub-
millisecond transition time has now been achieved for light sleep, but in this 
case the active to sleep ratio is far from 50. Still the conclusion remains that 
DRX is a key method to improve smartphones’ battery life.
e synchronization time has also improved, but not as substantially as the 
aforementioned times, and the reason is the inherent limitation given by LTE’s 
synchronization structure, where the synchronization signals only appear every  
5 ms. Examining the synchronization phase after exiting deep sleep, it seems like 
there is room for improvement, but it must also be noted that achieving proper 
AGC and a valid channel estimate becomes more dicult when the UE has 
been sleeping for longer, because the old settings and estimates will be outdated.
e 40 and 64 ms LPs were selected for Figure 9 because they represent the 
switching point where UE2 is applying either light or deep sleep. e light 
sleep is used when the LP is short or the On Duration is long, in either way 
eliminating the use of longer sleep periods. Furthermore the use of light sleep 
also represents the lowest energy consumption. is is illustrated in Figure 10,  
where the energy consumption as a function of DRX LP and sleep mode has 
“…DRX is a key method to improve 
smartphones’ battery life.”
“…the inherent limitation given by 
LTE’s synchronization structure, where 
the synchronization signals only appear 
every 5 ms.”
Figure 10:(QHUJ\FRQVXPSWLRQZKHQXVLQJ'5;VOHHSPRGHVDVD
IXQFWLRQRI'5;/3OHQJWK
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been calculated using Table 3. e gure clearly illustrates that deep sleep is 
more energy-ecient for LP ≥ 64 ms, hence the UE sleep settings are well 
chosen in terms of energy consumption. 
Model Parameterization
When developing an empirical model it is important to evaluate how easy it is 
to update with new measurements. In our work more specically the required 
number of measurement points per TC needed to achieve a proper t. We 
previously discussed it[3], but now suggest the Tx BB is modeled using three points, 
since it is linear apart from the minor steps related to modulation scheme change. 
One point at each end of the data rate range is therefore sucient, while a point 
in between is necessary as a sanity check. e Rx BB is also linear as a function of 
DL data rate and therefore three points should be sucient. e Rx RF always 
includes UE-specic gain adjustments, which aect the power consumption, 
and therefore 5–6 points will be required to detect and model the steps of this 
piecewise linear function. e Tx RF exhibits a linear relation up to 0 dBm, thus 
the rst part can be modeled using three points. For higher transmit powers, one 
measurement point per dB increase in transmit power is suggested. e reason for 
this accurate modeling is that the PA is the dominant power consumer.
Based on the above discussion it is clear how the functional blocks of the 
model in Figure 1 must be tted to the measured data presented in the earlier 
subsections on uplink and downlink characterization. Each t, representing 
one function in Equation 2, is based on adjusting a polynomial to the 
measured data by minimizing the least square error. e function of transmit 
power is divided into three piecewise linear sections due to its nonlinear 
behavior, while the function of UL data rate is a constant. e function 
of receive power is also divided into two sections due to the observed gain 
adjustment steps. e DL data rate function is a rst order linear polynomial.
As mentioned earlier, the TCs in Table 1 are designed to have a common point, 
and the mean value of the four TCs in this point is 908 mW. By comparing 
this point with the 0 PRB point of TC 2 and 4, the cellular subsystem ON 
power, the active reception, and transmission power consumption were 
calculated. ese values were then subtracted from the previously determined 
polynomials such that they can be applied in Equation 2 without contributing 
multiple times. e estimated polynomials are given in Table 4 and can be 
directly applied in Equation 2.
For information on how the UE cellular subsystem compares with the 
power consumption of screen, central processing unit (CPU), and graphics 
processing unit (GPU), refer to our previous measurements.[3] We concluded 
that the cellular subsystem contributes to 30–50 percent of the total power 
consumption depending on transmit power, screen brightness, and CPU load.
e accuracy of the model t is examined by comparing each of the 
measurement results with the model’s estimated value. e relative error for 
each test point in each TC is illustrated in Figure 11. e maximum relative 
error is 3.3 percent hence a good t has been achieved. 
“when developing an empirical model it 
is important to evaluate how easy it is to 
update with new measurements.”
“…the cellular subsystem contributes 
to 30–50 percent of the total power 
consumption depending on transmit 
power, screen brightness, and CPU 
load.”
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Part Polynomial Comment
P
TxRF 0.78 × STx + 23.6 STx ≤ 0.2 dBm
P
TxRF 17.0 × STx + 45.4 0.2 dBm < STx ≤ 11.4 dBm
P
TxRF 5.90 × STx
2 
2118 × S
Tx
 + 1195 11.4 dBm < S
Tx 
P
TxBB
0.62
P
RxRF −0.04 × SRx + 24.8 STx ≤ −52.5 dBm
P
RxRF −0.11 × SRx + 7.86 STx > −52.5 dBm
P
RxBB 0.97 × RRx + 8.16
ON 853, 29.9, 25.1 Cellular subsystem, Tx, Rx active
Table 4: 3RO\QRPLDO¿WVLQP:IRUWKH8(EDVHGPRGHO
6RXUFH0DGV/DXULGVHQ$DOERUJ8QLYHUVLW\
Figure 11: 5HODWLYHHUURUEHWZHHQHVWLPDWHGDQGPHDVXUHGSRZHU
6RXUFH0DGV/DXULGVHQ$DOERUJ8QLYHUVLW\
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(QHUJ\(I¿FLHQF\(YROXWLRQ
!e measurements, presented in the previous sections, clearly showed the 
power consumption of LTE UEs have improved with each new chipset 
generation. !e question is how the improvement compares with other 
modern RATs. We use the metric EE de"ned as the number of joules required 
to transfer one bit. In most articles the instantaneous power consumption is 
given as a function of data rate, but this is equal to EE: 
P [W] / R [bit/s] > W × s/bit = J/bit
“The measurements clearly showed 
the power consumption of LTE UEs 
have improved with each new chipset 
generation.”
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Our study is based on a review of power consumption measurements reported 
in recent literature; EDGE, HSPA, and Wi-Fi* 802.11g (Wi-Fi) has been 
reported for an HTC Hero by Wang and Manner[12], Friedman et al.[13] 
analyzed Bluetooth* (BT) 2.0 and Wi-Fi power consumption in a Samsung 
i900*, while Perruci et al.[14] covered BT 2.0, GPRS, HSDPA, and Wi-Fi using 
a Nokia N95. Xiao et al.[15] examined Wi-Fi using both a Nokia N95* and a 
Nexus S*. Our measurements on LTE dongles[6]
 
and smartphones[3] are also 
included. In addition Texas Instruments have reported the power consumption 
of their standalone Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy (BT LE)* chip.[16] Finally 
System-on-Chip measurements on BT LE and ZigBee are reported for UL 
by Siekkinen et al.[17] e latter two studies obviously dier because they only 
cover the RAT chip and not a fully functional phone.
e DL EE is shown in Figure 12 for the examined devices. Usually the power 
consumption is reported as a function of increasing data rate, and therefore 
Figure 12 includes the dependency on both low and high data rates. 
Figure 12:'RZQOLQNHQHUJ\HI¿FLHQF\IRUPRGHUQ5$7V
6RXUFH0DGV/DXULGVHQ$DOERUJ8QLYHUVLW\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e DL EE has generally improved with each RAT generation, as a result of 
improvements in complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) node 
and devices in general, but also due to changes in the technologies used in the 
RATs, such as switching from CDMA to OFDMA.[18] 
“The downlink energy efficiency has 
improved with each RAT generation, 
as a result of improvements in CMOS 
node and devices in general, but also 
due to changes in the  technologies used 
in the RATs …”
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LTE achieves both the highest data rates and the best EE, while Wi-Fi is 
number two in both categories. One interesting observation is that the slope 
between the low and high data rate points is similar for all technologies.
If the target is Machine Type Communications (MTC), with low data rate, 
none of the systems seem optimal, because the EE rapidly decreases as the data 
rate is lowered. Currently the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)[19] 
is running a study on MTC for LTE, which includes reducing the bandwidth 
and peak data rates, together with a single RF chain and lower transmit power 
to make LTE cost competitive and energy ecient.
Comparing the EE for UL transmission is more complicated because the 
transmit power and the general range of the system plays an important role.
e result of the literature review is shown in Figure 13. As in Figure 12, low 
and high data rates are reported, when available, and additionally the transmit 
power of the device is included. 
“If the target is Machine Type 
Communications, with low data rate, 
none of the systems seem optimal, 
because the energy efficiency rapidly 
decreases as the data rate is lowered.”
Figure 13: 8SOLQNHQHUJ\HI¿FLHQF\IRUPRGHUQ5$7V
6RXUFH0DGV/DXULGVHQ$DOERUJ8QLYHUVLW\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Again LTE proves to be the most energy-ecient RAT at high data rates, 
both for low and high transmit powers. e LE version of BT, based on TI’s 
datasheet[16], is almost as ecient at a data rate approximately two orders 
of magnitude lower. is means it is very useful for MTC, but one could 
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have expected the BT LE to be even more ecient because it was developed 
specically for low power purposes. e limiting factor is the low data rate, 
which prevents the EE from improving signicantly. e chip implementations 
of BT and ZigBee[17] are a little less ecient, but at data rates below 100 
kbps, no other RAT can compare with them in terms of EE. e authors[17] 
furthermore mention BT can be made even more ecient using another 
protocol stack.
It is important to note that the “communication range” of the RATs diers a 
lot. e mobile communication systems, such as HSPA and LTE, can have a 
range of several kilometers, whereas Wi-Fi and BT are limited to 10–100 m. 
is aects their applicability in certain MTC scenarios, and therefore the 
3GPP work on LTE for MTC[19] is important.
To conclude, LTE has proven to be the currently most energy-eective RAT 
for transferring data, and based on our new measurement and the observed 
trend it is not expected to change. It is for further study to evaluate how tail 
energy[4], which covers the energy consumed after the actual data transmission 
is completed and is due to network and RAT dependent timeouts, aect  
each RAT.
(QHUJ\(I¿FLHQF\,PSURYHPHQWV
e device maturity may not be enough to guarantee user satisfaction 
with regards to the battery life and therefore researchers are investigating 
methods that do not aect the current LTE standard, but decrease the power 
consumption. In the following subsections we discuss the micro sleep concept 
and how CA may aect the battery life.
Micro Sleep
One issue in LTE is that the UE is forced to receive and buer the Physical 
Downlink Data Channel (PDSCH) while it is decoding the Physical Control 
Format Indicator Channel (PCFICH) and Physical Downlink Control 
Channel (PDCCH), which carry scheduling information about PDSCH.[9] 
is occurs every subframe and if the UE is not scheduled it will be receiving 
and buering PDSCH for no purpose.
To deal with this issue the Fast Control Channel Decoding[20] concept has 
been proposed. e idea is to perform a fast decoding of the control channels, 
stop buering the PDSCH if the UE is not scheduled, and then power down 
specic RF and BB components. e UE has to wake up and receive the next 
subframe, meaning the sleep period is no longer than 7–9 symbols (0.47–0.60 ms)  
hence the label “micro sleep.” e concept is illustrated in Figure 14. e cost 
is that the UE will not receive the Reference Signals (RS) in the latter part of 
the subframe. In literature[20] this has been described as an SNR loss, which was 
simulated to result in a throughput degradation of 1–4 percent. On the other 
hand potential energy savings of 5–25 percent were reported and therefore the 
concept was deemed valuable. 
“…LTE has proven to be the currently 
most energy-effective RAT for 
transferring data…”
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Further advantages of the micro sleep concept include the fact that it can 
complement DRX, and it ts all types of trac scenarios as opposed to DRX, 
which require a periodic pattern to be eective. In addition there is no increase 
in control message overhead as in DRX where conguration parameters are 
transferred. Finally the network scheduler will not be aected, because the 
concept is applied autonomously and individually by each UE. 
Comparing the assumptions in the micro sleep literature[20] with current 
smartphones’ DRX capabilities, as presented in the section “DRX 
Characterization,” it is clear that the instantaneous power consumption cannot 
be lowered as much as initially expected. e reason is the wakeup and power-
down times caused by powering ON and OFF of UE components, which was 
measured to be 0.6–0.7 ms. Table 3 does however show great improvements 
in wakeup and power-down times from UE1 to UE2 and therefore UE 
manufacturers may be able to apply the micro sleep concept in future LTE 
generations.
Unfortunately the introduction of the Enhanced PDCCH (EPDCCH) in 
LTE Release 11 has precluded the use of micro sleep. e reason is that the 
E-PDCCH is spread across the whole subframe time-wise, as illustrated in 
Figure 15, in order to obtain a frequency diversity gain by only using selected 
resource blocks in the frequency domain. 
In a recent proposal[21] for a next generation RAT, the control and data channel 
position has however been reordered such that the control data is a whole 
frame ahead of the data as illustrated in Figure 16. is allows for ecient 
pipelining and micro sleep.
Carrier Aggregation
Carrier Aggregation is included in LTE Release 10 to improve user 
throughput and coverage. e standardization of CA entails a more 
complicated transceiver design, because the UE needs to be able to receive 
at least two (up to ve) carriers simultaneously each up to 20 MHz wide. 
e additional hardware can potentially lead to increased UE power 
consumption, hence the search for even higher data rates may worsen the 
users’ battery life.  
To examine this issue we proposed a narrow and a wideband UE power 
model[22] and calculated the energy consumption in a heterogeneous network 
(HetNet) scenario using macro and small cells. e narrowband model applies 
two RF front ends and two analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), while the 
wideband model applies a single RF front end and ADC, but with double 
bandwidth capability.
e users were set to receive a le either via single carrier LTE Release 8 or 
using two carriers. e narrowband CA UE was estimated to consume 20 
percent more power on average as compared to the Release 8 UE, but as 
illustrated in the simulation results in Figure 17, the energy consumption 
is approximately the same for both UEs. e reason is that with CA the 
“Further advantages of the micro sleep 
concept include the fact that it can 
complement DRX, and it fits all types of 
traffic scenarios as opposed to DRX…”
“Carrier Aggregation is included 
in LTE Release 10 to improve user 
throughput and coverage, but entails a 
more complicated transceiver design…”
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throughput increased more than 50 percent in the simulated scenario, and 
therefore the UE can receive the le faster with little penalty on the power 
consumption of the Rx BB as illustrated in Figure 8. en the UE can enter 
a low power sleep mode and achieve high EE. If the throughput does not 
increase at least 20 percent[22], CA will lead to decreasing EE.   
When the work was performed there was no knowledge about how fast the 
transition to sleep mode could be made, but the measurements in the section 
“DRX Characterization” have made it clear that shifting to DRX sleep mode 
takes a considerable amount of time. erefore CA will mainly be eective for 
very large le transfers, where the time dierence between CA and Release 8 
UEs, including the transition time, is large. Otherwise the penalty on the user 
may be heavy due to the increased instantaneous power consumption. 
As mentioned, the work[22] was based on a theoretical extension of the existing 
power model[6], but recently a vendor has launched a CA device[23], which 
could help clarify if the assumptions were correct.
Conclusion
In this work an empirical smartphone power model was presented. e 
model covers the cellular LTE subsystem and is based on measurements on 
the newest generation of LTE smartphones. By comparing with our previous 
measurements on older LTE generations, power consumption improvements 
of approximately 35 percent were noted and attributed to device maturity. 
e LTE Discontinuous Reception feature was also examined and the results 
“If the throughput does not increase at 
least 20 percent, Carrier Aggregation 
will lead to decreasing energy efficiency.”
“The model covers the cellular LTE 
subsystem and is based on measurements 
on the newest generation of LTE 
smartphones.”
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show the deep sleep power is now as low as 1/40 of the active mode power. 
Furthermore the new smartphone is able to enter and exit the sleep modes at 
least 30 percent faster, which makes DRX more applicable in a real network 
and enhances the possibility for use of micro sleep.
e cellular subsystem model is intended for use in system level simulations 
to evaluate how specic network settings aect user equipment power 
consumption. e measurements show that the power consumption is 
dominated by the subsystem being ON, consuming about 0.9 W, and also very 
aected by transmit powers above 10 dBm, consuming an additional 0.6– 
1.5 W. e power consumption is almost independent of uplink and downlink 
data rates, and therefore the combination of high data rates and long sleep 
periods must be the target of an energy-ecient network setup.
e work also surveys the energy eciency, in terms of number of joules required 
to transfer one bit, of multiple radio access technologies. For high data rates, LTE 
is superior to older technologies such as EDGE, HSPA, and 802.11g Wi-Fi.
Finally it was evaluated that Carrier Aggregation, which is a prominent new 
LTE feature, will aect the energy eciency positively if the throughput can be 
increased 20 percent as compared to conventional single-carrier LTE UEs. 
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Abstract
This work examines the energy saving potential of powering down RRC_connected but
unscheduled User Equipment (UE). The idea is to power down energy consuming cir-
cuits in RF and BB, when it is determined by Fast Control Channel Decoding (FCCD)
that the UE is not scheduled to receive downlink data in the current TTI. The cost
is that some reference signals are not received leading to a degraded channel estimate.
Calculations show that this causes an SINR degradation of approximately 0.5 dB, which
will result in maximum 4% throughput loss. Comparing this with energy saving po-
tentials of 5%-25% it is concluded that the FCCD method is a valuable aid to prolong
LTE phones’ battery lifetime.
The results are generated using a two state Markov chain model to simulate traffic
and scheduling, and verified mathematically. The work also includes an examination of
various data traffic types’ on/off relation and an evaluation of how the relation affects
power consumption. The FCCD method can complement DRX sleep mode since it is
applicable when the signal is too aperiodic or fast switching for DRX.
H.1 Introduction
Today mobile phone users are experiencing limitied battery lifetime, and the situation is
not improving because the gap between mobile phone complexity and battery capacity
increases [187, 201]. One reason is that the users run more power and data demanding
applications. The Third Generation Partnership Project developed the Long Term
Evolution (LTE) standard [197] to deal with the demand for higher data rates and lower
latency, but this caused the phones to become even more complex in terms of number
of antennas and processor speed [59]. During the standardization process less attention
was paid to how long the phones can utilize LTE before the battery is discharged, and
therefore we now deal with a problematic relationship between required and available
energy.
In previous work researchers have tried to maximize the available energy, minimize
the energy consumption, [202], and harvest energy [201]. Minimizing the phone’s energy
consumption requires optimization of the hardware (HW) and/or software (SW). A less
obvious minimization option is to adjust network controlled parameters that affect the
phone’s modem as described in [29]. The energy consumption of the phone’s HW can
be reduced by developing energy efficient components and by applying power manage-
ment. In LTE Discontinuous Reception (DRX) [184] have been standardized to enable
energy saving sleep modes [73]. The problem is that DRX requires a data traffic pattern
with periodic trends, and furthermore it increases the control message overhead of the
network and complicates the scheduling. In this work a micro-sleep mode, [74], which
can be applied in traffic that does not fit DRX, is examined. The idea is to perform
Fast Control Channel Decoding (FCCD) and then power down energy consuming cir-
cuits, when the phone is RRC_connected in the current TTI, but not scheduled. The
objective is to determine whether the FCCD is feasible for various data traffic patterns,
and if energy can be saved, but it is out of scope to present a specific power down
implementation.
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First we describe LTE control channel decoding, the inherent SINR degradation, the
UE power model and the Markov chain traffic generator. Then we present simulation
results, a mathematical verification, and finally the conclusion.
H.2 Applying FCCD to Save Energy
H.2.1 Fast Control Channel Decoding
The Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) carries individual user data and is
configured on a Transmit Time Interval (TTI) basis. The channel is shared among
the users and therefore the network notifies the users of when and where in time and
frequency their data is located. This procedure is known as resource block allocation.
A Resource Block (RB) consists of 12 subcarriers, each 15 kHz wide, spanning one TTI,
which is 1 millisecond i.e. 14 symbols, when the normal cyclic prefix is applied, [71].
The UE will initially receive one of seven different Downlink Control Information
(DCI) data blocks on the Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH). The DCIs are
contained in Control Channel Elements (CCE) and used to determine the PDSCH’s
modulation format and the assigned RBs. The UE is required to blindly decode several
CCEs in each TTI to check if it contains a relevant DCI, [74]. Therefore the Physical
Control Format Indicator Channel (PCFICH) indicates the number of OFDM symbols,
used for PDCCH in the current TTI. The PCFICH is located in the first OFDM symbol
of a TTI while the PDCCH occupies the first 1-3 symbols.
Usually the UE buffers PCFICH & PDCCH, and while it decodes those channels it
buffers PDSCH to ensure that it does not lose any data. Buffering PDSCH, when the
user is not scheduled is a waste, because the decoding will fail since the data was not
intended for the UE. The proposed idea is thus to power down energy consuming circuits
in Radio Frequency (RF) and Base Band (BB), when it is determined by decoding of
PCFICH & PDCCH that the UE is not scheduled to receive downlink data in the current
TTI, as illustrated in figure H.1. Note that a fast decoding of the two control channels
is crucial. The DCIs are transmitted on PDCCH using CCEs composed of 9 Resource
Element Groups, which again are composed of 4 Resource Elements (RE), [59]. A RE
is one subcarrier and one symbol, and since PDCCH is QPSK modulated a CCE is
9 · 4 · 2 bit = 72 bit. Note that the DCIs only comprise 40-50 bit. The DCI search space
is composed of 16 UE specific and 6 common CCE candidates, [72] thus the UE must
Viterbi decode 2 · (16+6) ·72 bit = 3168 bit to determine if it is scheduled. The factor of
2 is due to the UE decoding both UL and DL DCI formats, but it is an estimate since
some DCIs have equal size, hence they can be decoded together. The number is low
compared to the 150 kbit the UE can Turbo decode per TTI and therefore the FCCD is
deemed plausible. The FCCD is compared with a regular method, where the entire
subframe is buffered. Here the UE decodes the control channels later and is therefore
unable to power down. Instead it discards data and saves energy by not processing
useless, not decodable data as illustrated in figure H.2.
The FCCD method has several advantages as compared to DRX. First of all it is
much more flexible than DRX since it does not require a periodic data traffic pattern.
Furthermore the network does not need to schedule sleep mode users and transmit
control messages regarding the sleep mode settings i.e. the overhead is reduced because
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Figure H.1: Power down based on Fast Control Channel Decoding (FCCD).
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Figure H.2: Power down based on full frame buffering.
the method is applied individually by each UE. Actually the method is fully independent
of DRX, which means they can co-exist.
H.2.2 SNR Degradation due to fewer Reference Signals
The Reference Signals (RS), which are transmitted in symbol 0, 4, 7, and 11 of every
subframe, as shown in figure H.1, and spread across the subcarriers according to a
mapping scheme, consist of a predefined symbol sequence enabling the UE to estimate
the transmission channel(s), [71]. Using the power down technique in figure H.1 will
entail that the RS in frame n are not available for channel estimation if the UE is
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Figure H.3: SNR loss as a function of downlink Reference Signals (RS).
scheduled in frame n+1 as compared to figure H.2. This is interpreted as a Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) degradation and therefore also a throughput loss.
In LTE the number of RS per RB’s effect on the SNR was examined to determine a
reasonable relationship between channel estimatation quality and overhead. The effec-
tive SNR based on channel estimation is [75]
SNRch.Est =
SNR
1 + 1d +
1
d·SNR
(H.1)
where SNR is with perfect channel estimation, and d is the number of RS used to
generate the channel estimate. The assumption is that the channel is flat in frequency
and time during one resource block.
The UE will receive 8 RS per antenna port per RB, [71] and if the UE is active in
consecutive frames it is furthermore assumed that it can utilize the last half (time wise)
of the RS in the previous TTI, achieving a total of 12 RS. Figure H.3 illustrates the
SNR loss, which is the difference between the original SNR and SNRch.Est for 8 and 12
RS. Furthermore the loss caused by using 8 instead of 12 RS is also plotted.
To comply with the assumption that the RB is flat in time the maximum UE speed
is calculated. As a rule of thumb we set the wave length λ to 1/20 of the original wave
length λc:
λ =
λc
20
=
1
20
·
c
f
=
3 · 108m/s
20 · 2 · 109Hz
= 0.0075m (H.2)
vUE = λ/t = 0.0075m/0.001 s = 7.5m/s = 27 km/t (H.3)
where c is the speed of light, f is the carrier frequency, and t is 1 TTI. Most users are
indoor hence vUE is high enough for the SNR degradation assumptions to be applicable.
Note it is assumed that PDCCH is encoded so well that it can be received properly
even though some RS are missing.
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Table H.1: UE power model, [61]. Values are relative to Pactive
Description Variable Relationship
Active with data reception Pactive = 500mW 1
Active, FCCD power down Pccd [0.4,0.5,0.6]
Active, full buffering Pbuf [0.7,0.8,0.9]
Receive
data
No
data
β
α1− α
1− β
Figure H.4: Two-state Markov chain model.
H.2.3 UE Power Model
The structure of the subframe allows the UE to decode the control channels and then
power down if data is not scheduled. As mentioned earlier this work introduces the
FCCD method, but not a specific implementation. Implementing the method should
however not pose problems, because a phone utilizes power domains i.e. it can power
down circuits individually. Furthermore most circuits can power down/up fast, and in
[73] the wakeup time is estimated to 2µs. This excludes the synthesis which requires
≈ 300µs to settle. Among the envisioned sleeping circuits are Low Noise Amplifiers,
Programmable Gain Controls, mixers, and analog-to-digital converters.
To evaluate the energy saving potential the UE power model from [61] is applied.
The model is based on relative values and one arbitrary power level. In [61] and the
DRX focused article [203], there is no sensitivity analysis of the relative values, but as
shown in table H.1 this work includes such an analysis to give a broader perspective of
the energy saving potential.
Because the FCCD power down happens after the 6th symbol, as shown in figure
H.1, the power consumption is estimated to be half of Pactive. Using the full buffering
method is not as efficient because the decoding occurs later, and processing first stops
after the 12th symbol, see figure H.2.
Note that the power model does not include uplink transmission and state transition
power consumption.
H.2.4 Traffic Generation & Packet Scheduling
One of the main objectives is to evaluate the energy saving potential for various traffic
patterns. The traffic is generated using a two-state Markov chain [204], where the two
states represent the UE’s mode. In the first mode the UE is scheduled and receiving
data, and in the second mode it is RRC_connected, but not scheduled as illustrated
in figure H.4. The Markov chain, which only depends on the previous state, has two
parameters α & β. The probability to change from a state where the UE is receiving
data to not receiving is α, while the probability to continue being in a receiving data
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Table H.2: Receive patterns. H/L indicates high/low probability.
α β AF Receive pattern examples
H H 50% 1 No data
Rx data
L L 50% 2 No data
Rx data
L H > 50% 3 No data
Rx data
H L < 50% 4
Rx data
No data
state is 1−α. Likewise with β for the state ”no data”. Small α & β results in a pattern
with long consecutive blocks whereas large α & β will result in a rapidly switching
pattern. Table H.2 contains four examples of the relationship between α, β and the
resulting receive pattern. The ratio between “receive data” and “no data” in figure H.4
is defined as the Activity Factor (AF), and it is estimated for the patterns in table H.2.
Notice that the AF is equal for the first two patterns even though α & β are not equal.
Pattern 1 results in an SNR degradation four times as often as pattern 2, hence the
troughput will be different. Because of this throughput difference, simulations are made
for various configurations of α & β even though they result in the same AF.
Defining the transition probablity matrix P for the Markov chain in figure H.4 as
P =
[
Rx Rx→ No data
No data→ Rx No data
]
=
[
1− α α
β 1− β
]
the stationary probability mass function pi is [205, Eq. 9.18b]
pi = piP =
[
pi0 pi1
]
(H.4)
That is the probability of a given state approaces a steady state independent of the
initial probability. Noting that
∑
i pii = 1
[
pi0 pi1
]
=
[
pi0 pi1
]
·
[
1− α α
β 1− β
]
(H.5)
pi0 =
β
α+ β
pi1 =
α
α+ β
(H.6)
where pi0 is the probability of being in state 0 (receive state) and pi1 is the probability
for state 1 (not scheduled state). Since AF equals pi0 it can be calculated using α & β.
The AF can be related to real traffic generating applications by determining the
applications’ data rate and latency requirements. Table H.3 gives estimated AFs for
four selected applications with diverse requirements. Heartbeat applications do not
impose hard time constraints, neither do they require a lot of data, and therefore the
AF is estimated to be ≤ 1% for all network loads. The voice applications usually
generate very small packets (<40 bytes), but they have a hard real time constraint.
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Table H.3: Estimated activity factors for selected applications.
Network load Real Time
Low Medium High Constraint
A
p
p
li
c
a
ti
o
n
s
Heartbeat ≤1 ≤1 ≤1 None
Voice 5 5 5 Hard
H.264 film 30 50-60 80-90 Easy
FTP 80-100 80-100 50 None
Table H.4: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Value
Allocated PRBs 8 (180 kHz per PRB)
Simulation time 120 s
SINR 12dB
Num. RS for first/consecutive TTI(s) 8, 12
α, β [0.01:0.04:0.09 0.1:0.4:0.9]
Block Error Rate (BLER) 10%
Receive patterns 100 per α & β set
Channel TU20 SISO
Because the packets arrive every 20ms, [59], the AF is set to 5% independently of the
network load. DRX is expected to be applied to both heartbeat and voice applications.
Video is available in many different qualities and frame rates. In [206] a H.264
high quality video configuration with a frame rate equal to 25Hz is presented. The
resulting bitrate is 3.6Mbps and since the authors mention that IP and UDP adds
30% overhead the required rate is 1.3 · 3.6Mbps = 4.68Mbps. Assuming the SINR to
be 12dB the spectral efficiency is ≈ 1.7 b/s/Hz for a TU20 SISO channel. In the low
network load scenario the user is estimated to get 50 PRBs resulting in a throughput
equal to 15.3Mbps. The AF is 4.6815.3 ≈ 30%. The allocated bandwidth reduces as the
network load increases and therefore the activity factor increases in order to maintain
the frame rate. The FTP application does not impose any time constraints and therefore
the activity factor solely depends on the allocated resources. When the network load
is low the user can be active every TTI, but as the load increases the user may not be
scheduled every TTI hence the AF decreases.
In summary table H.3 shows how diverse the AF can be for traffic generated by LTE
users, and therefore the simulations are made for 1% ≤ AF ≤ 100%.
H.2.5 Simulation Setup
The simulation parameters are given in table H.4. The simulations are initialized by
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Figure H.5: Throughput loss as a function of AF.
generating a 120 s receive pattern using the Markov chain and a α & β set. Then a
BLER of 10% is added. This is achieved by randomly inserting 10% extra receive-
periods. These periods do not add to the total throughput, but they entail that the
RS are received in the given TTI. Next the throughput using 8 (FCCD) and 12 RS
(full buffering) are calculated based on the SINR and the number of PRBs. Finally the
energy consumption is determined using the generated pattern and the power model
from section H.2.3. The simulations are made on 100 patterns per α & β set.
The simulations do not include protocol specifics such as TCP’s slow start. Further-
more LTE DRX [184] is not implemented, but the authors are aware that DRX will
be applied for low AFs, leading to a lower power consumption [203]. Long DRX has a
minimum cycle of 10 ms, [60] and if the UE is active in one TTI the maximum AF is
10%. Short DRX has a minimum cycle of 2 ms i.e. the maximum AF is 50%.
H.3 Simulation Results
The SNR degradation described in section H.2.2 will entail a reduced throughput. The
loss is calculated as the achieved throughput, when the UE is always active, minus the
achieved throughput, when the UE is using FCCD. The simulated result is plotted in
figure H.5 and the average loss is 1.04 % and the maximum loss is 3.68 %. These are
negligible numbers hence FCCD is applicable for all AFs from a throughput point of
view. The loss decreases as the AF increases because the FCCD is applied less and
less. The loss fluctuates because the simulations are made for different combinations of
α & β. If e.g. the AF is 50% the two set of probabilities [0.9, 0.9] and [0.01, 0.01] are
applicable, but they will result in different patterns. When α & β are large the UE will
change state rapidly leading to a larger SNR degradation as compared to smaller α &
β which will entail a slowly changing pattern with minimal SNR degradation.
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Figure H.6: Energy consumption as a function of AF.
The simulated energy consumption for the three UE modes is illustrated in figure
H.6. The power model sensitivity analysis (table H.1) is represented in this plot by the
three lines per sleep mode. As expected the average energy consumption is constant for
the always active mode, while it decreases for decreasing AF for the two other modes.
The reason is that the number of ”no data” periods increase, when the AF decreases
and therefore the UE is able to be in a sleep mode more often.
Figure 7 shows the energy saving when using FCCD relative to full buffering. Notice
that the FCCD method is applicable for AFs that are too high for DRX. The biggest
energy savings are obviously obtained for lower AF and for AF= 20% they are between
10% and 45%. When AF≥ 80% the energy savings are below 10% for all combinations.
The result for Pccd = 0.5 · Palways active, Pbuf = 0.7 · Palways active shows savings between
5% and 25% in the applicable AF interval. Note that there is a throughput loss when
using FCCD as compared to full buffering, but as shown in figure H.5 it is less than
4%.
H.4 Verification
In this section the energy saving and the throughput loss are verified mathematically by
equations that only depend on the time period T and the AF. Since the Markov chain’s
α and β are not used, the equations are based on periodic patterns. The average power
consumption of pattern 1 (50% AF) and 3 (75% AF) in table H.2 is
P1 = (Pactive · 4TTI + PFCCD · 4TTI) / (8TTI)
P3 = (Pactive · 6TTI + PFCCD · 2TTI) / (8TTI)
⇓
Pavg = Pactive ·AF + PFCCD · (1−AF) (H.7)
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Using the power values from table H.1 the total energy consumption for AF= 40% is
Etot = tsim · Pavg = tsim · (Pactive ·AF + PFCCD · (1−AF))
= 120 s · (0.5W · 0.4 + 0.25W(1− 0.4)) = 42 kJ
Similar calculations can be made for the other AFs and they are in accordance with
the results in figure H.6, which thereby is verified. By replacing PFCCD with Pbuf the
energy saving using the buffering method can be calculated.
The throughput loss occurs in the first receiving TTI after a period, where the UE
has not been scheduled, as shown in figure H.8 and therefore the loss is determined by
loss = (bactive − bnoRS) / (AF · T · bactive) (H.8)
where T denotes one period i.e. a single receive period and the corresponding no data
period as illustrated in figure H.8. The upper bound is AF · T = 1. Using the PRB,
SINR, and RS parameters in table H.4 bactive = 2267 bit and bnoRS = 2183 bit meaning
that the throughput loss is 3.7%. This corresponds well with the simulation results
shown in figure H.5.
H.5 Conclusion
In LTE scheduling information is transmitted in the Physical Downlink Control Channel
on a subframe basis. The channel’s format is declared in the same subframe using
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the Physical Control Format Indicator Channel. By fast decoding of the two control
channels the receiver can be powered down within the subframe, if it is not scheduled
for data reception in that subframe. In this work a Fast Control Channel Decoding
method is proposed and the results show an energy saving potential of 5%-25%, when
compared with a regular buffering method in which the control channels are decoded
slower and power down is not possible. The cost is that some Reference Signals are not
received thus the channel estimate is less good, but calculations show it only entails a
throughput degradation of 1%-4%.
The LTE Discontinuous Reception (DRX) sleep mode technique will be applied when
the downlink data traffic activity factor is below 10% and 50% for long and short DRX
respectively. The proposed method can however complement DRX, when the traffic
is too aperiodic or rapidly switching for DRX and furthermore it is applicable for all
acitivity factors. Contrary to DRX the method is applied individually in each UE thus
it does not introduce a control message overhead and affect the network scheduling.
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Abstract
The effect of physical resource block (PRB) allocation on an LTE modem’s transmit
power and total modem energy consumption is examined. In this paper the uplink
resource blocks are scheduled in either a Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA)
or Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) manner, to determine if low transmission
power & long transmission time or high transmission power & short transmission time
is most energy efficient. It is important to minimize the LTE modem’s energy consump-
tion caused by uplink transmission because it affects phone battery time, and because
researchers rarely focus on energy consumption when they optimize network controlled
uplink transmission power parameters.
Simulations based on a simple traffic model and a power consumption model show
the TDMA scheme, where one user is allocated all 48 PRBs in a 10 MHz channel, is at
least 24 % more energy efficient than the FDMA like approach with 8 PRBs per user.
Furthermore the TDMA scheme decreases the average transmission time with minimum
24 %.
I.1 Introduction
The gap between mobile phone complexity and battery capacity is increasing year by
year, leading to limited and continually decreasing battery lifetime. The problem is
evident for smartphones, where power and data demanding applications, such as video
streaming to and from YouTube, online gaming, and social applications like Facebook,
have emerged.
To cope with the requirements for higher data rates, lower latency, and higher spec-
tral efficiency, the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) developed the Long
Term Evolution (LTE) standard [197]. Unfortunately the new standard leads to more
complex phones requiring more physical antennas and faster processors, [59]. Meanwhile
less attention is paid to the amount of time the smartphone can run the aforementioned
applications before the battery is discharged, leading to a problematic relationship be-
tween required and available energy.
Previous work on solving the battery gap problem has focused on maximizing the
available energy and minimizing the energy consumption, [202]. The available energy
can obviously be increased by improving the battery capacity, but this is not sufficient. A
new potential solution is to utilize surrounding energy sources, such as kinetic, thermal,
and solar energy, [15].
The smartphone’s energy consumption can be minimized by optimizing the hardware
(HW) and software (SW). The HW energy consumption can be reduced by choosing
power efficient components and by performing power management e.g. by applying
sleep modes to power down inactive HW parts. In LTE Discontinuous Reception and
Transmission (DTX) [184] have been standardized to enable energy saving sleep modes
[203]. Furthermore the energy consumption can be reduced by adjusting the phone’s
resources, e.g. display brightness and processor speed, to the individual applications.
By combining and/or reducing the transmitted data from each application via SW
control, energy savings are also possible. Finally, the phone’s energy consumption can
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be minimized by adjusting the network controlled parameters which affect the User
Equipment (UE) modem.
In this study UE transmission power and Physical Resource Block (PRB) allocation
in uplink are examined. Both are network controlled and much effort has been put into
adjusting the parameters to increase channel capacity, throughput and coverage. In
literature focus is however rarely on how the parameters affect UE power consumption.
Therefore the effect of PRB allocation on transmit power and total modem energy
consumption is examined in the present paper.
First the Uplink Power Control (UPC) and the system analysis including assump-
tions are introduced together with the simulation setup in sections I.1.1 to I.1.3. Then
simulation results are presented in section I.2, and finally conclusions and guidelines are
given in section I.3.
I.1.1 Uplink Power Control
The LTE UE’s transmission power PTx in a subframe of the Physical Uplink Shared
Channel is [72]
PTx = min(PMAX,P0+α·PL+10log10(M)+∆T F+f) [dBm] (I.1)
where PMAX is the maximum transmission power, which is 23 dBm ±2 dB for a class 3
UE [207], P0 is a power offset [dBm], α ∈ {0, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1} is the path loss
compensation factor [72], PL is the downlink path loss estimate [dB], M is the number
of assigned Phsyical Resource Blocks, ∆TF is a closed loop UE specific parameter which
is based on the applied Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS), and f is another closed
loop UE specific parameter.
In literature several closed loop schemes such as Interference Based Power Control
[76] and Load Adaptive Power Control [208, 77] have been presented. The schemes
are often compared and combined with the open loop Fractional Power Control (FPC),
where α < 1, e.g. [209, 210, 211]. The FPC was examined in [68]. Usually the focus
is on cell capacity i.e. average cell throughput versus coverage. The problem is that
the effect on the UE power consumption is rarely examined hence an energy inefficient
UPC scheme may be selected. In this study the open loop FPC is used and the values
of P0 and α are broadcasted i.e. they are identical for all UEs. Based on a review
of the literature concerning FPC and macro1 propagation scenario simulations the set
[P0 = −54.5 dBm, α = 0.6] is used.
I.1.2 System Analysis
To calculate the UE’s transmit power a downlink path loss estimate PL is required. In
this study the estimates are based on the macro1, [76, 208, 77] propagation distribution
illustrated in figure I.1. Each user is assigned one path loss value from the distribution
for the entire transmission. In the simulations, path loss values above
PLmax =
PMAX − P0 − 10log10(1)
α
=
24 + 54.5 − 0
0.6
= 130.8 dB
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Figure I.1: CDF for the Macro1 propagation scenario.
are removed because the UE will be power limited i.e. PTx > PMAX even for M = 1
with the selected P0, α. Usually the UE will reduce M one-by-one until PTx ≤ PMAX
but that is not possible when M is already at its lowest value.
The number of allocated PRBs M depends on the cell channel bandwidth, the num-
ber of users, and the allocation scheme, which is determined by the network operator.
The channel bandwidth is 10 MHz and as in [79] 48 PRBs are available to the users,
because 2 PRBs are used for control signaling such as the Sounding Reference Signals.
The maximum number of simultaneously active uplink users is set to 10 based on the
limitations imposed by the Physical Downlink Control Channel as described in [212].
Furthermore simulations are made where the maximum is 6 and 8 users as in [79]. The
PRB allocation is based on an equal opportunity turn-based scheme. The scheme allo-
cates PRBs user by user, who then either will be limited by UE transmission power or
maximum allowable PRBs per user, until all PRBs in the Transmission Time Interval
(TTI) are allocated or the maximum number of simultaneous users (SU) is reached. In
the following TTI the next user in the queue is scheduled and so forth. It is assumed
that there is no packet loss i.e. no retransmissions.
When P0, α, M , and PL for the current user have been determined the transmit
power PTx is calculated using (I.1) without the closed loop parameters ∆TF and f , and
then the spectral efficiency for the user is determined via the Signal-to-Interference-and-
Noise Ratio (SINR) as illustrated in figure I.2. If the SINR is below -3 dB, transmission
cannot occur because the spectral efficiency is equal to 0 bit/S/Hz. Interference is
assumed to be non-existent within the cell, because of the orthogonal structure of LTE
uplink SC-FDMA signals. The same UPC scheme is assumed to be used in the neighbor
cells. If e.g. the transmit power in a cell increases it will cause an increase in inter-cell
interference, but likewise the transmit power will have increased in the neighbor cells.
This means the relative signal-to-interference ratio will remain the same independently
of the maximum PRBs and users. Based on this reasoning the interference is set to a
constant (0) in the simulations even though the users’ relative positions in a real live
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Figure I.2: SINR vs. spectral efficiency. Based on a simulation of single input single output uplink
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Figure I.3: Transmission power versus total UE power consumption & efficiency. The total consump-
tion covers RF including power amplifiers, base band, power management units and external memory.
Based on a polynomial fit to the ’2011 UE model’ curve in [78, Fig. 20.30].
network would entail the instantaneous inter-cell interference to fluctuate.
When the transmit power has been calculated the total energy consumption is de-
termined via the curve in figure I.3. The curve predicts the power consumption of a
year 2011 WCDMA UE, but it is believed to approximate an LTE UE as well. When
the UE is active, but not scheduled, in the current TTI its idling power is set to 255.5
mW based on the LTE UE power consumption model presented in [203]. Before and
after the UE conducts the uplink transmission it is considered to be in a DTX light
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sleep mode, which based on [203] is set to 11 mW. The i’th user will be in DTX mode
for tDTX,i seconds to ensure that all users are compared over the same time interval
tDTX,i = max
j∈[1,N ]
(ttx,j)− ttx,i [s] (I.2)
where ttx,j is the transmission time for the j’th user and N is the total number of
simulated users.
In this study the traffic model is a single video file with a constant data rate equal
to 400 kbps and a duration of 200 seconds. The values are based on the results in [213,
214], where the authors have used webcrawlers on the Youtube site.
I.1.3 Simulation Setup
To analyze the total UE energy consumption’s dependency on the number of PRBs two
simulation methods are applied. In the first simulations only one user exist. The user is
assigned a path loss value from the CDF and then allocated a pre-specified number of
PRBs every TTI until the user finishes uploading the video file. The number of PRBs are
only changed (in this case reduced) if the user is power limited i.e. exceeding PMAX. This
simulation will provide insight into transmit power distributions, maximum achievable
throughput and energy consumption, and each PRB setting is simulated 50.000 times.
In the second batch of simulations an upper limit is again imposed on the number of
allocated PRBs, but furthermore the users now exist and transmit simultaneously. New
users arrive according to a pre-specified probability and the target is 4 active users per
TTI on average. The probability is based on an iterative examination of the average
number of users. In total 5.000 users are simulated in the second batch.
The maximum number of PRBs are in the range 2 to 48 in the single user simulations.
If the user only get 2 PRBs the transmission channel will look like Frequency Division
Multiple Access (FDMA), where many users are active concurrently but allocated a
few resources in the frequency domain. If the user is allocated up to 48 PRBs the
transmission channel changes towards Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), where
the users are active in a short time frame and occupying a large amount of the available
bandwidth. In the simultaneous users simulation the minimum number of PRBs is
increased to 8 in order to fully utilize the 10MHz channel (48 PRBs), when the maximum
number of simultaneous users is set to 6. If one or more users are power limited and
unable to utilize all 8 PRBs, channel capacity is wasted, but then it is caused by user
limitations. Table I.1 contains the simulation parameters.
I.2 Simulation Results
Figure I.4 illustrates the single user throughput and as expected it increases when the
number of PRBs increases because the larger bandwidth enables the user to transmit
more data per TTI. The curves’ continuous part is caused by the user’s SINR, which
affects the spectral efficiency hence the capacity per PRB. The curves’ step-like bottom
part indicate that the user is power limited i.e. transmitting PMAX and forced to
reduce the number of PRBs one-by-one as the path loss increases. The transmission
power distributions in figure I.5 consolidates this point, because they illustrate that
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Table I.1: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Value
Propagation scenario Macro1
Network size 1 cell
System bandwidth 10 MHz
PRB size 180 kHz
PRBs available to the users 48 (2 are used for control signaling)
Traffic model 1 file (200 s · 400 kbps = 80Mb)
Maximum simultaneous users [6,8,10]
Maximum number of PRBs/user [2,4,8,16,24,48]a, [8,12,16,24,48]b
Max transmission power PMAX 24 dBm
P0 -54.5 dBm
Path loss compensation α 0.6
Antenna gain UE Tx 0 dB, eNodeB Rx 14 dB
Interference 0
Noise -174 dBm/Hz (thermal)
Noise figure 10 dB
a PRBs per user in single user simulations
b PRBs per user in simulations with several simultaneous users
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Figure I.4: Single user uplink throughput.
e.g. the ∼35 % of the users with 16 PRBs, who had a step-like throughput curve,
are power limited. The transmit distributions are based on the UPC formula, (I.1).
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Figure I.5: Single user uplink transmission power.
Note that doubling the bandwidth, e.g. from 4 to 8 PRBs causes a 3 dB increase in
transmission power and that the curves’ slopes are equal because of the common path
loss compensation factor α.
Figure I.6 shows the users’ individual energy consumption. Since the simulations
are made for one user at a time the user is scheduled every single TTI, hence the energy
consumption can be directly based on the numbers from figure I.5 and the transforma-
tion from transmit power to total power in figure I.3. The energy consumption curves
show that it is more energy efficient to allocate many PRBs even though it leads to a
higher transmission power as shown in figure I.5. The reason is that the transmission
time is shorter for a user with many PRBs and high transmission power than for a user
with few PRBs. Furthermore the UE is more efficient when transmitting with higher
power as illustrated in figure I.3. Analyzing figure I.6 in further detail it is evident that
users with either 16 or 24 PRBs do not consume much more energy than users with 48
PRBs, and the benefit is that using 16 or 24 instead of 48 PRBs will leave resources for
triple and twice as many users respectively. The top part of the curves combine because
they are constituted of the users, who experience large path loss. This means they are
forced to reduce the number of PRBs because of transmit power limitations, effectively
leading to users with the same low number of PRBs no matter how many they were
initially allocated.
Having established that allocating as many PRBs as possible is more energy efficient
for the single user case, it is interesting to examine the results where users exist simul-
taneously and the equal opportunity turn-based scheduler is applied.
The simultaneous user throughput is shown in figure I.7 and as expected the resource
sharing amongst the users reduces the throughput. The conclusion however remains the
same i.e. more allocated resources per user lead to higher transmission throughput.
Again the step-like pattern, which was discussed for figure I.4, where users are power
limited, can be identified. Simulations were performed for a maximum of 6, 8, and 10
simultaneous users, but as the three curves for 48 PRBs show, the difference between
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Figure I.6: Single user total energy consumption.
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Figure I.7: Simultaneous users’ (SU) uplink throughput.
the three setups is small and therefore the results for 6 and 10 users are not plotted for
other PRBs. The cell throughput for all simulations was ∼15 Mbps.
Table I.2 contains the average transmission time for the combinations of maximum
simultaneous users and maximum number of PRBs. The average transmission time
decreases at least 24 %, when the maximum number of PRBs is changed from 8 to 48.
The advantage decreases as the number of users increases because more users lead to
longer waiting time for the individual user. The transmission time for 6 users and 8
PRBs is significantly higher than any other setup. The reason is the low probability of
allocating all 48 PRBs in each TTI because of power limited users. Therefore a new
resource block scheduler is suggested for future work. The idea is to frequently allocate
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Table I.2: Average user transmission time.
Maximum PRBs
8 12 16 24 48 ∆T†
M
a
x
.
S
U 6 30.1 s 21.8 s 20.5 s 19.4 s 18.8 s 38 %
8 25.2 s 21.8 s 20.5 s 19.5 s 18.9 s 25 %
10 25.7 s 22.1 s 21.0 s 20.2 s 19.5 s 24 %
† ∆T denotes the time difference between 8 and 48 PRBs
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Figure I.8: Simultaneous users’ total energy consumption.
large path loss users to mitigate the effect of them only being able to use a few PRBs
per TTI because of transmit power limitations. Increasing the maximum number of
users from 6 to 10 increases the average transmission time with ∼4 %, when the results
for 8 PRBs are excluded.
Figure I.8 illustrates the simultaneous users’ total energy consumption while trans-
mitting the video file. The conclusions from the single user simulation are still valid i.e.
more PRBs per user lead to lower energy consumption because the UE is more energy ef-
ficient, when it transmits with high power, and because the transmission time decreases.
The 15 % most energy consuming users show the same trend independently of the PRB
and user settings and are therefore not plotted. The average energy consumption is
given in table I.3 and the results consolidate that more PRBs lead to reduced energy
consumption. At least 24 % energy can be saved if the users are allocated 48 PRBs
instead of 8. Based on table I.2 it was discussed that an increase in the number of users
does not increase the average transmission time with more than ∼4 % and examining
table I.3 it is concluded that the average energy consumption similarly only increases ∼6
%, but because the cell throughput is the same for all simulations there is no incentive
to allow more than 6 simultaneous users.
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Table I.3: Average energy consumption for 85 percentile users.
Maximum PRBs
8 12 16 24 48 ∆E ‡
M
a
x
.
S
U 6 23.1 J 18.8 J 17.6 J 16.9 J 16.0 J 31 %
8 22.0 J 19.1 J 17.9 J 17.0 J 16.3 J 26 %
10 22.2 J 19.4 J 18.1 J 17.2 J 16.9 J 24 %
‡ ∆E denotes the energy difference between 8 and 48 PRBs
I.3 Conclusion
Physical Resource Block (PRB) allocation effects on LTE UE transmission power and
energy consumption were examined. The simulation results, based on a mapping from
transmission power to energy consumption, show that it is more energy efficient to
allocate as many PRBs as possible to a single user instead of assigning several users
less PRBs. On average at least 24 % energy can be saved if a user is allocated an
entire 10 MHz channel (48 PRBs) instead of 8 PRBs. LTE’s Uplink Power Control
entails that users with more PRBs will transmit with higher power, but the throughput
increases concurrently and therefore energy can be saved. Furthermore the applied
power consumption model entails that the UE’s efficiency increases when the transmit
power increases.
An equal opportunity turn-based PRB scheduler was implemented to evaluate how
scheduling of maximum 6, 8, and 10 simultaneous users affect the energy consumption.
The results show scheduling maximum 10 users instead of 6 increases the average trans-
mission time with ∼4 % and the average energy consumption with ∼6 %. Yet there is no
incentive to allow more than 6 users because the cell throughput is independent of the
number of users. The conclusion is that one user should be allocated as many PRBs as
possible, while limiting the number of simultaneous users to reduce the average waiting
time.
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The findings are valuable to network operators since the presented conclusion pro-
vides insight into how the network can be adjusted to prolong the users’ battery time.
Future work can focus on other traffic types, UPC parameters, and modeling of
interference and packet loss.
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Abstract
In this work it is examined if downlink Carrier Aggregation (CA) can be used to save
UE energy. A dual-receiver LTE release 10 UE is compared with a single-receiver LTE
release 8 UE. The models are based on scaling of an existing LTE release 8 UE power
model. The energy consumption of the UEs is examined in a Heterogeneous Network
scenario consisting of macro and small cells. The unexpected conclusion is that CA
UEs can save energy, compared to LTE release 8 UEs, if they, depending on cell load,
experience a throughput gain of 20%. However if the UE throughput is unaltered the
energy consumption can increase up to 20%.
J.1 Introduction
Carrier Aggregation (CA) has been standardized in LTE release 10, and it entails that
the CA UE can connect to more than one component carrier (CC) in the downlink. Pre-
viously research has shown that CA can be used to provide better coverage and average
throughput if carefully adjusted, [80]. Unfortunately little attention has been paid to
how the increasingly complex requirements, [215], to the UE transceiver potentially can
increase the energy consumption. Neither has it been examined if operators can adjust
their LTE network, using CA, to help the CA UEs save energy.
In previous work Wang et al. [216], discussed CA UE structures and estimated the
current consumption based on RF components’ data sheets, but the energy consump-
tion was not evaluated in a realistic scenario. The energy consumption of CA capable
UEs was discussed in the 3GPP, [217, 218], when CA was proposed, but there are no
accurate evaluations of how CA will affect the UE energy consumption. Deactivating
the Secondary Cell [82], i.e. the UE does not receive or transmit from that cell, was
however standardized to save UE energy.
In this work a novel CA UE power consumption model is proposed and it is shown
that CA can actually prolong UE battery life if the network is configured properly.
This novel conclusion is based on a comparison of LTE release 8 and 10 UEs’ energy
consumption in a Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) scenario consisting of macrocells
and small cells.
First we propose a CA UE power consumption model, and then we describe the
considered HetNet scenario. By combining the statistics from the HetNet simulation
with the UE model the energy consumption is calculated and discussed. Finally the
paper is concluded with recommendations for network operators who utilize CA.
J.2 Downlink CA UE Power Model Design
To evaluate the energy consumption of downlink CA UEs a power model is required.
Currently only Qualcomm has announced a CA chip set [219], but because it is not
yet commercially available an empirical model cannot be established. Therefore a CA
model is derived from the existing LTE release 8 (R8) power model in [25]. The block
diagram of the R8 model is shown in Fig. J.1. The model is defined in Eq. (J.1) using
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RRx SRx
Figure J.1: LTE UE release 8 power model, [25, Fig.1]
Table J.1: First Order Polynomial Parameters, [25, Tab.3]
Part Variable p0 p1
Rx BB RRx [Mbit/s] -26.6 mW 2.89 mW/Mbit/s
Tx BB RTx [Mbit/s] 34.5 mW 0.87 mW/Mbit/s
Rx RF SRx [dBm] -60.7 mW -1.11 mW/dBm
Tx RF1a STx [dBm] -71.3 mw 5.50 mW/dBm
Tx RF2b STx [dBm] -943 mw 117 mW/dBm
a valid for −30 dBm ≤ STx ≤ 10 dBm
b valid for 10 dBm < STx ≤ 23 dBm.
Table J.2: Constant Parameters, [25, Tab.2].
Part Pidle Pcon PRx PTx PRx+Tx P2CW
Mode [-] midle midle mRx mTx mTx ·mRx m2CW
Value [W] 0.50 1.53 0.42 0.55 0.16 0.07
the parameters in Tables J.1 and J.2. Descriptions of how the parameters were defined
and measured are given in [25].
Ptot =midle · Pidle +midle · {Pcon +mTx ·mRx · PRx+tx+
mRx · [PRx + PRxRF(SRx) + PRxBB(RRx) +m2CW · P2CW]
+mTx · [PTx + PTxRF(STx) + PTxBB(RTx)]} [W] (J.1)
The four functions in Eq. (J.1) are evaluated using Table J.1 and:
Ppart (variable) = variable · p1 + p0 [mW] (J.2)
This work focuses on downlink CA and hence the transmitter part of the UEs is disabled
in the following, i.e. mTx = 0.
In 3GPP three band combinations have been defined, [81]:
1. Intra-band with contiguous component carriers (CCs)
2. Intra-band with non-contiguous CCs
3. Inter-band with non-contiguous CCs
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Figure J.2: ADC power consumption as a function of channel BW.
together with two Release 10 UE receiver architectures [81]
a) Single Radio Frequency (RF) front-end with single wideband Analog-to-Digital
Converter (ADC) and dual base band (BB) processor
b) Dual RF with dual narrowband ADCs and dual BBs
Architecture (a) is only applicable in scenario 1, because it cannot filter undesired
frequency content between non-contiguous CCs. Architecture (a) is however of interest
because the hardware is less complicated and because scenario 1 will be used by some
operators.
The R8 model was made for a 20 MHz downlink channel, but measurements were
also performed for 5 and 10 MHz channels as shown in Fig. J.2. The measurements
were made using the Downlink Fixed MAC Padding for 0 and 25 DL PRBs, see [25]
for further information. Based on those measurements a linear function of channel
bandwidth is implemented in the R8 model and the receiver’s power consumption is:
PRx, R8 =PRx + PRxRF(SRx) + PRxBB(RRx)
+ PADC(BW) + q2CW, R8 · P2CW [W] (J.3)
The probability of using 2 codewords is q2CW, and calculated by the simulator. Archi-
tecture (a), called release 10 wideband (R10wb), is defined as
PRx, R10wb =PRx + PRxRF(SRx) + PADC(BW)
+ [q2CW, cc1 + q2CW, cc2] · P2CW
+ PRxBB1(RRx1) + PRxBB2(RRx2) [W] (J.4)
and (b), called release 10 narrowband (R10nb), is defined as:
PRx, R10nb = 2 · PRx + PRxRF1(SRx1) + PRxRF2(SRx2) (J.5)
+ PRxBB1(RRx1) + PRxBB2(RRx2) + PADC1(BW1)
+ PADC2(BW2) + [q2CW, cc1 + q2CW, cc2] · P2CW [W]
The receivers’ linear power functions are given in Table J.1 and the ADC function is
shown in Fig. J.2. The ADC of rel10wb can handle two contiguous 20 MHz bandwidths
while the rel8 and rel10nb are limited to 20 MHz per ADC.
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Figure J.3: Active and sleep time example for UEs i, j, and k.
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Figure J.4: Considered HetNet scenario with dedicated carrier deployment.
The proposed CA power models are scaled versions of the published R8 model,
because we believe the linear scaling is currently the best estimation available. The
models do not include DRX [62] or micro-sleep, which is a method where a connected,
but unscheduled UE can sleep during parts of a subframe [28], because the R8 model
also does not include the methods. The idle mode power consumption Pidle, given in
Table J.2, is therefore used as the UEs optimal low power mode. We anticipate DRX
and micro-sleep will be of benefit in CA, because both receivers will not always be
active.
The simulations are made such that when UE i has finished receiving the payload it
will sleep for (using Pidle Watts)
tsleep,i = max
j∈[1,N ]
(trx,j)− trx,i [s] (J.6)
where trx,j is the receive time for UE j and N is the total number of UEs. The purpose
is to compare all UEs over the same period of time as shown in Fig. J.3. For later
reference note that tmax = max
j∈[1,N ]
(trx,j).
J.3 The HetNet Scenario
HetNets are expected to be the next big leap in cellular system performance improve-
ment by changing the topology of traditional networks which will bring the network
closer to end users. In a HetNet, a mixture of macrocells combined with low-power
nodes such as picocells, femtocells, and remote radio heads (RRHs) are used. The
placement of macrocells is generally based on careful network planning to maximize
the wide area coverage and control the inter-cell interference, while low-power nodes
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are deployed to either eliminate coverage holes in the macrocell or improve capacity at
hotspot areas. In this paper, we focus on dedicated carrier deployment. Two contigu-
ous CCs, each with 10 MHz bandwidth, are configured. One carrier frequency (CC1)
is allocated to macro eNB whereas the other one (CC2) is allocated to small cells.
The small cells are implemented as RRHs and are connected to macro eNBs via high
bandwidth, low latency fibers. Thus, all baseband signal processing for the small cells
(RRHs) could be placed in the macro eNB, allowing the aggregation of CCs between the
macrocell (configured as primary serving cell (PCell)) and the small cell (configured as
secondary serving cell (SCell)). Referring to the 3GPP terminology, the dedicated car-
rier deployment with macro and RRHs is denoted CA scenario 4 [82]. The R8 UEs can
only connect to either the macro eNB or the RRH on the corresponding CC, based on
downlink signal strength and the range expansion (RE) offset which is used to increase
the footprint of small cells by adding a positive bias to the signal strength of low-power
nodes during cell association [220]. The R10 UEs configured to operate with CA can
connect to both the macro eNB and the RRH using CA so that they can benefit from
larger transmission bandwidth, and therefore opportunities to be served at higher data
rates. The corresponding example of the considered deployment scenario is presented
in Fig. J.4.
It is worth mentioning that as the packet scheduler for the small cells (RRH) is
physically located in the macro eNB, joint multicell packet scheduling [221] for those
UEs configured with CA is feasible. The difference between independent and joint
proportional fair (PF) scheduler lies in the calculation of the scheduling metric. In joint
PF scheduler, the denominator of the PF metric is updated as the sum of the average
scheduled throughput over all cells where the UE has been scheduled in the past. It
simply requires information exchange on the average scheduled throughput between the
scheduler for macro and small cells. In that way, the scheduler can essentially offer
fast and efficient load balancing between macro and small cells, thereby allowing for
more equitable distribution of radio resources among UEs. The comparisons between
independent and joint PF scheduling across multiple CCs can be referred to [221] in the
context of CA.
J.4 Simulation Assumptions and Energy Consump-
tion Results
The performance of the considered HetNet deployment scenarios is evaluated in a quasi-
static downlink multi-cell system-level simulator that follows the LTE specifications,
including detailed modeling of major radio resource management (RRM) functionalities.
The network topology consists of 7 hexagonal macrocells transmitting at 40W with 3
sectors per cell. 4 RRHs transmitting at 1W are randomly placed within each sector.
2×2 MIMO with rank adaptation and interference rejection combining is configured. A
bursty traffic model is considered where the call arrival follows a homogeneous Poisson
process with fixed payload size per call. The average offered load per macrocell area
is calculated as the product of the user arrival rate and the payload size. We assume
hotspot UE distribution, where 2/3 of the UEs are dropped within a 40 m radius of
the small cells while the remaining UEs are uniformly distributed within the macrocell
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Figure J.5: Path gain (PG) & receive power (RxP). OCL=10Mbps, µ is the mean.
area. The results in this section are for an offered cell load (OCL) of 10 Mbps and a UE
payload of 10 Mb. Simulations were also performed with 20 Mb payload, but they do
not affect the overall conclusions, and therefore the results are omitted. The scheduling
granularity is 1 PRB. The UEs are mainly located around the small cells, and therefore
the path gain to the small cell is lower as compared to the macrocell as shown in Fig.
J.5. For R10 UEs, it is assumed that they are always connected to both the macro and
the most dominant RRH so that they can benefit from potential larger transmission
bandwidth and fast inter-cell load balancing. This however does not entail that R10
UEs will always be scheduled on both CCs, as the scheduling of each CC is based on
the channel quality and the cell load. For R8 UEs, different RE offsets are simulated.
Only the optimal RE offset that maximizes the cell edge (5-percentile) throughput is
used (RE=1.5dB with RSRQ cell selection for 10 Mbps OCL). Note R10 and R8 UEs
are simulated separately.
Fig. J.6 shows the UEs’ average throughput. The CA UEs achieve similar through-
put on both CCs and ∼56% higher throughput than the R8 UEs. This is due to the
CA UE on average is allocated 95 PRBs while the R8 UE gets 48 PRBs. The CA UEs’
higher throughput entail they receive the payload faster hence they can be in sleep mode
for a longer duration.
The power consumption for each of the architectures is shown in Fig. J.7. The
R10nb on average uses 20% more power than the R8 because the CA UE utilizes two
receivers. Fig. J.8 shows the total energy consumption of the UEs. The R10wb is the
most energy efficient solution and on average 4% can be saved, while the R10nb entails
a saving of 3%. The savings may not seem impressive, but it is of interest that CA does
not introduce an energy consumption penalty on the UE given the model and scenario
assumptions. The figure also contains a breakdown of the energy consumption in active
and sleep mode. The R8 UE consumes more than 25% extra energy in active mode
compared to the CA UEs even though the actual power consumption of the R8 UE is
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Figure J.7: Power consumption. OCL=10Mbps, µ is the mean.
20% lower as shown in Fig. J.7. This is due to the lower throughput which entails the
UE has to remain active for a longer time in order to receive the same amount of data.
Given the major difference in active mode energy consumption major overall savings
could be expected, but due to the sleep mode definition in Eq. (J.6) the UEs on average
spend less than 10% of the total time in active mode, hence the sleep mode energy
consumption is dominant. The reason is that a single UE with low throughput prolongs
the sleep time via tmax.
The simulations were also performed for other cell loads, and the mean values of
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Table J.3: Mean data rate and receive power.
Load RR8 RR10 cc1 RR10 cc2 RR10 sum SR8 SR10 cc1 SR10 cc2
[Mbps] [Mbps] [Mbps] [Mbps] [Mbps] [dBm] [dBm] [dBm]
10 42 33 32 65 −71 −69 −73
30 32 22 24 45 −72 −70 −73
50 24 15 17 31 −73 −72 −74
70 18 10 11 21 −74 −73 −75
these results are shown in the following Tables. Table J.3 contains the results for mean
throughput rateR and receive power S as a function of the cell load. The CA throughput
gain decreases as the cell load increases because each UE is allocated less PRBs less often.
Table J.4 contains the associated results for mean receive time t and energy consumption
E. The first thing to observe is that the receive time difference between R8 and R10
decreases as the cell load increases. Furthermore the ratio between the longest receive
time and average R10 receive time decreases as the load increases because the average
throughput approaches the minimum throughput i.e. the throughput spread is much
smaller, when the cell load is high. This means the sleep time is very significant for all
loads hence the sleep energy is the major contributor to the total energy consumption.
The relative energy consumption difference between R8 and R10 is almost constant.
The reasons are that the active time ratio is almost constant and that the sleep mode,
which consumes the same amount of energy for both releases, is dominating.
Due to the sleep time definition in Eq. (J.6) a slowly downloading UE will entail
all other UEs experience long sleep times. In the previous results this meant the sleep
energy was dominating and therefore an artificial simulation campaign was made, where
UEs with a throughput below 5 Mbps were excluded from the statistics. This results
in a lower maximum receive time as shown in Table J.5. The 5 Mbps throughput limit
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Table J.4: Mean receive time and energy consumption.
Load tR8 tR10 tmax
tR8−tR10
tR8
tmax
tR10
ER8 ER10nb ER10wb
ER8−ER10nb
ER8
[Mbps] [s] [s] [s] % [J] [J] [J] %
10 0.29 0.18 5.9 38 33 3.4 3.3 3.2 3
30 0.4 0.27 6.3 33 23 3.7 3.6 3.5 3
50 0.61 0.42 7 30 16 4.3 4.2 4.1 3
70 0.96 0.68 9.2 29 13 5.9 5.7 5.6 3
Table J.5: Mean values using a minimum throughput limit of 5 Mbps.
Load tR8 tR10 tmax
tR8−tR10
tR8
tmax
tR10
ER8 ER10nb ER10wb
ER8−ER10nb
ER8
[Mbps] [s] [s] [s] % [J] [J] [J] %
10 0.28 0.18 1.6 37 9 1.2 1.1 1.1 7
30 0.39 0.27 2 32 7 1.5 1.5 1.4 6
50 0.56 0.42 2 25 5 1.8 1.7 1.6 3
70 0.76 0.65 2 15 3 2 2.1 2 −2
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affects all scenarios, and it is clear that CA has an advantage in low cell load scenarios
where the energy savings now are 5-7%. When the cell load is increased the difference
between R8 and R10 receive times decreases. This means the active energy consumption
of the R8 UE becomes smaller than the CA UE hence the CA energy advantage is lost.
As discussed in section J.2 CA can obtain even higher energy savings by the use
of DRX and/or micro-sleep, because the CA UE is scheduled less often when it is in
RRC_connected mode. Fig. J.9 shows the UE activity factor, which is the ratio between
scheduled time and connected mode time, of the simulated 70 Mbps cell load scenario.
When the UE is connected to the macrocell it is scheduled less than 50% of the time,
and based on the assumptions in [28], where it is estimated that the energy consumption
in micro-sleep mode is half of the active mode, the energy consumption can be reduced
by ∼25%. One reason for the low activity factor is due to the CA UE always being
connected to both CCs even though one of the CCs may experience so low path gain
that it cannot serve the UE.
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Table J.6: Mean power values and break-even points for 10 Mb payload.
Load PR8 PR10nb PR10wb 1 − xnb 1 − xwb
[Mbps] [W] [W] [W] % %
10 2 2.4 2.2 21 11
30 2 2.3 2.1 19 9
50 1.9 2.3 2 19 8
70 1.9 2.2 2 19 7
J.5 Energy Break-Even
The results in the previous section showed that CA can be used to save UE energy.
The savings are possible when the UE, using CA, receives a certain file faster than it
would have without CA. In this section the break-even point i.e. the required increase
in throughput to make CA energy efficient, is calculated. The energy consumed by a
R8 UE is:
ER8 = PR8 · trx + Psleep · (tmax − trx) [J] (J.7)
The receive time trx is scaled by x so the CA UE consumes
ER10 = PR10 · trx · x+ Psleep · (tmax − trx · x) [J] (J.8)
The break-even point i.e. the scaling factor x is
ER8 = ER10 [J]
PR8 · trx − Psleep · trx = PR10 · trx · x− Psleep · trx · x [J]
x =
PR8 − Psleep
PR10 − Psleep
[−] (J.9)
The break-even point is calculated for the simulated cell loads and shown in Table
J.6. The sleep power is 0.50 W for all UEs. The power consumption decreases as the
load increases because the UE throughput also decreases meaning that the baseband
processor is less loaded. When the R10nb is applied a throughput increase of 19-21%
is required to break even. If the R10wb is used the increase shall be as little as 7-11%.
The conclusion that the throughput must be increased in order to enter sleep mode fast
and save energy e.g. by scheduling one UE continuously is similar to the conclusion
that was reached for uplink transmission in [29]. Therefore it is expected that the same
conclusion can also be applied to uplink CA.
J.6 Conclusion
Carrier Aggregation (CA) is standardized in LTE release 10 to improve throughput and
coverage. However this entails a more complicated transceiver design, hence a potential
increase in UE energy consumption. In this study it was shown that CA can actually
be used to save UE energy if the downlink throughput is increased 20%, hence this is
what network operators should aim for.
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In this work two CA UE architectures where mapped to a power model, and the
energy consumption of the new UEs were compared with an existing LTE release 8
UE in a Heterogeneous Network scenario. The reason why energy can be saved is that
the CA UE can enter sleep mode faster, and this low-power state is the key to save
energy in current UE architectures. If the LTE network using CA is implemented to
improve the coverage the throughput gain may be small. This can entail the CA UEs
experience an increased energy consumption of up to 20%. Discontinuous Reception
and the micro-sleep concept can add to the CA’s advantage because the CA UE is likely
to be scheduled less often, when it is in connected mode and receiving finite buffer
traffic.
To summarize CA can be used to increase the throughput, and moreover decrease
UE energy consumption, both key performance indicators leading to a better user ex-
perience.
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Abstract
Carrier Aggregation (CA) is introduced in LTE release 10 to improve data rates by
allowing the User Equipment (UE) to receive data on more than one LTE carrier. The
related increased complexity is expected to affect the UE current consumption, but
yet no empirical evaluation has been published on this topic. Currently there are only
theoretical expansions of LTE release 8 power models available, but this article presents
the first publicly available current consumption measurements on a commercial CA-
capable UE.
In this work it is examined how the activation and use of CA (10 + 10 MHz)
affects the UE current consumption with different traffic profiles such as FTP or web
browsing. For a large FTP download the average CA current consumption is reduced
13% compared to single-carrier 10 MHz due to increased data rate and extended idle
time, which allows the UE to enter a low-current sleep mode. For small data bursts, such
as keep-alive messages, configuring CA results in 17 mA average current increase during
RRC connected state inactivity periods. Depending on the UE background activity,
this could translate into 3% to 8% reduction of the UE’s stand-by battery life.
K.1 Introduction
Downlink (DL) Carrier Aggregation (CA) has been introduced in 3GPP Long Term Evo-
lution (LTE) release 10 [80]. This feature allows the User Equipment (UE) to receive
data from up to five different Component Carriers (CCs). While each CC is backwards
compatible with previous LTE releases, a CA-capable UE can potentially aggregate the
CCs to achieve a total bandwidth of up to 5x20 MHz = 100 MHz. This obviously helps
increase the data rates, but it can also bring additional benefits in terms of frequency
diversity by aggregating CCs on different frequency bands with different propagation
properties such as band III (1.8 GHz) and band V (850 MHz). Finally, the use of CA
can also be beneficial in scenarios with fragmented spectrum since the CA-capable UEs
can aggregate those spectrum chunks to boost the data rates.
Supporting CA will induce a more complex UE design both in terms of receiver and
transmitter RF [222], but also increased baseband processing due to channel estimation
over a larger bandwidth or different CCs, higher data rates, etc.. So far little work has
been published on how this will affect the UE battery life, which is crucial for user sat-
isfaction [223]. When CA was standardized in 3GPP some contributions, such as [217,
218], discussed the effect on UE complexity and battery life, but without quantifying
the current consumption. Since then researchers have estimated the current consump-
tion of CA UEs by extending empirical models based on measurements on LTE release
8 UEs. In [30] DL CA current consumption was studied by increasing the bandwidth
and number of RF chains of a previously established single-chain model, while [224]
presented a similar study for uplink (UL) CA by combining measurements on multi-
ple release 8 power amplifiers. Both studies showed that if CA provides a significant
throughput increase then energy can be saved, but until now the conclusions have not
been validated by real measurements.
Since no commercial CA devices have been available, the verification of the theoretic
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models has not been possible until recent dates. This, however, changed with the launch
of the first commercial CA-capable device in summer 2013 [83] and therefore we present,
to our best knowledge, the first independent current consumption and throughput mea-
surements on a commercial CA UE.
Our objective is to provide a detailed analysis on how CA affects UE throughput and
current consumption in relevant scenarios such as FTP file transfer and web browsing
sessions, but also examine how CA may affect UE current consumption when CA is
configured but unused. This information can also be useful for network operators to
determine how to setup their network to ensure longer UE battery life, and thereby
improve user satisfaction.
The article is structured as follows: section K.2 presents an overview of CA in LTE,
and discusses how it impacts the UE’s current consumption. In section K.3 the mea-
surement setup is described, and in section K.4 the related results are presented. Finally
a discussion and conclusion is given in sections K.5 and K.6 respectively.
K.2 Carrier Aggregation in LTE
Two main scenarios are defined for LTE CA: intra-band, with either contiguous or non-
contiguous CCs, and inter-band in which the CCs belong to different frequency bands.
Each CC is backwards compatible, which means the control and data signaling complies
with release 8 and has the same numerology. Consequently a release 8 UE is still able
to use a single CC of a network that also supports CA. The bandwidth of each CC is
also limited to what was specified for the single-carrier band, for example maximum 20
MHz for band III and 10 MHz for band V [225].
The inter-band scenario is the most challenging from a UE perspective, because
the multiple separated bands require multiple receive and transmit chains, each with
a Local Oscillator (LO) tuned to the band’s carrier frequency. The large number of
frequency bands specified in 3GPP LTE (more than 20 for single-carrier FDD) entails
that there are numerous combinations for inter-band CA. The number of standardized
combinations has already increased from 1 to 21 between release 10 (version 10.13) and
release 11 (version 11.7) [225] causing major challenges for chipset designers, who have to
deal with a multitude of coexistence issues and coupling of LOs [222]. This affects both
cost and current consumption of the UE. From a baseband processing perspective the
CA scenario has little effect on the current consumption [222], because the throughput
is the defining metric for the current consumption regardless whether single-carrier or a
CA scenario is considered. Furthermore, the UE’s energy consumption per transferred
bit actually decreases when incrementing DL and UL throughput in regular release 8
devices [26]. This is also expected to be the case for CA UEs.
When the CA UE is switched ON and performs the network selection procedure, it
will connect to a single CC, known as Primary Cell (PCell), following normal release
8 procedures as illustrated in Figure K.1. After the UE has become RRC_Connected
the network will request the UE’s capabilities, and then configure a certain number
of additional CCs to the UE. The CC configuration depends among other things on
the UE capabilities and Quality-of-Service requirements [80]. These additional CCs
are called Secondary Cells (SCells) and when they are configured the UE may have
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Figure K.1: Procedure for connecting a CA UE to an eNodeB.
to periodically monitor the receive power level of the SCell(s) causing an increase in
current consumption. Once configured, the SCells may be activated by the network,
using an “Activation/Deactivation MAC Control Element” [226], when e.g., a certain
data buffer threshold is met. The exact activation algorithm is not standardized and
therefore vendor specific. For each active CC, the UE continuously monitors the control
channels and reports channel state information (CSI) needed for scheduling purposes.
Monitoring and reporting SCells is costly power wise due to the additional RF chains and
baseband processing required. Therefore 3GPP standardized a timer-based deactivation
mechanism for SCells [226]. The timer, known as “sCellDeactivationTimer”, is restarted
whenever the UE receives an UL grant or DL assignment, and upon expiration the UE
must deactivate the SCell, discontinue the control channel monitoring and the CSI
reporting. The SCell can also be deactivated by the network using the aforementioned
MAC Control Element. Finally, the network can command the UE to release a specific
SCell.
K.3 Measurement Setup
The test environment for this study was designed to measure both performance and
battery usage of a commercial device under emulated realistic network conditions in a
laboratory environment. A commercial CA-capable smartphone, and a state of the art
LTE end-to-end network including eNodeB and Enhanced Packet Core (EPC) equip-
ment were used. The eNodeB included two radio modules transmitting in band III
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(1.8 GHz) and band V (850 MHz) respectively, which enabled 10+10 MHz downlink
inter-band carrier aggregation, i.e. configuration CA_3-5 [225], or single-carrier config-
urations up to 20 MHz in band III or 10 MHz in band V. Intra-band CA configurations
were not tested due to lack of support from the UE. All the tests were done using open
loop 2x2 Multiple-input Multiple-Output (MIMO) in both bands. Over the air trans-
mission was done by combining the signals from each band through two general purpose
antennas, as described in Figure K.2. Furthermore, each of the four radio paths (two for
each band) was connected to an independently configurable attenuator which allowed
setting up different path loss imbalance between carriers.
The current consumption was measured with an external, constant 4 V DC supply
eNb
Attenuator
Attenuator
Attenuator
Attenuator
Band III
Band V
Core 
network
User 
Equipment
Current logCell log
Over-
the-
air
Figure K.2: Block diagram of the measurement setup.
which was connected directly between the battery and the input power pins of the UE.
Additionally, cell logs with sub frame resolution (1 ms) were collected for throughput
and packet scheduling analysis.
For most of the tests, based on file data transfer, the display was switched OFF
after the application was initiated in order to reduce the impact of current consumed
by the display. However, when testing more interactive services such as web browsing
or YouTube, the display was kept on during the duration of the test.
The scope of the testing was divided in four scenarios:
K.3.1 Impact of carrier aggregation activation
This test was designed to analyze the impact of having CA configured or activated when
there is no active data transmission. I.e. current consumption was monitored during
the time where the RRC inactivity timer is running after a file download finishes. The
percentage of time spent on RRC inactivity timer becomes relevant when there are a
high number of short transmissions, such as keep-alive messages, during long stand-
by periods. Connected mode Discontinuous Reception (cDRX) was used in all the
measurements.
K.3.2 Large data transmission
This test was based on the download of a 1 GB file using FTP. Two different current
consumption measurements were taken. The first one considered only the active down-
load time, while the second was measured during a constant time window given by the
slowest download. The purpose of the latter was to make a fair comparison between 10
MHz, 20 MHz and 10+10 MHz CA by capturing the current consumption of both the
active reception and the following idle period.
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K.3.3 Multiple application performance
Different application traffic profiles were tested with and without CA in order to identify
the likelihood that certain traffic patterns will trigger CA usage. The multi-application
profile includes web browsing across different web sites, a Skype video call and watching
standard quality and high definition (HD) YouTube videos.
K.3.4 Impact of radio conditions
The final step in the analysis consisted in studying how different radio conditions on each
CC affect the probability of CA being used, and how a coordinated packet scheduler
and carrier selection algorithm can dynamically use both CCs in an efficient manner.
K.3.5 Theoretical Current Consumption Estimation
To estimate what can be expected from the measurements the power model from [30] is
applied to scenario B presented above. In this scenario the UE is receiving a 1 GB file
via FTP. The receiver current consumption depends mainly on the channel bandwidth
and the throughput, and therefore an increase of 12-22% is estimated; see Table K.1,
for the 20 MHz and 10+10 MHz cases compared to the 10 MHz. When the UE is not
receiving data it can enter a low-current sleep mode which is the key to save energy.
Because of the increased data rate in the 20 MHz and 10+10 MHz cases the UE is
able to enter the sleep mode faster and therefore the power model predicts that energy
consumption over a period, defined as the longest time it took in all the setups to receive
the file, will be reduced 28-30%.
Table K.1: Estimated single-carrier (SC) and CA current consumption using the power model from
[30].
Setup SC 10 MHz SC 20 MHz CA 10+10 MHz
Throughput 1 51.0 Mbps 92.0 Mbps 96.7 Mbps
Receive current consumption 398 mA 445 mA 487 mA
Current difference 11.8% 22.4%
Energy (1 GB, 185 s) 391 J 282 J 275 J
Energy difference -27.8% -29.7%
1 Throughput numbers are based on the measurement results in Figure K.5.
Note that the absolute values are not realistic because the devices have improved
significantly since the model was proposed. Furthermore, the idle current value does
not match the one measured later because it depends on the paging cycle settings and
UE implementation details. In section K.4 the actual current consumption is measured
and in section K.5 compared with the simulated predictions.
K.4 Measurement Results
In this section the average current consumption and throughput measurement results
for the four scenarios defined in section K.3 are presented.
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K.4.1 Impact of carrier aggregation activation
The current consumed by the UE during RRC inactivity periods with 320 ms DRX cycle
is shown in Figure K.3. When CA was activated the average current increased by 79%
(21mA) compared to single-carrier 10 MHz, since the UE has to monitor the PDCCH
and transmit periodic CSI reports for both carriers. The increment was reduced to
65% (17 mA) when CA was configured but not activated. In this case the UE only has
to monitor the PDCCH and send CSI reports of the PCell. The higher current level
compared to single-carrier measurements seems to indicate that during DRX cycles, the
UE is actually switching ON and OFF radio capabilities for both bands, although it is
only required to monitor the PCell.
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Figure K.3: Average current consumption during RRC inactivity timer with DRX.
K.4.2 Large data transmission
Figure K.4 presents the UE current consumption for a 1 GB FTP transfer. The red bar
shows that with CA, the current consumption during the active transmission time, i.e.
while the file was downloaded, increased by 61% compared to 10 MHz single-carrier.
Furthermore, a similar increase was observed for 20 MHz single-carrier, indicating that
current consumption increase is mainly related to the amount of resource blocks used.
In other words, the baseband processing load seems to have a higher impact on the
current consumption than the use of multiple RF chains.
However the higher throughput achieved when using CA allowed finalizing the
data transfer and moving to RRC idle state approximately twice as fast, as illustrated
in Figure K.5. The green bar in Figure K.4 represents the average current during a
constant time window of 185 s, which is given by the slowest file download (the 10 MHz,
No CA case). The averaged results over the time window show 13% energy efficiency
improvement compared to single-carrier 10 MHz, because the UE can enter a low-current
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Figure K.4: Average current during 1 GB FTP download.
sleep mode while in RRC idle.
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K.4.3 Multiple application performance
In this scenario popular applications were executed on the UE to see if they would
trigger the usage of CA. It was observed that relatively low bit rate applications such
as web browsing, Skype video call or even standard quality YouTube videos (750 kbps)
were unlikely to trigger the activation of CA when UE was in good radio conditions and
there was low load in the cell. CA was still configured at RRC level, but if the amount
of buffered data was small, it was generally transmitted using only the PCell. Only HD
YouTube video (2 Mbps) seemed to trigger the usage of CA in some occasions.
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K.4.4 Impact of radio conditions
The same YouTube HD video was downloaded in good and bad radio conditions. Addi-
tionally, two cases were tested where the PCell was either stronger or weaker than the
SCell. Bad radio conditions were generated by attenuating both PCell and SCell by
30 dB. Asymmetric conditions implied a 9 dB additional attenuation on either of the
CCs. Figure K.6 shows the throughput and Physical Resource Block (PRB) allocation
on both PCell and SCell in bad radio conditions. In this scenario both CCs were used
by the packet scheduler, allocating up to an aggregated number of 100 PRBs during
the initial video buffering time, and achieving a peak rate of 6 Mbps. After that, the
PRB share among the PCell and SCell was approximately 50%. Even with a similar
allocation of resources, the throughput achieved in the PCell was higher due to better
quality experienced in band III, which allowed the usage of higher modulation and cod-
ing scheme.
Table K.2 summarizes the throughput and PRB usage on the PCell and SCell dur-
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Figure K.6: HD YouTube video throughput and PRB usage in bad radio conditions. Note the results
of the two cells are stacked.
ing the HD YouTube video playback. It can be observed how the stronger CC provides
the higher throughput, even if that CC is the SCell. This represents the ability of the
packet scheduler and carrier selection algorithm to assign resources dynamically and
efficiently on each CC depending on the given channel conditions. Examining the last
row of Table II it can be seen that with HD YouTube video the current consumption
increased between 12% and 21% when 10+10 MHz CA was used, compared to single-
carrier 10 MHz. The increase was more significant in bad radio conditions as a higher
number of PRBs were used to cope with the video bit-rate requirements. In general,
the total current consumption highly depends on the radio conditions of each CC.
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Table K.2: Average throughput, PRB usage and current consumption per CC for HD YouTube video
streaming.
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Average Throughput [Mbps]
PCell 2.7 2.1 2.2 2.0 2.1 1.7 2.5 0.4
SCell 1.0 0.8 0.0 2.2
Total 2.7 2.1 3.2 2.0 2.1 2.5 2.5 2.6
Average PRB Usage [ # of PRBs]
PCell 2.9 1.8 1.5 22.3 33.5 22.7 13.8 2.4
SCell 0.7 18.2 1.1 2.2
Total 2.9 1.8 2.3 22.3 33.5 40.9 14.9 4.6
Average Supply Current [mA]
450 476 502 773 831 936 726 735
K.5 Discussion
LTE DL CA provides higher peak data rates, improves scheduling flexibility and brings
inherent inter-carrier load balancing in multi-carrier LTE deployments.
In this analysis it was evaluated how CA is capable of reducing the average UE
current consumption over a period of time when transferring large files. This enables
network operators to use fragmented spectrum (10 + 10 MHz) instead of a contiguous
20 MHz band without harming the UE battery life.
However, with bursty traffic which doesn’t benefit from the larger peak throughput,
the additional cost of activating two (or more) receivers and monitoring different carriers
may have a negative impact on the UE’s stand by time. This increase is however not
very different of what is observed when using 20 MHz of contiguous spectrum. An
advantage of CA over 20 MHz single-carriers could come from intelligent decision on
whether configuring CA can provide the most benefit.
Figure K.7 shows an estimation of the average current consumption and the battery
life compared to single-carrier 10 MHz for an UE in stand-by mode with varying number
of keep-alive events. The model assumes that one keep-alive event consists of a short
1 s transaction of only a few packets, followed by 10 s where the inactivity timer is
running, and finally, the transition to the RRC_idle state. The current consumption in
idle state is set to 6 mA based on measurements on the test UE, while the other current
consumption values are based on Figure K.3.
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The amount of background traffic that one UE generates depends significantly on
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Figure K.7: Stand-by current estimation vs. keep-alive activity.
the operating system and the applications which are installed and running on that UE.
Based on our internal studies, a much optimized smartphone with only basic services
configured may generate as few as 2 to 4 events per hour, which would translate into
a 3% battery life reduction, while an average smartphone with multiple applications
installed may have 15 or more events per hour, yielding an 8% stand-by battery life
reduction. Note the calculations are based on a 2600 mAh battery.
Finally the 1 GB FTP download measurements showed that the power model from
[30] is too optimistic when compared to the measurements on the selected commercial
device. The model predicted a current consumption increase of 22% when using CA, but
the measurements showed the instantaneous increase is more than 60% and therefore
an updated power model is proposed future work. Fortunately the measurements also
confirmed that CA can provide higher data rates, and therefore the conclusion stating
that the battery life can be prolonged due to increased sleeping opportunities is still
valid.
It is also important to note that receiver’s current consumption previously has been
reported to contribute with less than 10% of the total UE current consumption [26],
and therefore an increase even as big as 60% may not be as significant in the total
perspective. This is however a very device specific observation because the total current
depends heavily on the choice of the power amplifier and display components.
K.6 Conclusion
In this study we presented the first current consumption measurements on a commer-
cial Carrier Aggregation (CA)-capable smartphone, and showed that CA can decrease
the average current consumption thanks to increased data rates. Comparing 10 MHz
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single-carrier and 10+10 MHz CA we observed a 90% data rate increase in the given
conditions, which resulted in 13% lower current consumption when normalizing mea-
surements over a common time window. The main reason is that the CA smartphone
can move faster to a more energy efficient state as the data reception ends earlier with
the provided higher data rates.
Our results also showed that configuring and activating CA can result in up to 21
mA current consumption increase compared to single-carrier transmission during RRC
inactivity periods. For small data transactions, such as keep-alive message transmis-
sions, this can result in up to 8% battery lifetime reduction with typical keep-alive
patterns.
Other studied traffic types, such as web browsing, or VoIP/video call are unlikely
to trigger CA usage, especially in good radio conditions and empty cells since these
applications are not too demanding in terms of data rates.
Finally, CA performance with a YouTube video streaming application was also eval-
uated. Results showed that downloading a high-definition video can increase the current
consumption between 12% and 21% compared to 10 MHz single-carrier transmission
depending on the radio conditions. It was also observed that the ability of the packet
scheduler and carrier selection algorithm to efficiently allocate resources on each CC
maximizes the performance.
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Abstract
Research on fifth generation (5G) radio access technology (RAT) is ramping up, with
the goal of significantly improving user data rates and latency compared to previous
RAT generations. While energy efficiency (EE) of the user equipment (UE) was not
a key optimization parameter for the current wireless standards, it is anticipated to
become a distinguishing factor for 5G.
In this paper, we analyze established and emerging technological solutions for features
such as waveform, frame structure, duplexing and multiple antenna transmission from
an EE perspective. Our contribution is to identify and discuss the features’ pros and
cons in achieving high performance in terms of data rate and/or latency while limiting
their effect on the UE power consumption.
Based on the discussion we give general recommendations for an energy efficient 5G
design in the context of a previously proposed RAT concept.
L.1 Introduction
The large improvements in terms of data rate and latency from 2nd generation (2G) to
4th generation (4G) RAT have led to a significant increase in UE power consumption
[13]. Recent measurements [26] showed a modern smartphone’s cellular subsystem can
consume half of the total power, and therefore a new energy efficient 5G RAT design
may significantly improve the UE battery life.
Energy efficiency (EE), defined as the amount of energy required to transfer one
byte of data, was identified as a key 5G requirement in [90], but until now little research
has been devoted to UE EE. Current 5G projects such as METIS [93] and 5GNOW
[96] are following a clean slate approach to RAT design, and since EE is a significant
design motivation for 5G it justifies a novel disruptive design. Conversely backwards
compatibility requirements prohibit substantial changes to standards like Long Term
Evolution (LTE), which is partly in a deadlock with several releases, providing limited
EE improvements. For instance the LTE release 11 Enhanced Physical Downlink Control
Channel (EPDCCH) even has a negative effect on EE.
The EE of existing RAT standards have been discussed in a few contributions. In
[227], the impact of Radio Resource Management, deployment strategies, Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) antenna technologies and Multiple Access (MA) schemes on
the EE of the network was analyzed, but recommendations for future 5G designs were
not provided. The impact of the EE improvement on other significant parameters such
as bandwidth and network delay was discussed in [228]. However, [228] only focused
on network power consumption due to its effect on global CO2 emissions and operators
expenditure, while omitting the effect on UE battery life.
In this paper, we provide concrete recommendations on the design of an energy
efficient 5G RAT. We base our recommendations on a discussion, made with the UE
EE perspective, of the main technology features of the previous RAT generations and
emerging solutions. We then compare our recommendations with a 5G RAT, proposed
in a conceptual form in [87]. The RAT design is still under research and therefore our
EE recommendations, which among others include suggestions for choice of waveform,
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Figure L.1: UE power consumption based on [26, 25].
duplexing scheme, frame structure and interference management, are useful inputs to
the researchers, such that their design can fulfil the 5G UE EE requirements.
The paper is structured as follows: sec. L.2 presents a discussion on the technology
features adopted by the current RAT standards, with particular focus on their pros
and cons from an UE EE perspective. The recommendations for an energy efficient 5G
design are given in sec. L.3. Finally, sec. L.4 presents the conclusions and ideas for
future work.
L.2 Energy Efficiency of existing RATs
This section presents a discussion on the most significant technology features of the
existing RAT standards, with the aim of identifying their pros and cons in terms of UE
EE. We refer to GSM release 7 as 2G, HSPA+ release 8 as 3G, and LTE release 11 as
4G, hence mature versions of the standards [95]. Tab. L.1 displays the main technology
features of which we will discuss a selection in the following subsections.
L.2.1 Bandwidth and Data Rate
The downlink (DL) demodulation complexity has increased steadily with the introduc-
tion of each RAT generation due to higher order modulations and increased bandwidth;
200 kHz (2G), 5 MHz (3G), 20 MHz (4G). The possibility of boosting the data rate en-
abled by the larger bandwidth induces a faster baseband processing at both transmitter
and receiver, hence higher power consumption. Fig. L.1 illustrates the evolution of the
supply power as a function of the DL data rate for three generations of LTE devices.
The dongle measurement is from our first LTE measurements made in 2011 [25], while
the measurements on the smartphone 1st generation [26] and on the recently released
smartphone 2nd generation were made in 2012 and 2013, respectively. Increasing the
data rate by a factor of 10 only increases the power consumption by 10%. This entails
the UE can receive a data file much faster and then turn off its receive chain i.e. enter a
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Table L.1: Overview of key Radio Access Technology Parameters. (cl refers to the UE class)
Method 2G 3G 4G 5G
Specification GSM rel. 7, band 850/900 HSPA+ rel. 8 LTE rel. 11 5G concept [87]
Duplex FDD, HD FDD, FD (some TDD
exist)
FDD, FD (some TDD ex-
ist)
TDD (synchroniza-
tion needed)
Multiple access TDMA/FDMA CDMA OFDMA OFDMA
Bandwidth 200 kHz 5 MHz 1.4-20 MHz 10-200 MHz
Frame/subframe
size
4.615 ms (comprising 8 slots)
/ -
10 ms / 2 ms 10 ms / 1 ms - / 0.25 ms
Equalizer Time Time Frequency Frequency
Antennas 2 Rx, 1 Tx 2 Rx, 1 Tx 4 Rx, 4 Tx 4 Rx, 4 Tx
Control/data pos. Initial paging, then fixed BW One slot spacing No gap One frame offset
Sleep mode CM DTX CM DTX+DRX CM DTX+DRX CM DTX+DRX
Frequency reuse 3 (varying) 1 1 1
DL modulation GMSK, 8PSK, 16QAM,
32QAM
QPSK, 16QAM,
64QAM
QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM LTE like
Multiple carriers 2 2 5 Possible
Link Adaptation AMC using RxQual AMC using CQI AMC using CQI AMC
UL modulation GMSK, 8PSK, 16QAM,
32QAM
QPSK, 16QAM QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM LTE like
UL PAPR 3.2 dB 6-8 dB 11 dB LTE like
Max. UL transmit
power (sum of an-
tennas)
33 dBm (cl4) +/-2 dB, -3 to
-9 dB if 2-8 time slots are al-
located
24 dBm +1/-3 (cl3),
additionally CuM-1 for
some channels
23 dBm +/-2 dB (cl3), -
1 to -2 dB depending on
MCS and #PRBs
10-15 dBm per an-
tenna
Min. UL power 5 dBm +/- 5 dB -50 dBm -40 dBm -20 dBm
Dynamic range 28 dB 74 dB 63 dB ∼30 dB
UL power control 2 dB step, 16.67 Hz 1, 2, 3 dB step, 1500 Hz FPC, open+closed loop,
≤1000 Hz
Not yet specified
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low power sleep mode to conserve energy. The EE of the 2nd generation 4G smartphone
is ∼0.8W/10Mbps=80nJ/bit, whereas 2G achieves 3.5 µJ/bit and 3G 450 nJ/bit [229,
Fig.8], hence the increased data rate has a positive effect on UE EE.
This is also the case when using multiple carriers as shown in [30]. Downlink Dual
Carrier (2G), Dual Cell (3G) and Carrier Aggregation (4G) have been defined to enable
the UE to connect to multiple carriers and achieve a load balancing gain, resulting in
improved capacity and data rates. The cost, which affects the power consumption, is the
need for a second receiver and an extra Local Oscillator if the multiple carriers operate
in different frequency bands.
Fig. L.1 also shows that, when moving from one generation to another, the power
consumption is reduced by a factor of ∼38%. This is partly due to technology node
scaling, i.e. voltage scaling and reduction of switched capacitance, which according to
Intel [230] will continue. Previously, [78] has predicted a similar power reduction of
30-40% per node change. The reduction is also due to device maturity i.e. the chipset
design is optimized throughout the standard’s lifetime.
L.2.2 Sleep Modes
In the previous section it was discussed how higher data rates allows the UE to power
off its receive chain and enter sleep mode. Several types of sleep mode have been defined
in the RAT standards. They can be divided into two groups where the UE is either in
Idle or Connected mode.
In Idle mode the UE is unable to receive or transmit data. Instead it performs
measurements on neighbor cells and monitors system information and a periodic paging
channel, which notifies it about incoming calls. To save energy the UE only monitors a
subset of the channels and sleeps for the rest of the period. This sleep mode is called
Idle mode Discontinuous Reception (DRX), and is available in all the RAT generations.
The 2G standard includes the Connected mode Discontinuous Transmission (CM-
DTX), because 2G was mainly designed for voice calls where silent periods are frequent.
To save energy the UE can choose not to transmit any information during these silent
periods that are identified by a Voice Activity Detection mechanism [231]. The CM-
DTX also reduces the interference footprint in the network.
The initial 3G specifications did not include CM-DTX, thus forcing the UE to trans-
mit the control channel even when no user data was available. However, later 3G releases
re-introduced this feature. Later Connected mode DRX (CM-DRX) was implemented
with the aim of saving energy in the receiver, because the need for receive energy savings
became apparent as the amount of DL data increased.
The 4G standard includes both CM-DRX and CM-DTX, because it is focused on
packet switched data, which can handle the inherent delays introduced by sleeping.
Different CM-DRX settings may lead to light or deep sleep modes; measurements [26]
on LTE UEs using CM-DRX have shown that the deep sleep power consumption is 30
mW (see fig. L.1), which corresponds to 1/35 of the active mode power. The 4G frame
structure also allows for micro sleep, see sec. L.2.6.
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L.2.3 Duplexing
The term duplexing describes a point-to-point system where communication can flow in
both directions. The duplexing method affects the energy consumption due to hardware
requirements and the impact on data rate and latency.
The 2G RAT utilizes Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD) and Half Duplexing
(HD); i.e. communication can only flow in one direction at a time, and different carrier
frequencies are used for the DL and the uplink (UL). Therefore the duplexer in the Radio
Frequency (RF) Front End (FE) can be removed, resulting in a lower component cost
and a lower attenuation between the antenna and the RF FE [103]. Lower attenuation
allows the Power Amplifier (PA) to reduce its transmit power, with benefits in terms
of overall power consumption. The drawback of HD is the need for guard time to
avoid power leakage of the transmitter into the receive slot. The guard time is pure
overhead and therefore has a negative effect on EE. The 3G RAT is mostly deployed
as FDD but utilizes full duplexing (FD) i.e. simultaneous transmission and reception,
and therefore a duplexer is needed. Conversely, the guard time is substituted with a
guard band in frequency. Furthermore the combination of FDD and FD entails strict
Third-Order Intercept Point (IP3) requirements, because the UE’s transmit signal can
be mixed with external signals leading to a blocker in the receive band. Improving the
IP3 performance leads to increased UE power consumption. In 4G both FDD and Time
Division Duplexing (TDD) have been specified; TDD is by default HD since UL and
DL transmissions are scheduled in different time slots, while the FDD design allows for
FD.
L.2.4 Uplink Waveform
The UL modulation scheme choice impacts the Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR),
which affects the obtainable PA efficiency. High PAPR forces the PA to operate far from
its saturation point; this increases the dissipation of DC supply power and therefore
impacts the EE as illustrated in fig. L.2. If the PA is saturated the signal is distorted
and out-of-band harmonics occur, which impacts the Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio
(ACLR). Increased ACLR affects data rates negatively and thus the EE due to decreased
sleeping opportunities.
In the first version of 2G the Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) modulation
was used. Since the GMSK pulse has a constant envelope [103] the PA can operate close
to the saturation region, where the EE peaks as shown in fig. L.2. However, the GMSK
waveform suffers from low spectral efficiency since only 1 bit/symbol is supported. In
current 2G RAT versions higher level PSK is used to increase the data rate. The cost
is increased sensitivity to distortion and therefore Output Back Off (OBO) is applied
to ensure operations in the linear region as shown in fig. L.2.
Initially, the 3G waveforms had PAPR properties similar to the 2G waveforms, but
later releases have led to a higher PAPR due to the introduction of more advanced UL
channels as shown in fig. L.3. Furthermore, the Code Division MA (CDMA) scheme
used in 3G is often coupled with the Rake receiver whose complexity increases with the
number of multipath components and antennas. This increases the baseband processor
power consumption [78]. As in 2G, the bandwidth is not scaled with respect to the
needed data rate.
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Figure L.2: Power amplifier operation, based on [103, Fig. 2.30].
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Figure L.3: UL PAPR evolution, based on data from [103].
In 4G DL, the usage of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
has led to significant computational complexity reduction due to the efficient single-
tap equalization in the receiver [59]. However, OFDM has a large PAPR due to the
possibility of co-phasing multiple narrowband signals in the time domain. The usage
of Single Carrier-Frequency Division Multiplexing (SC-FDM) in 4G UL decreases the
PAPR compared to OFDM up to 4 dB. Unfortunately SC-FDM suffers from noise
enhancement at the receiver which degrades the link performance [105] thus lowering
the data rate and EE as discussed in sec. L.2.1. Furthermore, the PAPR of SC-FDM
increases with high order modulations such as 64QAM, but a significant improvement
over OFDM is preserved.
L.2.5 Transmit Power and Control
The UE transmit power obviously affects the overall UE power consumption, because
the PA is the major power consumer in the UE cellular subsystem [26].
The high transmit power of 2G (33 dBm) is necessary because the UE is active only
in one out of eight slots [231]. In later releases the UE was allowed to occupy a larger
set of time slots, and therefore reduce its transmit power to achieve the same detection
performance as shown in tab. L.1.
In 3G the transmit power is 24 dBm, but since the RAT is FDD and FD the aver-
age transmit energy is the same as for 2G. Due to the mentioned PAPR increase from
WCDMA to HSUPA, see fig. L.3, the maximum transmit power was reduced in order to
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enable reuse of the previous releases’ PAs. The reduction is based on the Cubic Metric
(CuM) [232] which represents a measure of the expected intermodulation distortions
introduced by the PA. This can lower the PA power consumption because the transmit
power may be reduced by 1 dB, for 0 ≤CuM≤ 3.5 dB, [233].
The maximum transmit power of 4G is 1 dB lower than 3G. The allowed transmit
power reduction is 0-2 dB [145] and it depends on the Modulation and Coding Scheme
(MCS) and the number of allocated resource blocks in the channel.
If the transmit power is not adjusted to a specific scenario’s needs energy is wasted
and the battery time reduced; an UL power control (UPC) technique is therefore crit-
ical for EE. Slow UPC is applied in 2G because the Time Division MA (TDMA) /
Frequency Division MA (FDMA) + FDD structure ensures zero intra-cell interference.
Slow UPC lowers the control overhead, but may result in high transmit power because
it only adapts to pathloss and shadow fading. Furthermore excessive transmit power
increases inter-cell interference.
The near-far CDMA problem in 3G leads to the necessity of using a faster UPC; its
rate is fixed at 1500 Hz with steps of 1, 2, and 3 dB. By using a fast UPC the UE can
track the channel conditions (fast fading) at the expense of a large control overhead.
The UPC is closed loop because for FDD the channel is not reciprocal, hence the UE
needs to inform the base station (BS) of the channel condition perceived in the DL and
vice versa for the UL.
In 4G the UPC can update every ms, but the average rate is estimated to be 50-200
Hz depending on the channel type and conditions. The UPC consists of an open loop,
where the UE compensates for a fraction of the experienced pathloss based on parame-
ters which are set by the network, and a closed loop where the network dictates power
adjustments until a certain Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR) is achieved.
L.2.6 Frame Structure
The frame duration, more specifically the time domain scheduling granularity, has been
reduced with the introduction of every new RAT generation from 4.615 ms (2G) to 1 ms
(4G). Shorter frame size entails a lower latency, but may also result in a larger overhead
in case each frame preserves the same amount of control information. As described in
sec. L.2.1 it is beneficial to transfer data as fast as possible, and therefore it is important
to minimize the control overhead.
The relative position of control and data channels affects the control channel decod-
ing procedure, which is used to determine if the UE is scheduled or can power down.
Initially 2G was designed as a circuit switched RAT, where a certain amount of
resources was allocated to the user for the entire call duration even though the user
might not need such resources in every slot. Later releases introduced packet switched
data while preserving dedicated channels for each session. For instance, the UE can be
allocated slots 0-3 of every TDMA frame, but they may be unused causing excessive
power consumption due to reception of useless data.
In 3G, the High-Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH) is used to provide in-
formation to the UE on how to demodulate the High-Speed Downlink Shared Channel
(HS-DSCH) [78]. The HS-SCCH is located in slot n and n+1, while data is in slot n+2
and onwards as illustrated in fig. L.4a. The first part of slot n indicates the modulation
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Figure L.4: Control/data channel position.
format and which data codes the UE must despread. The second part, in slot n+1,
contains redundancy information, Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) process number
and a retransmission indicator. This design is beneficial from an energy consumption
perspective, because it informs the UE of the necessity of decoding the data mapped in
slot n+1 and onwards upon detection of slot n. This eliminates the buffering of unused
data.
In 4G the UE decodes the Physical Control Format Indicator Channel (PCFICH),
which indicates the number of symbols used for the Physical Downlink Control Channel
(PDCCH) [59]. Simultaneously, the UE receives and decodes the PDCCH which reports
the used MCS and the location of the potentially allocated resources. The PDCCH is
immediately followed by the Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH), which carries
data. The UE needs to buffer PDSCH because there is no time available for decoding
between the allocation indication and the actual data, as illustrated in fig. L.4b. The
micro sleep concept [28] has been introduced with the aim of minimizing the energy
waste in case of unused buffered data. The main idea of the micro-sleep is to perform
fast decoding of the control channel, and then power down the receiver in case the UE
has no scheduled data. The cost is that the Reference Signals which are allocated at the
end of the subframe are not received. This may lead to a degradation in the channel
estimation, which may affect the throughput.
In LTE release 11 the EPDCCH has been standardized. The idea is to achieve a
frequency selective scheduling gain by allocating the EPDCCH across an entire frame
(see fig. L.4c) and limit it to the frequency subcarriers which experience the most ad-
vantageous channel conditions. However, the expected SINR improvement comes at the
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expense of higher power consumption, since the usage of micro sleep is made impossible.
L.2.7 MIMO
The usage of multiple receive antennas entails the UE can exploit receive diversity to
improve the link budget, but also enhances the interference cancellation/mitigation ca-
pability. Furthermore the BS can transmit multiple data streams to boost the data rate.
The power consumption will increase with the introduction of the extra RF circuitry
which is needed to accommodate multiple transmit/receive chains. Furthermore MIMO
requires larger baseband processing capabilities to deal with multiple data streams.
However, as explained in sec. L.2.1 the increased data rate leads to longer, efficient
sleep modes.
In 2G the UE receive diversity is specified, while 3G and 4G allow for both receive
diversity and DL multistream MIMO. Even though a maximum of 4 streams is spec-
ified in 4G, the number of codewords is limited to 2; this enables the implementation
of Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) receivers with feasible complexity. Newer
versions of 4G also include transmit diversity and UL multistream MIMO.
L.2.8 Frequency Reuse and Interference
Frequency Reuse is a widely used technique for dealing with inter-cell interference. The
presence of interference may severely limit the data rate, thus also affecting the energy
consumption since UEs need longer active time for transmitting/receiving their data as
discussed in sec. L.2.1.
In 2G a frequency reuse factor of 3 or more is used. This allows for significant re-
ductions of the inter-cell interference experienced by the cell edge users at the cost of
a lower spectral efficiency from a system perspective. Intra-cell interference can also
occur if the frequency channels are not properly filtered; since the potential improve-
ment in SINR translates to higher data rates, interference cancellation techniques have
been proposed. The widely used Single Antenna Interference Cancellation method has
feasible complexity [234].
In 3G reuse factor 1 is applied, hence the users can experience interference from
neighbor cells. Since the spreading codes adopted by neighbor BSs are not completely
orthogonal, the users may experience Multiple Access Interference (MAI). UEs can apply
interference cancellation/mitigation methods, which estimate and subtract the interfer-
ence from the desired signal. As in 2G, these methods have high complexity, but also
significant advantages when the MAI is high [78].
The 4G RAT primarily applies a frequency reuse factor of 1 and therefore cell edge
users may experience inter-cell interference. Methods such as soft and fractional fre-
quency reuse have been proposed [59] along with the previously discussed power control
strategies.
L.3 Recommendations for EE 5G
A 5G RAT shall be designed with the aim of minimizing the power consumption at
the UE while maintaining high performance in terms of data rate and latency. In the
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light of the discussion on the technology features presented in the previous section, we
now provide our recommendations, summarized in tab. L.1, for an energy efficient 5G
design.
Our target 5G RAT was proposed in a conceptual form in [87]; since the envisioned
design has not yet been finalized, we believe that our EE recommendations can signif-
icantly influence it. The concept aims at peak data rates of 10 Gbps, short latency
below 1 ms and wake-up time from inactive to active in the order of 10 ms. The am-
bitious data rate requirement is to be achieved by using a 200 MHz bandwidth, TDD
mode, a frame of 0.25 ms and multistream transmission, as well as established technol-
ogy features such as Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC), Hybrid ARQ (HARQ),
and efficient time/frequency scheduling. Since most of the data traffic is expected to
be generated in an indoor environment, the 5G RAT will be optimized for a local area
(LA) scenario rather than for macro area as is the case for the 4G RAT.
TDD has clear cost advantages over FDD as duplex mode for 5G as it allows for
a flexible spectrum assignment (no need for paired spectrum as in FDD), flexible du-
plexing of UL and DL, which is beneficial for asymmetric data, and simple support
for backhauling and device-to-device communication. Its drawback is the need for a
tight time synchronization to avoid mutual interference among UEs due to a misaligned
UL/DL switching point. From an energy consumption perspective, TDD allows for
discarding of the duplexer, which reduces the insertion loss in the RF FE by up to 3
dB (in both directions). Furthermore, in TDD mode the UE’s transmit signal is not
present during reception, hence the IP3 requirements can be relaxed since the undesired
harmonics will not interfere the reception, with benefits in terms of power dissipated in
the mixer. In addition, the possibility of exploiting the channel reciprocity between UL
and DL may avoid the transmission of channel feedback from the UE to the BS, thus
also saving transmit power.
Research on novel modulation/MA schemes for 5G is ongoing. For instance Non-
Orthogonal MA, which combines Superposition Coding and OFDM [106], has drawn
attention. This scheme requires a complex SIC receiver as baseline detector, and its EE
properties are still unclear. Moreover, the Superposition Coding principle works best
when the channel gain difference between UEs is large, which may not be the case in
the LA scenario targeted by 5G [87]. The Filter Bank Multicarrier (FBMC) modula-
tion [235] can be seen as a generalization of OFDM where the simple square window
which is applied at each subcarrier, is replaced by a filter. FBMC allows removing the
Cyclic Prefix and significantly reduces the out-of-band emissions. However, the compu-
tational complexity and thus the power consumption is significantly larger due to the
time domain processing; moreover, the extension to MIMO is not as straightforward as
in OFDM.
The usage of OFDM on both link directions allows for efficient resource allocation
and UE implementation. The high PAPR, which represents the main drawback of
OFDM modulation, should not be considered a significant limitation in the future. The
reason is that novel techniques for the supply of PAs have gained attention and could
considerably improve PA efficiency. One technique is Envelope Tracking (ET), which
adjusts the PA supply voltage in accordance with the input signal (the modulated low
power signal) to allow the PA to operate closer to the saturation region. According to
[141] 20 MHz bandwidth is already supported, but it is an open question when and how
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the 200 MHz 5G bandwidth can be accommodated. If ET is realisable, the PAPR effect
on the PA power efficiency is minimal hence OFDM can be implemented in an energy
efficient manner.
When considering the benefits in terms of complexity and flexibility of OFDM and
the reduced impact of its PAPR drawback, we believe OFDMmodulation is the strongest
candidate for energy efficient 5G.
While the 5G RAT is expected to be similar to the 4G standard for what concerns
multiplexing and modulation format, the major difference is the 10 times increase in
bandwidth. Moreover, 256QAM modulation is intended to be included to boost the
spectral efficiency in favorable channel conditions. The larger bandwidth is not be-
lieved to impose a complexity problem. The reason is that the complexity of LTE scales
linearly with the bandwidth [59], and the same is expected for an OFDM-based 5G
RAT. Furthermore, the turbo decoding complexity is a linear function of the data rate
[59]. The complexity of the 5G RAT is therefore expected to be 10 times higher, but if
Moore’s law continues to be valid the performance is supposed to increase by a factor
of 10 − 30 within the next decade, i.e. the complexity can be handled. Similarly, the
power consumption is not expected to be affected due to Gene’s law [132], which states
the power dissipation per Million Instructions Per Second is halved every 18 months.
Note that, as the bandwidth becomes larger, the attenuation of the adjacent channels
decreases. The reason is that wideband analog filters have a larger transition bandwidth
with respect to narrowband filters. The related out-of-band emissions on the adjacent
channels affect the dynamic range of the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC), which may
cause it to consume more power. The baseband complexity is also increased because
better digital filters are needed to remove the unwanted signals. Conversely, the wider
bandwidth is not expected to have a significant effect on the RF power consumption.
A potential reduction of the maximum transmit power to the range 10-15 dBm, has
to be taken into consideration given the LA scenario targeted by 5G. This would lead
to huge power savings, and possibly to the removal of the external amplifier stage in
current UE transmitters. In addition to the power savings this could entail less costly
and less bulky UEs. We believe the UPC for 5G should be similar to 4G, because it
represents a good tradeoff between control overhead and SINR control, with no signifi-
cant penalty on the power consumption.
Clearly the control data channel design of 3G results in better energy efficiency when
compared to 4G (as shown in fig. L.4a and L.4b), since useless data is not buffered.
Therefore the 5G frame structure should be designed such that the scheduling informa-
tion for frame n+1 arrives in frame n as illustrated in fig. L.4d. This allows the UE to
determine in adequate time whether it is scheduled or not, hence it can power down and
save energy when possible. The cost is an increased delay, but due to the short frame
size this is not a major issue. The CM-DRX and CM-DTX sleep modes should also be
included given their obvious power reduction benefits. It is worth to mention that the
usage of deep sleep modes may however increase the latency since the UE needs to spend
some time waking up, before tight synchronization can be re-acquired. The design of
energy efficient wake up and re-synchronization methods are important further studies.
When 5G is ready for deployment it is expected that the technological evolution
allows for 4x4 MIMO implementation in the UE. The multistream transmission boosts
the data rate, and therefore increases the sleeping opportunities. We foresee that the
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low power sleep will compensate the extra power consumed by the extra RF circuitry
and baseband processing.
The 5G RAT envisioned in [87] targets LA scenarios with uncoordinated deployment
of small cells; in such scenarios inter-cell interference is a significant limiting factor. In
case neighbor cells are time synchronized, such interference can be suppressed/cancelled
by using Interference Rejection Combining (IRC) or SIC receivers. The usage of ad-
vanced receivers obviously leads to increased complexity, which however translate again
to the possibility of boosting the data rate and then increase the sleeping opportunities.
This can also be accomplished by autonomous interference coordination techniques; 5G
BSs can sense interference from neighbor cells and select their frequency resources ac-
cordingly, as well as notify their neighbors about the interference they may generate.
Based on this discussion we conclude that a future 5G RAT can be made energy
efficient, and that the proposed concept [87] is beneficial from UE EE perspective. It
is however important that UE EE is included as a design parameter in the clean slate
designs, and not only as a buzz word.
L.4 Conclusions and future work
The 5th generation (5G) radio access technology aims at increased user data rates and
lower latency compared to the previous generations, while reducing the user equipment
(UE) power consumption. In this work existing technology features, generally recog-
nized as necessary for achieving the 5G requirements, have been discussed considering
their effect on UE energy efficiency. Based on that we gave recommendations for an
energy efficient design of a previously proposed 5G concept, which is still under research.
We foresee significant advantages in the usage of TDD mode given the related simple
and low power hardware design. Multiple access based on OFDM has several advan-
tages such as low computational complexity and considering the ongoing improvements
in power amplifier efficiency, the large PAPR can be handled with good UE energy
efficiency. We further predict that the local area scenario targeted by 5G allows for a
significantly lower transmit power, with obvious benefits on the overall power consump-
tion. Features like MIMO antenna schemes and multiple carrier transmission allow
shortening the active time of the device; this leads to higher energy efficiency, by use
of low power sleep modes, despite of the increased computational complexity. Finally,
a novel control channel design allows for effective micro sleep, which has to be supple-
mented with Discontinuous Reception and Transmission sleep modes.
We predict that the main key to achieve high UE energy efficiency in 5G is the
combination of high data rates and low power sleep modes.
Future open problems, from an energy efficiency perspective, include the design of
low complexity interference cancellation receivers, sleep mode and synchronization pro-
cedures, as well as the analysis of the wide bandwidth’s effect on the power consumption
of Analog to Digital Converters and filters.
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